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ABSTRACT 

On September 22, 1997, Winnipeg's Exchange District was designated a National Historic 
Site by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada because it continues to reflect 
the city's rote as the gateway to the Canadian West in the period from 1880 to 1913. There 
are only a handful of districts across Canada which have been bestowed with this honour. 

A group of stakeholders, including the three levels of govemrnent, business interests and 
heritage groups, came together and fomed the Exchange District Heritage Partnership. 
Their mandate was to develop a comprehensive interpretation strategy for the 
cornmernoration and interpretation of the District's rich and vibrant history. An interpretation 
strategy is meant to foster a greater understanding, and hence appreciation, of the 
resources associated with a historical and cultural resource, The purpose of this thesis is to 
review and critique the development of the work of the Exchange District Heritage 
Partnership by measuring the process against the projects Ternis of Reference. The author 
of this thesis was hired as the Project Coordinator by the Partnership. The capacity of this 
position was to coordinate the research and planning of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy. 
Three stages of work were completed cavering a wide range of items including identification 
of historical thernes, general research and data collection, public consultation. and the 
production of several drafts. The result was a Heritage lnterpretation Strategy which met the 
goals of the project's Terms of Reference. It generated the necessary background 
information on the six primary historical themes around which the Heritage lnterpretation 
Strategy was developed. In addition, it identified short, medium, and long term interpretive 
options for the themes based on a study of the existing interpretive services. 

After companng and contrasting the process of developing the Heritage Interpretive Strategy 
and its l e m s  of Reference, one may suggest that several steps could have been 
approached differently. A total of four recommendations for an improved process are 
provided for those who may embark on this type of worlc in the future. 

The production of this Heritage lnterpretation Strategy has produced a valuable document 
for which there is very little precedent It will set the stage for the development and 
impkmentation of future interpretive sewices in the Exchange District National Historic Site. 
Additionally, this thesis provides an analysis of its development within the context of the 
theones of interpretation and several precedents while also discussing the strengths and 
wea knesses of the Strategy. 
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Winnipeg was one of the fastest growing metropolitan 
areas in North America between 1900-1 91 3. It was 
frequently refened to as "The Chicago of the North" 
because of sirnilarity to the growtti, location, economy, 
and physical presence of Chicago (Johnson 1996). In 
Winnipeg, the Exchange District was the core of this 
overwhelming bustle and activity. From an architectural 
perspective, the District has been recognised for its 
concentration of "Chicago Schm1"-inspired steel frame 
skyscrapers as well as the prolific use of tena cotta 
that is some of the best remaining in North Arnerica. 
The Exchange District's urban fabric is unique in 
Winnipeg with a strong pedestrian nature, unique 
sense of swle, and a gritty rough-edged personality. 
Apart from the still tangible remains of the city's early 
days (its buildings, green spaces, and urban planning) 
there are numerous elements such as Bankers Row 
which played key roles in the development of Winnipeg 
and the Canadian prairies. 

On September 22, 1997, the Minister for Canadian 
Heritage, the Right Honourable Sheila Copps approved 
the recornmendation for Winnipeg's Exchange District 
to be designated a national historie site. This 
complimented the municipal recognition of the District 
in 1977 through specific zoning by-laws. The Historic 
Sites and Monuments Board of Canada requires that 
districts worthy of national significanœ must satisfy the 
following criteria: 

the surviving resources have clear 
association with historically significant 
themes; 
the collective character of those resources 
evoke or present in a substantial manner a 
specific period and definable themes; 
the area possess historically valid and 
definable boundaries; and 
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the combination of resources, themes and 
boundaries result in a cohesive area that 
possessed a strong sense of place (Johnson 
1996, ne) .  

The Exchange District is worthy of its national 
designation because it documents the gmwth of 
Winnipeg, but more importantfy, it is an intact visuel 
reminder of the city's role as the gateway to the 
Canadian west and in the development of the prairie 
econorny. Through the perseverance of heritage 

Figum 3: Fmm City Hall's pleze it is 
activists coupled with the City's designation process -ble CO view a fascinating 

and development of design guidelines for the historic collection of heritage buiMi's 
through some of the cily's finest 

area, the Exchange District has remained relatively modemist architecture. 

intact for over the years. The result is a cohesive area 



covering 20 city blocks with more than 120 historic 
buildings (CIS 1999, l), of which a aiird predate 1900, 
and the majority of the remainder predating 1914 
(Johnson A996). Almost half of the buildings in the 
Exchange District are on the City's Historic Buildings 
lnventory list, and several including, the Pantages 
Theatre, Un ion Trust, the Confederation Life, Royal 
Bank Tower, and the Bank of Hamilton, have been 
recognised as having national architectural and 
historical significance. Leonard K. Eaton suggested that 
Winnipeg's "...warehouse district is architecturally the 
finest on the North American continent" (1989, 84). The 
Board's research indicated that five themes were still 
clearly represented in the Exchange District - 
transportation, finance, grain trade, wholesale trade 
and manufacturing. A national designation of 
Winnipeg's early city centre places the district on the 
same level of historical status that has been bestowed 
on just a handful of sites across the country. 



APPROACH 

The goal of this thesis is to develop and critique the 
planning of a heritage interpretation strategy for the 
Exchange District National Historic Site- This body of 
work will help ensure the longevity of the District from 
an interpretive perspective, while maintaining the 
historic integrity of the area and retaining its unique 
sense of place and tirne, (t consists of two components. 

The first component is a stand-alone strategy for the 
interpretation of the histon'c resources of the Exchange 
District (a copy is included in the Appendices). It was 
completed by the Exchange District Heritage 
Partnership from January 1998 to July 1999. 1 was a 
participant in the planning process as the project's 
Coordinator. The purpose of the lnterpretation Stfategy 
is to interpret key historical, architectural, and cultural 
aspects of the District for the purposes of 
cornmernoration and education. Its recommendations 
build upon and enhance existing interpretive resources 
and programming, as well as, introduce new 
interpretive media to the District. Proposais made in 
this thesis are meant to foster the continued growth and 
developrnent of a living uhan historic district Where 
possible interpretive recommendations take advantage 
of numerous partnership opportunities and existing 
programming. 

This document is the second component, but it is 
necessary to review the Heritage Interpretation 
Strategy before embarking on this material. It provides 
more concentrated background material for reference 
as well as a postscript which reviews and critiques the 
planning and development process for the 
Interpretation Strategy. Its goal is to facilitate and 
improve upon this type of development process for 
future Interpretation Strategies. This document consists 
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of several sections: 
1 . the Introduction includes background 

material on the importance of heritage 
conservation and the history of the 
conservation movement in Winnipeg; 

2. an explanation of the role of the Historic 
Sites and Monuments Board of Canada in 
the nationai designation and a summary of 
their research on the Exchange Distrîct 
National Historic Site are provided in the 
second chapter; 

3. the third chapter, Heritage Interpretation, 
reviews the primary theones of 
interpretation, the most common mettiods of 
interpretation, and a review of several other 
interpretation strategies; and 

4. the last two chapters feview and critique the 
process that was undertaken as well as 
provides several recornmendations for 
improvernent of the process. 

In January, 1998, The Exchange District Business 
lmprovement Zone (612) and the Exchange District 
Heritage Partnership secured sufficient funding to 
undertake the development of the Exchange District 
Heritage Interpretation Strategy- 1 was hired in the role 
of Project Coordinator to ove- the planning pracess. 
Working out of the Exchange BI2 office provided the 
foundation to ground this lnterpretation Strategy in 
reality and practicality. Dealing with the day-today life 
of the District has opened my eyes and mind to what is 
required when working with a community consisting of 
varied business and building owners, residents, the 
three levels of govemment, and nonprofit organisations. 
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THE SOCIAL IMPORTANCE OF 
HERITAGE CONSERVATION 

We have no nght whatever to touch them- They are not ours They belong 
partly to those who built them, and partly to al1 the generations of mankind 
who are to follow us. The dead have still theirright in them: thaf which Yiey 
laboured for; the praise of achjevement or the expression of mligious 
feeling, or whatsoever else it mght be whi& in those buildings they 
intended to 68 pemanent, we have no nght to obliterate, m a t  we ha- 
ourselves built, we are af liberty to throw down; but what other men gave 
their strength and wealth and l a  to accomplish, their right over does not 
p a s  away with tfteir &a#: StrW / e s  is the nght te use of whet tlrey have le# 
vested in us on/' (Ruskin 1880, 197) 

Why do we seek to conserve our historic resources? Urban renewal or the recycling and 
adaptive reuse of our built environment has gone on for thousands of years. Heritage 
conservation aims to retain the built or natural environment as integral and fundional 
components of our communities. Stipe (1 983) suggests that hen'tage conservation has 
several different types of cultural benefits including: 

1. Historical and Educational Benefits; 
2. Social Benefits; 
3. Cultural Benefits; 
4. Aesthetic Benefits; and 
5. Economic Benefits. 

Historical and educational beriefits 

We seek to preserve because our histone fesources are al/ that physically 
lin k us to our past . . we sfnve to sa ve our historic and architectural heritage 
sjmply because we have lived with if and it has become part of us (Stipe 
1983, 59). 

If we at al1 hope to understand who we are and where we are going. we must have an 
understanding of our history which is comprised of people, events and places that existed in 
the social, political or economic realms of ouf culture. Our built heritage is our physical link 
to the past and our connection to the future. This can be learned in the classroom through 
study and instruction of history, tradition, myth, and memofy (Lowenthal 1969) but it can 
also be enhanced through expenencing places and evenk. Participation in interpretive 
programmes such as walking tours or visiting historic museums bnngs such experiences to 
life. In The Seven Lamps of Architecture, John Ruskin States architecture is the physical 
elernent of our collective memory: "lt is the centralisation and protectress of this sacred 
influence, that Architecture is to be regarded by us with the most serious thought We m y  



live without her, and worship without her, but we cannot remember without hep (178). The 
built environment is created by our culture and is evidence of our cultural identity. 
Architecture is produced by the sum of our experiences; it is the residue of our history. It 
develops for us a sense of place and rootedness and if it c m  be canserved, it can be 
expenenced on a day-to-day basis. 

Social benef its 

We Save our physical heritage partly because we /ive in an age of 
fnghtening communication and other technical abilities. as well as in an era 
of increasing cultural homogeneity (Stipe l983,59). 

Lasker proposes that heritage buildings are not only valuable in ternis of their possibilities 
for reuse, but they appeal to us on a more fundamental level: 

Their masonry facades exude a human warmth and reassurance that the 
thin, britüe, hi-tech materials of modem buildings do not The palpably 
weighty masonry gives a sense of privacy and respite from the agoraphobic 
exposure of vast glass expanses- Mile the modem International Style 
glass and aluminium curtain walls may be appreciated or despised on an 
intellectual level, the old buildings go beyond this appealing directly to the 
senses (1984, 22). 

Lasker is suggesting that current design philosophies associated with the International Style 
did not take into consideration cultural or regional differences. Our hentage building stock 
aids in differentiating cultures from one another and provides a sense of distinction and 
uniqueness. Appearance of a community is often a sign of public health and welfare. 
Heritage conservation can make residential environments be more pleasant, commercial 
and working areas more attractive and Iively, and overall, the community becornes a better 
place. Heritage conservation also serves a recreational need with benefits for local tounsrn 
and convention industries. 

Cultural benefits 

We pmserve historic sites and stmctums because of theif relation to past 
events, eras, movements, and persons that we feel are important to honour 
and understand (Stipe 7983, 59). 



Associated with this benefit is the cultural need for nostalgia and patriotisrn. These two 
emotions are important driving factors for heritage conservation. In an attempt to understand 
the past, these two emotions often aid our imagination and creativity in the learning process. 
Through heritage conservation. a healthy sense of cultural identity can be provided and 
maintained because protection of historical resources creates a sense of historical 
continuity. This, in the end, provides a sense of security and stability. 

Aesthetic benefits 

We seek to preserve our past because we believe in the right of ouf clients 
and countfyside to be beau fifu... we seek to preserve the architecture and 
landscapes of the past simply because of their intrnsic value as art (Strpe 
1983, 59). 

Aesthetic benefits are connected with many of the social benefits of heritage conservation to 
some extent. Without analysing the merits of design and style throughout history, Stipe is 
suggesting that modem design, as a general rule, does not simply match buildings of the 
past in terms of functional or aesthetic values. Jane Jacobs in The Oeath and Life of Great 
American Cit ie~ (1989) suggests that cities need a wide vanety of 'old buildings" to promote 
the growth of streets and districts because they allow for a healthy mix of investment and 
deveIopment. Older building stock provides an atrnosphere that is due in part to buildings 
which are often more diverse, richly detailed, and were built at a more human scaIe. Society 
rarely questions the need or value of conserving works of art. Why do we question the 
protection and reuse of heritage architecture when in many circles, architecture is a highly 
valued art fom created by talented and knowledgeable artists? 

Economic benefits 

We seek to preserve because we have discovemd - al1 too belatedly - that 
preservaüon can serve an important and social purpose in society (Stipe 
1983, 560). 

Weiler (1 W8), among others (Bever l983), suggests that heritage conservation can play an 
enormous foie in the well-being of a cornrnunity and its citizens. A series of benefits, 
economic, environmental, political, and social, can be spin off results of the process- They 
usually include: 



increased tourisrn; 
economic development, especially as part of downtown revitalisation; 
neighbourhood improvement and amrdable housing; 
increased activity in the building and constnicbon sedor; 
spin-off products and industries supporting heritage conservation; saving the 
resources consumed and the energy expended to construct the buildings in the 
first place; 
reducing the level of waste materials from dernofished buildings in landfill sites; 
and 
curbing urban sprawl with its consequent wasteful consumption of land and high 
cost in new construction (1 8). 

Economics is often the driving and decision making force in society; if a venture is not 
econornically feasible, it does not move forward. These benefits are the most tangible type 
which is very critical to a community looking for confirmation that heritage conservation can 
make a difference in their lives. 

These benefits suggest Mat heritage conservation can improve our environmental quality of 
life to some degree when it is viewed as a way to save not just buildings but communities 
and cities. 



HERlTAGE CONSERVATION AND 
HERlTAGE PLANNING 

According to Che City of Winnipeg's Department of Environmental Planning (now known as 
the Planning and Land Use Division), the goal of hefltage conservation is 'to retain, where 
possible, the original character of a building while encouraging those changes which will 
make it usefuln (1986, 2). It is important, however, to look upon heritage conservation as not 
just an activity dedicated to buildings, Hentage conservation should be viewed in a much 
larger context to completely undentand the impact it can have on a community. Wiai historic 
districts, for instance, they are usually established for one of four rasons: 

1 . to protect sig nificant histoffc structures; 
2. to retain a segment of a community which contains a unique character 
(Le.: a collection of historic structures) ftom the threat of new or over- 
development; 

3. to maintain property values; or 
4. to contribute to an positive image of the larger community. 

Heritage conservation, in this sense, takes on a completely different scale of intervention. It 
becomes part of the process to revitalise our wmmunities, either residential or urban, with 
the aim of improving the quality of life, an enhanced physicality of the community, and 
economic growth- 

Feilden (1 985) recommends a multi-disciplinary approach to heritage conservation which 
brings together the talents and expertise of planners, archaeologists, landscape architects, 
architects, and historians to name a few. In other words, 'architectural conservation is too 
serious a business to leave to the judgment of one man..,there must be collaboration" (208). 
It is the responsibility of this team to face and overwme a series of common challenges in 
the field of heritage conservation- They indude: 

1. Lack of an integrated approach by govemment; 
2. Lack of recognition of skills needed for conservation; 
3. Shortage of craftsmen and materials; 
4. The organisation of the modem building industry is not related to 

maintenance; and 
5. Difficulty in quantifying benefits of consewation (208). 

To this Iist, Feilden would also add a sixth challenge - education. He eloquently states: 
Children are taught to be 'numerate' and 'Iiterate', to read poems and 
novels, but they are not taug ht to 'seen and understand what they see. 
When children can read an elevation of a building Iike a poem and follow a 
street, reading it Iike a novel, we will get true environmental consciousness. 
History should be taught to give perspective and judgment If, when these 
children becorne citizens they can leave their own town a little better place 
than they found it, they will have fulfiled their duty to posterity (208). 



To achieve this irnproved state of education, as a society we must resolve the first five 
challenges listed above as a means of managing ouf cultural heritage in a rewarding 
manner. A challenge that Feilden does not address is the trend whereby collections of 
buildings are often saved in areas of limited economic growth and developrnent pressures 
(the Exchange District is one such example). This poses a challenge in generating enough 
economic activity to use and maintain the buildings. 

Management of our cuitural resources must be based on sensible planning practices which 
place emphasis on heritage conservation, as this is the means (or one of many means) of 
executing the plan. A plan for an historic district must be based on a knowledge of the whole 
community, the interrelation of its parts, and its role both regionally and nationally. This will 
aid in the identification of the community's strengths and weaknesses. Obviously there are 
several types of "plansn that can be developed- Generally, an assortment of documents work 
together to conserve, interpret, or market heritage resources. legislation must be utilised in 
a manner which is both intelligent and ingenious, and govemments must be swayed to 
make decisions based on long-terni gains rather than the short-ten (Le-: the practice of 
development for development's sake would no longer be an acceptable practice as it cannot 
positively relate to the planning process)- The public must be invited and encouraged to 
participate in the planning process. This consultation relates to the educational process as 
well as the desire to build public support. Provision of a high standard of amenity will make 
an historic district appealing to a wide range of users and small scale activities. This ought 
to be the objective of the management of our cultural resources. 



HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND 
HERITAGE DIS1 RETS 

Canadian policies for heritage districts 

The first Canadian attempt at saving a heritage district occurred in 1964 when the province 
of Quebec designated Old Montreal as an historic area. Compared with contemporary 
Iegislation and the progress of France, Britain, or the United States with their secteurs 
sauvegardes, conservation areas. and historic districts respectively, Canadian legislation 
was very modest By the 1980s. however, many encouraging advancementi began to take 
shape. It should be noted that heritage districts in Canada can be created directly by a 
province or municipality thmugh provincial enabling powers. 

Of al1 the Canadian provinces, Quebec and Ontario have been the most active in the 
protection of historic districts. Provincial legislation in Quebec has designated nine historic 
districts and three heritage areas while the municipal govemrnent has pmtected forty-one 
heritage areas. Property within a district is protected from exterior alterations and dernolition. 
Owners are eligible for restoration grants. There is no provincial legislation allowing the 
province of Ontario to designate heritage districts but Ontario municipalities have recognised 
more than forty conservation districts. 

British Columbia has about ten districts, induding Gastown and Chinatown, while Nova 
Scotia has two but both provinces are in the process of developing municipal legislation to 
allow for district designation. About six heritage presenration areas have been municipatly 
designated in New Brunswick and at least three heritage districts can been found in 
Newfoundland. There is one provincially designated heritage area in Alberta, the Fort 
Macleod Heritage District, while other districts in the province are protected by municipal 
zoning and planning by-laws. Fort Macleod is adrninistered separately from other heritage 
districts and individual buildings received no Iegal protection. Saskatchewan has only one 
district The difficulty with this district in Regina is that the current provincial legislation 
requires that al1 individual properties in the district must be registered on title but the fees 
are so high that they tend to act as a deterrent to any further designations. Prince Edward 
Island has recently allowed for both provincial and municipal designation but are currently in 
the process of accepting nominations for review. In Manitoba, Winnipeg's Exchange District 
is protected under planning by-laws by the City of Winnipeg. The Yukon and the Northwest 
Temtories have no legal provisions for designating heritage areas. 

fhere are some 120 legally designatecl hefitage districts in Canada. This is impressive for a 
country the sue of Canada but to place it in perspective, Britain has almost 8,600 heritage 
areas. 



American and european policies for 
heritage districts 

ln the United States, Charleston. South Carolina was 
the first legally dedared historic district- lt was 
classified as such in 1931 by a zoning ordinance of the 
City of Charleston. The Secretary of the Interior has 
been aflowed to federally designate sites, structures or 
districts since 1935. The National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966 empowered the National Park  Service to 
develop the National Register of HistoBc Places which 
lists nationally significant landmarks and districts. 
Historic districts according to the National Parks 
Service are assemblages of buildings which when 
taken individually may not be of any significant 
architectural value. but when taken together, they 
create a unique urban environment of national 
significance. In the United States, districts are selected 
with the same criteria that are used for the designation 
of buildings including association with individuals and 
events, integrity and remaining details which illustrate 
national significance. Every structure located in a 
federally designated distrîct is automaticaliy included 
on the National Register of Historic Places which in tum 
makes that property eligible for tax benefits while also 
being subject to federal licensing. It is now national 
policy to encourage historic districts. There are also 
state and municipal laws for heritage acts or zoning 
con!rols to further aid in the preservation and 
enhancement of the districts. States have also plaœd 
enabling legislation which authonses local govemments 
to create historic districts and cities generally create 
historic districts as a result of this legislation or through 
zoning by-laws. There are differences among the 
legislation in each state but all essentially consist of 
delineation of boundaries and a provision for a 



commission (consists of volunteers with preservation experience) to decide on applications 
for alteration or demolition of a district%. Some of the more noteworthy historic districts in 
the United States include Chicago's Pullman Historic District, Beacon Hill, Boston, and 
Pioneer Square, Seattle. 

England has been designating historic areas since 1947. It was not until the Town and 
Planning Act of 1972 that historie conservation areas finally received legal recognition. The 
designation of districts is conducted by local authorities ather than by the Secretary of sete 
as is done with England's monuments and sites- Dernolition of properties whose loss would 
adversely affect the character of an area can be stopped by the secretary of state for 
reasons of architectural merit. The types of conservation areas found in England are quite 
broad including old town centres and residential. industrial or commercial areas. Both Bath 
are Chester are good examples of well known historic districts in England. 

Since 1930, France has allowed for "protection zones" in heritage areas. The Malraux Law 
of 1962 allowed for the inclusion of urban housing of architectural significance. Local 
authorities are key players in the conservation process in France. They are consulted on the 
selection of potential districts and their boundaries as well as in the preparation and 
administration of district plans. Restorôtion aictiitects as assigned by the French 
government to oversee restoration and infill design projects. The govemment also funds 
mode1 restoration and infill projects to ensure that there is a hîgh standard of this type of 
w o k  A national programme was established in 1974 to conduct some 100 planning studies 
of historic town centres. Some villages have k e n  successfully protected by the government 
working very closely with agriculture and cultural ministers. Some of the country's best 
known districts include the Le Marais District in Paris and the historic towns of Colmar and 
Carcassonne. 



THE HERITAGE CONSERVATlON 
MOVEMENT IN WINNIPEG 

Time line of events 

Conservation practiœs and legislation in Winnipeg have evolved in a relatively short period 
of time. It has been the result of cifcumstance and development on one hand and the will of 
pnvate citizens, building owners, civil servants, and politicians on the other. this 
collaborative effort is significant and remains in e k t  today. 

Winnipeg's conservation movement in rnany ways started in 1905 with the opening of the T- 
Eaton store on Portage Avenue. This single event precipitated a shift in commercial 
enterprises moving from the dense area north of Portage and Main (the Exchange District) 
to Portage Avenue and Broadway. the political centre of the city shifted somewhat as welI 
with the Legislative Buildings being constnicted on Broadway. This coincidental shift in 
commercial activity had a profound affect The area around City Hall and the Market 
remained relatively intact as few buildings were added and few were demolished making the 
district one of the Iarger remaining clusters of tum of the century buildings in Canada. 

Winnipeg's urban renewal movement began shortly after 1955 with a proposal for a 
comprehensive scheme for what is now refened to as the Exchange District (Brook 1980). It 
called for demolition of Barber and Barbets City Hall (in 1962). the Market building and the 
Central Fire Hall to make way for a new City Hall and Public Safety Building- Across Main 
Street, the Centennial Concert Hall and Museum of Man and Nature were to be constnicted. 
As was typical for this penod in time, it was believed that this new development would 
cornpletely revitalise the area. The expected private sector contribution never matenalised 
which meant that by the early 1970s, the city's new cultural and civic complexes sat in the 
middle of an increasingly dilapidated area. 

The City of Winnipeg's Department of Environmental Planning's Historic Winnipeg 
Restoration Area Study of 1974 intmduced the notion of conserving heritage areas of the 
city ta Winnipeg, This report saw the potential of the heritage area West of Main Street and 
studied the possibilities of reusing spaces around the area's heritage buildings. It received 
Iittle interest from property owners and the general public. Heritage Canada (the nation's 
foundation involved in heritage conservation) in 197 5 commissioned a report which was 
completed the following year by the Manitoba Histoncal Society. This study looked at three 
properties and analysed the physical and economic potential of converting these spaces. In 
addition, it suggested the development of an area conservation programme as well as 
proposed a frarnework for the type of heritage legislation that would be required for this sOR 



of venture. Hen'tage Canada followed up on its work with a 5500,000 grant given to the area 
under the conditions that the Province of Manitoba and the City would each make a similar 
contribution along with the development of appropriate heritage legislation. This financial 
contribution was used to purchase and upgrade the Hammond Building at 63 Albert Street in 
1981. This modest building was to serve as an example of the possibilities of conservation. 

During this time several buildings were slowly converted and improved. The Telegram 
Building at 70 Albert Street and the Imperia1 Dry Goods Block at 91 Albert Street were 
upgraded and successfully filled with tenants. The Old Spaghetti Factory, which still 
operates today, moved into the converted space of the Sanford BuildingIMaws Garage. On 
the west side of the District, warehouses such as the Crane Building, 93 Lombard and 115- 
11 9 Bannatyne were retrofitted into unique retail and office spaces which used their exposed 
brick work and timber construction to their advantage. Many buildings at this time still 
housed wholesale and manufactun'ng industries as they did when they were first built 

A number of property and business owners established the Old Market Square Association 
in 1976. This group was instrumental in the rehabilitation of buildings and general upgrading 
of the area. Its most renowned initiative was the weekend Farmers' Market (a small scale 
attempt to recreate the city's former market) which brought up to 8,000 people through the 
area in a single day. It joined with other interested groups in 1985 and became known as 
the Exchange District Association which provided a means of sharing ideas to irnprove the 
overall well-being of the Exchange District by enwuraging redevelopment and increasing 
public awareness. Eventually this gmup evolved into the Exchange District Business 
lmprovement Zone (BIZ), which is one of fifteen BfZs in the city- Consisting of a Board of 
Directors and several çommittees, the B l f  has a mandate to improve the image of the area, 
as well as encourage local businesses to relocate to the District 

Heritage Winnipeg was formed in 1978 with the $500,000 contribution from the Province of 
Manitoba ($100,000 a year for five years). This nonprofit corporation is dedicated to the 
promotion of the city8s heritage buildings, especially those in the Exchange District. The 
organisation's original Board of Director's included representation ffom numerous 
stakeholders including the Province of Manitoba, the City of Winnipeg, Heritage Canada, the 
Manitoba Historical Society, the Old Market Square Association, and Park Canada. At that 
time, Heritage Winnipeg was involved in programmes aimed to further the development of 
the area as well as public education, promotional activities, and political lobbying. The same 
year, the City of Winnipeg produced a self-guided walking tour of the district, P, Gui- 



Historic Winni~eg. fo cornplernent the tour, the 
Committee on Environment installed a series of bronze 
cornmernorative plaques ta indicate each building on 
the tour (many are still involved white others have 
disappeared). 

The City's heritage legislation was focused on Mo by- 
laws. In February 1977, the Historical Buildings 
Committee was established under 1477/77. The 
Cornmittee's responsibility was to establish a Buildings 
Conservation List consisting of architecturally and 
historically signifiant buildings. The inventory acts as a 
rneans of potentially preventing demolition of the 
Winnipeg heritage building stock. The following year, 
by-law 2048ff8 established the "HW' zone also known 
as the Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area. In addition, 
it created the Historic Winnipeg Advisory Committee to 
work with clients on proposed alterations and new 
construction which would impact on the exterior 
efements located in the area. The zoning by-law places 
restrictions on height, building rnaterials, setbacli, and 
decorative elements (Le.: signage and awnings). 
Another City contribution at this time was a million- 
dollar streetscaping plan. This consisted of new paving, 
trees, benches, lighting, and wider sidewalks on Albert 
Street between Bannatyne and Notre Dame as well as 
the construction of Old Market Square as a permanent 
outdoor market area. Over time, the streetscaping has 
been extended to portions of McDermot Avenue, 
Bannatyne Avenue, and Princess Street 

Rgum i3: By 1978. a seMs of 
Histonc Winnipeg plaques mrn, 
installed on buildings îbroughout îhe 
fichange District They contxinue to 
be used t d a p  

The Manitoba Historical Society continued to play an 
active role in the area with its involvement in organising 
walking tours through the area wiai the City's Patlcs and 
Recreation Department. On several occasions they 
have also played a valuable role in lobbying to Save 



threatened buildings in the Oistrict 

Begun in 198 1 with the aim of revitalising and 
rejuvenating Winnipeg's inner city. the Core Area 
Initiative was a $96 million programme jointly funded by 
three levels of government It consisted of ten 
programrnes/components to deal with issues such as 
economic incentives, job training, housing, cornmunity 
services, and education. A total of $4.9 million was 
allocated to the HistoRc Winnipeg area in an attempt to 
encourage rehabilitation of the buildings. Through 
expanding commercial, cultural, tourist and institutional 
activities. it was hoped that private investment would be 
attracted to the area. Buildings on the City's 
Conservation List were eligible for financial aid under 
the Initiative's Heritage Programme for renovations. 
Signage projects were also funded under the 
agreement. ArtSpace is one example of a project which 
benefited From the Core Area Initiative. In 1983 with a 
budget of $1 -8 million, Gaboury and Associates began 
renovation of the Gault Building into a multipurpose 
visual arts centre. 

Winnipeg's conservation IegisIation has been tested 
several times in the past 22 years. The first real test 
was in October 1978 when the Canadian Imperial Bank 
of Commerce pleaded insufficient funds to maintain its 
two buildings on Main Street, the Bank of Hamilton and 
the Bank of Commerce. Their only plan for the property 
was to 'suitably landscape" it, After a long baffle which 
brought together new heritage organisations, their 
application for a dernolition permit was eventually 
refused. The City struck a deat with the bank by 
reducing the property taxes on the two buildings. Now 
owned by a private corporation, there appears to be 
interested parties with some serious options for the 

Rgum 14: Locsl business o m f s  
Leslis Kelly and Geraid Butksr 
presenthg a petiîhn to CounarKTllks 
Lsrmnko and Steek to sa= the 
Leland Hotel and AshaOwn Hwdwma 
Storie, 1998. 



reuse of the grand building. Other buildings such as the 
Mclntyre Block have met the worst possible fate - 
demolition and replacement by a pariüng lot The most 
recent stniggle to save heritage buildings in the 
Exchange District was during the summer of 1998 when 
the City of Winnipeg was intent on the demolition of the 
Leland Hotel and the former Ashdown Hardware Store 
(Big 4 Sales). After 'delisting" the Leland Hotel and 
listing (and then delisting) of the Ashdown Hardware 
Store, the heritage and business community swung into 
action and produced a petition with 4000 names 
opposed to the demolition of the two buildings in light of 
the City's lack of proposais for the two sites. Witti the 
impending civic election, the hot issue was put on hold 
for the new government to deal with in the following 
terrn. Unfortunately, Winnipeggers lost the Leiand HoteI 
in a fire in January 1999, while the Ashdown Hatdware 
Store may now be converteci into a combined 
residential and commercial development 

Growth in the Exchange District has generally been 
slow but those in the local heritage and business 
communities have noted a resurgence of interest in the 
District in the late 1990s. The major advancements in 
Winnipeg's conservation movement include numerous 
municipal financial incentives (grant and tax 
programmes) for conservation work and hentage 
research (refer to the following section) and several 
planning scenarios. In 1996, the Exchange District 
Business lmprovement Zone in collaboration with a 
network of stakeholders, developed a Strategic Action 
Plan as a strategy for dealing with the area's 
challenges and opportunities. It developed eight 
strategic actions to guide the District in future planning 
and development Of interest to this document is its 
rewmmendation for the completîon of a heritage 

Flgum 15: Just a k w  days aibr the 
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interpretation strategy for the Exchange District CentrePlan has been a planning document 
in progress since 1995 but now with CentmVenture. a development authon'ty for the central 
business district. may see the concepts behind CentrePlan come to fruition. This has great 
potential for developrnent and protection of both The Çorks National Historic Site and the 
Exchange District National Histonc Site. 

Heritage incentives 

In the past several years, there has been a resurgence in promoting and financing 
conservation in Winnipeg that has not been seen sinœ the Core Area Initiative. The sum of 
these programmes has recently made conservation an attractive practice and pursuit These 
heritage incentive programmes are administered by the three levels of govemment There 
are differences in theif mandates and eligibility criteria but primarily finance both 
conservation work as well as heritage research and interpretation. Cuvent programmes 
include: 

Winnipeg Development Agreement - Programme 13A Buildings Preservation; 
Winnipeg Development Agreement - Programme 138 District and Cultural 
Landscape Preservation; 
Gai1 Parvin Hammerquist Fund; 
Heritage Conservation Tax Credit; 
Downtown Heritage Conservation Tax Credit; 
Provincial Heritage Grants Programme; 
Designated Heritage Building Grants Programme; and 
Park Canada Cost-Sharing Programme. 

Brief descriptions of each are provided in the Appendices. 

f ho designation process 

While the Histonc Sites and Monuments Board of Canada oversees the national designation 
of heritage sites across the country, buI!dings can be designated by both the City and the 
Province in Winnipeg. The following brie3y identifies the process and critena for designation 
under the City of Winnipeg, the authority which assumes the greatest amount of regulatory 
control over heritage matters in the Exchange District. 



Designation 
As discussed earlier, the conservation movement in Winnipeg, from a legal perspective, 
began in the late 1970s. City Council passed the Historical Buildings By-law, 1474l77, on 
Febniary 2, 1977. This legislation established the Buildings Conservation List, which 
consists of buildings designated for their architectural and historical significance, and 
provides protection Rom dernolition and unsympathetic alterationa Also developed out of 
the legisfation was the Historical Buildings Cornmittee whose role is to repoR to the City's 
Property and Development Committee, The cornmittee is composed of representatives from 
the Histofical and Scientific Society of Manitoba, Manitoba Association of Architects, City of 
Winnipeg, Province of Manitoba and the Govemment of Canada. Responsibilities of the 
group include additions to the Historical Buildings lnventory which lists potentially significant 
heritage buildings; research and evaluatiori of potential municipally designated buildings: 
and recommendation of designation to the Planning and Development Committee of the 
City. 

While the above pettains to individually designated buildings throughout the city of 
Winnipeg, the Downtown Winnipeg Zoning By-lay 4800 of March 1988 provides a means of 
reviewing al1 developments in the Exchange District (under the provision of the "HW', 
Historic Winnipeg designation). This design review process includes review of proposed 
alterations to listed and non-listed buildings, streetscapes, and new constniction in order to 
maintain the character of the area. Proposals are presented to the Historic Winnipeg 
Advisory Committee which consists of propefty owners in the district, a real estate 
appraiser, an historian, an architect, a landscape architect, and a planner. 

The City of Winnipeg has also adopted a set of guidelines which ptescribed general 
standards for preservation to ensure a consistentiy high calibre of design and constniction- 

Building inventory 
The Historical Buildings By-law has created h o  inventories of buildings in the city. The 
Historical Buildings tnventory consists of a wide range of structures which have not been 
formally researched and evaluated, but are believed to be of historicâl and architectural 
significance. These buildings in essence are potentiat candidates for municipal designation 
and inclusion on the Buildings Conservation List Dernolition permits are not issues for these 
buildings until a review of their heritage significanœ is made. 



If it is requested that a building be designated, the Historical Buildings Committee 
recommends to the City's Committee on Pmperty and Development that a building be 
added to the list The owner is notified of the proposeci designation and given 14 days to 
indicate an objection to the listing, A hearing is held if an objection is received dunng which 
a decision is made to list, not to list the building, or alter the recommended grade. 

Buildings frorn the Historical Buildings lnventory become listed if they meet certain criteria. 
The Historic Buildings Committee may evaIuate a building if a request has been made by 
the owner or another interested pafty or upon notice of an application for dernolition- Criteria 
used in evaluation include the significance in the iilustrating the history of the city as a 
whole; association with a significant event or person; a cunnection with the city's 
architectural history; and distinctive style or method of construction. If a listing is warranted, 
the building is assigned a grade indicating the ranking of the listing. The grading system 
consists of three levefs, Grade I through III. Grade I listings are considered to be the 
outstanding examples, which must be preserved in perpetuity. Interior work in these 
buildings is carefully reviewed. To maintain a viable structure, Grade II buildings a l l w  
sympathetic alterations to the exterior and listed interior elernents. Finally, Grade III listings 
indicate moderately significant buildings. While there are almost no limits on intenor 
alterations (assuming that interior elements did not receive special noting in the 
designation), exterior changes will be allowed if they are suitable. 

Regular day-to-day maintenance of a rnunicipally designated building does not require 
permits. However, extenor changes, repairs, or demolition of Winnipeg's buildings on the 
Conservation List but outside of the Exchange DistrÏct require a CeRificate of Suitability 
before permits will be granted. Buildings within the Exchange District are reviewed by the 
Historical Buildings Committee or Historic Winnipeg Advisory Committee depending on 
whether interior or exterior work is to be cornpteted. 

A change in grade or delisting of a building must go before the Committee on Property and 
Developrnent to consider the significance of the structure 

Zoning 
The Exchange District -me a protected area in 1978 when By-law 2048/78, the 'Historic 
Winnipeg Restoration Area" was passed. This By-law developed the zoning designation now 
known as "HW' as well as required a process of design review for the area. Initially the 
boundanes did not extend to the areô east of Main Street, but in 1984, By-law 3693184 



extended the District down to the Red River. By-law 4800 was passed in March of 1988. 
This Oowntown Winnipeg Zoning By-law retained the boundaries of the District but the role 
of the Historic Winnipeg Advisory Cornmittee was changed to evaluating development 
applications for work done in the District The following defines the purpose of the By-law: 

Where a lot is designated 'HW it shall be the objective of the Downtown 
Design Board to exercise its approval powers to require and assist al1 
property-owners within the area to maintain architectural and other details of 
existing buildings, and to create such details of new buildings, which 
represent or reflect the architectural or historicaf character of the area. 
(page Vll-5) 

While the 1988 By-law does not impact on the interiors of buildings, it does however require 
the use of appropriate materials, colours, set-backs, proportions, facade patterns, doors and 
windows, comices and signage. 

Design guidelines and review 
Design review is an important component of both the Historical Buildings By-law and the 
Downtown Winnipeg Zoning By-law which govems the Exchange District 

Under the Historical Buildings By-law, a Certificate of Suitability is required and is only 
granted once it can be guaranteed that the alterations are in keeping with the original 
building. A Certificate of Suitability is not required for general maintenance as long as a 
Certificate of Ordinary Maintenance is granted. Listed buildings found in the Exchange 
District require a Certificate of Suitability for listed interior elements and Historic Design 
Review by the Historic Winnipeg Advisory Committees required for al1 exterior work 

The City of Winnipeg in 1986 released a revised version of its "Design Guidelines - Historic 
Winnipeg Restoration Area". This publication outiined the mandatory requirements of the 
"HW' Zoning By-Law (2048/78/3693/84) by looking at the architectural characteristics that 
make the area unique. This document is now superseded by the Downtown Winnipeg 
Zoning By-Law 4800 which still recognises the "HW' designation. The document was to act 
as a regulatory means to ensure maintenance of the area's character by providing 
development guidelines. It included the following : 

restrictions on use; 
restrictions on building height, materials, colour and setback; 
encourages the use of sympathetic proportions and pattern and rhythm in new 
constniction; 
particufar architectural details should be respected and maintained where 
appropriate; and 
recommendations were made on proper cleaning and repair methods. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE HISTORIC SITES AND 
MONUMENTS BOARD OF CANADA 

Introduction 

Created in 191 9, the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada was created to ease 
public concern about the lack of a federal programme to develop and preserve nationally 
signifiant heritage sites- At the same time, the federal govemment was looking at options 
for extending their national parks programme into eastem Canada. The idea of creating 
sites around significant historic structures solved both concems. James 8, Harltin. the 
Commissioner of Dominion Parks, in 1 91 9 persuaded the federal government to establish 
"An Advisory Board for Historic Preservation" which would be responsible for advising 
federal authorities on sites worthy of a national distinction. The six member Board under the 
direction of Chairrnan Brigadier General E.A Cruikshank first met in Ottawa the following 
year at which time they chose the name ''The Historic Sites and Monuments Board of 
Canada". 

The Board quickly began to identify sites, people, places. and events of national 
significance. Most of the early decisions from the Board focused on military history, 
exploration, and politics. Sites identified by the Board were frequently govemment owned 
properties and in these cases some degree of restoration was also recommended. The most 
common means of cornmernoration was the installation of a bronze plaque on a stone cairn 
which described the significance of the site. Cruikshank was the Board's Chairman for 20 
years during which time almost 300 plaques were installed across the country. 

By 1951, the Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences 
noticed an imbalance in the commernorative programme of the Board and suggested that 
more effort be placed on presenration. In 1953, the composition of the Board was increased 
and the group was given greater power. Two years later, in 1955, an amendment was 
passed which allowed for the national designation of buildings based on age and 
architectural design. This resulted in greater attention being paid to the country's built 
hentage, and on expansion of the commemoration to include streetscapes, districts, 
gardens and rural and urban landscapes, railway stations. Over the years, the Board has 
continued to evoIve taking into account requests for identification of a wide variety of people, 
places and events. The most recent focus of the Board is the designation of historical 
elements pertaining to Aboriginal Peoples, women and other cultural communities. 



Composition 

Established under the authority of the Historic Sites and Monuments Act, Board mernbers 
are appointed by the Governor of Canada for a five year term (reappointment is possible). 
Ontario and Quebec have two representabnres each while the remaining provinces and 
territories have one representative each- Members must reside in the province or territory 
that he or she represents. The Chair is appointed by the Governor in Councii from the 
members of the Board. Other members include the National Archivist and an ofker of the 
National Museums. Secretary of the Board is the Director General of National Historic Sites 
for Parùs Canada- A wide variety of Parks Canada historians and archaeologists provide the 
historical background information on which the decisions for designations are made. 

Outies 

The duties of the Board is best described by its own act 
The Board may receive and consider recommendations res-ng the 
marking or cornmernoration of historic places, the establishment of historic 
museums and the administration, preservation and maintenance of historic 
places and historic museums, and shall advise the minister in carrying out 
his powers under the Act (section 5 of the Act). 

The Board advises the Minister for Canadian Heritage on the designation of appropriate 
people, events. and places that represent nationally significant aspects of Canadian history. 
It will also recomrnend the type of commemoration that is suitable for the individual sites 
such as plaques, cost-sharing with a third Party, or in very rare instances, acquisition and 
development by Parks Canada. Heritage issues are becoming more important to Canadian 
society and as a result the Board has begun to take on the role of public advocate, where it 
will make its opinion known to public organisations, the media, and the general public on 
heritage issues and specific sites- In addition, the Board will also provide information on 
significant people, places and events; on building and site preservation philosophies and 
techniques; as well as on fegislation affMing heritage properties. 

Procedures 

On average the Board receives 200 requests per year for possible National Historic Site 
nomination. Usually 50 to ?O of the requests will have research papers completed. The 



Board consists of a number of committees with specific duties- Overall control is by the 
Executive Committee consisting of the Chairperson of the Board and the Chairs of the other 
committees. The Cultural Communications Committee deals with recommendations of sites 
and contributions of the country's cultural groups; the Inscriptions Committee is responsible 
for the plaque inscriptions; the Thematic Studies and Systems Planning Comrnittee brings to 
the Board's attention nationally significant themes; and the Built Environment Committee 
assesses the national significance of buildings, districts, streetscapes. Finally there is the 
Raiivvay Heritage Stations Committee responsible for identifying stations of national 
significance and indicating appropriate preservation measures. 

If the Board's recommendation is favourable and the Minister agrees, the usual fom of 
commemoration is the erection of a bronze plaque at a suitable location, with a bilingual 
inscription in English and French, and where appropriate an Aboriginal language may be 
added, 

Criteria 

The Board will recornmend a subject for designation if it meets one of two critefia: it must 
have had a nationally significant impact on Canadian history; or, it must represent a 
nationally important example or illustration of Canadian hurnan history. In addition, a site or 
structure may be recommended for designation because of its association with a nationally 
significant aspect of Canadian history. lneligible for designation are places located outside 
the territory of Canada and living persons (until25 years after their death). Prime Ministers 
are an exception, as they become eligible immediately upon their death. Religious or ethnic 
groups can be considered where their contributions are represented by sites, individuals, or 
events of national significance. 

Achievements 

Since 1919, the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada has advised the federal 
govemment on the commemoration of people, places, and events of national significance. 
The erection of more than 1100 commemorative plaques across Canada has served to 
inforrn and educate the Canadian public of the country's history- A total of 792 sites, 357 
persons, and 300 other sites have been designated. In addition, there are an additional 132 
operating National Historic Sites within the Parks Canada system and another 63 sites 
which are in a cost-sharing agreement 



THE EXCHANGE DISTRICT 
NATIONAL HlSTORlC SITE 

Criteria 

The Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada defines a district in the following 
manner: 

Historic districts are geographically defined areas which mate  a special 
sense of time and place through buildings, structures and open spaces 
modified by human use and which are united by past events and use andfor 
aesthetidfy, by architecture and plan (Historic Sites and Monuments Board 
of Canada). 

It should be noted that the Historic Sites and Monuments Board uses the term histoflc site 
for al1 that it designates- All nationally designated buildings, districts, streetscapes, and 
landscapes are referred to as sites. In order for a district to be considered nationally 
significant, it must satisfy a van'ety of criteria. The criteria, as amended in November 1987, 
suggest that a district must have an undeniably visible sense of history where the defining 
characteristics of the district are not weakened by a few inconsistent elements. Districts of 
national value must demonstrate one or more of the following: 

a group of buildings, structures and open spaces, none of which singly need to be 
of national architectural significance, but which, when taken together, comprise a 
hannonious representation of one or more styles or constructions, buildings or 
periods; 
a group of buildings, structures and open spaces, none of which may be of 
individual historical significance but which together comprise an outstanding 
example of the structure of technological or social significance 
a group of buiIdings, structures and open spaces which share uncommonly strong 
associations with individuals. events or themes of national significance (Historic 
Sites and Monuments Board of Canada). 

In addition, the Board must assess a nominated site to detemines the site's integrity. An 
evaluation framework consisting of factors such as location, design, setting, materials. use, 
and association is used- An inventory of elements for each factor is created to detemine 
how they all contribute to the identity of the area. Once the combination and extent of 
attributes is finalised, it is used as a bench mark to assess the site in comparison to other 
previously designated districts. Once designated, a press release is issued and a plaque is 
crafted specifically for that site. A national designation does not carry any legal protection or 
financial aid (except in very rare circumstances). The Board does however hold the nght to 
periodically review its sites to ensure that the defining efements on which its designation is 
based are being maintained. For more detail on the Board's criteria please refer to the 
Appendices. 



The Exchange District's nomination 

The Historic Winnipeg (HW) By-law defines the 
boundaries of the Exchange District and legally 
protects rnunicipally designated structures within its 
boundaries. At the time of writing, there are 71 
municipally designated buildings in the Exchange 
Distnct with a further 52 on the inventory, any of which 
may fit the criteria for municipal designation. Only one 
building within the Distnct has been designated by the 
Province of Manitoba, the former Great-West Li@ 
building, while several buildings are registered as 
National Historic Sites. These include: 

The Pantages Theatre, 
The Royal Bank Tower and Annex, 
The Confederation Life Building, and 
Early Skyscrapers - Confederation Life 
Building. Bank of Hamilton. and Union Trust 

The Walker Theatre, located just outside the boundary 
of the District is also a National Historic Site. One event 
is federally commemorated in the Exchange District (at 
William Avenue and Main Street), the 1919 Winnipeg 
General Strike. 

At the Spnng 1996 meeting of the Historic Sites and 
Monuments Board of Canada, the Former Union Bank 
Building and Annex at 500-504 Main and the Exchange 
District were included on the agenda. All were 
recommended for designation as National HistorÏc Sites 
at this meeting. The minutes from the meeting 
pertaining to the Exchange Distnct articulate the 
architectural and historical significance of the area: 

FoIIowing a very brief discussion, the 
Board rewmmended that Winnipeg's 
Exchange Distnct, as defined in the 
paper before it and by municipal bylaw, 
is of national histonc and architectural 

Flgum 17: The enby to the Bank of 
Hamillon. just one of several National 
Historic Sites in the Exchange 
Disttic& 

Rgum 18: The Roysl Bank Tonar 
and Anmx w m  alsa deYgnsfed 
NaMa1 HisIbnc Sites on Septembsr 
22. 1997. 



significance and should be commemorated by means of a plaque. 

The Board recommended that Winnipeg's Exchange District be designated 
an historic district of national significance because it illustrates the city's key 
role as a centre of grain and whotesale trade, finance and manufaduring in 
two historically important periods in western development - between 1880 
and 1900 when Winnipeg became the gateway to Canada's West, and 
between 1900 and 1913, when the city's growth made it the region's 
metropoiis. Fumer the district, which has clear boundaries and largely 
excludes post-1913 structures, contains a range of architecturally sig nificant 
built resources which speak to the city's key econornic foie in the west and 
the collective character of these built resources is distinctive and relatively 
intact. 

The Board noted that the Exchange Distnct may be redefined through an 
amendment to the existing municipal bylaw and it asked that it be provided 
with any research paper that might be prepared to support redefinition of its 
boundaries (HSMBC Minutes, Spring 1996)- 

Minutes from this meeting were signed by the Minister of Canadian Heritage, the Right 
Honourable Sheila Copps on September 22, 1997 thereby designating the sites. 

There are now a total of seventeen Canadian histoflc disb-icts with a National Historic Site 
status. They include streetscapes, former Company towns, and vibrant urban areas. The 
short inventory of other sites serves to emphasise that the Exchange District is a very 
unique and historically noteworthy area. The other sixteen districts of national significance 
include: 

Battle Harbour Histonc Distnct, Battle Harbour, Newfoundland; 
Rennie's Mill Road Histonc District. S t  John's. Newfoundland; 
Water Street Historic District, S t  John's, Newfoundland; 
Annapolis Royal Historic District, Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia; 
Grand-Pre Rural Historic District, Grand-Pre, Nova Scotia; 
Old Town Lunenburg Histonc District. Lunenburg, Nova Scotia; 
Halifax Hydrostone District, Halifax, Nova Scotia; 
Great George Street Histonc District, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; 
MarysvilIe Histonc District, MarysvilIe, New Brunswick; 
St. Andrews Histonc District, S t  Andrews, New Brunswick; 
The MainISaint-Laurent Boulevard Historic District, Montreal, Quebec; 
Trois-Rivieres Historical Complex, Trois-Rivieres, Quebec; 
Powell River Townsite Histonc District, Powell River, British Columbia; 
Four Esquimalt Naval Stations, Esquimalt, British Columbia; 
Chinatown, Victoria, British Columbia: and 
Dawson Historical Complex, Dawson City, Yukon. 



While national designation of the Exchange District offers no Iegal protection of the built 
resources and cultural landscape. it is an honour which can be used as a marketing and 
conservation tool. When news of the designation became public in the spring of 1998, 
international news agencies pflnted the story in newspapers in Grande Prairie, Alberta, and 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Summary of agenda paper 

In 1996 Dana Johnson, Parks Canada, completed research on the Exchange District for the 
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada. It provided reasons for the national 
designation, identified a range of historical themes and their associated resourœs, and a 
series of comparative examples to which the Exchange District could be likened. 

Introduction 
The City of Winnipeg's Historical Buildings Cornmittee unanimously agreed to forward a 
request for designation to the Historical Sites and Monuments Board of Canada to consider 
a national designation for the Exchange District The request argued that the Exchange 
District vividly illustrates the opening of the Canadian West as well as the role the city of 
Winnipeg played in the development of the western economy. The Board's criteria for 
assessing districts for a national historic site designation indudes the following: 

the surviving resources have clear associations with historically significant 
themes; 
the collective character of those resources evoke or represent in a 
substantial manner a specific period and definable themes; 
the area possess historically valid and definable boundaries; and 
the combination of resources, themes and boundaries result in a cohesive 
area that possesses a strong sense of place (Johnson 1996). 

The boundaries of the Exchange District (as defined by Bylaw 4800i88) consist of the Red 
River on the east, Lombard Avenue and Notre Dame Avenue on the south. Princess Street 
on the west where it dips south around City Hall back up to Main Street and up to Galt 
Avenue on the northem edge. Covering about 20 city blocks with about 150 buildings, 
alrnost half of the buildings in the Exchange Distnct are Iisted on the City's Building 
Conservation List and a few buildings have also been declared National Historic Sites. A 
third of the buildings were constructed before 1900 and another third between 1900 and 



1914. The building stock consists of warehouses, eady skyscrapers, banks and other 
financial institutions, industrial buildings, hotels and theatres. All contribute to a coherence of 
design, scale, material and function which together create a unique and easily identifiable 
character. The buildings have remained relatively intact over the yean due to the city's slow 
economic growth as well as the cornmitment on the part of the City and local interest gmups 
to preserve the Exchange District. 

Historieal themes 
In the Board's research a number of historical themes were identified. The Exchange District 
reflects the therne of Winnipeg as the key metropolitan centre for finance. retail trade, 
manufacturing, and wholesale commerce for al1 of western Canada in the late 1880s and 
early 1900s. Between 1883 and 1900, Winnipeg established itself as a strong urban centre 
which later experienced enormous growtn between 1900 and 1913. It was in this later 
period where the city's population grew, the Western Territory was settled, and the economy 
switched from the trading of furs and subsistence faming to commercial agriculture based 
on the export of wheat Many optimists at this tirne believed that this was a tirne when 
anything was possible and that al1 coufd prosper. It was even forecast that Winnipeg's 
population wouId reach one million by 1920, making it Canada's largest city and with the 
expanding agricultural trade, others believed that the city could grow to be as important as 
Chicago and New York. 

Winnipeg's emergence as a significant urban centre rested on the city's central location and 
suitable economic conditions but the city's role was most impressive in five sectors of the 
reg ion's economy : 

1. transportation, 
2. the grain trade, 
3. finance, 
4. the wholesale trade, and 
5. manufacturing. 

Transportation 
Winnipeg was the only rail access point to and from the western prairies. By 1900, there 
were 28 branch, spur, and through railway lines in the city in addition to the main line of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway. By 1911, fourteen per cent was the city's wok  force was 
employed in the transportation field which suggests the city controlled trade throughout the 
prairies. The grain trade, wholesale trade and manufacturing relied on the extensive rail 
network in the city for movement of materials and for shipping of products. Transportation is 



the only theme which lacks an extensive collection of 
remaining physical resources within the Exchange 
District. Evidence of its existence still remains in the 
organisation of streets and in the orientation of some 
warehouses. 

Grain ttade 
Winnipeg managed the marketing of wheat, the 
region's most important product, in addition to other 
grains. The federal Grain Act of 1899 required that al1 
grain be inspected in Winnipeg, and by 1914, wheat 
was the country's largest export item. The grain trade 
has always been headquarted within the Exchange 
District beginning with the Winnipeg Grain and Produce 
Exchange which first met in City Hall but soon after 
moved to new building at 164-166 Princess Avenue. In 
1907, the organisation moved to a larger facility on 
Lombard Avenue which has undergone several 
expansions ove? the years. The Canadian Wheat Board 
and the United Grain Growers are located a few blocks 
north on Main Street 

Finance 
Winnipeg was the location of choice for headquarters of 
major financial institutions in the years 1880 to 191 3. 
The west's four major regional banks were 
headquartered in Winnipeg and fourteen eastern banks 
established their western regional offices in the city as 
well. Other financial institutions, loan and mortgage 
companies, real estate brokers, and land companies 
flooded the city. This broad range of institutions reveals 
Winnipeg's role in financing the development of the 
prairies. 

The city's financial district was located on both sides of 
Main Street from City Hall to Portage Avenue. Some 

Figure 20: Interior of the Pnnœss 
Gmn Exdiange. c. 1896. (PAM. 
W n n i j  - Bu~Wings - Business - 
Grain ExchangePrinœss 2, N19674) 



fourteen banks, insurance companies, and other 
financial institutions built classically inspired buildings 
along Main Street thus giving rise to the narne "Bankers 
Row". m i l e  many are no longer used by financial 
institutions, there is still a representative sample of this 
type of building including four key skyscrapers, the 
Union Bank, the Bank of Hamilton, the Union Tnist and 
the Confederation Lie. These four buildings are notable 
examples of the Chicago School style of skyscraper 
constructed of a metal frame frorn which non-load 
bearing Stone or terra cotta panels were hung. These 
materials allowed for repetitive intricate details that 
were often taken h m  other styles such as the ltalian 
Renaissance. 

Wholesale trade 
All European and eastern Canadian trade goods had to 
be shipped through Winnipeg. Between 1897 and 1901, 
freight rate reductions made it less expensive to ship 
goods to Winnipeg, store them and then ship thern to 
their final destinations. As a result Winnipeg developed 
into a point of transhipment and Winnipeg wholesalers 
had an advantage over many eastem centres. After 
World War 1, wheat prices fell, fami costs increased, 
and emigration to the prairies slowed which resulted in 
a slowdown in the retail and wholesale trades. Postal 
rates decreased and retailing in central Canada began 
to include the use of mail order catalogues. After 1920 
freight rates decreased thus making it less expensive to 
ship directly to retailers. Vancouver became another 
route to the west once the Panama Canal opened as 
ocean freight rates were more competitive than rail. 

Figurr 21: East &de of Main h m  
McDemt Co Portage (PAM. 
WTrrnii;peg - S m t s  - Main 1906 1, 
N19677) 

Functionally, ware houses required clear, unobstnrcted 
spaces for the easy movernent of materials, ready 
access to transportation for loading and unloading, 

Figum Can'caîurie. J. H. 
Ashdown, 1909. (PAM, Ashdown, 
James Henry 3 Nf9669J 



good protection against fire and good natural lighting. 
Constructed of brick and heavy timber beams on stone 
foundations, the lower floors feature decorative brick 
and stone detailing, Eariier warehouses were modestfy 
scaled at one or two lots wide and no more then three 
storeys in height An example of this type is the Mitchell 
Block found at 173 McDemot Avenue which was a 
manufacturing and storage facility for the W.J. Mitchell 
Drug Company. Warehouses dating from the 1890s to 
191 3 were generaIly Iarger and consisu'ng of several 
additions. Located at Bannatyne and Rorie is the 
Ashdown Warehouse, an example of a later style of 
warehouse design. Constructed in 1895 for prominent 
businessman, James H. Ashdown, the building is a fine 
example of a style known as Richardsonian 
Romanesque which is charactensed by its use of 
roughly cut stone on the foundation and unified 
arrangements of arched windows. 

Wholesaie Trade required extensive warehouse space 
as well as other types of services for commercial 
travellers who sold goods to western retailers. Hotels, 
such as the Criterion at 214 McOerrnot Avenue, were 
required to house employees and retailing scouts who 
were in town looking for new products. The Travellers' 
Club at 283-285 Bannatyne Avenue was built in 1906 
for the Northwest Commercial Travellers' Association, 
an organisation serving travelling salesmen. 

Mariufacturing 
By the tum of the century, Winnipeg had become the 
centre for manufacturing in western Canada. This was 
infiuenced by two factors, the limited availability of raw 
materials around the city and the relative costs of 
transporting finished and unfinished goods to Winnipeg 
from elsewhere. Freight rates stipulated that some 



processing of natural products. such as grain and 
meat. shoufd be camed out before being shipped. 
Clothing and hardware became profitable businesses 
as raw materials were warehoused in the city. Great 
West Saddlery on Market Avenue was a prominent 
example of early twentieth century manufacturing. Their 
1898 building was used for making and storing saddles 
and other leather goods- At 90 Albert was Iocated a 
smal! manufacturing Company, the A. Schmidt Foundry, 
which is thought to be the oniy brassworks serving the 
Canadian prairies. The Dingwall Building at 62 Albert 
Street housed Dingwall Limited which manufactured 
watches and jewellery. 

Conclusion 
Many other Canadian cities have historic districts 
known for their financial, trade, and commercial roles. 
Examples include Vancouver's Gastown. Halifax's 
Waterfront, and Old Montreal. However, none represent 
a single clear historical theme. The Exchange District is 
a clearly defined hentage area with an outstanding 
collection of heritage buildings induding early 
skyscrapers along Main Street and warehouses found 
along the side streets. Collectively, these built 
resources constitute a distinctive commercial core 
which continues to reflect a period of time and an 
historical theme; the opening of the Canadian west and 
the n'se of Winnipeg to metropolitan status. 

Figure 25: Naîkmal H i s W  Site 
plaque instalfed in îbrnt of üm 
Canedian Cenb8 îbr AmhitedUIB. 





Since the middle of this century, theories and methods 
of interpretation have flourished as evidenced by 
reprints of several pieces of noteworthy writing. At the 
same tirne, organisations dedicated to serving the 
interpretive professional have thrived around the world. 
In Canada, the two main organisations are 
ln terpretation Canada and Heritage 1 nterpretation 
International, while the National Association for 
Interpretation senres a predominantly American 
audience. Ovemeas, the Society for the Interpretation of 
Britain's Heritage is very active. This section 
summarises the writings of several outstanding 
pioneers in the field of interpretation while also 
reviewing the mandates and policies of several 
organisations. 

Freeman Tilden 

First published in 1957, Freernan Tilden's Jntemreting 
Our Heritaae continues to provide an introduction to 
the philosophy of interpretation along with the 
fundamental principles of the field. He describes 
interpretation as a public service, which is often 
unknowingly based on principles but mostly driven by 
inspiration. Based on his own personal experiences in 
the field, Elden attempts in this publication to define 
the principles of interpretation. He provides the 
following definition for interpretation: 

an educational activity which aims to 
reveal meanings and relationships 
through the use of original objects, by 
firsthand experience, and by illustrative 
media, rather than simply to 
communicate factual information (Tilden 
1977, 8). 

Tilden's "dictionary" definition is supported by two other 



points which it would seem he would prefer the reader to take to heart and use as their 
* personal" definitions: 

Interpretation is the revelation of a larger buth that lies behind any 
statement of fact..lnterprebtion should capitalise mere curiosity for the 
enrichment of the human mind and spirit (Tilden 1977,8). 

While not attempting to provide the definitive list of principles, lilden provides the following 
as a startirtg point: 

1. Any interpretation that does not sornehow relate what is being displayed 
or descnbed to something within the personality or experience of the 
visitor wiB be sterile. 

2. Information, as such, is not Interpretation, lnterpretation is revelation 
based upon information. But they are entirely different things. However, 
al1 interpretation includes information- 

3. lnterpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials 
presented are scientific, historical or architectural. Any art is in some 
degree teachable. 

4. The chief aim of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation. 
5. Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and rnust 

address itself to the whole man rather than any phase. 
6. lnterpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve) should 

not be a dilution of the presentatim to adults, but should follow a 
fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it will require a 
separate program (1977, 9). 

The remainder of his work elaborates on the development of each of the six principles. 

Principle 1 : 
Any interpretation that does not somehow relate what Ls being disptayed or 
descnbed to something within the personalify or experience of the visitor will 
be sterile (7977, 9). 

A visitor to a site is more Iikely to respond if what he is experiencing is connected with him 
personally. If that connection cannot be made, he is more likely to lose interest Visitors view 
a site ttirough their own eyes which are heavily influenced by their past experiences and 
perceptions of the world. Through the act of interpretation, whether it be on a guided walk or 
reading labels on museum exhibits, the visitor is attempting to relate what her is leaming to 
his own life and expenences. l t  is the role of the interpreter to make that translation as easy 
as possible. 



Principle 2: 
Information, as such, is not Interpmtation. lnterpretation is revelation based 
upon infonnation. But they are entifely differenf things- However; al1 
interpretation includes information (1977, 9)- 

lnterpretation is based on an understanding and presentation of the whole story or event 
The substance of the story is the collection of parts or events. 

Principle 3: 
lnterpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials 
presented are scientifrc, histoncal or architectural. Any arf is in some degree 
teachable (1977, 9). 

The third principle suggests that the interpreter must practice the art of telling a story rather 
than reciting an inventory or list of facts. To some extent, inte~retation is entertainment that 
requires not so much an artist as someone who is willing to learn and be an innovator and 
try new techniques. It is crucial, however, that an interpreter become skillful at the art of 
writing and speaking. 

Principle 4: 
The chief aim of interpretation is not insfruction, but provocation (f977, 9). 

m e n  the primary purpose of a relationship between, for instance, a student and a teacher 
is educational. the experience is strictly limited to instruction. With interpretation, one of the 
goals is to encourage or provoke a visitor to want to understand more and to be able to 
place the new knowledge into a wider context In support of this, Tilden refeis to a quotation 
found in the National Parks Service Administrative Manual, 

Through interpretation, understanding; 
through understanding, appreciation; 
through appreciation, protection (1977, 38). 

Principle 5: 
Interpretation should aim to pmsent a wh0l8 rather than a par?, and must 
address itself to the whole man rather than any phase (1977, 9). 

In this principle, TiIden reiterates the need to convey the whole or the greater story behind 
the simple facts. It is taken further in that the interpretation must also relate to the visitor as 
a whote being and appeal to his emotions, his spirituality, his physical needs as weil as his 
desire to leam. 



Principle 6: 
lnterpretation addmssed to childmn (sa)r; up to the age of twelwe) should 
not be a dilution of the presentaüon to adults, but should follow a 
fundamentally different appmach. To be at its best it will require a sepamte 
program (1 977, 9). 

Tailoring an interpretation programme for children according to Tilden can take two general 
forms. The fist, and most Iikely the preferred approach, is the conscious attempt of an 
institution to encourage staff with an aptitude for children to engage them in a veiy persona1 
experience. The second approach is to provide infomation kits consisting of workbooks, 
readings, and videos to schools to prepare classes for their visit to the site- 

William T. Alderson and Shirley Payne Low 

Printed in 1976 and revised in 1985, Alderson's and Low's jnterbretation of Historic Si- 
defines interpretation as "... both a programme and an activity. Programmes establish a set 
of objectives for the things we want our visitors to understand; the activity has to do with the 
skills and techniques by which the understanding is created" (3). In other words, for a visitor 
to an histonc site or nature reserve to tnily understand the place, more than simple fachial 
infomation must be communicated. If meanings and relationships about the parts of the 
whole are revealed, the understanding of the whole will occur- A visitor's understanding of 
the important relationships and significance of a site depends on the types of interpretive 
prograrnming and activities that are provided (this even includes perceptions of the quality 
and authenticity of the restorations or the effectiveness of the exhibits (51). 

It must first be acknowledged that it is impossible to convey to a visitor everything there is to 
know about a site because they have a Iimited amount of time to spend at the site. It is then 
necessary to decide what infomation is the most important to present in the time that is 
available. The chosen objectives will forrn the core of the material for interpretation. Visitors 
must understand the historical value of a site. If a visitor leaves failing to grasp this, the 
essence of the preservation movernent has been in vain. Control over the f o m  and content 
of the material is essential to provide consistency of information and a standard of 
interpretation which outfines what events and concepts a visitor should understand as a 
result of their visit to the site. 



ln their work there is some discussion of the types of visitors and why they visit historic 
sites. However, they suggest that while it is important to meet their needs, more study of 
their visiting habits must be done by historic sites to track and target their own unique 
audiences. 

In developing interpretation for historic sites, Alderson and Low suggest that to meet 
professional standards, the interpretation must conform to a series of principles induding 
research, organisation, accuracy, good taste. and secondary objectives. Sound and 
extensive knowledge based on research by a qualified and experienced researcher (this 
includes archaeologists, architects, and curators) will help to ensure an authentic 
presentation of the site. Once the research is completed, the facts and resources must be 
analysed in order to relate al1 the items to one another. The process of organisation requires 
determination of the interpretive content for the historic site and determination of the site's 
audience. From the research, accurate details, and information will be created. Accuracy of 
interpretation is very important to good interpretation which does not glamorise the site but 
rather provides a balanced point of view. All interpretation must be in good taste. It is not 
important for an interpreter to impress an audience or resort to using sensational stories or 
vulgar comrnents. Finally, secondary objectives will have been determined eatly on in the 
planning process. They often include historical facts and concepts which support the site's 
major purpose and significance. These facts and concepts must also be incorporated into 
the interpretive dialogue, 

This publication advocates a very hands-on approach. In essence it is a how-to manual for 
those directly involved with historical and cultural sites. mrnretation of H i s m   SI^ a - .  ends 
with some in depth discussion of a variety of interpretive media and how they can be 
presented at different kinds of sites. Suggested interpretive media incf ude: 

living history, costuming, and de-playing (for both the interpreter and the 
visitor); 
well-planned directional signage of a consistent design; 
publications, museum displays and exhibits; 
audio devices, audiovisual programmes; 
interpretation for school tours; and 
systems to deal with large organised groups and foreign visitors. 

The publication concludes with suggestions for the seledion of interpreters and 
recommendations for their training. The ne& to pmvide for routine evaluation of staff and 
programmes is also covered. 



Arthur Percivat 

While many publications deal with the interpretation of natural sites, Percival's 
Understandina - Our Surroundinas - A  Manual of Urban IntemretatloQ. attempts to put a 
decidedly urban and histoncal perspective on the role and methods of interpretation. The 
publication is tailored to meet the needs of public bodies, professionals, and even the 
serious amateur, After discussing the pnnciples of urban interpretation, the stages of the 
develo pment of an interpretive programme are outlined, Percivaf then descnbes in great 
detail a vast range of both display (Le.: heritage centre, display cases, and audio visual 
programmes) and non-display (Le.: Iistening posts, signed trail, and guided walks) media. 
The appendices, provide options for fund raising, and valuable examples of precedents. 

Of direct relevance to this research are Percival's pnnciples for urban interpretation, He 
defines interpretation in a very loose manner as a '...systematic effort to ensure that people 
learn as much as possible from their visits and are encouraged to find out more for 
themselves" (1979, 9). Urban interpretation traces the evolution and adaptation of urban 
environments while also studying socioeconomic components of society, He suggests that 
urban interpretation attempts to explain how towns work (Percival 1979). This can include 
details on the tenants of particular buildings and what they contribute to the community to 
the types of people who Iive and work in the area. This is fumer explained in the following: 

... in an urban setting interpretation seeks to give people an insight into the 
way a community has evolved, and continues to evolve, to meet changing 
social and ecanomic needs. It enables them to see for themselves how this 
evolution can be 'read' in the existing land-use pattern, Street plan and 
fabric. Where a locality or community is specially attractive to resident, 
worker and shopper, interpretation can identify the qualities which make it 
so, With the new insight it gives hem, people are better equipped to play a 
constructive part in maintaining a healthy human habitat, with decent 
environmental standards, wherever they live or work - in the area 
concerned, or 200 miles away (1 979,lO). 

items: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

The main message for an interpretation scheme should take into consideration these five 

No-one a n  plan properly for the future without understanding the past 
and the present 
Most comrnunities are far richer in architectural and historic interest than 
is usually supposed - parücularly by those who live there and often even 
by those who think they know thern well. 
The nation's story is easier to bring to life if it can be seen refiected in 



local events, changes and trends; and conversely that the urban fabric 
can throw telling light on the nation's social, economic, cultural and 
political evolution. 

4. Structures from the past, induding the recent past, are a particularly 
effective means of giving present and future generations a better 
understanding of their forûears, the society in which they Iived, and their 
material and spiritual aspirations. 

5. Once people have a better insight into the character of their own 
cornrnunities they are better equipped to interuene, as is their right, and 
perfiaps their duty, when they sense a risk of some environmental 
blunder; and, just as important, to play their own constructive part in 
improving what needs to be improved in their surroundings (Percival, 
1979, 13). 

What is intriguing about Percival's approach is that for the purposes of the Interpretation 
Strategy for the Exchange District, it deals very much with an urban setting and it suggests 
that interpretive programming can relate directly to creating more conscientious citkens. 
These five messages can be conveyed effectively if a series of interpretive principles are 
included in the foundation of al1 interpretive senrices. These principles inctude: 

1. Focus the senses: 
2. Tell the tmth; 
3. Look for immediate links with the past; 
4. Bear the user's need in mind; and 
5. Stimulate thought and further exploration (Percival 1979, 14). 

He suggests that these five points may seem like cornmon sense but it is worthwhile to 
highlight thern nonetheless. The five senses are fundamental to the process as they can 
work together and enhance an expenence. Through the senses it is also possible to touch 
people on a very personal level as the sense of smell for instance can bring back a flood of 
mernories. It is impossible to convey everything there is to know to a visitor so at the very 
least what is conveyed must and always should be accurate- There are of course difficulties 
in this because accuracy of information can be confused with interpretation of historical 
events. Establishing links to the past is a meaningful part of interpretation because it aids in 
placing items in context and allows visitors to begin to see relationships between places, 
people or events. To bear the user's needs in mind covers a wide range of issues. It 
suggests testing the interpretive project before making it public, never patronise uses, when 
emphasising a particular building (for instance), its date and interesting characteristics must 
be noted, always provide a definition for technical terms, and ckar directions must be 
provided at al1 times. 



Several stages of interpretive planning are also recommended by Percival: 
1. Stocktaking: complete a methodological assessment of al1 resources; 
2. Objectives: identify al1 possible objectives (Le.: what is the aim of the 

service or who are the target audiences?); 
3. Media: to tailor the means to an end, appropriate interpretive media 

should be matched with the objective; 
4. Strategy: if numerous interpretive services will be developed, a strategy 

must be developed to create an organised approach, It should ~ISO 
identifL pnoriù'es, resources, manpower, and finances; 

5. Money-Raising: cash as weil as contributions in kind must be sought as 
soon as possible; 

6. Research: the stocktaking process will have raised questions which wiB 
require in-depth professional research to provide the appropriatelaccurate 
answers on which interpretive senrices will be based; 

7. Implementation: development of the interpretive media can begin once 
the research and money-raising is compete; and 

8- Publicity: to get the message out that the new programmes and 
infrastructure are complete/available, the news must get out 

The remainder of his book looks at a series of interpretive media in great detail and even 
includes cost estimates. The media are very standard and the budgets are provided in 
pound sterling at 1979 prices so it is not worth looking at these as comparable models. 

John Veverka 

John Veverka is another example of a well published pioneer in the interpretation 
profession. He operates his own consulting firm in the United State, and was founder of the 
International Society for the Advancernent of Interpretive Communications. His most popular 
book for practitioners and site staff, Interpretive Master Planning, was reprinted at the end of 
1998. It reviews philosophies and planning strategies as a background to illustrating quite 
sirnply how one could go about interpretive planning. 

Veverka begins by stating that their 'primary mission as intergreters is to communicate with 
[their] visitors" (1998, 1). In his work, Veverka refers to to concept of recreational leaming to 
describe the type of leaming process that visitors undergo while at zoos, historic sites, or 
parks. It acknowledges that people generally visit these locations for purely recreational 
reasons rather than interpretive; they are an opporhinity to visit with friends and family and 
take in recreational activities. Leaming or interpretive opportunib'es then must be associated 
w ith recreational activities. 



Another factor infiuencing the development of interpretive planning and selection of 
programmes and facilities is understanding the needs of the visitors. Five needs are 
identified: 

1. p hysiological needs; 
2. safety needs; 
3. the need to belong; 
4. esteem needs; and 
5, the need for self actualisation (Veverka 1998). 

Our basic or prima1 needs (Le.: hoücold, ttiirst, hunger, need for a washroom) constitute 
physiological needs. When these are not adequately met, they tend to consume our 
attention. Therefore, these needs must first be met before planning any programmes or 
facilities. If a visitor perceives an event or place to be unsafe, they may not participate. This 
includes the provision of frequent and accurate orientation services to reassure visitors that 
al1 is well. We have an innate need to belong to a group and we tend to seek out activities 
where we can meet others. We also feel the need to build our self-esteem. Leaming 
programs should be fun and safe in order to encourage visitors to attend. Finally, self 
actualisation is the need to be the best person possible which can be encouraged through 
interpretation as visitors can be encouraged to explore new ideas and becorne more welf- 
rounded (Veverka 1998). 

Veverka prefers to define the process of interpretation by using the definition coined by 
lnterpretation Canada in 1976: 

Interpretation is a communication process designed to reveal meanings and 
relationships of our cultural and natural heritage to the public (visitors) 
through first-hand experiences with objects, artifacts, landscapes, or sites 
(Veverka 1998, 19). 

He suggests that matenal can be presented to visitors in an 'information style' (where facts 
are only presented) or an 'interpretive style" (where a story or a larger meaning is 
conveyed) based on Tilden's principles. Additionally, the interpreter must "translaten the 
technicd aspects into 'everyday" language for the visitor. Tilden's principles are distilled 
down to what Veverka refers ta as 'Tilden's Tips". These illustrate what makes an 
experience truly interpretive: 

1. provoke: Begin the interpretation with a provocative statement, tiffe, or 
other technique to get the visitors' attention and stimulate interest in the 
communications to follow; 

2, relate: Tilden states that unless we can help the visitor relate the 
essence or importance of our message or story to the everyday lives of 
the visitors, the message will be sterile. Thus we need to use a variety of 



techniques to help the visitor identify with the message; 
3. reveal: Revelation is the 'best part of the story or presentation'. It gives 

visitors the answer, through a unique or unusual viewpoint 
4. address the whole: This tip refers to the importance of having one 

unifying theme for your programme, exhibits, master plan etc.; and 
5. strive for message unity: Use a sufficient but varied repetition of cues 

to create and support a particular theme, mood, or aura (Veverka 1998, 
21). 

Another philosophicai constnict that Veverka refers to is a 'Mode1 of Interpretation" 
developed by Gabriel Cherem in 1977. The diagramme illustrates the interiocking 
components that make up the interpretive process. 

The process begins with the site or subject matter found on the Ieft hand side of the 
diagramme. This is the the story and set of themes to be interpreted. Activities in the 
objectives box will detemiine what it is the planners and interpreters expect their work to 
accomplish. Techniques and services represent the range of options for interpretive media. 
This is followed by representation of visitors and their motives and expectations for visiting 
sites and participating in activities. A feedback bop connects the visitor information with the 
objectives to allow the needs of the visitor to influence the site's or plan's objectives. If 
objectives are not met satisfactorily, it is possible at this point to revise the objectives andlor 



interpretive techniques. These components exist in the realm of the interpreter who brings to 
the process a unique and personal approach which is #en influenced to a greater or lesser 
extent by managerial realities such as budget, and time or staff constraints. 

Veverka uses this second rnodel as the basis for the interpretive master planning process 
that he personally uses in his work for sites or individual interpretive services or 
programmes. His mode1 for the protes8 of interpretive planning takes Chemen's a step 

Who ' 

Figum 28: JVA lnterpretive Pianning -1 (Vewrka 1998, 32) 

The what pertains to the resources or themes and subthemes to be interpreted. Specific 
objectives that the interpretation must accomplish are featured in the why. Visitors to the 
site are the who. The howkhenlwhere is the range of interpretive options made available 
to the visitors. The main difference between the two modeis are the two stages at the end of 
the process. Cost, or lé0 (irnplementation and operations), and evaluation, or so what, are 
the two additions. These additions are very practical in nature considenng that financial and 
hurnan resources will greatiy impact on the options available and there must be sorne 
means of detennining if the objectives are being achieved. 

Parks Canada 

Parks Canada's approach to tieritage interpretation (or 'presentation" as the Agemy prefeis 
to refer to it) is discusses in the third section of their Cultural Resource Management policy. 
Presentation, according to Parks Canada, is defined as a means to 

... reveal meanings and relationships so that the public will gain an 



enhanced awareness of what cultural resources signify. It includes the 
specialised activities by which Parks Canada communicates an 
understanding and appreciation of the histon'c value of particular places, 
things, events and activities to visitors and the public 
(http:llparkscanada.pch.gc.caAi braiyo. 

Sites may be experienced though in-person visitation, the use of cultural resources, and 
through the use of other media. For interpretation to be effective, the audience's needs and 
interests must be understwd. This will ensure effective rneans of communicaüng the 
significance of the cultural resources should they be historic sites or national parks. The 
primary interpretive obligation at a National Historic Site is to cornmunicate what has been 
designated as being of national histonc significance. Selection of suitable interpretive media 
is based on consideration of the following factors: 

1. the cornmernorative intent, themes, purpose and objectives of the 
national historic site, national park or historic canal; 

2. the historic value of the resource; 
3. the interpretive potential of the resource and its themes; 
4. visitor needs and expectations; 
5. the impact of interpretation activities on the resource; 
6. the availability of knowledge on which to proceed; 
7. opportunities for appropriate visitor use; 
8. the relationship of specific interpretive options to the overall presentation 

of a site; and 
9. available human and financial resources 
(http://parkscanada.pch.gc.caAibrary/). 

Outreach programmes will also be undertaken where appropriate. lmplementation of 
interpretive activities is viewed as an ongoing process where by al1 programmes are equally 
maintained, monitored and reviewed. 

Park  Canada utilises a few primary means of interpretaüon which are often used in 
conjunction with one another: 
1. Spirit of Place 
There are some instances where a resource continues to evoke an aura or spirit that 
speaks directly to visitors. These sites thus require minimal interpretive support material. 
This interpretive approach is often considered for resources or complexes that satisfy the 
following: 

they have retained their historic uses or function or their integrity is intact; 
the meaning of the site is readily comprehensible; 
the sites's current condition cannot support more intensive development; 
and 
sites whose integrity would be compromised by further development 



2. lnterpretive Media 
When there is a need to offer background, detail and 
perspective on the history of historic sites. Park  
Canada will provide a variety of interpretive methods 
including personal (for instance a guided walking tour), 
print, exhibit, and electronic media. 

3. Creating a Sense of the Past 
An interactive approach which creates a sense of the 
past for visitors may combine a series of activities such 
as accurate restoration, reconstruction or replication of 
cultural resources such as structures or artifacts; 
volumetric representation(s) of cultural resources; 
reproduction of penod costumes and objects; role 
playing, and representations of past activities 
(http:llparkscanada.pch.gc.caAibrary/)- This approach is 
a comprehensive interpretive option because it 
demands the integration of al1 aspects of the scene or 
environment being interpreted. A sense of the past may 
be used as an interpretive option when: 

1. there is a specific commemorative 
objective to provide the visitor with 
an understanding of a defined period 
in the history of a site; 

2. the action is consistent with the 
principles of value, public benefit. 
understanding, respect and integrity 
of the site and its resources; 

3. resources and their setting possess 
sufficient historical integrity to 
support a complete scene or 
environment; 

4. there is sufficient understanding of 
the resource to ensure accuracy of 
detail; 

5. cost can be justified in relation to 
historic significance and interpretive 
potential; and 

Rgum 29: Ad Ibr aciMîbs et Lowe? 
RrY Gany National HistonC Site (The 
Metro, July 21. 1999, 3). 



6. in the case of established sites, 
demonstrated visitor demand or 
expectations warrant this type of 
developrnent 
h ttp://parkscanada. pch.gc.caAibrary/) 

4. Special Prognms and Events 
Inclusion of some special programmes and events rnay 
offer important opportunities to integrate the 
presentation of cultural resources at national historic 
sites. This would include organised related activities in 
surrounding communities which would further develop 
partnerships with others organisations. Planning these 
acüvities and uses must be sensitive to the size, 
nature, and interests of existing and potential visitor 
groups. In addition, planning efforts must also 
acknowledge that not al1 visitor expectations are 
compatible with the mandate for national historic sites. 

5. Services and Facilities 
Facilities and services may be provided through 
contract or other agreement where they are necessary 
to achieve public understanding, appreciation and 
enjoyment of cultural resources. 

National Parks Service 

lnterpretive planning for the National Parks Service 
(NPS) in the United States is cornpleted by a team of 
interpretive planners working out of the Harpers Ferry 
Centre located in Virginia. They have k e n  doing so for 
the past 25 years. The types of interpretive 
management documents they produce indude 
Comprehensive lnterpretive Plans, lnterpretive Media 
Concept Plans, and Visitor Experience Plans. 

- .  
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Fipure 30: A typical aduettis~rnent 
card for a site adminisfered by Paries 
Canada. Some ites whid, an9 not 
diiectly under the aonb~l of Perks 
Canada (Ibr instance Grey Nuns) 
have similar promothnel media 
exœpt that the header and hoter 
whem the &marks are bcated en, 
replaœd by bledr bands the 
generel visilor may not notice the 
subtk diîîkrence. but silce ü?ey use 
the same templete they am 
perceived to be part of a family of 
siies. At some point, pehaps dhs 
Grchange DiSblct csn emrngs Ibr a 
similar promobonal pi'ecs- 



The NPS defines interpretation as "an educational activity that aims to reveal meanings and 
relationships though the use of original objects, by firsthznd expenence, and by illustrative 
material" (1998, www.nps.govlhtdocsUplanning/mngmtplc/npspiehl) lnterpretive plans 
are a necessary component in the NPS planning process and they generaliy provide an 
approach for implementation of concepts that are initially introduced in a site's general 
management plan. ln the end, the two documents work hand-in-hand with the general 
management plan outlining the purpose, significance, themes, and interpretive goals for the 
site while the interpretive plan provides indepth visitor profiles, programme descriptions, 
outlines of persona1 services, and a variety of other topics. The National Parks Sewice's 
focus in interpretive planning deals with visitors and interpretation. Their multidisciplinar' 
planning process is largely goal-driven where the strategy is developed to achieve a park's 
mission, protect its resources, and provide the best possible sewice to its visitors. These 
interpretive plans outline a long-term approach which enhance visits with a rich mix of both 
persona1 services and media. New interpretive facilities and recycling of existing resources 
are often recommended in the plans but most importantly, the recommended interpretive 
media are matched to the park's key messages. The programme outlined in the plan must 
be balanced and address the following elements: 

1 .  Information and Onentafion: Provide al1 park users with easy access to 
the information they need to have a safe and enjoyable park experience- 

2. Understanding and appreciation: Provide visitors with a variety of 
services and information to foster a deeper appreciation and 
understanding of the resources and values of a specific park as well as of 
its regional context and the national park system as a whole. 

3. Protection: Provide visitors with a variety of opportunities to interact 
safely with and enjoy the resources of a park, while protecting those 
resources from ovenise, unintentional damage, vandalism, and thet  

4. Participation and Skill Development: Provide a variety of services and 
opportunities to aid and motivate visitors to develop park-oriented 
recreational skills when appropriate. 

5. Dialogue: Provide a means for the general public, park neighbours, and 
park managers to communicate their thoughts and desires to each other. 

6. Education: Provide interested users and educational groups with the 
information necessary to develop a thorough understanding of a park's 
resources, its regional context, and the entire national parks system's 
significance and values 
(www.nps.gov/htdocs2/pianning/mngmtplc/nl). 

The types of interpretive services outlined in the plans are recornrnended based on criteria 



such as the level of visitor use, the nature of the parks' resources, and goals of patk 
management among other factors. Persona1 services are the comerstone of an interpretive 
programme at a national park as it is generally the most effective means of stimulating 
interest and appreciation, providing information and orientation services, and ensuring 
protection of resources and visitor safety. Staff are used throughout sites at 
orientation/infomation desks, exhibits, museums, guided walks, campfire programmes, and 
audiovisuai programmes. Depending on the resource and the range of other interpretive 
programmes, living history programmes, re-enactrnents and period dernonstrations are 
implemented. Personal services are very effective as they are fi exible and generally visitors 
appreciate the personal interaction, Nonpersonal sewices and media often include park 
brochures/pubtications, exhibits, audio-visual presentations, and radio information systems. 
These are implemented to enhance personal services or in some instances replace them. 
The benefit of these media is that they can offer a consistently high calibre of presentation 
for a long period of time while reaching a very large audience. Media design for nonpersonal 
services is completed by staff at the Harpers Ferry Centre. Outreach/EnvironrnentaI 
EducationIHentage Education Services are supplementary services used to circulate 
information and interpretation beyond the site. A special effort is also made to provide 
interpretation for special populations to ensure that al1 in spite of disabilities will have access 
to the same interpretive opportunities. This broad group also includes children, seniors and 
international visitors. NPS policy does outline several opportunities for their staff to work in 
partnerships with other volunteers and organisations in the implementation of al1 interpretive 
services. 

Completed in 1998, Plannina for Intemretation and Visitor Fx~erience, is one of the newest 
publications produced by the NPS's Division of lnterpretive Planning. lntended for 
interpretive planners, interpreters, planning and design professionals, and partner 
organisations, the document describes cunent perspectives and approaches to interpretive 
planning currently in use at the Harpers Ferry Centre. Long range planning is addressed in 
the publication along with approaches, critena, options and philosophy. 

For the NPS, interpretive planning is almost synonymous with visitor experience planning 
(Division of Interpretive Planning 1998). lnterpretive planning is defined as 

... a process that identifies and describes significant visitor experiences in a 
park, forest, zoo or other resource-based recreation area; and recommends 
ways to provide, encourage, sustain, facilitate or otherwise assist those 
experiences (Division of Interpretive Planning 1998, 2). 



Planning teams often follow a standard set of steps which include preparation for planning, 
detemination of the plan's scope, themes, and audience, data collection, and finally 
suggestions of means and media to achieve the goals and provide the desired expenences. 
These phases of work in the end should produce a readable and interesting plan consisting 
of the following types of components: 

present the full range of perspectives that became evident during 
planning; 
convey signifiant, understandable and achievable goals; 
include major sta ke holders and su bject experts; 
recommend cost-effective, creative, sustainable and achievable actions 
that will meet the goals; 
provide useful guidance ta programme and facility planners and designers; 
identify relationships and influences among related planning actions; 
describe resources and expenences associated with the area and present 
them in a manner which emphasises their significance; 
convey major messages; and 
help the process to move to the next stages of design and production 

(Division of lnterpretive Planning 1998). 

As a general but flexible outline, an interpretation plan according to the NPS shouid be 
based on a goal-driven planning process. The benefit of a goaldnven process is that the 
definition of the goals will define the best ways of achieving results. It first must cleariy state 
the document's purpose and explain its goals and objectives, A plan's goals look to the long 
term and provide generai descriptions of desired outcomes. Objectives, on the other hand, 
deal with the short terni, are measurable, and detail specific outcomes, An example of goals 
and objectives are seen in this excerpt t'rom a plan for Rocky Mountain National Park: 

jntemretive Goals 
Visitors have the opportunity throughout the year to become oriented to 
park facilities, services, and resources 
Visitors have available a spectrum of programmes, facilities, and media 
that collectively 
Represent al1 park themes though the 'compelling story' 
Meet the interest and educational levei of al1 segments of the visiting 
public 

Intemretive Obiectives 
Of the adult visitors leaving the park, 80% will confinn they received 
adequate information to permit safe, efficient, and enjoyable visits. 
Of the adult visitors leaving the park, 75% can name three management 
measures used to reduce impact to park resources (National Parks 
Service 1998. 21-22). 



The significance or importance of the site must be explained along with the interpretive 
themes to be addressed. The themes will provide the foundation for ail intefpretive 
development at the site as they highlight the most important stories and ideas that visitors 
will need to understand in order to appreciate the site's significance. The types of expected 
(and unexpected) visitors must be mentioned as well as the types of experiences the 
planners want them to have. Resources associated with the site should be inventoried and 
studied to convey a solid understanding or knowledge of the site's resources. Other items to 
consider when studying the resources indude: 

Present state of important area resources: the stories and values 
associated with them (the items that should be interpreted and their 
resources' characteristics, conditions and relationships with other 
resources); 
the desired resource conditions: what should be the future condition of 
each resource; and 
resource-related visitor behaviour: what visitor behaviour influences the 
resources and how can that behaviour be modified to achieve the goals of 
the plan (National Parks Service 1989, 26-27). 

A sound research process is demanded to ensure that presented messages are accurate 
and balanced. Finaliy, recommendations for interpretive media or facilities and their 
suggested evaluation techniques can be made. Recommendations must ensure that the 
site's goals can be met in a cost effective manner whik also considering a site's 
message(s), audience, and resources, 

National Trust for Historic Preservation 

A 1989 publication for the National Trust for Historic Preservation, jf Walls Could Talk: Telling 
the Storv of a Histnric Buildina to Create a Market F- is described as an "idea book" 
designed for owners or devefopers of heritage buildings that are undergoing rehabilitation. 
The publication provides scenarios and methods for interpreting their rehabilitation projects 
as a means of marketing their projects and buildings- The Trust suggests that this 
interpretation of historic buildings will convey its story to the public and in the end this will 
increase their understanding and appreciation of the site's historical significance. At the 
same tirne, it is hoped that the public will also understand the importance of govemment 
policies whose airn is to protect these properties for future generations. 

An effective interpretation programme according to the National Trust will use a variety of 



techniques to achieve the following goals of interpretation: 
1. To help the public understand the connections between as many aspects 

of what is being observed as possible; 
2. To tell the story in a way that will encourage people to discover for 

themselves; 
3. To encourage the preservation of significant historic properües by 

creating an understanding and consequent appreciation of them; and 
4. To show the relationship of what is being observed (expenenced) to the 

lives of the observen (8). 

A range of standard interpretive tools are also suggested. These include 
iiterature/publications, public mediafpresentations, tours (guided and self-guided), artifacts, 
photographs, audiovisuals, exhibits, displays, artwork, crafîs, and structural interpretation. 
When irnplementing interpretive programmes of any sort it is also important to do, or not do, 
a number of things (8): 

Appeal to al1 five senses 
Place structure within the broadef historical 

The basic difference that separates this publication from so many others is that it aims to 
illustrate how interpretation can be used as a marketing tool and a means of fostering a 
publidprivate partnership. ft suggests that interpretation of rehabilitation projects is quite 
simply good business sense. Public interpretation can be a good will gesture to the 
community, can bolster a corporate image, or may create an image for the project. The list 
of common interpretive tools can be used throughout the development process. Three 
promotional strategies are recommended by the National Trust as a means of creating a 
market identity for the project The first strategy, marketing, looks to set the rehabilitation 
project apart from others by using the story of the building to describe a project. Inclusion of 
the story in al1 marketing materiai (brochures and billboards are the two most cummon 
media) will create a marketing edge because the element of history is always unique and 
dramatic. Public relations is the second strategy. It is different from marketing because it 
generally delves deeper into the community. It can use tours or public presentations to make 
a connection with the comrnunity and of course the local press. The third strategy is intefior 
design. The actual rehabilitation can allow for interpretation of the historic resources through 

Exaggerate for effect 
Focus solely on the building 

context 
Be brief and concise 
Involve the visitor 

Use jargon or very technical ternis 
Overwhelm with information 



the final design. Works of art, photographs. or artifacts with interpretive panels can become 
sympathetic additions or ways of decorating interior spaces of the project If executed well. 
these interpretive elements can make mernorable impressions on visitofs especially if they 
are included in tours or brochures. 

These strategies should senre as appropriate means of creating both economic and public 
interest in rehabilitation projects. 



THE PURPOSE, GOALS AND TECHNIQUES OF AN 
INTERPRETATION STRATEGY 

An interpretation plan is often confused with other 
planning documents such as conservation plans. While 
the various plans maybe quite different in approach 
and content, they often çornplement one another and 
are used simultaneously. A conservation plan 
recommends a means of identification, use, acquisition, 
and financing of heritage resources within a comrnunity. 
These resources can include buildings, 
neighbourhoods and districts, archeological elements, 
and natural landscapes. While this type of document 
sees to the consewation and protection of the heritage 
resources, an interpretation plan aims to educate and 
infom visitors about the historical and social 
significance of the place. This is achieved through the 
identification of a storyline, themes, and messages that 
will convey the meaning of the place to an audience. 
The concepts are conveyed through a range of 
personal and nonpersonal media such as guided 
walking tours, an interpretive centre complete with 
exhibits and audiovisual programmes, interpretive 
plaques, living history reenactments, CD ROMs, and 
publications. 

Figum 31: Calgary use srnail 
plaques to indiate designated 
buildings 

Rgun 32: Thrs Fahrpiun weflnding 
de- is used lj7 train stations 
thmughout Gennany. 



REVIEW OF PRECEDENTS 

To study how other historic sites and comrnunities have approached the interpretive 
planning process, examples of similar strategies were reviewed. These precedents provide 
interpretive strategies for single histonc sites, urban centres, natural reserves, and entire 
counties or regions. Generally their approaches are quite similar but it is interesting to note 
how versatile this type of planning document can be for such a vaned group of sites (both in 
terrns of sale and subject matter). Historic sites generally have conservation plans. as well 
as ad hoc interpretive programming- At the time of writing, none of the nationally designated 
historic districts in Canada have extensive heritage interpretation strategies. However, The 
Montreal MaintSaint-Laurent Bouievard Historic District, which received its National ffistoric 
Site status at the same time as the Exchange District, may in the future be looking at 
developing more comprehensive interpretive programming. Several examples of detailed 
interpretation strategies were referenced in the development of this strategy for the 
Exchange District National Histofic Site. The following exarnples illustrate a range of scope 
and sa le  (frorn single buildings or complexes, to urban. or natural areas) in interpretation 
stra tegies: 

Buildinas - or Corn~fexe~ 
Brown Versus Board of Education National Historic Site, Kansas; 
James Avenue Pumping Station; 
Inglis Grain Elevators National Historic Site Interpretive Plan; 

Urban Areas 
Plan for the lnterpretation of Deadwood, South Dakota; 
A Proposa1 for an 1 nterpretive System: Lacombe; 
A Proposa! for an Urban lnterpretive System: Calgary; 
The Forks Hentage lnterpretive Plan; 
Bringing the City to Life -An lnterpretation Plan for Downtown Victoria; 
Old Strathcona Histon'cal lnterpretive Study; 
The Freedom Trail - A Framework for the Future; 

Natural Areas 
The Fraser River Estuary: A Guide to lnterpretive Themes and Recreation 
Access; 
A Historic Interpretation Programme for the State of Minnesota; 
Nottinghamshire's Hentage - A Stfategy for its Interpretation; and 
Victoria Park, 

Al1 have contributed in some manner to the development of the Exchange District's 
Interpretau'on Strategy (explain further and provide some examples). Some of these 
precedents are local projects or developments with an interpretive cornponent which may 
impact the Exchange District National Historic Site. lmplementation of many of these has 
not yet begun. In spite of this, the relative strengths and weakness of each will also be 
discussed in order to compare them to the process undertaken in the Exchange District 



Buildings or complexes 

Brown Versus Board of Education National Historic Site, Kansas 
On October 26, 1992, this Arnerican National Historic Site was established in Topeka, 
Kansas to cornmernorate the Supreme Court3 decision to end segregation in public 
schoois. The purpose of this site is to interpret the integral role of the Brown case in the civil 
rights movement, white the plan aims to assist in the preservation and interpretation of 
related reçources with the cornrnunity. A variety of issues are considered in the plan 
including: 

planning; 
site resources; 
visitor expenénce; and 
site operations. 

Goals for the Brown Versus Board of Education site include interpretation, resource 
preservation, education, visitor safety, and the creation of partnership programmes. 
lnterpretive themes at the site provide the foundation, framework, and direction for ail future 
endeavours. Key themes for this National Historic Site include: 

The Verdict; 
The Effects; 
Civil Rights; 
The People; 
The Context; 
The Constitution; 
The Cornrnon Denominators; and 
Hurnan Rights. 

According to the National Parks Service, visitors must have the opportunity to understand 
the site's story and the significance of neighbouring sites from a number of perspectives. 
Most importantly visitors should have a safe and enjoyable visit to the site while leaming 
about democracy and ethical responsibility. The Brown Versus Board of Education National 
Historic Site also incorporates a resource centre on related topics which aims to work with 
scholars and students studying equality in education and other civil nghts issues. 

Planning for this site considered two general types of audiences, individuals and organised 
groups (specifically school groups). The overall mixture of interpretive media including 
exhibits, audio-visual media, a reference Iibrary/media centre, publications, wayside exhibits, 
personal services, public programmes, and hentage education, is meant to relate the story 



of the site at various depths to match the diverse 
requirernents and interests of their audience. 

The Brown Versus Board of Education site is dense 
with themes that must be viewed in a larger context. 
Subthemes and stories are very well presented in this 
plan, which allows the reader to grasp the xope of the 
planning. Like the plan for Deadwood. aisa completed 
by the National Parks Service. recommendations will be 
realised as long as appropnate partners can be found 
to manage surrounding heritage sites. 

The James Avenue Pumping Station 
In 1983, Sundog Productions Ltd. and Tetrad Design 
Group Inc. completed an interpretation concept for The 
James Avenue Pumping Station and Heritage 
Winnipeg. Located just outside the boundary of the 
National Histonc Site, the Pumping Station is a nch, 
relatively intact historic resource which is integral ta the 
theme of civic development The facility was built in 
1906 to provide a high-pressure water pumping system 
for fire protection in Winnipeg's central business district 
Originally consisting of a power house, gas producing 
plant and a gas storage tank, only the brick power 
house remains, with much of the equipment still in 
place. At the time the plant was still in operation (it 
ceased to operate in the late 198Os), the proposed 
combination of contemporary and historical interpretive 
components would attract participants of the Exchange 
District guided walking tour, visitors to the Museum of 
Man and Nature, school groups, and those interested in 
historical technology. As stated in the proposai: 

The pnrnary objective for interpretation 
of the Pumping Station is to increase 
public awareness and understanding of 
the historic powerhouse and its 
operation. There is presently no 

Figura 33: The James Avenue 
Pumping Station. 



interpretation conducted at the Station. Because the plant is fully 
operational [at the time the proposal was written], interpretation will remain 
a secondary function to the ongoing function (1983.3). 

Interpretation was to focus on the following themes: 
1. powerhouse operation; 
2. the history of Winnipeg's water supply; 
3. the sociocultural history of the area; and 
4. industriai architecture (1983). 

The proposal concluded with budget estimates and some schematic ideas for integrating the 
interpretive component into the building. lnterprebtion of the powerhouse was to consist of 
a self-guided tour of the facility complete with interior and exterior interpretive panels, a 
publication and a senes of exhibits. Visitors would be allowed to access only certain portions 
of the plant as safety was a prime concem and the plant had to be able to continue 
operation. This proposal was meant to use the powerhouse up as a "scientific exhibit" 
(1983, 6) which would work jointly with the proposed Science Centre for the riverfront area 
at James Avenue. Neither the Science Centre nor the Pumping Station proposais achieved 
realisation. 

In 1984, a class of University of Manitoba Architecture students, under Professor W. P. 
Thompson looked at design issues for developing an addition to house the interpretive 
component. The revised version of the proposal included one page summaries of the 
students' work 

At the time of wnting, a local entrepreneur is in the process of acquinng the building for 
conversion into a restaurant and brew pub as well as a science and technology museum- 
Both cornponents are to be developed independently with the brew pub wmpfeted in time 
for the f 999 Pan Am Games. Several components have already been completed including 
an equipment inventory, architectural proposal, construction and engineering estimates, 
strategic marketing analysis, and a financial feasibility study for the scheme. lnspired by 
pumphouse conversions in Kingston and Hamilton as well as the interpretive component in 
Ottawa's still operational pumping station, a Plan of this ~ature has obvious benefits for the 
Exchange District National Historic Site. 

White the project has yet to get underway, it could consewe a unique heritage building 
located in an underutilised area just north of the National Historic Site boundary. In 



December 1997, an equipment inventory was 
cornpleted and made suggestions for intefpreting the 
pumping station. He recornmended that the 
Interpretation Plan for the site consist of a dedication 
plaque, exhibits, panels, and films used in conjunction 
to explain the physical operation of the plant. 

lnglis Grlin Elevators National Historie Site 
lnterpretive Plan 
Recently cornpleted by Lord Cultural Resources, the 
Inglis Elevators National Historic Site Interpretive Plan, 
provides a frarnework for the development and 
implementation of interpretive programmes at the site. 
Inglis is a srnall community in western Manitoba where 
a row of five standard grain elevators still stand. The 
site's mission is as follows: 

To preserve, protect and sustain the 
architectural symbol representative of 
Western Canadian agriculture - the 
standard country grain elevator - and 
for the education, interpretation and 
enjoyment of present and future 
generations. The primary purpose of 
the site is as an interpretive facility that 
will assist in educating generations 
about western Canadian ag~cultufaf 
history (i). 

In order to achieve the plan's pn'nciple goal, to achieve 
public understanding of the national signifieance of the 
site, interpretive sewices will revolve around a series of 
five themes. These themes include: 

1. The Inglis Grain Elevator complex is 
a rare and intact architectural and 
mechanical example of a row of 
'standard plan' grain elevators. 

2. The elevator landscape which 
remains at Inglis, located within an 
important grain growing district, was 
typical in fonn and character of many 

Figure 34: T i  of the five elevators 
at the lnglis Eïevators National 
Histonc Site- (Source: Parks Canada) 



small rural prairie communities. 
3. The elevators illustrate a number of important types of farmers' CO- 

operatives and private grain communities. 
4. The operational function of the grain elevator and the rail Iine complex 

was central to the national and international distribution of prairie grain- 
5. The importance of the country grain elevator as an icon of prairie identity 

and its expression in the arts and popular culture (0. 

The site was divided into a series of five interpretive zones based on former usage and 
potential for interpretive services, Recommendations for future interpretive programming, 
consists of six major programmes including: 

1. site interpretation and operation (including walking tours, publications, 
signage, landscaping, support facilities, and visitor amenities); 

2. interpretation centre; with audiovisual and interactive exhibits and 
chiidren's discovery area; 

3. demonstration elevator with living history interpretation; 
4. rail interpretation including demonstration of equipment; 
5. commercial opportunities (for instance a bakery or micro-brewery); and 
6. outreach activities (including travelling exhibits, web site, and marketing) 
(5-6) - 

Implementation of the recommendations would naturally occur over a series of phases over 
the next ten years. Short term site developments. years 1 and 2, consist of completion of 
planning and concept development as well as interpretation of the site while it is being 
developed. Outreach programmes will be implemented at this time to reach a global 
audience. Development costs for this phase are expected to be $421.000 with annual 
programme costs totalling $14,000. Years 3 to 5, the mid-terrn interpretation programme 
development, will realise living history interpretation of the site and the opening of the first 
phase of the interpretation centre. An eventç programme will encourage active participation 
in activities at the site while partnerships are fostered with local tourism partners and 
museums. Development costs of this phase are projected to be $256,000 with $35.000 in 
annual programme costs. The long-terrn interpretation programme, years 6 to 10, will see 
the enhancernent of interpretive services. A total of $765,000 may be spent on development 
costs and an additional $85,000 in annual programme costs in the final phase. 



Urban areas 

Plan for the lnterpretation of Deadwood, South Dakota 
This 1992 plan, prepared by the National Parks Service, was a result of the 1990 Histon'c 
Preservation Plan for the community. It provided general recommendations on interpretation, 
infrastructure improvements, and trafic calming measures. In addition, it identified a range 
of hiçtoric themes which would require commemoratian: 

The Gold Rush; 
Community Development 
Transportation; 
Society; 
lndustry; 
Town Suwival; 
Myth and Reality; and 
Built EnvironmenttArchitecture- 

These themes were brought together to create a well-considered and executed plan, which 
encouraged visitors to stay longer and Ieam more. The community also wanted to ensure 
that Deadwood would remain a living histon'c city with a real sense of place. 

The plan identified a set of goals and objectives for future interpretive work The goals were 
as follows: 

identifylexplain history, physical development and preservation of 
Deadwood; 
identifylexplain the changes in mining and technology and their impact on 
Deadwood; 
identify/interpret the contrasting lifestyles of people in Deadwood; 
distinguish reality from myth in Deadwood's past; 
irnprove the standard of interpretation; and 
provide visitors, especially families, with a broad spectNm of activities 
(1992, 18). 

Objectives for the plan were benchmarks of achievement and encompassed what the 
community hoped visitors would understand and begin to appreciate after visiting 
Deadwood. 

Using the community's existing historical attractions and current interpretive initiatives, the 
plan recornmends a broad range of options for a centrally located visitor centre, an 
interpretive kiosklbus stop, other wayside exhibits, and audio-visual material for the visitor 



centre. Other elements include an extensive selection of publications, improved personal 
services, and a system of signage and trails. Two unique programmes were suggested: one 
for preserving historic routes into Deadwood, and another for children, the Deadwood Junior 
Deputy Sheriff programme. Mount Moriah Cemetery and a slime plant were identified as 
resources which, because of their importance and complexity, would require developrnent 
and interpretive planning to rneet their unique conditions, 

The Deadwood plan is straightfoward and practical. Ideas are presented with enough detail 
to describe the concept, but are not presented in a manner which suggests that every detail 
has been worked out; there is room for fiexibility. Furthermore, the suggested programming 
and infrastructure appear to be the types of projects which could be easily achieved. 

A Proposal for an lnterpretive System: Lacombe 
This 1989 proposal completed by Walter Jamieson and the Heritage Interpretation Group, 
attempts to integrate the interpretation of Lacombe's heritage with the goals of the Main 
Street Programme. The plan recommends interpreting important structures as a reflection of 
the town's social and cultural history. Several precedents were considered including the 
Frank Slide 1 nterpretive Centre, Crow's Nest Pass; Fort Calgary ln terpretive Centre, 
Calgary; Head-Smashed-l n Buffalo Jump, near Lethbridge; U krainian Village, Edmonton, 
and the Edmonton Heritage Trail, Edmonton. Goals for the plan were typical of others 
reviewed. The consultants wanted to educate and enlighten visitors, create cuIturaVnatura1 
awareness and appreciation for the site, provide opportunities for entertainment and 
recreation, and finally, encourage tourism, and invigorate the local economy. 

An interpretive/infomation centre, a publication, and an interpretive trail were the prescribed 
media to commemorate the following themes: 

importance to the community; 
changes in technology; 
community history and evolution; and 
the role and importance of early settiers. 

Implementation of these suggestions would involve multiple partners and sponsors who 
would work together over a penod of time. Establishment of the storefront centre was seen 
as the most critical component since its purpose was to increase public awareness. After 
opening the centre, audio-visual displays, and a system of panels could be created for use 
along the interpretive trail. Promotion and marketing to the regional market was seen as the 
final phase of work. 



In some instances, this example does not provide enough detail concerning its proposals- 
The end result is a plan which does not attempt to be particularly creative in its proposals 
for interpretive media- Perhaps there were unexplained circumstances which required that 
the plan be restrained in nature- 

A Proposal for an Urban lnterpretation System: Calgary 
This plan was completed in 1989 by Walter Jamieson and the Heritage fnterpretation Group. 
A Proposai for an Urban lnterpretation System: Calgary offers an interpretive concept 
designed to explain the history of a nurnber of buildings in Calgary. It would seem as if the 
researchers would have liked to have suggested a range of interpretive techniques (for 
example, an interpretive centre, urban rnuseums, walking tours, guide books, signs and 
formal interpretive trails), but in light of budget constraints and the availability of cornrnunity 
involvement, the task required a more concentrated effort Their proposed solution was a 
combination of an urban museum and an interpretive Vail akin to Edmonton's Heritage Trait. 
It was recommended that development of the trail proceed pnor to the museum, because 
the trail would be bath economically and physically feasible, and would have the most 
immediate impact. A museum for displaying artifacts and special exhibits could evolve at a 
later point. 

The interpretive trail would provide a number of interpretive nodes throughout central 
Calgary. Mounted or free-standing nodes would provide architectural and historical 
information, maps, archival photos, and an indication of sponsorship. Since a trail is a 
flexible interpretive medium, it was hoped that sites could be added as sponsorships 
became available. A Iist of suggested sites and formats for the nodes was provided. 

The purpose of the plan was to contribute to civic goals such as historic consenration, 
downtown revitalisation, tounsrn, cultural and architectural awareness, education, city image 
promotion, and the creation of civic pride. The end result would then be stimulation of 
business investrnents, tourism, and retail activity while enhancing the city's Iivability. 

The Forks Heritage lnterpretive Plan 
Commissioned by the Forks Renewal Corporation in 1993, the purpose of this plan was 
threefold: 

1. establish how The Forks should approach the interpretation of its heritage 
resources; 

2. identify major themes and topics that require emphasis: and 



3. provide guidelines for 
appropriate heritage 
resource management and 
interpretive activities. 

Participants in this process wanted to 
take a broad approach to interpreting 
heritage at The forks- The plan 
contributed to future planning and 
community-based development, while 
integrating heritage planning and 
programming as a way to enhance 
public use and appreciation. 

In 1991, a senes of interpretive goals 
and objectives were formuiated for the 
plan: 

to identif', preserve and 
protect heritage resources at 
The Forks; 

Figurs 35: The range of themes Co be addressed et the 
Forks National Hisîonc Site (34). 

to promote interpretation of heritage 
resources; and 
to encourage cornmunity participation 
in development and operation of 
heritage interpretation at The Forks 
(23)- 

It was important to this particular National Hiçtoric Site 
to protect and interpret both natural and cultural 
heritage resources covering a wide range of items such 
as land fonns, geological deposits, ternains of plants 
and animals, histonc buildings, artifacts, and 
archaeological matenals. A thematic framework was 
outlined, containing the major historical themes and a 
number of subthemes and topics. The plan 
recomrnends that interpretation at The Forks 
emphasise themes that pertain specifically to The 
Forks, and that programming and infrastructure must 
complement and not duplicate what is already in place 



elsewhere throughout the province. The cornmittee 
envisioned that interpretation of The Forks must be 
topic specific and would fiIl the gaps in current 
knowledge and interpretive prograrnming. 

This particular document is different from otherç 
reviewed in one vital component M i l e  it indicates 
where themes are already interpreted hmughout the 
province, it does not specifically mention by what 
means, nor does it make recommendations for future 
interpretive ventures. However, it does offer a structure 
or a formula to be used by The Forks RenewaI 
Corporation in evaluating third party proposals for 
interpretive programming. 

Bringing the City to Life - An lnterpretation Plan for 
Downtown Victoria 
In 1993, The Victoria Civic Heritage Trust with the aid 
of consultants AIdrichPears Associates and Judy 
Oberfander, developed a ten year strategy for 
developing interpretation programmes and 
infrastructure in downtown Victoria. B.C. It is a Mo part 
document consisting of a plan and a set of appendices 
covering background rnaterial on existing interpretive 
initiatives, precedents from other cities, and a 
description of typical users of Victoria's downtown. This 
is a more useful precedent for the Exchange District 
National Historic Site because the plan interprets a 
large urban area similar to the District It is organised 
as a handbook with sections designed to act as stand 
alone components. After cleariy and thoroughly 
describing four primary themes, 

1. Multicultural Victoria, 
2. The City is Alive, 
3. Work and Play, and 
4. Gatewav. 

Fïgum 37: The sîudy a m  /or îhe 
lnterpretation Plan for Downtown 
Wcloria (20). 



the consultants provide a broad spectnim of suggestions for interpretive delivery. The built 
resources in Victoria are such that the plan recommends the development of interpretive 
zones (or portions of the downtown) for each theme. Five phases of implernentation were 
recomrnended with a detailed outline of the types of activities to be completed within each 
phase. 

While this particular plan does not deal with a designated historic site or district, it is an 
excellent example of an interpretive plan for a cornplex urban environment 

Old Strathcona Historical Interpretive Study 
Developed for the Old Strathcona Foundation (OSF), this study was completed by 
Hashimoto Boles Architects, Commonwealth Historic Resource Management Limited, and 
John Gilpin in 1994. Established in 1974 under a City of Edmonton Bylaw, the Old 
Strathcona Foundation was developed to aid the presewation and revitalisation of Old 
Strathcona- The mission of the OSF is the following: 

to enrich the social, cultural and commercial tife of Old Strathcona while 
honouring its past; to undertake and finance carefully selected restoration 
and renovation projects; to encourage businesses and residents to restore 
their own historic prernises; and to develop an historic streetscape 
characteristic of Old Strathcona (89). 

The community was distinct from the city of Edmonton until 1912. Today Old Strathcona is 
known for its restaurants and bars along Whyte Avenue, and the annual summer Fn'nge 
Festival. Beyond Whyte Avenue, there is an impressive collection of residential architecture. 

The development of this study was recommended in a previous body of work, the Old 
Strathcona Historic District Feasibility Study of 1992. The purpose of this interpretive study 
is to provide the Foundation with information that it can use as a basis for future historical 
planning initiatives. It consists of several sections, some of which are unique to this type of 
documents: 

1. a thematic outiine of Strathcona's history; 
2. identification of Strathcona's historic resources; 
3. standards and guidelines for research, conservation, and interpretation; 

and 
4. recommendations for implementation. 

The sape of the study was bounded by the communities geographic boundanes as they 
were in 1912. 



A series of thernes and chronological periods of time were identified due to their prominence 
in a variety of archaeological sites, buildings, streetscapes, and landscape features. 
Fourteen themes were studied as part of Strathcona's intemal development as well as the 
community's place in the context of Alberta and Canada: 

1. physical development; 
2. urban development; 
3. social developrnent; 
4. municipai political development; 
5. promotion; 
6. renewable resource development; 
7. non-renewable resource development; 
8- transportation and communication system; 
9. manufacturing; 
10. service industries; 
11. economic cycles' 
12. settlement and immigration; 
13. federal (territorial) and provincial political development; and 
14. military. 

Each theme is described and broken down into interpretive subthernes and elements- These 
themes are also looked at according to a total of seven chronological time periods beginning 
in the prehistoric era of 5000 BC, to the fur trade, development of Strathcona and 
Edmonton, and up to the present day of 1994. Of the precedents reviewed, this particular 
interpretive study provided more historical information than most 

A section entitied, Evaluation of Research, appraised the literature on Strathcona published 
to date and it outlined the potential for further research based on existing primary sources 
found at several archivai institutions. Individual themes were also examined with respect to 
the extent to which each had been covered in the existing literature, Gaps were identified 
where the current research could be improved. This type of analysis was not found in other 
precedents. Instead, most reviewed existing interpretive initiatives. Its inclusion is more 
appropriate to this study, because in many instances, it is not a traditional interpretive plan 
but rather it studies the interpretive potentials evident in Old Strathcona. 

Another section which was not found in other examples studied, is the study's historic 
resource inventory. It was included ~ecause the identification of historic resources 
(particulariy built resources) is an essential step in the development of a master plan as 
their study will determine the nature and quaiity of the area. Ail types and ages of buildings 
and structures were included in the inventory of 220 resources. Cnteria used in their 



evaluation included cultural history, context, and integrity. The resources were listed by 
municipal historical designation and were related to the appropriate historical themes in a 
series of matrices. These matrices were meant to continue to evolve as research is 
completed and they will aid in mapping the development of Old Strathcona and in the 
development of thematic walking tours. Several architectural styles were also described in 
relation to the historic resources. 

A series of guidelines for the developrnent of interpretive services were also proposed. 
Interpretation of Old Strathcona should be a coordinated effort to reflect the vision for the 
area and the mission of the OSE The fourteen themes should be used to guide a range of 
interpretive programming that will address particular needs and interests of visitorç to the 
area. Some details are provided for different types of interpretive media such as guided and 
self-guided walking tours, publications, interpretive nodes, natural comdors, and events. 
lnterpretive planning for the community must also acknowledge the need for bamer-free 
design, design standards for infrastructure, the need to develop the historic resources, the 
level of information required to interpfet resources, and consideration of resource use 
patterns. 

As this study is really a precursor to more detailed planning, the recommendations generally 
suggest the continuation of existing planning and preparation work. The prerequisite to 
many further stages of development as recommended in this work is for the cornmunity to 
pursue a historic area designation. 

The Freedom Trail - A Framework for the Future 
Most of the sites, including public buildings, houses, churches, burial grounds, markets and 
battIefields, in the Boston National Historical Park (it is an urban area rather than a 
traditional natural park) are connected by the Freedom Trail, a painted red Iine or inlaid red 
brick Iine in the streets and sidewalks of Boston. The 2.5 mile trail is a walking tour of 16 
sites located in downtown Boston and Charlestown which are associated with the early 
events of the American Revolution. Sites along the trait are privately, n~unicipafly, and 
federaIly owned and managed (the Trail is preserved and interpreted by a coalition of 
museurn sites, churches, the City of Boston, the State, the Boston National Historic Park, 
and the Freedorn Trail Foundation). They are open to the public and provide a wide range of 
visitor and interpretive services, The National Parks Service operates a Visitor Centre from 
which they offer 90 minute tours of the heart of the Freedom Trail. Several special events 
are held throughout the year and a lesson plan for the Park has been developed by the 



National Park Service to help teachers and 
students undersbnd the historical and cultural 
significance of the Park The site receives up to 
2.5 million people a year. The Park is 
connected with several other nearby sites such 
as the Boston African-American National 
Historic Site, Frederick Law Oirnsted National 
Historic Site, and Lowell National Historical 
Park. 

Prepared by a planning and urban design firm, 
Goody, Clancy and Associates (in collaboration 
with the National Park Sewice) for the Boston 
National Historic Park in 1996, this framework 
provides an update to an already existing 
national park. This revisit to the Freedom Trail 
is meant to reintroduce both the business and 
private sectors to this important educational 
and toun'sm tool while also integrating new 
technologies in the interpretation of the Park. 
None of the other precedents studied were of 
this nature. With dwindling public funds, more 
sites competing for tourist dollars, and the 
changing needs of visitors, the Freedorn Trail 
required some updating (it was initially 
conceived of as a Traii in 195 1). The goals of 
the study were to transform the Trail from a 
physical red Iine into a story embodying 
physical and programmatic irnprovements to 
engage visitors in new ways, and to enhance 
partnership opportunities with individuals and 
organisations to maintain and promote the Trail, 
Boston's Mayor issued a challenge grant of just 
3% of the current budget to operate the Trail 
and Sites ($250.000) for two years to financially 
support the planning process. New activities to 

figure 38: The brick line in the 
sidewalk is the physical 
mpresentation of Boston's Freedom 
Treil. 



Figure 39: A mep h m  the Fm&m Tiailplan indicating îhe sites dong 
the Freedom Trail and îheir relation to the storylim. (10) 



implement the new plan include: 
convey the story through inexpensive enhancements such as new maps 
and brochures, installations in the pavement, public art, new programming. 
information kiosks, and living history; 
a new brick Trail and and signage, improved regional access, and new 
transportation along the Trail; and 
with tirne, more ambitious projects such as a stafe-of-the-art visitor 
orientation centre with a Iight and saund show at the USS Constitution, 

In March of 1998, 1 had the opportunity to visit Boston, and at that time, the Trail and 
signage system was underway and more publications were available. Attempts to promote 
the Trail as a cohesive system of sites was still somewhat vague. 

A portion of wofk was completed by the Freedom Trail Task Force, a group of 100 
volunteers invited by the National Parks Service who in some way are connected to the 
Freedorn Trail. The group divided into four Cornmittees, Story, Wayfinding, Visitor Economy, 
and Institution. The Story Committee identified key themes and methods for telling the story. 
The Wayfinding Committee approached the Trail as a wayfinding device that must be better 
integrated with other modes of transportation and public art. This group also looked at 
maintenance concerns for the new path, The Visitor Economy Committee with its rnembers 
of locai convention and tourist bureaus Iooked as ways to market and promoted the under- 
appreciated attraction. New partnership opportunities were explored by the Institution 
Committee as a means of enhancing, maintaining, and promoting the Trail. 

Unlike other precedents, this plan focuses on the creation of a story. The overarching theme 
of the American Revolution consists of four major chapters based on concentrations of 
cultural resources and their historical associations. They include 

Chapter 1: Revolution of Minds and Hearts; 
Chapter 2: The People Revoit; 
Chapter 3: Neighbourhood Revolution; and 
Chapter 4: Boston Goes To War: In Defence of Freedom. 

A structure based on these chapters allows the story to be told as a narrative with a discrete 
beginning, middle, and end. Other historic sites around the Trail can augment its story and 
storylines. 



Natural areas 

A Historic Interpretation Programme for the State of Minnesota 
A completely different sa le  of work is the Historic Interpretation Programme for the State of 
Minnesota (1977) which reviews the need for a state-wide programme of historical 
interpretation in light of a recent movement towards a regional interpretation of the state's 
history. This document strongiy advised that the state rnust build upon existing 
resources/facilities and upgrade them rather than build new, Furthemore, it called for better 
communication and coordination among different agencies. 

All nine regions of the state were examined for historical resources, themes, and existing or 
planned programmes or facilities- Recommendations were then made on how interpretive 
resources in each region could be coordinated with others over a period of time. 

The Fraser River Estuary: A Guide to Interpietive Themes and Recreation Access 
Completed by Interp-Plan Resources Inc., this document complements the Fraser River 
Estuary Recreation Plan of t 990. a working document for the Fraser River Estuary 
Management Programme (FREMP) in Bumaby, British Columbia. FREMP is an agreement 
among the three levels of government to play an active role in development of the estuary. 
This guide is concerned with increasing awareness of the Fraser River Estuary as Iittle 
information about the estuary is cornmon knowledge or available to the general public, The 
cornmittee was wncerned about duplication, integration, and omissions as the area is large, 
diverse, and managed by several agencies. Through this work, they hoped to encourage 
responsible use and management of the estuary's resources. This guide was developed for 
a diverse audience including municipal and regional planners, park staff and vofunteers, 
governrnent agencies and departments, education cornmittees, industry management and 
groups, and tourism operators and promoters. 

The focus of interpretation is the interaction between the living and working themes of the 
estuary. Themes for sixteen recreation units are identified in two categories, the living river 
(significant physical or biological features) and working river themes (outlines the working or 
cultural themes). Recreation units are thoroughly described indicating specific features and 
indication of the organisations responsible for their maintenance and operation. Major 
themes and messages are identified, and suggestions for their interpretation are proposed 
region by region. 



Programming for a natural area requires some different approaches and techniques but this 
document served as an excellent model for how ideas could be presented within the 
document 

Nottinghamshire's Heritage - A Strategy for its lnterpretation 
In September 1976, the countryside commission and the Nottinghamshire (England) county 
council began evaiuating interpretive projects in their region, The plan's aim was tu guide 
the provision of interpretive facilities throughout the county in a coordinated and logical 
manner. The project stemmed Rom a concem that more involvement from a variety of 
organisations would lead to unnecessary duplication of facilities or over-concentration of 
material on some topics. This publication is aimed at those who may be interested in 
providing interpretive facilities by identifying thernes relevant for the county and suggesting 
methods for their interpretation. 

Consenfation education, site management, and generation of income were the primary 
objectives for the Nottinghamshire plan. The expected audiences included school groups, 
perçons with disabilities, foreign visitors, and families of mixed ability and level of interest, 
who have not considered Iocal or national history since leaving school. 

A thematic approach was used for determining topics for interpretation. Nottinghamshire 
required a slightly modified approach to theme selection. The plan recornmends the 
interpretation of locally-based themes that are of outstanding national or regional 
significance such as the textile and lace industry, and stoties of Robin Hood, and Sherwood 
Forest. Local topics could also be identified but were to be chosen at the local level, The 
national and regional themes were dealt with individually in this plan with a description, and 
a Iist of existing interpretive facilities. 

Nottinghamshire county presented a region requiring interpretation at a scale not seen in the 
other examples. lt skilhtlly integrated themes on both national and regional levels, but due to 
the scale of the region, programming options could not be discussed with any great detail. 

Victoria Park 
In 1997, City Council forrnalised the creation of the North Main Task Force, The mandate of 
the Task Force was to revitalise the portion of Main Street north of the Centennial Concert 
Hall and south of Higgins Avenue for development into an Aboriginal centre for living and 
cultural endeavours. Neeginan, Cree for "Our Place", was the name chosen for the 



redevelopment scheme. A newly designed Roundhouse 
by Canadian architect Douglas Cardinal is to be the 
first completed portion of the master plan. 

The Victoria Park Committee, of the Task Force, looked 
at the area which was once a fona l  greenspace 
known as Vidoria Park. lt iç cunently occupied by the 
Amy Street Steam Plant Consisting of labour leaders, 
historians, the Museum of Man and Nature, The City of 
Winnipeg and the Exchange District 612, the 
Committee formalised a conceptual design for a new 
park which would cornmernorate the historical 
importance of the site. It was critical that the Exchange 
District BIZ be involved as the site for the park is within 
the BlZs boundaries as well as being on the perimeter 
of the National Historic Site. The BIZ, as a result, 
attempted to ensure that the development of the park 
and its interpretive components would not only be 
sympathetic to the National Historic Site but would also 
complement the key historical themes of the Exchange 
District. 

Landscape architects were responsible for providing a 
schematic design that could be used by the North Main 
Task Force as a pretirninary design and promotional 
tool. Two design schemes were proposed due to the 
possibility that the Steam Plant might be saved from 
demolition by an American production Company, who 
proposed to convert the space into a state-of-the-art 
sound stage and digital production studio. This potential 
enhancement of the local film indusûy would be a boon 
for the comrnunity and in the end could becorne a 
functional component of the proposed park. Key themes 
for historical interpretation in the park include: 

ffgure 40: Wdona Pa*, c 1900. 
(PA M. N 11 900) 



people; 
infrastructure; 
services; 
industry, and 
reform initiatives, 

These ideas would be conveyed through the use of contrast and conflict by opposing one 
concept with its opposite. 00th design options incorporate several components: 

a north and south entrance to the park; 
an interactive fountain in Victoria Park Square; 
a recreational route along the transfer track fine; 
Victoria Park Exhibition Square, a primary exhibition space with 
panels/artifacts and sculptural elements; 
a screening space where moving and still images could be projected; 
Victoria Park Garden composed of native plant life; and 
parking. 

Configuration of the elements is consistent in the two options. However, should the Steam 
Plant be demolished, the design team recommend that building's former footpn'nt be used 
as an al1 purpose recreational space for soccer, basketbal[ or non-stnictured sports. The end 
result is a flexible framework which could allow for displays in a variety of spaces. The 
Comrnittee envisioned a regeneration of activity in an otherwise quiet and under-used 
riverside location, and it might also become a major arnenity for future residential expansion 
in the immediate area. 

The proposal addressed the river as well as the histoncal themes of infrastructure, services 
and industry. These are key to the Exchange District National Historic Site. Should the park 
proceed, further involvement from representatives of the Exchange District National Historic 
Site will be necessary to ensure programming of complernentary acüvities as well as to 
avoid duplication of stories and artifacts. 



4 :  The Heritage Inteqretation St 



TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Project Description 

The evaluation of the process and products associated with the development of the Hentage 
Interpretation Strategy for the Exchange District National Historic Site will be measured 
against the Terrns of Reference originally set out in the project's funding proposals (a 
complete copy of the Tems of Reference have been provided in the Appendices), Used as 
a benchmark, the Tems of Reference will help to iltustrate if the Project Coordinator and the 
Heritage Partnership satisfied the goals and objectives originally set out for the project It 
should be noted, however, that the direction and steps taken to ~ m p l e t e  the Heritage 
Interpretation Strategy did Vary somewhat from those outlined in the Terms of Reference. 
These differences will be discussed where appropnate. Key goals and objectives of the 
project are identified in the Tems of Reference, and it outfines a general work plan and job 
description for the Project Coordinator. As outiined in the Ternis of Reference, the Planning 
Phase, Phase 1, would set the stage for the lmplementation Phase, Phase 2- To date, only 
Phase 1 has been addressed. Phase 1 is divided into three components: 

1. Project Initiation, 
2. Background Information, and 
3. Impfementation Strategy. 

Phase 2 will oversee the impiementation of programming and infrastructure 
recommendations from the lnterpretation Strategy. These initiatives will require additional 
funding, and more detailed design and planning, On a daily basis the project was to be 
managed through the Exchange District BI2 with the Project Coordinator reporting to their 
Executive Director. Direction and guidance was be provided by the Exchange District 
Hentage Partnership. 

Goals 

The goal of the project was to develop and implement a plan for the interpretation of the key 
heritage themes of the Exchange District Realisation of this project cornes from a history of 
planning documents including Plan Winnipeg, CentrePlan. and more specifically the 
Exchange District Strategic Action Pian. This document explicitly states that the cornmunity 
would tike to see the development of a strategy to interpret the District's history as seen in 
Action 3.1: 

Prepare a heritage interpretation plan for the Exchange District n ie  plan 
will detail the District's historical, social and architectura1 thernes and outline 



the methods for public awareness and education. An interpretative plan may 
include public programming, such as walking tours, interpretive nodes, 
publications and an Exchange District visitor and heritage resource centre. 

Objectives 

In Phase 1, the two main objectives are associated with the project: 
1. Compile andfor generate the necessary background information on the 

primary, secondary and tertiary historical themes around which a Heritage 
lnterpretation Plan can be developed. 

2. Develop an lmplementation Strategy which cleariy identifies both short 
and long terni outcomes for the interpretation of each theme. 

General Outcornes 

This project was meant to generate a number of outcomes or products for Phase 1 
including: 

The Exchange District Heritage lnterpretation Plan, including the 
conceptual andIor detailed design of al1 prograrnming, physical and 
marketing components; 
A comprehensive implernentation strategy which addresses on-going 
sustainability; and 
Sorne short term interpretation components. 

Several other items necessary for implementing Phase 2 were also to be addressed dunng 
the strategy's development 

The conceptual short and long term interpretaüon elements which will 
require further detailed design, funding sources and implementation; 
The proposals required to secure additional funding necessary to carry the 
project through Phase II; and 
The Terms of Reference for engaging the necessary expertise to advance 
the project, 

Phase I 

Phase I consisted of three stages of work divided into the following categories: 



Project Initiation: estimated dates and task descriptions 
January 19, 1998 (approximate suggested duration) 

1. Hire a Project Coordinator- 
2. Develop al1 background information qu i red  to understand the District's 

historic themes. 
3. Produce an inventory of al1 current and proposed heritage related 

activities, programmes, and associated ofFknngs in the City. 
4. Identify gaps in information and generate additional infornation as 

req uired. 

Background Information: estimated dates and task descriptions 
April - September, 1998 (approxirnate suggested duration) 

1. Establish, confirrn andlor adjust the main heritage themes around which 
the Heritage Interpretation Plan is to be developed. 

2. On the basis of the identified themes, develop both short and long term 
alternative interpretive services with respect to interpretive programming, 
physical developments required, and specific market segments. 

3. ldentify potential short and long tem economic opportunities and benefits 
for the City and business community in association with the development 
of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy. 

4. Research interpretation methods and economic opportunities that have 
resulted in other National Historic Site locations through both fiterature 
review and site visits. 

5. Organise a heritage Open House through which information on the 
Strategy, potential opportunities, and heritage in general can be shared 
with the local business community, its residents, building owners, and the 
general public. 

6. Prepare a draft(s) of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy. 
7. Organise additional public consultations as deemed necessary by the 

Partnership. 
8. Develop evaluation criteria to evaluate the success of proposed 

interpretive initiatives. 

Implernentation Strategy: estimated dates and task descriptions 
Septem ber - December, 1998 (approximate suggested duration) 

1. Establish a process to implement short term interpretive 
recommendations, and to undertake conceptual andlor detailed planning 
of al1 long terni interpretive elements of the plan. 

2. Research al1 relevant funding sources for implementing al1 components of 
the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy. 

3. Outline Tenns of Reference for undertaking implementation of the 
Strategy including key tasks, milestones, and time ftames. 



4. Prepare al1 necessary funding proposais for al1 aspects of implementation 
as required. 

5. Detemine the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders in the 
implementation of al1 recommendations such that the interpretive 
elements are maintained in a sustainable mariner, 

6. Incorporate the evaluation criteria into the impiementation strategy. 
7. Finalise the Hentage Interpretation Strategy. 



KEY PARTICIPANTS 

The purpose of this section is to review the participation and contribution of al1 the 
stakeholders involved in the planning process of the Interpretation Strategy. Their 
participation and contribution will be reviewed against the Ternis of Reference set out by the 
Partnership in the applications for funding. 

In the accompanying table, Participation and Contribution, the ttiree components of work 
identified in Phase 1, Project Initiation, Background Infomiaüon, and tmplementation 
Strategy, identify the stages of work compIeted by the Heritage Partnership- Various steps 
are Iisted within each categorisation. The key players noted along the top include the 
Exchange District Blf, the City of Winnipeg, Historic Resources (Province of Manitoba), 
Parks Canada (Western Canada Service Centre), Parks Canada (Manitoba Field Unit), 
Heritage Winnipeg, and the Project Coordinator. Three other potential players have also 
been included in the table, the Museum of Man and Nature, local residents, and the local 
artistic community. They have been included in the table even though they did not 
participate in the process. Their participation in the planning process would have been 
beneficial by providing Iinkages to other influential segments of the local community. The 
purpose of this table is to visually record the principle stages of work and the participation 
and contribution of the Partnership's members; evaluation of the absent players indicates 
where their involvement would have been beneficial to the project The column designated 
by a 'P" records whether or not a group participated in that phase or task by indicating and 
" d m  or " I n .  The adjacent column, designated by a "Cu rates their contribution to the 
process by assigning either a more valuable contribution, "O", or a less valuable 
contribution, "Bn. Where cells in the table are empty, indicates that the players were not 
required to participate in that particular step. There are instances where a key play did not 
participate in a step and where rated a "." and then their contribution was rated a " O n  
because their contribution could have potentially benefited that step of work. The second 
table, Project Time Line, outiines the time frame and duration of each step. 







The Exchange Hefitage Partnership first met early in the summer of 1997. The group was 
spearheaded by Parks Canada employees who wanted to ensure that the forthcoming 
national designation of the Exchange Distnct would be used to further enhance and promote 
the area. The Partnership wanted to be certain that a cornprehensive Interpretation Strategy 
would be developed for the new National Historic Site as a means of building awareness 
and appreciation of its wealth of historical resources. By autumn, the Executive Director of 
the 012 agreed to coordinate and adrninister an Interpretation Strategy project and senre as 
Chair of the Partnership. Funding was sought from several sources including the Winnipeg 
Development Agreement (WDA), Gail Parvin Hammerquist Fund (City of Winnipeg), 
Heritage Grants Programme (Province of Manitoba), Human Resources Development, and 
Young Canada Works. The cornmittee consisted of the following representatives: 

Shelley Bruce, Project Coordinator; 
Wayne Copet, Exchange District BIZ; 
Doug Dealey, Dealey Photographie SewicelExchange District BIZ; 
Susan Algie, Parks Canada, Western Canada Service Centre; 
Greg Thomas, Parks Canada, Western Canada Service Centre; 
Bot, Coutts, Parks Canada, Western Canada Sewice Centre; 
Barb Ford, Parks Canada, Manitoba Field Unit; 
Neil Einarson, Manitoba Culture Heritage 8 Citizenship; 
Bruce Donaldson, Manitoba Culture Heritage 8 Citizenship; 
Giles Sugailiskis, City of Winnipeg; and 
Susan Turner, Heritage Winnipeg. 

Three other members of the Exchange District BI2 were involved for the first few months. As 
well, the Museum of Man and Nature chose not to provide a representative because they 
could not spare the the human resources, but material from the monthly meetings was 
passed along for their own information. It should be noted that many of the representatives 
are actively involved in the local heritage industry as seen in their involvement with other 
groups such as the Heritage Advisory Comrnittee and the Historical Buildings Committee. 

The Exchange District BI2 

Initially, the five representatives from the Exchange District 812 consisted of their Executive 
Director, three business owners (No of whom were also residents of the District), and an 
employee of the Canadian Wheat Board. Professional commitments soon forced hivo 
business owners and the Canadian Wheat Board employee to excuse themselves from the 
Partnership. In spite of the diligence and enthusiasm of the Executive Director and the 



remaining business owner, input from the others could have provided insight ffom two 
valuable groups which represent a missing portion of the area's demographic (local 
residents and a major corporation). Their representation would have also k e n  directly 
connected to one or more of the Strategy's pnmary themes. In many instances, the 
contribution of the BI2 was inconsistent because of poor representation as well as a nurnber 
of recently initiated BIZ initiatives which appear to fun contrary to the nature and 
recornmendations of the Interpretation Strategy- For instance, in the development of the 
National Historic Site Banners (an example of implementing a short term proposai), the BI2 
has thus far excluded the Partnership from the design process. This will create some 
difficulties because members will not be able to provide their expertise in the development 
of this type of iconographic media. The 81Z also assumed responsibility for the guided 
walking tours of the District with very Iiffle relation back to the matenal presented in the 
lnterpretation Strategy. This is illustrated in the Participation and Contribution table under 
the Irnplementation Strategy whereby the 012 participated in the the implernentation of 
short terni proposais. Their contribution is rated as less valuable because they have not 
used al1 the resources and expertise available to them. 

City of Winnipeg 

City of Winnipeg involvement was limited to participation by the City's Heritage Planner. One 
of his employees, an historian responsible for historical research for the City, was involved 
in the review of some themes and in review of the second draft of the Strategy, and two 
other planners facilitated a day-long workshop in November 1998. Virtually ail of the 
regulatory contrai over the Exchange District is administered by the municipai government 
and thus, the City is a very infiuential key player in the area's development. Other City 
employees representing ownership, development, and legislative concerns would have been 
valuable. Planners and those involved with development issues and planning (Le.: 
CentrePlan) may have been able to contribute in a usehl fashion. Assistance from the City 
Councillor for the Exchange District would have also been to the benefit of the project A 
municipal election half-way through the developrnent of the lnterpretation Strategy saw the 
current, more pro-active councillor defeat a long standing incumbent who was notorious for 
his lack of concern for the Exchange District The City's contribution was both valuable and 
less valuable as seen in the Participation and Contribution table. While a greater variety of 
City representation would have been valuable, where their contribution was rated less 
valuable it was usually due to the BI2 exduding them from that stage of work 



Historic Resources Branch 

The Historic Resources Branch, under Culture, Citizenship and Heritage (Province of 
Manitoba), was represented by two managers- One other individual was involved in the 
development of the themes, and the Branch's director reviewed the second draft of the 
lnterpretation Strategy. Their contribution to the planning process was consistently more 
valuable as seen in the Participation and Contribution table. Copies of the second draft were 
also sent to the provincial Minister for Culture Heritage and Citizenship as well as to the 
Department of Industry, Trade and Tourism, It may have been to the project's benefit to have 
had representation from Industry, Trade and Tourism. Their comrnents on the draft 
suggested that they would be unwilling to support portions of the Strategy because, in their 
view, implementation of some recornrnendations could unnecessarily duplicate existing 
services. Inclusion of lndustry Trade and Toun'sm in the planning and development of the 
Strategy may have brought them on side at the very beginning. 

Parks Canada, Western Canada Service Centre 

The Federal Government was represented by three individuals from Parks Canada, a 
manager, an historian, and a planner, al1 of whorn have significant expenence in the 
development and planning of National Historic Sites. A Parks Canada Client Services 
Specialist was also consulted in the development of the Ternis of Reference for the 
Audience/Marketing Strategy while the historian was instrumental in the development of the 
Terms of Reference for the History of the Exchange District. As seen in the Participation and 
Contribution table, Parks Canada was involved in almost al1 stages of work and like the 
other levels of govemment, generally contributed in a valuable fashion. They al1 provided 
well-rounded expertise in spite. 

Parks Canada, Manitoba Field Unit 

Also under the umbrella of Parks Canada, the Manitoba Field Unit provided a representative 
with extensive visitor programming experience. Unfortunately, the representative was 
frequently unable to attend many meetings due to professional commitments at the site (The 
Forks) where she worked. Her consistent absence from the process would account for the 
largely less valuable contribution ftom Manitoba Field Unit A more valuable contribution 



would have resulted if she had the opportunity to attend more meetings, She could have 
provided valuable experience in developing audiencefvisitor profiles and with the creation of 
new and enhanced interpretive services. 

Heritage Winnipeg 

Heritage Winnipeg has been a heritage advocôte in Winnipeg since 1917. Their fornation 
was due in part to the growing public conceni for the heritage resources in the Exchange 
District during the formation of the City's first heritage bylaws. As the organisation has a 
vested interest in the Exchange District and its conservation, it was very important to have 
representation from this particular organisation. Heritage Winnipeg was represented in the 
Partnership by a local architect At times there appeared to be a discrepancy between the 
intents of Heritage Winnipeg as an organisation and the chosen representative. The 
contribution of Hentage Winnipeg was not what the Partnership initially hoped for as seen in 
the Participation and Contribution table, For instance, comrnents frorn their organisation 
were received for the first draft but not for subsequent drafts (ttreir Executive Director and 
President both received copies of the second draft, but their comrnents were generally more 
of a supportive nature than a critical review of the interpretive recommendations). Their 
erratic representation required additional regular informal sessions with their Executive 
Director to ensure the organisation was as up-todate as possible on the development of the 
lnterpretation Strategy. 

Museum of Man and Nature, local residents, and local artists 

Several major stakeholders were either overlooked in the composition of the Partnership or 
they were unable to provide a representative- Initially the Museum of Man and Nature, for 
instance, was represented within the Partnership but their involvement quickly dwindled and 
the only contact that the Partnership had with the Museum was through regular faxes of 
meeting minutes which were never acknowledged, During the public review of the second 
draft, the Museum received a copy of the Strategy and still did not provide input The 
Museum is a major tourist attraction and an incredibly rich resource for the Exchange 
District and one would want to build a relationship with a facility whose mandate is 
conservation and interpretation of local history. The Partnership's best efforts did not foster 
that relationship. 



Representation of local residents and the artistic community were other voids in the 
membership of the Parbiership. The Project Coordinator encouraged the Partnership Chair 
to canvas both groups but he was hesitant to pursue the issue. Perhaps he believed it 
wouId have been difficult to find a few people who could represent the entire residential or 
artistic communities. The residential cornmunity is largely 'unonicial" with the Ashdown 
Warehouse and Prairie Housing Cooperative being the only two legitimate housing projects 
in the District. but they both have goveming bards who couid have been approached. 
Alternatively, if the BIZs representation had remained constant throughout the process, 
there would have been input from two individuals who !ive unoficially in converted 
warehouse space. Equally disparate is the artistic cornmunity. Support or counsel from 
ArtSpace or another galiery, and a theatre would have been a great help. In 19% the 
Manitoba Theatre Centre was involved with the development of the Exchange District 
Strategic Action Plan and one could assume that the organisation would be equally 
interested in the developrnent of one of the Strategic Action Plan's recommendations. 
Without these groups in attendance, the project left out sorne potential audiences as well as 
those who would be impacted by future development initiatives. This explains why their 
contribution could have been valuable to the planning process as outlined in the 
Participation and Contribution table. 

Project Coordinator 

The Project Coordinator was hired to coordinate the development of the lnterpretation 
Strategy. Responsibilities were vaned, including research, writing, meeting organisation, and 
general administrative duties. The Project Coordinator reported directiy to the Partnership's 
Chair (the Executive Director of the BIZ) and provided progress reports to the Partnership 
on a monthly basis. When viewed in the table, the Ternis of Reference illustrate that it was 
largely developed as a means for the Project Coordinator to organise and structure her time, 
and focus her energies. Development of the lmplementation Strategy, the third component 
of Phase 1, did not receive the attention or skill that one would have hoped for as seen by 
the lack of participation in the Participation and Contribution table. In some instances the 
identified tasks (Le.: the preparation of al1 future funding proposals) were really not suited to 
the role or skill of the Project Coordinator. It should be rernembered that the Terrns of 
Reference were simply a guide and they do tend to evolve as a project progresses. Many 
steps in the lmplementation Strategy are better suited to an organisational body whose 
mandate is the implementation of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy. The local community 



and the Partnership still require some time to develop this organisation. Once this is 
achieved, these steps can be completed. 

As the Project Coordinator was creating a Strategy for the Exchange District as a thesis 
topic, inclusion in the project was woraiwhiie because the required work was already in 
process. With the decision to hire an inexperienced planner to fiIl the role of Project 
Coordinator, there were some advantages and disadvantages- It allowed for the training of a 
new non-governmentaf heritage consultant with no particular affiliation. From a financial 
perspective, programmes such as Young Canada Works and the internship programme from 
Human Resources Oevelopment Canada could be tapped for potential funding for wages. 
The downside is that the Project Coordinator required training and also lacked a certain 
amount of experience from which to draw. As no one else in the Partnership had previous 
experience in developing an lnterpretation Strategy specifically for a heritage district, it was 
a leaming experience for all. 

The precise role of the Project Coordinator could have taken on any one of a number of 
models. In this instance, the Coordinator reported to the Chair of the Partnership who 
assumed the responsibility for ail decisions. This left the Project Coordinator with Iittle or no 
authority. Rarely do employees have sufficient amounts of authonty and autonomy. It would 
have been beneficial for this project if the Project Coordinator had been given the freedom 
to be more of a planner. 



COMPONENTS OF PHASE 1 

Project Initiation 

1. Hire Project Coordinator 
2. Background information on historic themes 
3. lnventory heritagefinterpretive services 
4. ldentify and fiIl gaps in infomation as required 

This component or stage of work was generally completed by the Project Coordinator. 
Partnership members contfibuted to the collection of background information on historic 
themes as best as they could dependent on whether or not their mandate related to local 
history. For instance, the 812 does not have the resources on this particular topic and as a 
result they simply could not contribute in the same fishion as the City or Historic 
Resources. 

Step 1: Hire Project Coordinator 
Duration: January 1998 

A Project Coordinator was hired in January 1998 to coordinate the developrnent of the 
project. 

Steps 2 and 3: Background information on historic themes and Inventory 
heritagelinterpretive services 
Duration: January 1998 and ongoing 

These two steps generally ran concurrently, and even to this day, the Project Coordinator is 
leaming of more sources and services. 

Beginning in January 1998, the Project Coordinator undertook a Iiterature and resource 
review to detemined the extent of background information on the historic themes. One 
of the other initial stages was to produce an inventory of herbgelinterpretive services. It 
involved the collection of existing inte~retive material pertaining to the Exchange District 
and the complete range of fourteen historical themes identified by the HSMBC and the 
Partnership. A wide vanety of organisations were consulted to document their holdings and 
programmed activities. and literature searches were carried out at several Iibraries and 
archival repositories. All material for both streams of research was documented in a 
database created in FileMaker Pro 3.OTM. This database was developed for ease of 
retrieving the rnaterial and it was the most efficient format for making additions as work 
progressed. This format and software could also allow for future use of the database on a 
web site for online research on the Exchange District Fields in the database were designed 





so that one could search for material by theme, author, 
resource centre, format, and target audience. Where 
possible, copies of material were obtained with the 
hopes that the Heritage Partnership could begin to 
collect valuable material for future archival use. As the 
project progressed and more material was acquired, 
the database continued to evolve. 

It was determined that within the city of Winnipeg, one 
could find a substantial amount of historical research 
and writing on aspects of the Exchange District but no 
comprehensive history of the District Material on the 
six prirnary themes associated with the National 
Historic Site designation was generally weak with only 
Architecture, the Grain Trade, and Labour having a 
substantial amount of written material. One difficulty 
with some of the matenal is that copies were generally 
found in university libraries, archival institutions, 
company archives, and government offices. Few items 
could be found at local retail outlets. The scarce 
resources available in the public dornain is a potential 
obstacle for interpretive programming. 

Existing interpretive programming and services were 
also catalog ued. Again, several initiatives have been 
undertaken over the years, including guided and self- 
guided walking tours, videos, plaques, and installations- 
What is lacking is a cohesive and unifonn approach 
focused on interpreting the Exchange District and its six 
primary themes. 

The effectiveness and contribution (as seen in the table 
on page 87) of the Project Coordinator in these two 
steps could have k e n  improved. Researching the 
complete range of 14 historical themes was done to the 
best of her ability and the amount of time that could be 
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devoted to that type of work- Identification of the existing heritage and interpretive services 
in the community is by its very nature a never ending task Programmes changed or 
products surfaced throughout the course of the project thereby requiring that the inventory 
be updated quite regularfy. 

Step 4: ldentify and fil1 gaps in information as required 
Ouration: January 1998 and ongoing 

At a day long workshop in November 1998, the Hentage Partnership and the Project 
Coordinator evaluated the material gathered to date and identifiecl two major gaps in 
information: a detailed written history of the Exchange District and a clear sense of the 
District's cuvent and potential users. To address these information needs, two types of 
supporting contracts were thetefore developed midway through the development of the 
Strategy, the History of the Exchange District and an AudiencelMarketing Strategy. The 
Project Coordinator was a liaison between the Heritage Partnership and the consultants. 
There were instances where the Project Coordinator had to provide background material for 
these consultants and complete a range of administrative duties. The Partnership agreed 
that the production of an authoritative history of the Exchange District Nationai Histonc Site 
would be the key means of producing storylines and accurate historical facts for the 
District's themes. This research would be available to anyone looking to implement an 
interpretive programme in the Exchange District and it would provide al1 the pertinent 
histoflcal background. The researchershvriters for this contract were Randy Rostecki and 
John McFariand. At the time of writing, thek work was incomplete so further cornments 
cannot be provided. The second contract was the development of an audiencelvisitor profile 
and marketing strategy for the Exchange District. Oennis McKnight of McKnight 2051 was 
awarded this mntract Its purpose was to infom the Partnership of possible target 
audiences for the recommended interpretive initiatives- A summary of his work is included in 
the Appendices for reference. The study summarised already existing sources of data and 
attempted to define typical visitor groups. It also tested potential interpretive initiatives in a 
series of in-person interviews, For the purposes of the Interpretatbn Strategy, the data was 
adequate, but the Partnership was hoping for a more detailed account of visitor trends. 

Generally, the Project Coordinator detemined whether or not gaps existed in the acquired 
knowledge and then chose a course of action to remedy the situation. There were instances 
such as the November 1998 w o ~ h o p  where the Heritage Partnership concluded that some 
larg er issues required separate contracts (for instance, the history research and marketing 
strategy) to provide the necessary material. All contributed in a positive and enthusiastic 



fashion, but in hindsight, the Project Coordinator should have perhaps pushed for the 
development of those two contracts earlier on. This would have allowed for better integration 
of the supporting research into the lnterpretation Strategy. 

Background Information 
1. Estabiish main heritage themes 
2. Develop alternative interpretive services 
3. ldentify econornic opportunities and benefits for the City 
4. Research interpretation rnethods and economic opportunities 
5. Organise Open House 
6. Prepare a draft(s) 
7. Organise additional public consultations as necessary 
8. Develop evaluation cnteria 

Step 1: Establish main heritage themes 
Duration: March - June 1998 and November 4,1998 

Development and identification of the historical themes associated with the history of the 
Exchange District and the national designation was a lengthy process. The historical 
themes that would structure the Heritage Interpretation Strategy were initially based on the 
five thernes identified in the background research completed for the HSMBC. To support 
those five themes, grain trade, finance, wholesale, manufacturing, and transportation, the 
Heritage Partnership broadened the scope while still refening back to the reasons for the 
nationa! designation (an intact reminder of the city's contribution to the opening of the 
Canadian West)- A total of nine additional supporting themes were also considered in an 
atternpt to broaden the scope of interpretation. In the spring of 1998, the Heritage 
Partnership divided into subcornmittees to discuss al1 14 themes, their resources, and 
possible means of interpretation according to three categones, political history, economic 
history, and cultural history, with a series of local experts. In retrospect, this targeted 
consultation was not used to the best advantage by some representatives. The decision of 
sorne to not to rneet with as many experts as possible had an adverse affect on the 
deve[oprnent and understanding of some of the themes and their associated resources- The 
reason given for not arranging some meetings was that some felt they already had a sound 
enough grasp of the topics for what was needed at this stage of the project This would 
account for the weak contribution of some members of the Heritage Partnership as seen in 
the table. As a result, the Project Coordinator had to script the brief descriptions of most of 
the themes as the thematic subcommittees did not fulfil their duties. Involvement of the 



Museum of Man and Nature and the local arüstic 
community in this particular phase would have been to 
the benefit of the project As seen in the Participation 
and Contribution table, their lack of participation is 
indicated by an '1". Their contribution is rated with an 
"O" to indicate that if they had participated, their 
contribution could have b e n  valuable to the projed 

The six pnmary themes for historical interpretation were 
decided upon by the Heritage Partnership at the 
November 4, 1998 workshop- The list of 14 themes 
was distilied down to six based on their national 
importance and the availabiIity of tesources for 
interpretation. The process, while confusing at tirnes, 
was very fluid and represents the evolution of the 
project and the growing knowledge base. 

Step 2. Develop alternative interpretive services 
Duration: July 1991- January 1999 

Development of alternative interpretive services was 
largely the responsibility of the Project Coordinator. 
Throughout the entire project most members of the 
Partnership made suggestions for possible new or 
enhanced interpretive programming. These were noted 
and incorporated where appropriate in the final 
document 

Step 3: ldentify economic opportunities and 
benefits for the City 

Duration: This step was not completed fully 
It was hoped that concrete economic opportunities 
and benefits of the lnterpretation Strategy would have 
been identified by representatives from the City and the 
B l l  They were dealt with from a tounsm perspective in 
a very conjectural fashion in the lnterpretation Strategy. 
Further development of this task could have been 
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constructive especially in the the draft that received 
public input Identification of the potential economic 
opportunities and benefits may have acted as a hook 
which could have brought more members into the 
Hentage Partnership. The participation of the 612 and 
City as noted in the table are both denoted by an "W to 
indicate that they could have been more active in this 
step. The Project Coordinator received the sarne rating 
for not pursuing the topic further. If the Heritage 
lnterpretation Strategy had developed specific action 
strategies, it would have allowed for the identification of 
economic opportunities as the original Terms of 
Reference outlined. 

Step 4: Research interpretation methods and 
economic opportunities 

Duration: Match 1998, June 1998 - May 1999 
A literature review of interpretation theories and 
search for suitable interpreuve pmcedents were also 
cornpleted. While these contributed to the content of 
the lnterpretation Strategy, they are only documented 
and discussed in this thesis. Both of these tasks 
provided the necessary foundation for the Project 
Coordinator to understand the methods of interpretation 
as well as the use of the vanous philosophies and 
theories as encountered in the precedents studied. 
Again, from time to time, members made casual 
recomrnendations on these topics. 

The Project Coordinator was also involved in other 
steps or type of work in Phase 1. These items were not 
included in the original Terms of Reference as they 
evolved as the project evolved. They include items 
such as: 

Tours of Local Buildings; 
Trip to Boston and Lowell, MA; and 
Trip to the Inglis Elevators NHS. 
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These events had in many instances the most profound 
affect on the Project Coordinator and the development 
of this thesis. WhiIe not directly involved with work for 
the Hentage Partnership, they contributed to the 
process in a very significant fashion. 

The event with the most impact on the understanding of 
the primary historical themes associated with the 
National Historic Site-were tours of several historical 
buildings. On a few occasions, the Project Coordinator 
had the opportunity to tour vacant City-owned property 
to which one norrnally does not have access. During 
the 1998 debate and struggle to Save the Leland Hotel 
and Ashdown Hardware Store, the Project Coordinator 
was able to tour both buildings and better understand 
the issues in the debate and the daily tactics of the 
media. It is ail the more poignant with the city losing the 
Leland Hotel to a devastating fire in January 1999. 
There was also a tour of five buildings on Princess 
Street. Generally these spaces were modest, but the 
interior of the Bawlf Block at 150 Princess Street (built 
in 1882) allowed the Project Coordinator to grasp the 
meaning behind the wholesale trade. Its main fioor is 
relatively intact, It illustrated how a show room could 
have been set up, how customers would have ordered 
and purchased items, and how the merchandise would 
have been stored. This experience demonstrated how 
effective experiencing places can be as an interpretive 
medium because the meaning and the processes 
associated with the spaces were incredibly evident 

In March 1998, the Project Coordinator visited Boston 
and Lowell, Massachusetts, and then in May 1999 
visited the lnglis Elevators National Historic Site in 
Inglis, Manitoba, The trip to Boston and Lowell was 
particularly fascinating as it allowed the Project 



Coordinator to visit communities where heritage 
consewation and interpretation had been taken to a 
higher level. 60th are used as tools for urban 
redeveloment and in a variety of tourism related 
initiatives. Boston's Freedorn Trail provided an 
excellent example of interpreting a large urban 
environment that is tied into one historical event. Not 
only was the Coordinator able to experienœ the Trait, 
she was also able to obtain current planning 
documents which studied means of updating and 
marketing the Freedom Trail. The connection between 
the pIanning and the realisation was extremely valuable 
and it provided some scenarios that could be 
transplanted into the Exchange District CowelI, a small 
industrial community outside Boston, provided an 
occasion to visit a cornmunity where the interpretation 
of their history is perhaps the rnost valuable local 
industry. The community is made up of a series of 
museums that work together to explore the important 
role the community once had in the cotton industry. This 
past spring the Project Coordinator visited a National 
Historic Slte in western Manitoba, the Inglis Elevators. 
Inglis' row of five standard grain elevators, a very rare 
sight on the Canadian prairies, is being redeveloped 
and conserved by the local community as an 
interpretive and commercial facility. The grain elevators 
are a fairly discrete site in cornpanson to the Exchange 
District but they are further ahead in the enhancement 
and promotion of their National Historic Site, 

Step 5: Organise Open House 
Duration: June 1998 - September 1998 

A stage of public consultation in the farm of an open 
house, the Hentage Exchange, was held September 11 
and 12, 1998. It required an incredible amount of work 
to organise the walking tours, speakers, and the Open 
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House at the Canadian Bank of Commerce, 387 Main Street. The purpose of the Heritage 
Exchange was to inform the public of the development of the lnterpretation Strategy- For this 
event, the Museum of Man and Nature and ArtSpace were invited to participate and again, 
they declined our invitation. Attendance was quite good at the events inspite of little media 
attention because there was little time to complete the necessary advertising- From this 
experience, the Project Coordinator leamed the necessity of assigning tasks to specific 
people and the need for enough time to camplete every step. The Partnership volunteered 
their time over the weekend and local heritage organisations supported the event by setting 
up their own promotional displays at the Open House. The contribution of the Partnership 
was generally positive on the weekend of the Heritage Exchange. More members could 
have taken greater responsibility over the organisation of certain portions of the planning for 
the weekend if the tasks had b e n  properly delegated. 

Step 6: Prepare a draft(s) 
Duration: December 1998 - June 1999 

A total of three drafts of the lnterpretation Strategy were provided by the Project 
Coordinator before it was finally printed in July 1999. The Terms of Reference as wntten 
does not indicate a review process of the drafts, To accurately assess the participation and 
contribution of the Heritage Partnership members, it is important to analyse this review 
process. 

The first and third drafts were reviewed by the Heritage Partnership in February 1999 and 
May 1999 respectively. Many members of the Partnership were guaranteed to provide 
valuable comments (both editorial and conceptual) while others, for one reason or another, 
could not be relied upon to provide comments on time or at all. It was very unfortunate that 
representation from Heritage Winnipeg and the Manitoba Field Unit was inconsistent in this 
regard (refer to the Participation and Contribution table to note their contribution to the 
review process), Heritage Winnipeg has traditionally been a strong advocate of the District 
The Partnership's relationship with that particular stakeholder may have been different if 
there had been a different volunteer who had more time to contribute to the process. The 
representative from the Manitoba Field Unit was unable to devote much time to the 
Partnership, which was unfortunate. Her experience in visitor determination and 
interpretation services was a great loss. The types of comments generated in the review 
process were quite intriguing. As was to be expected, enors in the background information 
were noted as well as typographical errors, but few members actually commented on the 
interpretive recommendations and their relationship to the historical themes. This may have 
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been due to the long relationship representatives have with the Exchange District and to 
each other. Perhaps there was unanimity of opinion with regards to the contents of the 
Strategy. The enhancement and introduction of interpretive selvices was the key comportent 
of the Interpretation Strategy, and the project Coordinator would have prefened and had 
requested their detailed input on this material- 

A letter of invitation was sent to key individuals and organisations requesting their 
participation in the review of the strategy's second drat This draft was distributed to 
approximately 80 individuals and organisations in March 1999 including City Council, 
Winnipeg 2000, The Forks North Portage Development, the North Main Task Force, CUPE, 
Heritage Winnipeg, Manitoba Historical Society, the Downtown 812, the board of the 
Exchange District BIZ, Heritage Canada, and several others (a copy of the mailing list is 
provided in the Appendices), A follow up notice was sent to twenty groups as a reminder 
that their participation would be very valuable to the end product In the end, 18 responses i 
(almost 15%) were received. Responses were received from the following: 

1. Jim Blanchard, University of ManitobaManitoba Historical Society; 
2. Dawn Bronson, Manitoba Field Unit, Parks Canada; 
3. Toby Chase, The Forks North Portage Partnership; 
4. Loretta Clark, Assistant Oeputy Minister Industry, Trade and Tourism; 
5. Ray England, Toad Hall ToysJExchange District BIZ; 
6. Denis Fletcher, City of Winnipeg; 
7. Brad Hughes, Where Magazine, CentrePlan; 
8. Stuart Kaye, University of Manitoba; 
9. Leslie Kelly, Volantis Flying FishExchange District BIZ; 
10. Penny McMillan, Tourisrn Winnipeg; 
Il. His Worship Mayor Glen Murray; 
12. Murray Peterson, City of Winnipeg; 
13. Myroslava Pidhirnyj, Urban Affairs; 
14. Cindy Sciberras, Heritage Winnipeg; 
15. Linda Seyers, Manitoba Field Unit, Parks Canada; 
16. Donna Strike, ArtSpace; 
17. The Honourable Rosemary Vodrey, Minister of Culture, Heritage and 

Citizenship; and 
18. Bernie Wolfe, Heritage Winnipeg. 

For this type of work, the response rate was quite successfull. However, it was particuiarly 
fmstrating to see who chose not to respond. Very key stakehofders such as the Museum of 
Man and Nature, Heritage Canada, and City Council did not provide comments. 
Representation from parücipating organisations such as the Exchange District B E  Board, 



was incredibly poor with only two Board members providing feedback Their comments in 
particular were quite fiustrating as they focused on the structure and selecüon of the 
historical themes rather than the recommended interpretive services. Neither respondents 
are local historians, and it was actually too late in the process to revise the themes in the 
manner they recommended. If they had attended the Hen'tage Exchange in September 1998 
and brought their concems foward at that time, the Strategy may have been able to refiect 
their ideas- As a result of the minimal input from the Bi2 during this phase, the Partnership 
received no indication as ta how the business cornmunity viewed the opportunities the 
presented in the lnterpretation Strategy and their potential role in its implementation- 
Unfortunately, the second draft also received the worst level of input from the Partnership. 
This may have been due to their approval of the material presented thus fir, but this was 
never articulated to the Project Coordinator even after several reminders to some members 
to provide comments where necessary. Reviewing the collection of comments was quite 
revealing. Some respondents expected the document to be a conservation plan where a 
strategy for the conservation and promotion of the District would be the focus, while others 
focused on the specific historical themes, or made recommendations on how to redeveiop 
the area. While these are all valuable contributions to the project as a whole, they did not 
speak directly to the development of an Interpretation Strategy. Perhaps a stronger and 
more detailed Ternis of Reference and an earlier agreement from ail participants on the 
content and structure of the end product would have provided a certain amount of direction. 
It also speaks to the option of redefining the rote and responsibility of the project's staff from 
a coordinator to perhaps a planner. Success of this stage is perhaps questionable as a 
result of the comments recenled, but it was one that could not have been overlooked. A 
public review of an interim draft is integral to building public support for community-based 
projects. 

Step 7: Organise additional public consultations as necessary 
Duration: Novernber 1998, January 1999, and March 1999 

On November 4, 1998, the Partnership held a dry long woficshop to evaluate the weekend 
of the Open House (September 11 and 12, 1999), the Heritage Exchange. The session 
allowed the Partnership to determine a course of action for the remainder of the project The 
most important result of the day was a prioritisation of the histofical themes based on 
historical significance and the extent of built resources which facilitated the development of 
the Interpretation Strategy. At this time, it also became apparent to the Project Coordinator 
that separate studies for the history of the Exchange District and an audiencelmarketing 
profile would be worth investigating. It would have been appropriate at this time to also have 



brought in the three missing stakehofdem, the Museum, residents and artistic community, 
but it did not happen. 

The Western Canada Senrice Centre of Parks Canada organised a seminar on 
communications, visitor profiling, and resouree evaluation. Through a Parks Canada 
representative, the 012% Executive Director and the Project Coordinator were invited to 
attend and present an update on the development of the lnterpretation Strategy on the 
second day of the seminar (January28)- It was attended by Parks Canada staff, the 
research manager of Tourism Saskatchewan, and marketingfpromotion directors for the 
Children's Museum and Global Television. The session was extrernely informative and 
enlightening- While it was perhaps too detailed for what was required for the Strategy (for 
instance the discussion of methods of tracking telephone requests from potential visitors 
and the review of methods to evaluate museum displays), it provided invaluable material for 
an organisation Iike the BI2 who frequently use the media for promotion of activities. 
Unfortunately, the Executive Director was unable to attend due to his work load. The BIZ, on 
several occasions. did not take advantage of the invaluable assistance and expertise that 
other organisations frequently offered. Their attendance at this seminar would have greatly 
assisted them in their marketing campaigns and in their supervision of the upcoming 
AudienceIMarketing Strategy. 

On March 16, 1999, the Heritage Partnership presented a summary of the Heritage 
lnterpretation Strategy to the recently elected Mayor, His Worship Glen Murray. This meeting 
was potentially very influential to the Strategy. After the release of the second draft of the 
Strategy, the City's representative arranged for a presentation to the Mayor- It required 
extensive work for the Project Coordinator to develop the PowerPoint presentation and 
speaker's notes. The presentation itself revealed the very political side of heritage 
conservation because this meeting was meant to both infom the Mayor of the Interpretation 
Strategy and to gain his political support Traditionally a heritage supporter, the current 
Mayor has the potential to be a key decision maker in City politics and developrnent. It was 
therefore important to foster his support for the National Historic Site, its interpretation, and 
syrnpathetic development. 

Step 8 :Develop evaluation criteria 
Duration: Oecember 1998 

Criteria to evaluate the recommended interpretive programmes was developed by the 
Project Coordinator during the drafting of the Interpretation Strategy. According to the Ternis 



of Reference this was to be completed after submission of the drafts. As evaluation is a 
critical component of measunng the success of initiatives, the timetable was altered to allow 
for their inclusion earlier than requested, 

lmplernentation Strategy 
1. Implement short terni proposals and plan long terni proposals 
2. Research funding sources for implementing al1 components 
3- Outline Tems of Reference for implernentation of the Strategy 
4. Prepare al1 funding proposals 
5. Determine roles of stakeholders in sustainable implementation of the 

Strategy 
6. Incorporate evaluation cnteria into the implementation strategy 
7. Finalise the Strategy 

The lmplementation Strategy component of Phase 1 is somewhat diffÏcult to critique at this 
time. Many of the steps identified by the Tems of Reference appear to be beyond the skills 
of the Project Coordinator and would be better suited to the organisation which will develop 
to implement the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy. This group at this point is still unformed. it 
is expected that they would be nsponsible for outlining the Terms of Reference for 
implernentation of the Strategy and would then prepare al1 necessary funding proposals. 
Where steps could be completed, generally only the Project Coordinator could do so. 

Step 1: lmplement short term proposals and plan long terrn proposals 
Duration: April1998 - September 1998 and Mamh 1999 + 

Several short term proposals were undertaken during the course of the project They 
include the following items: 

1. the HSMBC plaque; 
2. design of a panoramic poster; 
3. a proposed mural by Steve Loney; 
4. design of National Historic Site banners; and 
5. redevelapment of guided walking tours. 

The Project Coordinator was involved to some extent in al1 the above initiatives as well as 
the BIZ, City of Winnipeg, and Parks Canada. All parties involved, except the BIZ. 
contributed in a more valuable manner (refer ta the Participation and Contribution table). 

AI1 but the HSMBC plaque were initiatives undertaken by the Exchange District %IL. The 



Project Coordinator's involvement with the design of the HSMBC plaque was quite 
extensive. After canvassing the Partnership, City Council, and the Board of the Exchange 
District BIZ, the Project Coordinator chose three archiva! photos and assisted the BIZ's 
graphic designer in the design of the plaque's map. 

Design of the panoramic poster was a joint venture between the City of Winnipeg and the 
BIZ. The City's participation in this initiative was very süaightfonvard. On the other hand, the 
BlZs approach to developing the poster was quite unusual. It was spearheaded by a BIZ 
board member (he was also a representative in the Heritage Partnership) who discovered a 
fascinating panoramic pflnt of the west side of Main Street taken in t911. It depicts a portion 
of the Exchange District that one cannot see today and for this reason, the BIZ decided to 
reproduce the print as a marketing and promotional tool for the National Historic Site as it 
would relate to the spirit of the Interpretation Strategy. A total of 5000 copies were printed in 
September 1998. The posters are sold at a very reasonable price with the money being put 
toward developing future interpretive initiatives, and from time to time, they are also 
donated. M i l e  this venture could raise awareness of the Exchange District, the 
merchandise must be marketed and made available throughout the city. The B1Z is overly 
cautious in their approach to distributing the stock because many local merchants in the 
District perceive this initiative as being in direct competition with their own businesses. As a 
result, few will c a r y  the item for sale- Additionaliy, the BI2 simply has not dedicated the time 
necessary to introduce the poster to appropriate vendon- Without a concerted effort made 
to marketing the posters, the posters will not be able to market the Exchange District as it 
was intended to do. 

In dealing with the other short temi proposais, it was very fnistrating as these were 
undertaken by the BIZ who had the habit of developing projects with Iiffle regard for the 
impact they may have on the community. In some instances, the BI2 occasionaily sought 
the Project Coordinator's input but suggestions were rarely appreciated. The development of 
a mural depicting the historical themes associated with the National Historic Site was 
discussed with the Partnership but the development of National Historic Site banners was 
not. The inconsistent vetting process was awkward and unproductive. This type of 
infrastructure would have a large impact on the area's resources (i.e.: rnurals applied to the 
exterior of a building are often irtevenible and a durable set of banners have a long 
lifespan). It would then be critical that any organisation undertaking their development 



consult with those vf ith expertise, and more importantly, associate the initiatives with the 
Interpretation Strategy overseeing the District While these two concepts were developing, 
the Project Coordinator often questioned why the local arüstic community was not more 
actively involved in the creation of this type of intervention and why the BIZ, an organisation 
representing business interests, continued to use the same designer (whose business was 
located outside of the National Historic Site). 

Even in the final stages of revision and review of the lnterpretation Strategy, it became 
apparent that formation of a parent organisation was going to be key to the successful 
implernentation of the Strategy's recommendations. In the sumrner of 1999, the B l f  
assumed operation of the City's guided walking tours of the Exchange District They were 
fortunate enough to hire the tour's former coordinator to ensure a consistentiy high calibre of 
delivery and organisation. Previously the tour's content supported the National Historic 
Site's themes very well and they were presented in a very professional and polished 
manner. It would therefore be relatively easy to enhance these tours. In the past, the tours 
were offered on a very regufar schedule but the City did very litüe to publicise them. With 
the assistance of the tour coordinator, the BIZ has expanded the length of operation from 
July and August to May ttirough to September and they have attempted to aggressively 
promote the tours. Unfortunately, the BIZ and the tour coordinator did not take advantage of 
the Partnership's expertise in developing walking tour programmes. Decisions regarding the 
organisation of the tours was left largely to one of the BlZs cornmittees or to the tour 
coordinator. This resulted in some very unfortunate planning and a poor contribution by the 
BI2 as noted in the table (page 87). The production of the walking tour brochure provides a 
very good example of a document used for interpretive purposes, but there was no process 
in place to review its production. Only two people proofed the publication, the Executive 
Director and the tour coordinator. If the Partnership or the Project Coordinator was given the 
opportunity to review a draft, some errors oversights have been corrected and the 
publication would have been more accurate and useful overall. There are several problems 
with the publication: 

There was almost no overt integration of the 6 pnmary themes associated 
with the Exchange District National Historic Site. For visitors to understand 
the national significance of the site, these must be conveyed in as many 
ways possible. 
The map was out of date (recently demolished buildings were still noted), 
illegible (due to poor colour selection), and illustrated the BI2 boundaries, 
not the boundaries of the National Historic Site. Accuracy of information is 
very important in interpretation as it is a sign of professionalism- 
Archival photos used in the publication were not credited to the Provincial 
Archives. This oversight violates copyright regulations and may result in 
future inability to use their resources. 
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The publication had no French 
translation. Even though the site is not 
administered by Parks Canada, every 
effort must be made to ensure that 
simple, professional gestures and 
services are provided in order for the 
Exchange District to relate to the 
family of National Historic Sites. 
The design was crowded and 
universal design guidelines for 
Iegibility were not used. Parks Canada 
utilises design guidelines to ensure 
the consistent use of design elements 
and to ensure material can be read by 
all. These could have been adopted. 
Content of the building descriptions 
should have been consistent (for 
example, the architects should be 
mentioned for al1 the sites) and should 
have been written by an architectural 
historian. 

It is frustrating to have both the walking tour material 
and the lnterpretation Strategy produced from the BI2 
office but not related to one another. The BI2 and tour 
coordinator had access to those with expertise in 
interpretation but they did not use the available 
resources. This instance supports the recornmendation 
that the organisational body must act in an advisory 
capacity to advise and review interpretive projects for 
content, accuracy, and image. It will help to ensure a 
high calibre product that a properiy administered site 
demands. 

Step 2: Research funding sources for implementing 
al! components 

Duration: October 1998 - January 1999 
Without very specific interpretive initiatives in mind, it 
was difficult for the Project Coordinator to provide 

Figure 53: For tfie revised guided 
wa1kr:ng tour programme. The 
&change DisMd BIZ reused a 
former steking sheiter as a temporary 
Inh Centre h m  whrah wYIsitors can 
obtain hlomation orpin a tour. It is 
loccited just to the w s t  of the stage 
in Old Market Squam 

research material on al1 possible funding sources. 



Programme descriptions and applications were collected for heritage related funding options 
which appeared as if these types of initiatives would qualify, lhe Heritage Partnership chose 
to not include them in the Interpretation Strategy for fear that with time the programmes may 
date the Strategy. 

Steps 3 and 4: Outline l e m s  of Reference for implementation of the Stntegy and 
Prepare al! hrnding proposak 
Duration: These steps are now part of the implernentation of the Heritage 
Interpretation Stntegy 

Two the steps identified by the Terrns of Reference for this final phase of work appear to be 
beyond the skills of the Project Coordinator and would be better suited to the organisation 
which wili develop to irnplement the Heritage Interpretation Strategy. At this point, the 
organisation is still unrealised. It is expected that they would be responsible for outlining 
the Terrns of Reference for implementation of the Stntegy and would then prepare al1 
necessary funding proposais- 

Step 5: Determine roles of stakeholders in sustainable implementation of the Strategy 
Duration: December 1998 to May 1999 

Where possible, the Interpretation Strategy identified possible stakeholders according to 
the recommendations by theme. This approach outlined organisations whose interests and 
mandates could match the recommendations or the histoncal theme. For instance, in the 
in terpretation of the District's architecture, the Manitoba Association of Architects and the 
Faculty of Architecture at the University of Manitoba are listed as potential stakeholders. 
How they can contribute or what role they could play in the development of initiatives could 
not be detemined with the levef of detail provide by the Hentage Interpretation Strategy. In 
time, and once the Strategy is taken on by an organisational body and specific initiatives are 
planned, the roles of stakeholders will becorne more defined. 

Step 6: Incorporate evaluation criteria into the implementatlon strategy 
Duration: Oecember 1998 

As stated in the previous section on Background Information, the implementation strategy 
became a component of the lnterpretation Strategy. This necessitated the inclusion of the 
evaluation criteria into the implementation strategy in an earlier stage than is set out in 
the Terrns of Reference. 



Step 7: Finalise the Stntegy 
Duration: June 1999 - July 1999 

All material to be included in the Heritage Interpretation Strategy was finalised by the 
Heritage Partnership in June 1999. Several last minute changes were included such as 
matefial from the Marketing Strategy and background information on the City's role in 
heritage conservation. The Partnership undertaok an active review of the final draft except in 
the case of the Manitoba Field Unit and Heritage Winnipeg who did not provide comments 
nor criticism. Perhaps their representatives were satisfied with the drafts but they did not 
even state that they were. Upon completion of the revisions, the final version was duplicated 
for public distribution. 



Recommendations and Conclus 3 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

recommendations for developing future interpretation strategies 

Reflecting on the development of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy for the Exchange 
District. it is possible to make several suggestions on the rnanner in which the planning 
might have been undertaken. These suggestions may be usefiil to others who undertake 
similar types of projects as they have evolved from one individual's experience developing a 
Heritage Interpretation Strategy- As such, they are quite subjective- There is, however, no 
guarantee that these suggestions wili result in an improved pmcess or an enhanced 
product A total of four recommendations can be made: 

1. Where an ovemding organisation is not established prior to the commencement 
of the project. the Project Coordinator should have autonomy from any 
organisation involved. 

2. Supplemental contracts for research should be developed simultaneously or prior 
to the commencement of the project in order for ail projects to benefit. 

3. The responsibilities of the stakeholders must be clearly stated at the onset of the 
project to ensure that the work load is equally distributed among al1 involved if 
that is the approach taken. If not, there should be adequate staff hired to 
complete the work. 

4. At the onset of the project, the client and consultant must state their respective 
expectations and requirements in order to provide a dear understanding of the 
project's Terms of Reference. These expectations and requirements should be 
reviewed regulariy throughout the project to ensure adherence to the Terms of 
Reference as well as account for the evolution of the project. 

Suggestion 1: Where an overriding organisation is not established prior to the 
commencement of the project, the Project Coordinator should have 
autonomy from any organisation involved. 

An organisation whose mandate is related to hentage and interpretation in the Exchange 
District should be developed prior to the development of a Heritage lnterpretation Strategy- 
This creates an autonomous entity which is not canfused with other organisations and their 
respective mandates. This allows for the creation of an identifiable image on items such as 
business cards, letterhead, and advertisements. It also provides an opportunity for 
promotion without any carporate or organisational affiliation, Now that Phase 1 of this 
lnterpretation Strategy project has been completed, it is necessary to fom an organisation 
to develop the recommendations in the Strategy and encourage interpretation of the 
Exchange District 

For the Heritage Partnership, it was essential that the Project Coordinator wotk within the 
District However, the financing of the project would not permit the creation of a suitable 



work environment complete with the necessary office equipment As a result, no opportunity 
for absolute autonomy (in the sense of being unaffiliated with an existing organisation) 
existed. The only option available was to have the Coordinator work out of an existing office 
with the necessary facilities already in place. It was arranged for the Project Coordinator to 
work out of the offce of the Exchange District BIZ, Initially, the arrangement worked well. 
However, it became apparent that the office's work environment was not conducive to the 
Project Coordinator's work which involved extensive research and writing. 

It is important to ensure that the organisational body has a budget which can provide 
reliable office equipment that will facilitate the development and production of the 
lnterpretation Strategy. Facilities at the BIZ office were often less than adequate as a result 
of their Iimited operating budget and hence, lack of equiprnent, This project required a 
piecemeal approach where the Project Coordinator and the B l f  jointly provided the 
necessary offce equipment Certain steps in the process required equipment that wuld not 
be brought to the office (Le.: additional cornputer equipment) which necessitated that the 
Project Coordinator work elsewhere. While more productive, it removed the Coordinator 
from the District for long pefiods of time. 

It appeared as if the 612's participation as the leading body in the development of the 
Strategy was not supported by their Board or operating cornmittees nor were the 
responsibilities of the Project Coordinator understood by the BI2 and its members. This 
produced situations where autonomy would have been very beneficial. Affiliation with an 
existing organisation did not create a distinct identity for the project Development of the 
Interpretation Strategy was often viewed as a BIZ initiative when in fact it was initiated by 
the Heritage Partnership. The perceived affiliation with the BI2 resulted in the Coordinator 
assuming responsibilities which were out of scope and at times inappropriate. 

Suggestion 2: Supplemental contracts for research should be developed 
simultaneously or prior to the commencement of the project in order 
for all projects to benefit. 

A Hentage Interpretation Strategy will require a series of supporting projects to provide 
background material. When these projects are started prior to or concunently with the 
lnterpretation Strategy, each can have greater impact on the others. This timing allows for 
the Strategy's Ternis of Reference to evolve to better meet the requirements of the 
supporting research. 



In January 1998, the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy was initiated. Eleven months later, the 
Heritage Partnership began to consider the completion of two complementary contracts. 
One would see the completion of an authoritative history of the Exchange District which 
would provide the first complete history of the area. It would develop the 14 themes and 
focus on the 6 primary themes associated with the national significance of the District and 
identify the key stories for each- This history could be used by the Heritage Partnership or 
other organisations looking to develop or enhance cunent interpretive services in the 
Exchange District. It was to be the key reference on the area's history- The second contract 
was the cornpletion of an audience profile and marketing strategy. A clear understanding of 
the District's current audience/visitors was essential to the development of the lnterpretation 
Strategy as its recommendations would have to be tailored to its users as well as to those 
one would want to target. This research could also be used by other organisations in the 
Exchange Distnct such as the BE, arts groups, and businesses as a way of understanding 
the demographics of the area's typical users. 

Detailed matenal on the key themes and stones for commemoration could have been 
included in the lnterpretation Strategy. This would have allowed for more detailed and 
specific recommendations for interpretive media- It would have allowed the Strategy to 
better convey the overriding story of the District, the opening the Canadian west, and may 
have satisfied the expectations of some who reviewed the public draft. Portions of the 
marketing strategy were included in the final draft of the Interpretation Strategy af€er its 
delay hampered the completion of the lnterpretation Strategy. Completion of the marketing 
strategy during the summer months may have allowed for different options for the in-person 
interviews and other portions of research. 

Suggesfion 3: The responsibilities of the stakeholders must be clearly stated at the 
onset of the project to ensure that the work load k equally distributed 
among al1 involved if that is the approach taken. If not, there should be 
adequate staff hired to complete the wodc. 

There are several options for how a Heritage Interpretation Strategy may be undertaken and 
supervised. The most common options are: 

1. an organisation muld develop the Strategy intemally with their own staff, or 
2. a team of consultants could be hired to develop the Strategy, or 
3. a Partnership of organisations could be formed and a single consultant hired to 

develop the Strategy. 

Regardless of the chosen structure, it is very important that job descriptions and 



expectations are clear from the outset, and that they are revisited on a periodic basis to 
insure that expectations are met 

In this project, the third option, developing a Partnership and using a single consultant, was 
chosen. There was no single organisation in place to assume developrnent of the project 
The strength of the Heritage Partnership is that it pulled together a range of stakeholders 
who could contnbute a wealth of experience and expertise, Ako, the project was structured 
so that one person, the Project Coordinator, would work on the development of the 
Interpretation Strategy full time instead of contracting the project out to a consuliing fimi 
(who, in the end, would rely on the input of the organisations in the Partnership). 

The Heritage Partnership could have approached the development of the lnterpretation 
Strategy in a number of ways: 

1. The Project Coordinator could have acted as an editor and compiler of numerous 
forms of input provided by the Heritage Partnership or; 

2. The Project Coordinator could have acted as the author of the majority of the 
matenal with the Heritage Partnership acting in an advisory role. 

There are benefits and drawbacks to both options. Where the Project Coordinator acts as 
an editor of matenal provided by the Partnership, the expertise and knowledge of the 
members is used in the most beneficial manner. The drawback is that the members are 
usually a volunteer group and this would be adding to their professional wotkload. A more 
uniform document results when the Project Coordinator is the sole author of the work. 
Members of the Partnership, however, could potentially be less likely to contribute on a 
consistent basis. 

In the developrnent of this particular lnterpretation Strategy, the Project Coordinator was the 
primary author and the Partnership took on an advisory capacity in most instances (option 2 
from the above Iist)- A Partnership arrangement works the most efficiently when the majority 
of the mernbers can be relied upon to participate and contribute to the best of their ability. 
The roles of those invofved in the development of the Exchange District's Strategy were not 
as well defined as they could have ken.  This is often the reality of cornmittees. As a result, 
some members were very reliable and could always be counted on to be helpful and 
enthusiâstic. Others required a liffle more effort. Overall, the volume of work necessary for 
the deveiopment of the lnterpretation Strategy far exceeded what one person could 
reasonably accomplish. From the examples of interpretive strategies used as precedents, it 
was noted that teams of consultants sometimes totalling five or more people (often 



consisting of interpretive planners, architects, historians, beaurocrats, display designers, and 
students) completed the projects. If the Partnership had contributed in a more consistent 
fashion, the work load may have been spread about more effectively. In this instance, a 
more interactive and participatory approach similar to the first option would have better 
utilised the expertise of the rnembers. 

Suggestion 4: At  the onset of the project, the client and consultant must state their 
respective expectations and requirements in order to provide a clear 
understanding of the projeet's l e m s  of Reference. These expectations 
and requirements should be reviewed regularly throughout the project 
to ensure adherence to the Tems of Reference as well as account for 
the evolutiori of the projeet 

The Terrns of Reference must provide the outline for the types of steps and products the 
client expects during the development of the project. It is natural for the Terms of Reference 
to be somewhat flexible but it is important to review the status of the work and contract on a 
regular basis. It is diftïcult to provide a generic template for the creation of Interpretation 
Strategies as they are heavily dependent on the local wmmunity, and the nature of the site 
and its resources. Looking back at the completion of Phase 1 for the Heritage lnterpretation 
Strategy for the Exchange District, it is possible to review and evaluate the document's 
strengths and weaknesses. 

The lnterpretation Strategy has several strengths. It provides a sound overview of existing 
interpretive initiatives and there is a good sense of how the existing resources relate to the 
District's historical themes. Additionally. it provides direction for new interpretive services 
with as much detail as possible. The most important item to note is that of the Canadian 
historic districts to receive National Histon'c Site status, the Exchange District will be the first 
to have a comprehensive approach to interpreting its history. In other words, al1 the work 
that the Heritage Partnership put into the Strategy is breaking new ground for which there 
are few precedents, 

However, the project does have some weaknesses. They include the following three items: 
1- The Partnership's definition o f  a 'Plan' versus a "Strategy' at such a late stage of 

the development of the document did not allow for the material to adequately 
irnprove. 

2- Progress of the supplementary contracts prevented the construction of a story 
around which the lnterpretation Strategy cauld formulate its recommendations for 



interpretive services. 
3. Apathetic participation of the Exchange District BI2 lead to weak leadership and 

did not provide sufficient commentary ftom the District's large business 
population- 

Initially, the project was referred to as an Interpretation Plan. The content in tems of 
interpretive recommendations did not differ a great deaI between the first and second draft. 
After reviewing the second draft and the comments received by those outside of the 
Partnership, members began to question the document's relevancy as an lnterpretation 
Plan. They expressed the concem that the materiaf did not provide the level of detail that 
they felt was required of an Interpretation Plan. For instance, it lacked detailed story lines or 
the required steps to develop a particular initiative. Instead, they thought it was a precursor 
to the development of an lnterpretation Plan. In other words, the document was a strategy 
or a framework for approaching the development of an Interpretation Plan. While this may 
seem like a semantics debate, it caused some angst for the Project Coordinator. It meant 
that the Partnership as a group may not have clearly defined tiie necessary çomponents of 
an lnterpretation Plan which resulted in poor communication with the Project Coordinator. It 
could have also meant that among the members of the Partnership. there were a range of 
expecbtions for what the end product would provide. Alternatively, the Project Coordinator 
may have misinterpreted the expectations of the Partnership, More importantly, the concem 
was raised so late in the process that very little could have been done to address the 
concern. This suggests that regular meetings to review the progress of work are not 
enough. Completed tasks should be evaluated according to the Tems of Reference and the 
goals and objectives of the research, 

The Strategy's main weakness is the development of the story. A story for an interpretation 
strategy is the narrative consisting of a set of events and personalities which tie an hîstoric 
site together. In the case of the Exchange District, the story is the opening of the prairies 
and the evolution of Winnipeg as the pnrnary urban centre in the Canadian west. The final 
document explored the themes of the narrative (through descriptions) but they have not 
been brought together and distilled down to a narrative. In cantrast, the interpretation plan 
for Boston's Freedom Trail does a remarkable job of succinctly telling the story of the Boston 
National Park. This is not the case with the Exchange District's Strategy primarily due to the 
absence of a complete history for the area. The Project Coordinator was able to 
independently research themes with secandary sources but was unable to sift though 
pnmary sources to tie the themes together. Another component of the upcoming History of 



the Exchange District is the compilation of a land use study whereby the use of building lots 
will be traced back as far as possible. This data can be associated with themes. people. 
events, and periods of time- The history research holds great potential and when it is 
cornpleted, al1 or portions of it should be packaged with the Interpretaüon Strategy- The 
completion of the authoritative history wiil help imrnensely in this regard, and it is another 
reason why the Heritage Partnenhip might have embarked on that contract at the same 
time as the Strategy, It is this expenence which prornpted Suggestion #2 whereby 
supporting research must be commenced prior to or eariy on in the planning process. 

Poor representation and ultimately poor support from the business cornmunity as 
represented by the Exchange District BtZ will have disastrous implications for the 
implementation of the Exchange Districfs Interpretation Strategy. As business interests 
represent the largest and generally most vocal segment of the Exchange District, it is 
imperative to have their support and input. The community is large and diverse but the 
Board of the B1Z reflects that diversity. Their apathy could be due to a lack of interest in the 
potential that the National Histonc Site designation can bring to the District or that their 
objectives are slightly different from those working on the Interpretation Strategy. Once 
recommendations from the Strategy are irnplemented and gain momentum, perhaps then 
the business comrnunity will be hooked on the notion of interpreting the District In any 
community there are several groups of stakeholders who have a vested interest in 
development, and any one or combination of them could oversee the development of an 
initiative like an lnterpretation Strategy. Stakeholders often include busirtesses, residents, 
charities and other organisations, building owners, and the three levels of govemment The 
leadership group rnust have the resources to embark on this type of project and have the 
support of its staff or members. More importantly, leadership must be carefully chosen so as 
to not exclude or alienate potential rnembers or supporters- 



In the Acknowledgements I suggest that the completion of this project and thesis has been a 
long and sometimes dificult joumey. It is, however, a joumey that I do not regret taking. 
While there are aspects of the work that I would stilt like to revisit and there are steps that i 
now would have approached differently, participation in this project has been provided a 
wealth of practical experience. This section provides a final review of the Exchange District 
Hentage Partnership's work and looks to what may happen in the implementation of the 
Heritage lnterpretation Strategy- 

Other Supporting Documents 

Conservation Plan 
This thesis began with a discussion of the merits of hentage conservation and some of the 
planning tools most often used in the field. Development and implementation of a strategy to 
commemorate and educate visitors about the history and significance of a site is just one of 
those tools. It cannot, however, work alone. It must be one of several documents used in a 
community's heritage conservation efforts. Winnipeg's Exchange District has several 
advantages with the HW zoning by-law, design review process, designation proœdures, and 
now the Interpretation Strategy, but the City lacks a conservation plan. A conservation plan 
rnay already be implicit in City policy, but a formal written document would provide a 
foundation for the City's conservation policies and programmes. White and Roddewig 
suggest that a preservation plan (Ameficans generalIy use the term preservation rather than 
conservation which has British ongins) generally consists of at least ten essentiai 
components: 

1. Statement of the goals of preservation in the community, and the purpose 
of the preservation plan; 

2. Definition of the hisforic character of the state, region, cornmunity, or 
neig h bourhood; 

3. Summary of past and cumnt efforts to presenre the community's or 
neig h bourfiood's character; 

4. A survey of historic resources in the community or neighbourhood, or a 
definition of the type of survey that should be conducted in communities 
that have not yet completed a survey; 

5. Explanation of the legal basis for protection of histodc resources in the 
state and community; 

6. Statement of the relationship between histon'c prieservation and other 
local land-use and growth management aufhorify, such as zoning 
ordinances; 

7. Statement of the pubic secfor's msponsibi/ities towards city-owned 



historic resources, such as public 
buildings, parks, streets, etc., and or 
ensuring that pubIic actions do not 
adversely affect historic resources; 

8. Statement of incentives that are, or 
should be, available to assist in the 
preservation of the community's 
tiistorÎc resources; 

9. Statement of the elabonship 
befween hisfonc preservation and 
community's educational system and 
program; and 

10. A precise statement of goals and 
policies, including a specific agenda 
for future action to accomplish 
those goals (1994, 4) 

If a conservation plan can be completed by the City, its 
hentage consenration policy would be more easily 
understood by the community, and it may prompt a 
more consistent, and hence valuable, use of existing 
programmes and legislation. Developed in conjunction 
with a public education programme to get the message 
out to the public, the conservation plan could become a 
very valuable tool. 

Cornmernorative Integrity Sufernent 
The objectives of the National Historic Sites programme 
are: 

1. to foster knowledge and appreciation 
of Canada's past through a national 
programme of historic 
commernoration; 

2. to ensure the commemorative 
integrity of national historic sites by 
protecting and presenting them for 
the benefit, education and enjoyment 
of this and future generations, in a 
manner that respects the signifiant 
and ineplaceable legacy represented 
by these places and their associatecl 
resources; and 
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3. encourage and support the protection and presentation by others of 
places of national historic significance that are not administered by Parks 
Canada (Exchange District National Historic Site CIS 1999, 2). 

These objectives c m  be achieved through another conservation tool which should be used 
in conjunction with the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy. Still in the final stages of campletion 
is the Commemorative Integrity Statement (CIS) prepared by Parks Canada (a dmft can be 
found in the Appendices). This amceptual ftamework serves several purposes. Its primary 
purpose is to manage and report on Nationaf Historic Sites. and when it is used by sites not 
managed by Parks Canada, it can help focus site planning and the decision-making process 
to ensure that the reasons for national designation are respected. Used in the description of 
the wholeness of a National Historic Site, cornmernorative integrity is possessed by a site 
when: 

1. the resources that symbolise or represent its importance are not 
ünimpaired or under threat; 

2. the reasons for the site's national historic significance are effectively 
cornmunicated to the public; and 

3. the site's heritage values are respected by al1 whose decisions or actions 
affect the site (Exchange District National Historic Site CIS 1999.4)- 

Also, a new Parks Canada policy requires that National Historic Sites çomplete the CIS 
process as an eligibility requirement for some federal funding programmes. 

The CIS for the Exchange District consists of several segments. lt provides the Statement of 
Commemorative lntent which describes the reasons for the site's national significance; 
descriptions of the cultural resources which represent the areaBs national significance (Level 
1 resources); objectives to ensure that the resources are not under threat; the messages of 
national significance that must be communicated with the public; and other heritage values 
associated with the historic site (Level2 resources). The Statement of Commemorative 
lntent for the Exchange District Nationaf Historic Site states what is nationally significant 
about the site and it refers to the reasons for its national significance. Winnipeg's Exchange 
District is of national historic significance because: 

it illustrates the city's key role as a centre of the grain and wholesale trade, 
finance and rnanufacturing in the historically important period in western 
development - behveen 1880 and 1913, the period during which Winnipeg 
grew to becorne the gateway to Canada's W s t  and the region's metropdis. 
Further the district, which has clear boundaries and largely excludes post- 
191 3 structures, contains a range of architecturally signifiant built 
resources which speak to the city's key economic role in the West and the 
collective character of these built resources is distinct and relatively intact 
(Exchange District National Historic Site CIS 1999, 9). 



The identified cultural resources ranked as tevel 1 and Level2 are found in the copy of the 
CIS in the Appendices. 

The C1S does not dictate what can or cannot be done in the Exchange District However, it 
provides a baseline of accepted values that should be considered in al1 decisions or actions 
that will affect the District A cunory Iist of examples whereby the CIS would be valuable to 
the Exchange District is oifered: 

to provide direction to municipal design guidelines for new and 
rehabilitated buildings and streetscapes; 
to provide direction for the develogment and review of policies and 
procedures for heritage buildings and district conservation; 
to provide consistent heritage criteria and guidelines for evaluating grant 
and contribution requests for heritage and contemporary properties in the 
Exchange District; 
to evaluate requests to vanous funding programmes; 
to provide direction conceming heritage messages for marketing plans and 
programmes; 
to profile an agreed upon set of heritage vaiues and objectives in relation 
to economic, social, and environmental objectives when analysing and 
evaluating public and private ventures in the Exchange District; and 
to encourage coordination of al1 stakeholders in the heritage conservation 
of the district through a cornmon understanding of objectives (Exchange 
District National Historic Site CIS 1999, 5). 

CompIementary to the proposed content of a conservation plan, the CIS can inforni the 
planning and managements of histonc sites. 

The Unique Nature of Historic Districts 

Some would suggest that it is unlikely that a project Iike this Heritage lnterpretation Sbategy 
would have been completed as easily in any other province. Manitoba's hen'tage industry is 
small with several key personalities working with the Exchange District for over 20 years. ln 
addition, the three levels of govemment in Manitoba have a reasonably close and efficient 
relationship with one another which allowed for them to al1 participate in the development of 
this project. 

An historic site which consists of a single building or even a small group of buildings is often 
owned and managed by a srnall discrete group of individuals. Due to the sale and 
complexity of an histonc district, the scenario is obviously quite diffkwent The Exchange 



District covers 20 city blocks and includes approximately 120 historic buildings. These 
resources represent a different range of stakeholders consisting of the three levels of 
govemment, property owners, business owners, residents, and community organisations. 
The question of who speaks for a historic district becornes paramount Logisu'cally, it cannot 
be a single group, but rather a partnership consisting of a broad range of stakeholders 
representing a depth of interests and concens, t t  is important, however, that they speak 
with a voice which represents their common concerns and values. Documents such as a 
conservation plan and the Cornmernorative lntegnty Statement con help to provide a 
comrnon voice. 

Planning Process 

The purpose of this thesis was to analyse the process and final production of the Heritage 
Interpretation Strategy. This critical analysis could not be accomplished until the Heritage 
lnterpretation Strategy was virtually compiete. To attempt to formally review the process in 
the rnidst of drafting the Strategy would have been futile. fime and distance were required 
to fully evaluate the terms of reference, and the participation and contribution of the 
rnembers of the Exchange District Heritage Partnership. This thesis provides a balance 
between academic punuits and practical experience. 60th have worked together in the 
production of the thesis and the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy. Without the academic 
background (the review of theories of interpretation and precedents), it would have been 
extremeiy difficult for the Project Coordinator to embark on this project The role of the 
Heritage Partnership was invaluable in providing direction and experience. The Heritage 
Interpretation Strategy would have been a very different document if there had been no 
input from the local community. It is stronger and more relevant as a result- 

While reviewing the theories of interpretation and the major wntings on the topic, some work 
was perhaps more useful than others- The true meaning of interpretation was most aptly 
described by Freeman Tilden: 

Through interpretation, understanding; 
through understanding, appreciation; 
throug h a ppreciation, protection (1 977, 38). 

After finding this particular passage, I discovered the reason why this project could 
potentially be so useful. Interpretation is a tool used to educate visitors so that in tum they 
will leam to appreciate and then protect the invaluable resources of the site- Percival's 



nd n in a Our Suiroundinas - A  m u a l  of Urban I n t e m r e m  pmvided an urban and U ersta d 
historical perspective to my understanding of interpretive ideas and techniques. its detailed 
descriptions of a variety of interpretive media was very valuable and helped encouraged me 
to look at new techniques for interpreting the Exchange District. The process of planning an 
interpretive programme or strategy was best discussed in Veverka's Intemetive Mastg 
Planning. He was one of the few who discussed the actual planning process and provided 
process models. His 'ciassroom in a booK' approach would be useful to many- This 
resource was purchased after the first dfaft of the lnterpretation Strategy was cornpleted. 1 
compared his suggested outline for a table of contents with the one the Hefltage Partnership 
had developed. While the sequencing and some of the terrninology may have varied slightly, 
it provided affirmation Viat I was on the right track and that I had begun to understand the 
requirements of this type of work 

Several of the precedents studied also contributed greatly to this work Three examples in 
particular should be noted. The lntemretation Plan for Downtown Victnria contributed greatiy 
in the way ideas were presented graphically, and how material was stmctured and 
organised within the document. The revision to Boston's Freedom Trail, The Freedom Trail - 
A Framework for the Future, was unique in that it revisited an existing and highly successful 
heritage attraction. It was one of the few examples found that sûuctured the interpretive 
media around a central story. This could have been better achieved in the Exchange District 
if the Heritage Partnership had a clearer sense of the required historical background. It is 
not too late to include such material as it can be accomplished by revisiting the 

. . 
Interpretation Strategy once the Bistory of the Exchanpe Distnd is cornpleted- Obtained 
very late in the process was a copy of the Old Strathcona Historical Intemr~tive Study. It 
provided background infomation on architectural styles and resources that none of the 
other examples contained. Again, this would have been made an invaluable contribution to 
the Interpretation Strategy if the Heritage Partnership had al1 the required infomation. 

From the analysis explored in the Participation and Contribution table (refer to page 87), it is 
was possible to graphically illustrate the enthusiastic participants and the more valuable 
contributions. It suggests that most members participated and provided a valuable 
contribution to the planning of the Strategy while the participation of certain segments of the 
local community could have also been valuable. The results of that table brought about the 
four recommendations that are developed and explored in Chapter 4. 



Before embarking on the Strategy, the Heritage Partnership could have reevaluated the 
Tems of Reference as outlined in the funding proposals. The Tems of Referenœ was 
created by someone new to the process and was developed for funding proposals rather 
than as a guide to the project In retrospect, the group rnay have wanted to adjust the 
format and types of work required to complete the project 

lmplementation 

Where does the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy stand now? It successfully provides a 
frarnework from which new interpretive services c m  be developed for the Exchange District 
National Historic Site to cornmernorate the role Winnipeg played as the gateway to the 
Canadian west Several hundred copies are now available for distribution and will be sent 
out shortiy. A digital copy of the Strategy and its supporting documents will also be 
compfeted. This version will provide an inexpensive means of archiving the work. As well, it 
will be used for distribution to those who do not want a paper copy, or to those who may 
download the files from a future web site. lmplementation of the Strategy is still unclear. The 
two priority recommendations found in the Strategy cal1 for the creation of an organisation to 
oversee its implementation, and the creation of an interpretive centre for the Exchange 
District. Without a group to implernent the Strategy's rewmmendations, very Iiffle may mave 
forward. Upon receiving a copy of the Heritage lnterpretation Strategy, some groups may 
realise some of the interpretive recommendations, but there would still be no group 
coordinating the interpretation of the Exchange District National Historic Site. Coordination is 
key. Othewise, the type and quality of interpretive services will likely not improve beyond 
what is currently available. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Exchange District Heritage Interpretation Plan 
A Proposal for Funding to the Gail Pawin Hammerquist Fund, WDA- 
t 38, and Heritage Orants Programme 

Submitted by 
Exchange District B E  
Wayne Copet, Execu tive Director 
On Behalf of the Exchange Heritage Partnership Committee 

Introduction 

The Exchange District BIZ is involved in a variety of activities regarding the implernentation 
of initiatives of both CentrePlan and the Exchange District Strategic Action Plan. Through al1 
activities, the future viability of downtown is the key concem and principle motivation. All 
efforts combine the unique resources of both public and private interests. In association with 
the impending formal designation of the Exchange District as a National Historic Site, the 
Exchange District Business lmprovement Zone (BIZ), through its effort with the Exchange 
Heritage Partnership Committee, is taking a leadership role to plan for the ongoing 
celebration of this area's unique place in history, The intent of this effort is the development 
and implementation of a Heritage lnterpretation Plan for the Exchange District This 
committee is cornprised of a variety of stakeholders including Parks Canada, City of 
Winnipeg, Heritage Winnipeg, Exchange District Business Irnprovement Zone, Manitoba 
Department of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, the Manitoba Museum, Heritage Canada 
and the Exchange business community. 

Assistance from the Gail Parvin Hammerquist FunMA-f3WHerifsge Gmnts 
Programme is viewed as both necessary and critical to the success of tnis large and 
monumental undertsking. To this end, financial assfstance is sought for Phase 1 of 
this projecf. .. 

The work of this committee is consistent with the intent of the Exchange District Strategic 
Action Plan through Action 3.1: 

Prepare a heritage interpretation plan for the Exchange District The plan 
will detail the District's historical, social and architechiral themes and outline 



the methods for public awareness and education. An interpretative plan may 
include public programming, such as walking tours, interpretive nodes, 
publications and an Exchange District visitor and heritage resource centre. 

It is also consistent with the intent of CentrePlan with relevance to the CentrePlan 1997- 
1999 Action Plan, Action 2.1: Support existing, and encourage the location of additional arts, 
entertainment, sports, and cultural facilities downtown. It is also consistent with concepts of 
urban tourism and innovative programming for taking advantage of the unique history that 
Winnipeg offers. 

Project Description 

The title of the project is the Exchange District Heritage Interpretation Plan. fhe Exchange 
Heritage Partnership Committee provides an advisory and leadership role through general 
supervision of the project The intent of the project is to develop and implement a plan which 
defines and provides methods of interpreting the heritage of the Exchange District of 
Winnipeg on which its designation as a National Historic Site has been founded. 

This proposa! identifies the key goals and objectives of the project and outlines a general 
work plan for its undertaking. It is divided into two Phases: Phase I - Strategy Developrnent 
and Phase II - Implementation, Phase I is broken down into three cornponents: Background 
Information; Strategy Development; and lmplementation Strategy. This proposal also 
outlines the General Outcomes which can be expected, a structure for Project Management, 
and a proposed 12-month budget and estimated 12 month cash flow. These are complete 
with explanation notes. This program outline is also intended as a general ternis of 
reference for a Project Coordinator job description. 

Goals and Objectives 

The principal goal of this project is to develop and implement a plan for interpretation of the 
key heritage themes of the Exchange District in association with its impending designation 
as a National Historic Site- In pursuit of this goal, there are two main objectives: 

1. Compile and/or generate the necessary background information on the pnmary, 
secondary and tertiary historical themes amund which a Heritage lnterpretation 
Plan can be developed. 

2. Develop an lmplementation Strategy which cleariy identifies both short and long 



terni outcomes for the interpretation of each theme- 

The general Ternis of Reference for undertaking Phase I are outlined below. 

Phase I - Strategy Development 

Estirnated cornpletion dates for parts of the project are identified below. However, it should 
be pointed out that these depend in large part on the confirmation of funding sources. 

Project Initiation 
Effective project coordination will require an undertaking of what follows. 
Estimated Dates and Task Descn'ptions 
January 19, 1998 

1. Hire a Project Coordinator. 
2. Determine al1 background information required to understand the District's 

heritage and to determine its strengths and weaknesses within key heritage 
themes including, but not necessarily limited to: Grain Trade; Miholesale Trade; 
Finance; Architecture; Civic Developrnent; Manufactunng; Transportation; 
Garrnent Trade; Arts and Entertainment; Labour; Publishing; Retail; Early 
Settlemenl and Women's Suffrage. 

3. Consolidate a11 existing information including a comprehensive Iist of al1 current 
and any proposed heritage related activities, programs and associated offerings 
in the City. 

4. Identify gaps in information and generate and/or source additional information as 
required. 

Background Information 
This segment is to be undertaken in consultation with the committee andior the community. 
Estima ted Dates and Task Descriptions 

1. Establish, confimi andlor adjust the main heritage themes around which the 
Heritage Interpretation Plan is to be developed. 

2. On the basis of the identified themes, develop both short and long term 
alternative interpretive elements or components. These elements will be 
determined with respect to interpreüve programming, physical developments 
required, and specific marketing initiatives which are directed towards identifiable 
strategic market segments. 

3. ldentify potential short and long term emnomic opportunities and beneiits for the 
City and business community in association with the development of the Heritage 
lnterpretation Plan. 



April - June, 1998 
1. Research interpretation methods and economic oppoftunities that have resulted 

in other National Histonc Site locations through both Iiterature review and site 
visits. 

May 12, 1998 
1. Organise a heritage fonimlseminar through which information on the plan, 

potential opportunities and heritage in general a n  be shared with the Exchange 
District business community, its residents, building owners, and the geneml 
public. 

June 15, 1998 
1, Prepare a draft plan. 

Septernber, 1998 
1. Organise additional public consultations as deemed appropriate by the 

Cornmittee. 
2. Develop evaluation criteria to monitor the effects of both the short and long terni 

cornponents of the program. 

lmplernentation Strâtegy 
Estimated Dates and Task Descriptions 
September, 1 998 

1. Establish a process to implement short terni interpretive elernents, and to 
undertake conceptual andior detailed designs of al1 long terrn interpretive 
elements of the plan. 

2. Research al1 relevant funding sources for implementing al1 components of the 
Heritage Interpretation Plan. 

3. Outline Ternis of Reference for undertaking implementation of the Plan including 
key tasks, milestones, and time frames. 

October, 1998 
1. Prepare al1 necessary funding proposals for al1 aspects of implementation as 

required. 
2. In consultation with al1 stakeholders, detemine roles and responsibilities for the 

implementation of al1 short and long terni opportunities identified such that the 
interpretive elements are maintained in a sustainable manner. 

3. Incorporate the evaluation criteria as a part of the implementation strategy- 



December, 1998 
1. Heritage Interpretation Plan finalised. 

General Outcomes 

This project will generate a number of outcornes or products including: 
The Exchange District Heritage Interpretation Plan, including the conceptual. andor 
detailed design of al1 programming, physical and marketing components; 
A comprehensive implementation strategy which addresses on-going sustainability; 
and 
Some short term interpretation components. 

In addition to completing Phase 1, this project would set the stage for undertaking Phase II - 
Implementation. In this respect, Phase I of this project would also generate: 

The conceptual short and long term interpretation elements which will require 
further detailed design, funding sources and implernentation; 
The proposals required to secure additional funding necessary to carry the project 
through Phase II; and 
The Terrns of Reference for engaging the necessary expertise to advance the 
project. 

While the precise short and long terni interpretive elements will be determined through the 
work of Phase 1, key components identified in the Exchange District Strategic Action Plan 
are expected to result and form the cornerstones of the Heritage lnterpretation Plan's short 
and long term implementation. These are summansed in Action 3.1 of the Exchange Distnct 
Strategic Action Plan: 

Prepare a heritage interpretation plan for the Exchange District. The plan 
wjll detail the District's historical, social and architectural Ulemes and ouüine 
the methods for public awareness and education. An interpretative plan may 
include public programming, such as walking tours, interpretive nodes, 
publications and an Exchange District visitor and hentage resource centre. 

Phase II - Implementation 

This phase would put into action those aspects of the implementation strategy which muld 
not be implemented as a result of additional funding requirements andfor detailed design 
requirernents. It would encompass programming, physical and marketing requirements. This 



would include the purchase of al1 matenals and expertise required to carry out the objectives 
of the project. 

As noted above, it is anticipated that there will be consistency with suggestions made in the 
Exchange District StrategicAction Plan (page 17) which were amved at through its 
conception: 

There is need for an overall interprefive plan to detennine the mosf 
appropriate strategy fo publiciy present the District and an interpretive 
centre which celebrates this bistory wifh displays, pho fographs and 
historical artifacts and provides a location for archival storage. Such a 
centre could also provide orientation wifhin the Otchange for toun'sts and be 
the starting point for historical walking tours. 

It should be noted that al1 elements of Phase II, which will be identified in Phase 1, will 
require separate funding. Appropriate sources will be contacted for assistance when these 
elements are determined. However, it is anticipated that sources including WDA Program 
138, WDA Program 11, Gail Parvin Hammequist Fund, and Heritage Grants Program will 
be pursued for these pufposes. 

Project Management 

This project will be rnanaged on a daily basis through the Exchange Disîrict BIZ- The 
coordinator which will be hired to carry out the day to day business of the project will report 
directly to the Executive Director of the Exchange District BIZ. In addition to this direct 
accountability, the Executive Director of the Exchange District BIZ and the Project 
Coordinator will work on the basis of direction ftom the Exchange Heritage PaRnership 
Committee. 



The following are brief descriptions of the current funding programmes available for heritage 
consewation work and research in Winnipeg- 

Winnipeg Development Agreement - Programme 13A Buildings 
Preservation 

These capital grants are awarded to those wishing to conserve heritage buildings and 
structures. The WDA programme is intended to target vacant and underutilised designated 
buildings with the aim to help small business and to increase the tourism potential of 
Winnipeg. To maximise sacioeconomic development, it is hoped that Programme 13A could 
be used in conjunction with Programme 138, the District and Cultural Landscape 
Presenration Program, The programme consists of two sub programmes, the Heritage 
Conservation Grants and the Exchange District Grants, Designated buildings located 
throughout the city that are in risk of serious deterioration or are designated for their 
strategic importance are eligible for first grant. The second grant is limited to designated 
buildings within the Exchange District Both grants covers up to 50% of the approved costs. 

Owners or tenants with a signed lease for 10 years may appIy for funding as long as their 
building is a designated structure. In cases where the building does not have a municipal or 
provincial designation, the building must first be evaluated by the City of Winnipeg Historic 
Buildings Committee. The type of work that qualifies under the programme includes a 
prioritised Iist of options which are part of repairing, stabilising. preserving and restoring a 
structure. A portion of fees for professional architectural, interior design or engineering 
services are also eligible. New construction and feasibility studies are among the type of 
work that is not illegible for this type of grant 

Winnipeg Development Agreement Programme 138 District and 
Cultural Landscape Presenration 

To encourage investment in and enjoyment of Winnipeg's rich heritage the Department of 
Canadian' Heritage administers this programme. It encourages the preservation and 
development of the city's significant districts and naturaVcultural landscapes- Projects, which 
rnay include the restoration and reuse of heritage buildings, will in the end enhance tourism 
potential and benefit small businesses. The programme is available for the preservation and 
presentation of heritage buildings, districts, and cultural landscapes which have been 



designated as historically, architecturally, or culturally signifiant by the municipal, provincial, 
or federal govemments. 

Eligible project sponsors generally include community groups and businesses. Govemment 
departments and agencies may also submit applications for consideration. Although projects 
may be proposed from the entire city of Winnipeg, the Exchange District and St Boniface 
will be targeted for funding. 

Funding will be available for a wide range of projects related to heritage consewation and 
presentation. Examples of eligible projects include: building and landscape conservation 
research, planning and feasibility studies, historical research, public education and 
awareness activities, heritage building conservation (available only to National Historic 
Sites), and heritage district and cultural landscape conservation (research and planning 
studies). The program has $750,000 available over the next five years. A funding maximum 
of $50,000 per project component will be allowed. 

To be eligible, projects must meet at least two of the following critefia: economic 
sustainability; neighbourhood revitalisation; specialised skills development in the heritage 
conservation field; or enhanced heritage tounsm potential. Funding will be provided on a 
matching basis, up to 50% of the total eiigible costs. Costs directly related to the 
stabilisation, restoration, consenration or presentation of a designated heritage resource or 
landscape would be eligible. The following expenses, however, are not eligible for funding: 
property acquisition, ongoing operations and maintenance, modem services, inappropriate 
adaptive renovations, and period reconstructions. Projects cannot funded retroactively. 

Gail Parvin Hammerquist 

The City organised Gail Parvin Hammerquist fund, named after a long serving member of 
the Historical Buildings Committee, consists of three streams of funding: Heritage Research 
Grants, Capital Grants, and Heritage Economic Development Initiatives. 

Heritage Research Grants are awarded to those wishing to mnduct directed research on 
topics identified by the Historical Building Committee or to those who proposed selfdirecteci 
research on topics that complement the goak of the Committee. The Cornmittee's strategic 
plan gives priority to basic and analytical research; analysis of policy and management 
options for conservation; interpretation and distribution of heritage research; and the 



development of research aids. There is no minimum nor maximum but it is expected that 
$25,000 would be the most granted to any one project Grants awarded to government 
departments or public agencies are Iimited to 50% of expected costs. 

Capital Grants provide funding for the repair or restoration of characterdefining elements of 
a building as well as for the improvement of handicap accessibility. Priority is given to 
buildings in the Exchange District and adjacent historic areas. Applications must be made by 
the owner of municipally designated buildings which are not used for residential purposes. 
Work must cost between $5,000 and $50,000 where the grant will cover 50% of approved 
costs or $25,000. 

The Heritage Economic Development Initiatives aim to provide funding for plans to attract 
new investment, occupants or uses for designated buildings with the aim of dealing with 
undenitilised heritage buildings. The Committee will give priority to proposais on: 

the Exchange District and adjacent histonc and character areas; 
recognised heritage districts and character areas outside the downtown; 
industrial sites and structures; 
vulnerable structures that represent the 'recent past'; and 
policy or regulatory reforms that will facilitate conservation and adaptive reuse of 
heritage buildings, 

Owners of municipally designated buildings may apply as may partnerships or organisations 
with expertise in heritage conservation andlor economic developrnent, The Committee may 
approve grants up to $25,000 or 50% of approved costs. The City's Standing Policy 
Committee on Property and Development may approve grants for amounts greater than 
$25,000. 

Heritage Conservation fax Credit 

Owners or long-term residents of municipally designated structures (except for single-family 
buildings or reconstnicted buildings) may apply for municipal tax credits for projects to 
presewe, restore or upgrade structures. Only new works is eligible and includes the 
following: 

Work required to repair, stabilise, presewe andior restore structural elements, 
building envelope and original architectural elements. 
Repair or replacement of mechanical, plumbing and electrical systems. 
Upgrading or conversion of a sttucture to a funcüonal state for contemporary use. 



At least $10,000 must be spent and there is no project maximum. The incentive provides a 
tax credit of 50% on the net pnvate investrnent in a project which can be used for up to 10 
years to offset City property, business or amusement taxes. 

Downtown Heritage Conservation Tax Credit 

Beginning in 1998, this programme is being offered for N o  years on a tdat basis to provide 
municipal tax credits for work to repair, presewe, restore or upgrade designated buildings 
(except single-family and reconstructed buildings) located in downtown Winnipeg. Owners 
and long-terni tenants may apply. Eligible work includes: 

Work required to repair, stabilise, preserve andfor restore structural elements, 
building envelope and original architectural elements. 
Repair or replaœment of mechanical, plumbing and electncal systems. 
Upgrading or conversion of a structure to a functional state for contemporary use. 

A tax credit of 50% is provided for work costing in the range of $10,000 to $500,000 to offset 
City property, business or amusement taxes for up to 10 years. 

Provincial Heritage Grants Programme 

Manitoba Culture Heritage and Cituenship provides research grants to aid local researchers 
in identifying, protecting and interpreting Manitoba's cultural and natural heritage. Only 
organisations may appiy for these grants (individuals must have the endorsement of an 
organisation). Types of eligible projects include collections management, conservation, 
equipment, exhibitions, programming, publications, and research. Decisions are made by 
the Heritage Grants Advisory Council every six months. The total amount of provincial 
support must not exceed 50% of a project's total expenses. 

Designated Heritage Building Grants Programme 

Owners and lessees of provincially designated buildings may apply for financial assistance 
for conservation work under the Designated Heritage Building Grants Programme. Grants of 
up to $75,000 on a 50150 cost-sharing basis are awarded to worthy projects. 



CRITERIA FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF HISTORIC 
DISTRICTS OF NATIONAL SlGNlFlCANCE 

Definition 

Historic districts are geographically defined areas which create a special sense of time and 
place through buildings, structures and open spaces modified by human use and which are 
united by past events and use andlor aesthetically, by architecture and plan. 

Historic districts constitute appropriate subjects for cornmernotation. and those of national 
significance will include one or more of the following: 

a group of buildings, structures and open spaces, none of which singly need to be 
of national architectural significance, but which, when taken together, comprise a 
hannonious representation of one or more styles or constructions, buildings or 
periods; 
a group of buildings, structures and open spaces, none of which may be of 
individual historical significance but which together comprise outstanding example 
of the structure of technological or social significance. 
a group of buildings, structures and open spaces which share uncommonly strong 
associations with individuals, events or themes of national significance. 

Above all, an historic district of national significance rnust have a "sense of history"; intrusive 
elements must be minimal, and the district's historic characteristics must predominate and 
set it apart from the area that immediately sunounds it. 

A commemorated histonc district wiil be subject to periodic review in order to ensure that 
those elements which define its integrity and national significance are being reasonably 
maintained. 

The Board then expanded upon its November 1986 suggestion conceming the boundaries 
of historie districts and recommended that 

with special attention to the requirement that a historic district must have a 
'sense of history", the physical boundaries of a district brought to the Board 
for consideration should be detennined in Iight of the historic, visual and 
physical factors that are discussed in Appendix B of the Board's November 
1986 minutes. 

The Board reiterated its 1986 observation that a review of these factors, during the course 
of research, rnight lead to a redefinition of the physical boundaries of a historic district which 
had been submitted for consideration. 



The Board also suggested that. in those cases where landscape elementr contribute to a 
nationally significant historic district's 'sense of historyw, they should be specifcally &nad 
to in the plaque inscription, space pennitting. 

The Board further requested that videotapes or slide presentations be produced on ail 
districts submitted to it and that when possible, Board members personally tour historic 
districts in their home province or territory that are king brought to the Board for 
consideration. 

Adopted November 1986; arnended November 1987 
(Source: HSMBC Policies Criteria Guidelines, 1986) 



MAILING LIST FOR PUBLIC REVIEW OF ORAFT #2 

The following individuals were invited to provide comments on the second draft of the 
lnterpretation Strategy in March 1999: 

Wayne Copet, Exchange District BIT 
Susan Algie, Parks Canada 
Neil Einarson, Heritage Resources. Manitoba Culture, Heritage & Citizenship 
Bruce Donaldson, Heritage Resources Manitoba Culture, Heritage & Citizenship 
Doug Dealey, Dealey Photographie Senrices 
Gites BugailTskis, City of Winnipeg 
Greg Thomas, Parks Canada 
Barb Ford, Parks Canada, Manitoba Filed Unit 
Bob Coutts, Parks Canada 
Susan Turner, Smith Carter 
Kathy Pavlik, Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature 
Elizabeth Sweatrnan, Communiîy Services Department, City of Winnipeg 
Murray Peterson, Peterson Projects 
Lisa Rosenberg, Artspace 
Cindy Sciberras, Hen'tage Winnipeg 
Bemie Wolfe, Heritage Winnipeg 
Randy Rostecki 
Dawn Bronson, Parks Canada, Manitoba Field Unit 
Bill Neville, University of Manitoba and HSMBC representative for Manitoba 
David Firman, Historic Resources, Mb Culture Heritage & Citizenship 
John Kiernan, City of Winnipeg 
Paul Moist, CUPE 
Joe Bova, Man-Shield Construction Corporation 
Doug Clark, Downtown BIZ/CentrePlan Committee 
Klaus Thiessen, Econornic Development WinnipegICentrePlan Cornmittee 
Shirley Kowalchuk 
Glen Murray, City of WinnipegICentrePlan Cornmittee 
David McDoweIl, Heritage Canada 
John Lehr, University of Winnipeg 
Gerry Friesen, University of Manitoba 
Loretta Clarke, Industry, Trade and Tourism 
Penny McMiIIan, Tourism WinnipegfCentrePlan Cornmittee 
Kent Smith, The Forks-North Portage PartnenhipICentrePlan Committee 
Lesiie Kelly, Volantis flying fish 
Ray England, Toad Hall Toys 
W. G. McKay 
Denis Fletcher, Neighbourhood Programmes Division, City of Winnipeg 
Trudy Schroeder, Arts and Heritage SoIutions 
Stuart Kaye 
John McFarland 
Jim Blanchard, University of Manitoba 



Garry Schroeder, United Grain Growers 
Deanna Allen, Canadian Wheat Board 
Andrew Bnmble, Ralph Schilling Architects 
Rod Sasaki, Warehouse Artworks 
Alan Shepard, Humbugs Christmas Store 
Tracy Schultz, Adz Metz Contract Interiors 
David Hiley, Dimension Display 
Bad Hughes, Fanfare Communications Group IncJCentrePlan Committee 
Betty Hopkins, CentrePlan Committee 
Emie Keller, The Forks North Portage PartnershiplCentrePIan Committee 
Mel Michener, LM Architectural GrouplcentrePlan Committee 
Myroslava Pidhirnyj, Urban AfFairslCentrePlan Committee 
Philip Sheps, Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce/CentrePlan Committee 
Glen Agar, Thompson, Oorfrnan, Sweatman 
Harvey Smith, City of Winnipeg 
Mary Richards, Aboriginal Council 
Pat Martin, Winnipeg Centre Community Office 
Wendy Molnar, Association of Manitoba Museums 
Dennis McKnight, Dennis McKnight 
Rosemary Vodrey. Minister of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship 
Jenny Gerbasi, City of Winnipeg 
Garth Steek, City of Winnipeg 
Jae Eadie, City of Winnipeg 
Bill Clement, City of Winnipeg 
Peter De Smedt, City of Winnipeg 
John Prystanski, City of Winnipeg 
Mike O'Shaughnessy, City of Winnipeg 
Harry Lazarenko, City of Winnipeg 
Mark Lubosch, City of Winnipeg 
Lillian Thomas, City of Winnipeg 
Shirley Timm-Rudolph, City of Winnipeg 
Daniel Vandal, City of Winnipeg 
Atlan Golden, City of Winnipeg 
John Angus, City of Winnipeg 
Donna Dul, Historic Resources Bnnch, Manitoba Culture, Heritage & Citizenship 
Linda Seyers, Parks Canada, Manitoba Field Unit 



EXCHANGE DISTRICT NATIONAL HISTORIC 
SITE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Exchange District National Historic Site Questionnaire 

1. The Exchange District has been given a National Historic Site designation recognising its 
contribution to the development of Western Canada. Were you aware of this prior to today? 

Yes O 
No O 
Don't know O 

2. A number of major events and industfies had their early beginnings in the Exchange 
District Please read the Iist below and indicate whether you were aware of the event or 
industry having their roots in the area. and whether the topic is of interest to you or not? 

The labour rnovement had its early beginnings 
in the area. including many of the activities 
during the 191 9 General Strike. 

The Exchange District was Winnipeg's earfy 
centre of banking, trade and commerce. 

The Exchange District was and is the home 
to civic development in Winnipeg. Where public 
markets, public utilities, govemment offices 8 
al1 the City halls were located. 

The early women's rnovement (Le. right to vote) 
had its early beginnings in the area. 

The Exchange District was the birthplace for 
the grain trade in western Canada and is still 
headquarters for many grain companies- 

The Exchange District has one of the best 
collections of turn of the century buildings in 
North America. 

McDermot Avenue was known as Newspaper 
Row because of the concentration of newspapers, 
printing cornpanies. news agencies and foundries. 



The Exchange District has a long tradition in arts 
and entertainment Many vaudeville performers 
including Charlie Chaplin perfomed at theatres 
like The Pantages Theatre. 

The Exchange District was the home ta rnany 
prominent wholesale companies such as Ashdown's. O O O O 

The Winnipeg garment industry had ïts early 
beginnings in the area. 

Winnipeg was the only access point to and from 
Western Canada in its early days. This allowed 
Winnipeg to develop as a transpoftation hub. O O Cl O 

3. A Heritage Interpretation Centre is being considered for the Exchange District It would 
house interpretative heritage displays. offer walking tours of the area, provide directions and 
information about the area. to name a few things. In your opinion, is there a need to have a 
Heritage Interpretation Centre in the area? 

Yes O 
No O 
Don't know O 

Answer Q#4 only if you said 'Yes' to previous question (#3). 

4. Do you think the Heritage Interpretation Centre should offer Me following amenities as 
well: 

Gift or book shop 

Library 

Coffee shop 

Lecture hall 

Workshops on topics such as how to =store 
and repair woodwork on heritage buildings 

An interactive multi-media tour which takes 
visitors back in time 

Yes No Don't know 
O a O 



Very effective 

Somewhat 
effective 

Not very 
effective 

Not at al1 
effective 



8. There are a number of ways of providing heritage tours of the Exchange District Please 
indicate your level of interest in each of the following: 

a) Have a printed guide you could follow at 
your own leisure - O 

b) Have a recorded tour on an audio cassette 
with headphones 

c) Have a tour guide who walks you through 
the area explaining key points of interest 

d) Have actors located at key sites providing 
mini-performances about the life and times of 
the area 

e) A musical and narrative depicting 
the people, events and culture of the time 
performed in a heritage theatre 

f) A tour of the area inside a topless vintage auto 
that could seat 6-8 people O 

9. Have you ever taken one of the guided walking toun of the Exchange District? 

Yes O 
No O 
[If no go to Wllj 

10, How would you rate the tour? 

Excellent 
Good 
Average 
Poor 



11 a) Do you ever see younelf going on a. or on another, guided walking tour of the 
Exchange District? 

Yes O 
No D 
Don't know O 

11 b) If no. is there any reason why you wouldn't go on a guided tour of the Exchange 
DistricY? 

12. Have you ever recommended to people visiting Winnipeg that they visiVtour the 
Exchange District? 

Yes 
No 

13. How often do you read plaques on heritage buildings you are visiting or pauing by? 

Alway s O 
Occasionally O 
Seldom O 
Never O 

14. How likely would you be to purchase any of the following items ? 

* x 
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P ",- 2- 
lllustrated guiddbooklet on the Exchange 

I 
District for $5 O O O O 

A scholarly book of photos and wntings on 
the area for $25 O O O O 

A coffee table photography book (similar to 
Winnipeg Flood Book) of heritage buildings 
and historical artifacts for $30 D O O O 

A CD-ROM of photographs and history 
of Exchange District selling for $25 



A 30 minute video on the history of the 
Exchange District for $20 

15. Would you be more likely to attend events and tours in the Exchange District if they 
were packaged togethet-? For example, a walking tour of the area and lunch. or a play and a 
dinner. Assuming there was a cost savings for taking in both events would you be more 
iikely to attend? 

Yes 
No 

16. Do you think the Exchange District should hold Heritage Days where for 2-3 days 
businesses and people in the area dress up and hold events, which would reenact Iife at 
the turn of the last century? 

Yes O 
No O 

17. Do you live in the Exchange District or downtown area 

Yes - Live in Exchange O 
Yes - Live in another part of downtown O 
No - Don't Iive in Exchange or downtown O 

18. Do you work in the Exchange District, or another part of downtown? 

Yes - Work in Exchange O 
Yes - Work downtown O 
No - Don't work in Exchange or downtown O 

19. What brings you to the area today? 

Work reiated O 
Personal (lawyer, doctor etc.) O 
Shopping O 
Visiting 153 
Tourist O 
Other: 



20. Which best describes your age? 

Under 18 yeafs O 
18-24 years O 
25 -34 years O 
35-44 years O 
45-54 years O 
55 -65 years O 
Over 65 years O 

21. Are you? 

Male 
F emale 

Please check with the person coordinating this survey to review the photos that accompany 
this question. 

22. Finally, there are other ways to interpret historic sites. Please review the photos Rom 
what some other cities have done and indicate whether you feel these methods would be 
appropriate, or not, for the Exchange District 

Appropriate Not appropriate 

a) Public Art O 
b) Street Furniture O 
c) Play Structure 0 
d) Fragment Park O 
e) Banners O 
f) Plaques O 
g) Panels O 

Thank you for taking the time to fiIl out the questionnaire. 



AUDIENCEIMARKETING STRATEGY SUMMARY 

This material was provided by Dennis McKnight of McKnight 2051 Inc. It surnmarises the 
findings of those suweyed with the proceeding questionnaire. 

Introduction 

A total of 250 in-person interviews were conducted in and around the Portage and Main 
area between Monday, Aprir 72 and Fnday, April16,1999 between the houm of 10:W a-m. 
and 4:00 p.m. All those participating in the study were provided with a iottery ticket. 

The profile of those interviewed: 
An equal number of men (125) and women (125) were interviewed. 
By age, 18-24 years (1 9%): 25-34 years (31 %); 35-44 years (28%); 45-55 years 
(14%) and 55 plus years (5%). 
By residency, 4% of those interviewed [ive in the Exchange District, 15% [ive 
downtown, and the remainder (81 %) Iive outside of the downtown area. 
Nearly one-third (32%) work within the Exchange District while over onehalf (51%) 
work in other parts of the downtown. The remainder, (17%) either worked 
elsewhere or were not employed at the time. 
The vast majority of those interviewed (85%) were in the downtown at the time of 
the interview for work related purposes. The remainder were visiting the area (7%); 
shopping (4%); or were there for personal reasons (4%) Le.: doctor, lawyer etc. 

Awareness of National Historic Site Designaüon 

Over one-third of the respondents (40%) were aware of the Exchange District's National 
Historic Site designation while over half the respondents (58%) were not aware of the 
designation. 

Men and women were equally aware of the designation. Those between 18-24 yeats (26%) 
had the Iowest awareness of the designation while those 25-54 years were al1 fairly equal in 
their awareness levels. Those over 55 years (70%) had the highest awareness. 

Awareness of Specific Evenb and History of the Exchange District 

Generally, respondents' awareness of the listed events and industries associated with the 
Exchange District was high. Awareness of the Exchange District's history as a centre for 



Commerce (85%), Civic Development (81%) and Grain Trade (76%) was very high followed 
by awareness of Winnipeg as a Transporbtion Hub (73%) and awareness of the Exchange 
District's Collection of Turn of the Century Buildings (71%). 

Roughly two-thirds of the respondents were aware of Wholesale Trade ongins (65%)- Arts 
and Entertainment history (61%) the General Strike (GO%), and the Exchange District's 
association with the ongin of the Garment Industfy (58%)- 

Less than onequarter of the respondents were aware of the Exchange District's association 
with the ongin of the Women's Movement (24%) or Newspaper Row (21%). 

Examining the results by gender, men (63%) are slightly more aware than women (56%) of 
Labour roots in the Exchange District. Afso, men (75%) were more aware of the significance 
of the historic buildings in the area than women (67%). More men (69%) than women (61%) 
knew the fact the Exchange District was home to many prominent Wholesale fims at the 
tum of the past century. More men (26%) than women (16%) were aware of the history of 
Newspaper Row on McDermot Avenue as well. 

Women (24%) were more aware than men (20%) of the history of the Women's Movement 
as were more women (59%) than men (56%) aware of the Gannent industry's eariy 
beginnings in the Exchange Distnct 

As to be expected when examining the results by age, those under 24 years generally had 
the lowest levels of awareness of specific events and history of the area. Awareness of 
events and industries that were located in the area tended to increase by age. Those 45 
years plus in most cases had the greatest awareness of the history of the Exchange Distnct. 

General lnterest 

Respondents were most interested in the Collection of Tum of the Century Buildings (84%). 
the history of Arts and Entertainment (79%), Commerce (75%) and the area as an eady 
Transportation Hub (74%). Respondents were feast interested in the history of the 
Wholesale Trade (55%) and Gamient lndustry (48%). 

It is interesting to note that there were two areas in which awareness was very low and 



interest was moderately high. While fewer than one-quarter of the respondents were aware 
of the Exchange District% association with the origin of the Women's Movement (24%) and 
Newspaper lndustry (21 %) these areas rated notabIe levels of respondent interest (62% and 
58% respectively). 

interest in the different areas was fairly equal between men and women. However, women 
(72%) were more interested than men (51%) in the history of the women's movement Also, 
more women (82%) than men (76%) were interested in the entertainment industry. lnterest 
by men and women was fairly equal in regards to the other events and industries we 
inquired about 

By age, those 25-44 years generally expressed the least amount of interest in most of the 
categories we inquired about The younger age group (under 25 years) and the older age 
group (55 years plus) appeared the rnost interested. 

Heritage Interpretation Centre 

Over threequarters of the respondents (78%) were in favour of the concept of a Heritage 
lnterpretation Centre. More women (83%) than men (73%) supported the concept Support 
for the Centre was the lowest among those under 25 years (74%) and greatest arnong 
those 45-54 years (86%)- 

Amenities for the Heritage lnterpretation Centre 

The large majority of respondents approved of the inclusion of a Muiti-Media Tour (go%), a 
Gift or Book Shop (87%) and a Coffee Shop (86%) as amenities of the Heritage 
Interpretation Centre. The concepts of a Library (71%), Restoration Workshops (71%), and 
a Lecture Hall (58%) were also strongly endorsed. 

WhiIe both genders were in near agreement about the need to have a Heritage 
lnterpretation Centre women tended to express greater interest in what was potentially 
being offered at the Centre. 

For example, more women (63%) than men (53Oh) thought the Centre should have a gift 



shop. AIso, more women (62%) than men (50%) thought there should be a library. The 
coffee shop had more appeal to wornen (74%) than men (61%). The Lecture Hall received 
more support from women (49%) than men (42%). The only offering that more men (76%) 
than women (67%) found appealing were the workshops. 

%y age it is interesting to note those under 25 years (91%) favoured the idea of the coffee 
shop. Also, they were the least interested (82%) in the interactive multi-media tour concept 
However it shoufd be noted that the vast majority (91%) of all age groups expressed interest 
in this concept 

Location of the Heritage Interpretation Centre 

Clearly, Old Market Square is the rnost popular location for the Hefltage Interpretation 
Centre (64%) eliciting a higher aided preference rating than al1 the other suggested 
locations combined. Portage and Main (1 0%) was a distant second in terrns of a preferred 
location for this Centre. 

Slightly more women (67%) than men (61%) favoured the Old Market Square area. More 
men (13%) than women (8%) favoured the Portage and Main location. Also, those 25 yearç 
and younger (20%) had the highest level of support for the Portage and Main area of al1 the 
age groups. 

While threequarters (75%) of those sunreyed had no other suggestions for an alternative 
site for the Centre the location which received the most mentions was The Forks (6%) 
followed by the old Cl8C building on Main Street (2%). 

Likely Usage of Heritage lnterpretation Centre 

Almost al1 (89%) of those interviewed said they would be very (44%) or somewhat Iikely 
(45%) to visit the Heritage Interpretation Centre, Women (92%) were more likely to visit than 
men (86%) although both groups had a high level of interest in visiting the Centre. 



Effectiveness of Interpretation and Information Options 

The Computer Kiosk was perceived by over three-quarters (77%) to be a very (37%) or 
somewhat (40%) effective way of providing general and heritage information about the 
Exchange District. Those under the age of 25 years (83%) were the most likely to view the 
cornputer kiosks as an effective way. 

Over two-thirds (70%) viewed the Travelling Kiosk as either a very (17%) or somewhat 
(53%) effective way of providing information. Clearly the Cornputer Kiosk was viewed by 
most to be the most effective of the two options being proposecl. 

lnterest in Heritage Tours 

A printed guide of the area appears to be the most popular form of tour that could be 
offered. Almost al1 (91%) said they were very (54%) or somewhat (37%) interested in this 
type of tour. Considerably more women (64%) than men (44%) said they would be very 
interested in the printed guide. 

A guided tour of the area was appealing with the vast majority (85%) being very (43%) or 
sornewhat (42%) interested in this type of tour. Again, more women (51%) than men (35%) 
were very interested in this type of tour. lnterest in a guided tour increases with age. 

Neariy threequarters (73%) found the vintage car tour to be a very (41 %) or somewhat 
(32%) appealing way to tour the area- More women (45%) than men (37%) found this way 
of touring the area to be very appealing. Aiso, those under the age of 25 years (57%) 
thought the vintage car to be a very appealing way to tour the area. 

Over two-thirds (68%) found the concept of having actors located through the area as a very 
(41 %) or sornewhat (27%) appealing way of taking a heritage tour of the Exchange District. 
Those under 25 years found this approach to be very (57%) appealing. Again, more women 
(50%) than men (31%) found this approach to be very appealing. 

Over two-thirds (68%) found a musical and narrative production to be very (34%) or 
somewhat (34%) appealing way to provide heritage interpretation. More women (49%) than 
men (24%) found it to be very appealing, as did those under the age of 25 years (44%). 



Of al1 the tour options, the audio-cassette tours were appealing to slightly more than one 
third (39%) of those surveyed. Less than one-half were very (1 2%) or somewhat (27%) 
interested in this type of tour. Women (16%) were more Iikely to be very interested than men 
(7%) in taking a tour using an audio cassette. 

Gone on or lnterested in Guided Tour of Exchange District 

Only a srnall percentage of those intenriewed (16%) daim to have gone on an Exchange 
District Walking Tour. Slightly more men (18%) than women (14%) claimed to have taken a 
tour. Participation in the tours was fairiy even by the various age groups. 

Over one-half (56%) rated it as a good tour, while slightfy less (39%) rated the tour as being 
excellent Ratings by both men and women were fairly equal on the quality of the tour. 

Over one-half (54%) of those surveyed said they would take a Guided Mlking Tour of the 
Exchange District in the future. More women (59%) than men (49%) said they would be 
interested. Those over the age of 35 years were more Iikely to be interested in the tour than 
those under 35 years. 

Those not interested in a guided tour said their reasons were - they were simply not 
interested (18%); they were already familiar with the area (18%) or they would do it on their 
own (14%). 

Recommending the Area 

Almost two-thirds of respondents (62%) claimed they recommend visiting the Exchange 
District to visitors and tourist. Those over the age of 35 years were more likely to 
recommend the Exchange District as a place to see compared to those under 35 years. 

Plaques 

Over one-quarter (27%) of those surveyed claimed they aiways read the plaques on 
heritage buildings, while over one-half (58%) daim they read them on occasion. More 
women (31%) than men (24%) daim they always read plaques. Also, interest in reading 
plaques increases with age. 



Likelihood of Purchases 

Of aII the suggested merchandising items, respondents were most interested in purchasing 
the lllustrated Guide/Booklet Nearly three-quarten (73%) of respondents indicated they 
would be very (24%) or somewhat likely (39%) to purchase the guide. More women (70%) 
than men (55%) said they would be very or somewhat likely to purchase the guide. Also, 
those over 35 years were the most likely to purchase. 

There was moderate interest in the coffee table book of photography with just over one-half 
(56%) claiming they would be very (15%) or sornewhat (41%) likely to purchase- Men and 
women were fairly even in their interest Those over the age of 55 years were the most 
likely age group to purchase this book- 

Slightly less than one-half (49%) said they would be very (13%) or somewhat (36%) likely to 
purchase a scholarly book of writings and photos of the Exchange District Again, men and 
women were equal in their interest 

Slightly more than onequarter were interested in the CD-ROM (27%) and the video (26%). 
Slightly more men than women would purchase a CD-ROM or video on the history of the 
Exchange District Those under 25 years were the most likely to purchase the CD-ROM 
while those over 45 were the most likely to purchase the video. 

Event Packaging 

Over three-quarters of the respondents (76%) indicated they would be likely to take 
advantage of an Exchange District EvenüTour Package. 

Women (81%) were more interested in event packages (tour, play and dinner) than men 
(71%). Greatest interest in the packaged events was by those 18-25 years (85%) and those 
25-34 years (79%). 



Heritage Days 

Almost threequarterr of the respondents (74%) approved of the concept of Hentage Days 
in which people would dress up and re-enact tif& at the tum of the century. More women 
(78%) than men (69%) liked the idea. Least interest in Heritage Days existeâ among those 
25-34 years (66%). 

Methods for lnterpreting Historic Sites 

The old familiar method of using plaques to help interpret a historic area was considered to 
be the most appropriate method of interpretation by the largest number of respondents 
(93%). 

Public art and street furniture (87%) were seen to be appropnate methods. Panels (84%) 
and banners (81%). received high ratings for appropnateness as well. The Fragment Park 
(78%) got good ratings. The concept of having a play structure was viewed by slightly more 
than one-half (56%) to be appropriate which means, conversely, a significant nurnber (42%) 

viewed it to be inappropriate. 

Overall, women were more supportive of the various options of providing heritage 
interpretation in a heritage area. For example. women (61%) were more supportive of the 
play structure concept than men (50%). Also, cansiderably more women (86%) than men 
( i l  %) feIt that the Fragment Park was an appropriate method. They were fairly close on al1 
the remaining methods (plaques, banners. and panels). 

Those under the age of 44 years were more open to the less traditional ways (fragment 
park, play structures etc.) of heritage interpretation than those over the age of 45 years. 





THE EXCHANGE DISTRICT NATIONAL HLSTORIC SITE 
COMMEMORATIVE INTEGRITY STATEMENT 

It is no t  the individual b u i l d i n g s  thsmselves.  . . but t h e  
h i s t o r i c a l  process o f  br ing ing  together  l a r g e  numbers o f  
heri tage s t r u c t u r e s  i l1  ustra t i n g  important thernes w i th in  a 
t i g h t l y  de f ined  area  wnicn makes t he  Exchange District a 
dis t inct ive  place.  Block after b lock  o f  Sr ick  warehouses, rows 
o f  f i n a n c i a l  s t r u c t u r e s ,  key groupinçs of skyscrapers  - i n  
t o t a l ,  these b u i l t  resources evoke a sense o f  the t y p e  o f  
p lace  which Winnipeg was dur ing  i t s  most formative years, late 
in the 19th and ear ly  in t ~ e  20th  cen tur ies ,  when Winnipeg 
rose t o  metropol i tan s t a t u s  (Dana Johnson 1996 H i s t o r i c  Si tes  
and Mon m e n  t s  Board Agenda paper) . 



1 INTRODUCTION 

The Exchange District National Historic Site is aunique, langible legacy ofWiipeg's, Manitoba's, 
and Canada's culturai heritage fiom the tum ofthe 20a century- The City of Wipeg, the Province 
of Manitoba, and the Govenunent of Canada have *fore agrred that the Exchange District is a 
nationaiiy signifiant place to be protected and presented for the understanding, appreciation and 
enjoyment of this and funne generations of Crnad;nnc. The City, the Provincc andthe Gove~nment 
of Canada have jointly prepared this Cornmernorative kite@ty Statement to recognizc the histonc 
and architectural values which embody and convey the nazionai significance of this piace, a histonc 
district of some 20 city block and more than 120 histonc buildings. Respecting these values is 
integrai to ensuring the wholeness and sense of t h e  and place, that is, the cornmernorative integrity 
of the Exchange District 

This Commemorative Integrity Statement contains liberal amounts of information and verban'm 
statements from two sources: the 1996 Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada (HSMBC) 
Agenda Paper on the Exchange Disoicî, researched and Wntten by Dana Johnson; and 'Ihe 1998 
Exchange District Nationai Historic Site Heritage hterpretive Plan undertaken by the Exchange 
District Heritage Partnership, and principally authorcd by Shelley Bruce. 

The exercise to define the historic values, cultural resources, and cornmernorative integrity 
objectives for the Exchange District, held fiom Jime 9* to 115 1999, on the 9@ floor of the 
Codederation Building, &orded a wide view of the Market Squan area of the &change District 
Participants in the exercise were: 

Wayne Copet Executive Director, Exchange District, Business Improvement Zone 

Giles Bugailiskis Senior Planner (Heritage), Property and Development Services 
Department, City of Winnipeg 

Manager of Civic Accommodations, Property and Development 
Services Department, City of WIlltlipeg 

Neil Einarson Manager ofHeritage Buiid'mgs, Historic Resources Bmch, Manitoba 
Culaire, Heritage and Citkenship 

David Firman Architecî, Heritage Buildings, Historic Resoiaces Branch, Manitoba 
Culture, Heritage and Citizenship 
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Bruce Donaldson Co-Manager of Provincial Heritage Registry, Historic Resouiea 
Branch, Manitoba C d m ,  Heritage and Citizenship 

Susan Algie Cost-Share Planner, Western Canada Setvice Centre, Parks Canada 

Bob Coutts Historian, Western Canada Service Centre, Parks Canada 

Bruce Hoskins CareerEdge Research Assistant to Parks Canada 

Kevin Lunn (writer) Management Planner, Western Canada ServiK Centre, Park Caaada 

Lin& Seyers (chair) Cuitrd Resource Management Cootdulator, Manitoba Field Unit, 
Parks C a n a  

1.1 National Historic Sites 

There are more than 800 places across the country wbich form Canada's f d y  of national Iiistonc 
sites. These places symbolw significant elements of our national story - our character, identity and 
experience. Park Canada's objectives for national historic sites are to: 

foster knowledge and appreciation of Canada's past through a national 
program of historiai cornmernoration; 

ensure the comm~orative integrity of national historic sites admiriistered by 
Parks Canada by protecting and presenting them for the benefit, education 
and enjoyment of this and future generations, in a mamiet that respects the 
signincant and irreplaceable legacy represented by these places and their 
associated resources; and 

encourage and support the protection and presentation by others of places of 
national histonc significance that are not administered by Pmks Canada 

Properties within the district are mostiy privately owned or owned by one of the three levels of 
govemment. Administration of the zoned district rests with the City of Wuinipeg. 

1.2 Historic Districts as National Historic Sites 

Accordhg to the guidelines of the Hinonc Sites and Monuments Board of çanada, historic districts 
are geographically defhed areas wbich create a special sense of time and place through buildings. 
structures, and open spaces modified by human use and which are united by past events and use 
W o r  aestheticaily, by architecture and plan. 
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(1) Historic districts coastitute appropnate nibjects for comemoration, and those of national 
significance wiIl include one or more of the fouowing: 
(a) a group of buildings, structures and open spaces, none ofwhich 

singly need be of national architechiral signincance, but which, whea 
taken together, comprise a harmoniou~ representation of one or more 
styles or constructiom, building types, or @O&; 

(b) a group of buildings, s t r u c ~ s  and open s ~ a ~ e 5 ,  none of which may 
be of individuai historical significance, but which together comprise 
an outstanding example of structures of technological or social 
signincance; 

(b) a group of buildings, structures and open spaces which share uncommonly 
strong associations with individuals, events or themes of national significance. 

(2) Above ail, an historie district of national significance mut have a "sense ofhistoryn: 
intrusive elements must be minimal, and the district's histonc characteristics must 
predominate and set it apart nom the area that immediarely nurounds it 

(3) A commemorated historic district will be abject to periodic mRew in oràer to ensure that 
those eiements which define its integr@ and national significance are bung rtasonably 
niaintained. 

Over 120 historic districts have been designated acmss Canada ushg provincial and municipal 
designations. Of these, 17 in addition to the Exchange Districthave been designated nat iod historic 
districts, including: 

Battle Harbour Historic District, Newfoundland 
Rennie's Mill Road Historic District, St. John's, Newfoundland 
Water Street Historic District, St John's* Newfoundland 
Port Union Historic District, Newfoundland 
Annapolis Royai Historic District, Annapoiis Royal, Nova Scotia 
Old Town Lunenburg Historic District, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia 
The Hydrostone District, Halifax, Nova Swtia 
Great George Street Histork District, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island 
Marysville Historic District, Marysville, New Brunswick 
Prince William Streetscxpe, St. John, New Brunswick 
St. Andrews Histonc District, St Andrews, New Brunswick 
The MaWSaint-Laurent Boulevard Historic District, Montreai Quebec 
Trois-Rivieres Historical Cornplex, Trois Rvieres, Quebec 
Powell River Townsite Histonc Dismct, Powell River, British Columbia 
Chinatown, Victoria, British Columbia 
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O Four Naval Stations, Esquimalt, British Columbia 
O Dawson Historical Cornplex, Dawson City, Yukon 

The Exchange District is the ody  designated historic district in Manitoba, by way of City of 
Winnipeg Zoning Bylaw, and it has been designated nationally signincant by the Minister of 
Canadian Heritage, following the recommendation of the HSMBC. 

1.3 Commemo rative Iategrity 

Commemorative integrity is aconceptual fhmeworkfor managing and mporting on national historie 
sites. It was initidy developed by Parks Canada to evaluate and report on its national historie sites 
for the 1990 State of the Patkf Report. Since then, commemorative integrity has b e n  h c o ~ ~ ~ m e d  
into Parks Canada IegisIation as the goal in the management of Dationai historie sites 
administered by Parks Canada 

The concept of commemorative integRty is now being appiied with success to a nimiber of nationai 
historic sites owned by others to help focus site planning and decision-making. National historic 
sites being considered for Parks Canada cost-sharing programs must have Coaimemorative Integrity 
Statements and proposais which are aiigned with cornmernorative integxity objectives. 

The concept of commemorative integrity is used to describe the wholeness of anat iod hinoric site. 
A national historic site possesses commemorative integrity when: 

the resources that symbolize or represent its importance are not unimpaired 
or under threat; 

the rasons for the site's national histone significance are effectively 
communicated to the public; and 

the site's hentage values are respected by d whose decisions or actions 
affect the site. 

1.4 Purpose of the Commemontive Integrity Statement 

The Cornmernorative Integrity Statement does not prescribe what can or cannot be done, nor how 
things should be done in the protection, presentation, or management of the Exchange District. 
Mead, the Commemorative Integrity Statement serves as a baseIine reference of acceptai values 
to be be considered and accounted for in the decisions and actions by any one person or organization 
that may a e c t  the integrity of the Exchange District, in whole or in part. The Commemorative 
Integrity Statement also recognizes the importance of communicating the legacy of the Exchange 
District: 
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Protection anà presentotion me findomentid to COm~moruiion since wifhout 
protection there c m  be no historie site fo be erjoyed adwithoutpresentation there 
c m  be no understanding of why the site is important to ow h i s f o ~  and hence. to ail 
Canadians. 

Thus, this document identifies the messages whichrelaîe to the national signincance of the Exchange 
District and which should be communicated to Canadians. 

The Cornmernorative Integrity Statement contains a listing of cdtural re~ources which have ken 
identifïed as being either k v e l  1 or Leve12 Qble 1) and should be trratcd in accordance with 
accepted cultural resource management principies. A culturai resourte is a human work or place 
which gives evidence of human activity or has spirituai or cultural meanin& and whïch has bem 
determined to have historic value according to municipal, proVZnciaI. or federal desimon, or by 
community standards of what has culturai or spintual meaning- Level1 culturai resources are those 
resources which directly relate to national significance. Level2 culturai rrsources are ail remaining 
cultural resources. It is these cultural resources and their historic values which shodd be managed 
to ensure cornmernorative integriîy. Buildings identined as "other" are deemed not to have historic 
value and do not need to be managed as cultural resources. 

How can the Cornmernorative Integrity Statement be used for the Exchange Disttict? The following 
list is by no means exhaustive. but provides some ideas of how it may be used by the three levels of 
government and by individual propew ownen: 

to provide direction to municipal design guidelines for new and nhabilitated buildings and 
stree tscapes; 

to provide direction for the development and review of policies and procedures for heritage 
buiidings and district conservation; 

to provide consistent heritage cnteria and guidelines for evaluating gant and contribution 
requests for heritage and contemporary properties in the Exchange Distxict; 

to provide direction conceming heritage messages for marketing plans and piograms; 

to profile an agreed upon set of heritage values and objectives indation to economic, social, 
and environmental objectives when analyzbg and evaluating public and private ventures in 
the Exchange District; and 

to encourage coordination of ail stakeholders in the huitage conse~aîion of the district 
through a common understanding of objectives. 
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The Exchange District is a living, evolving commety  of businesses, offices, and residences. Its . 
sumival rests with continued occupation and use. The Cornmernorative Integrïty Statement is not 
a prescription for a museum of fossiked buildings or for fieezing the district in a particular time 
penod. Its role is to identify the heritage values and characteristics which give the district a sense 
of time and place, which set it apart fiom other parts of Winnipeg, and which make it a place of 
national signincance. If these values and characteristics are respecte4 the Exchange District cm 
evolve without impairing or threatening cornmernorative integrity. 

2 THE EXCHANGE DISTRICT' NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE 

2.1 National Eistoric Desiption of the Exchange District 

The Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada Û an advisory body ta the Minister of Canadian 
Heritage. It recommends to the Minister places. persons and events of national histonc significance. 
National significance is confmcd when the Minister approves the Board's recommendation (Figure 
1). The Board receives more than 200 requests each year, of which 50 to 70 wiii generate agenda 
papers to assist the Board in its deliberations. The Board also uses the National Historic Sites 
Systems Plan, a thematic fkmework of Canada's history, to identify gaps in and opportunities to 
balance historicd commemorations. 

O 

EUM 
9lrquc - 

Figure 1. Site Selection, Designation Process &d Foms 
of Conunemoration. 

The proposai to consider the Exchange District was brought to the HSMBC by the City of W ï p e g .  
With reference to the agenda paper prepared on the Exchange District, the Board ncommended th* 

Winnipeg's Exchange District be designated a hiaoric district of national 
signincance because it illustrates the city's key role as  a centre of grain and 
wholesale trade, finance and manufacturing in two historically important periods in 
western development - between 1880 and 1900 when Whpeg became the gateway 
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to Canada's West, and beîween 1900 and 1913, wirm the city's growth made it the 
region's metropolis. Further the district, which has clear boundaries and largely 
excludes post-19 13 structures7 contains a range of atchitecnually signifiant built 
resources which speak to the city's key economic d e  in the West and the collective 
character of these built resources is distinctive and relatively intact 

The Exchange District was designated a National Kistoric Site on September 22, 1997, by the 
Minister of Canadian Heritage. The designation is recognized by a historic district plaque with the 
following inscription: 

This remarkable grouping of commercial buildings vividly illu~trafes Winnipeg's 
transformation between 1878 and 19 13 h amodest pioneer sealement ta westem 
Canada's largest metropolitan centre. The district's banks. warehouses, and eady 
dcyscrapers recaU the city's dominance in the fields of finance, man&-g, 
wholesaie distribution and the international grain d e .  Duigncd by a numbcr of 
weII hown architects. these buildings reflect an approach to architecture that was 
innovative, stylish and functional. The First World War and the Great Depression 
contributed to the end of Wrinnipeg's spectacuiar boom era mough the efforts of 
dedicaîed citizens since the 1970s7 the Exchange District bas been presaved as a 
distinctive legacy of a foxmative penod in Canada's economic development. 

Within the boundaries of the hîstoric district, the Codederation Building, the Union Trust Building, 
the Bank ofHamiltonbuilding, and Pantages Playhouse Theatre have received separate designations 
of national signincance through eadier Board recommendations. Similarly. the 1919 Winnipeg 
General Sûike is recognized as a nationally signifïcant event and is plaqued in the Exchange Disüict. 

2.2 The Exchange District: Hiotorimi Overview 

The Red River Colony that had developed around the junction of the Red and Assiniboine rivers in 
the early 1 grn century was dispersed over a wide region that bordmd the two rivers. The decline of 
the trade monopoly of the Hudson's Bay company in the 1850s, dong with new tmnsportation Iinks 
to the American frontier, sparked the creation of new and independent commercid concerns within 
the settlement. Upper Fort Gany at the Forks had long been the commercial centre of the colony. 
but by the 1860s independent entrepreneurs were locating their new businesses away h m  the fort 
and the HBCs 500 acre land mserve. In 1862 Hemy McKemy built a store where the Assiniboine 
trz6l to Fort Garry met the Red River trail, now the famous corner of Portage and Main. Otha 
merchandisers and wholesalers soon followed McKenny's lead, forming the new village of 
Winnipeg. By the end of 1873 there was well over 900 structures in the ama including what is now 
referred to as the Exchange District. Winnipeg's growth was directly tied to the city's role in 
supplying the merchandise, Iumber, agricuiturai implements and land required as amuit of the great 
influx of settiers to the prairies d e r  1870. 
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Winnipeg's rise to the s t a n i ~  of regional metropoiis was tied to the opuùng of the Canadian West. 
The period between 1900 and 1913 was key in canada"s development. It was a mmdcabIe 
expansionist era characteruCd by rapid increases in p~pulation through immigration, by the 
settlement of a vast western territory, and by the transformation of a regional economy h m  nits and 
modest subsistence farming to commercial agriculhirr founded on the export of wheat. 

The Exchange District was the "downtown" of Winnipeg before construction of the T. Eaton store 
on Portage Avenue directed commercial activities southward and away from the Exchange District, 

Winnipeg's dominance, so quickiy established and so steadily maintained, disappeartd within a fw 
years of the close of the Fïrst World War. A sharp &op in wheat prices coupleà with the 
maintenance of fann costs, and the virtual cessation of immigration to Canadaand of ncw westcm 
setîlement, redted  in a significant slowdown in retail (ad, by extension, wholde)  activity in 
1920. Other factors were long-terni in their impact The establishment of cheap and efficient postal 
services and the maturing of retaiiing in ceneal Canada led to the rise of marketing of products 
through the use of mail order catalogues. Fimis, notably Robert Simpson and the T. Eaton 
companies, established huge warehouses in Toronto to distribute goods - including such bullcy items 
as prefabricated houses - throughout the West. 

Perhaps more infiuentiaiiy, changes in fkight rates &et 1920 destroyed Winnipeg's prcvious 
transportaiion cost advantages, making it cheaper to send niimufactrned goods directly to destination, 
rather than to Wianipeg for storage and traosshipment The opening of the Panama Canal aiiowed 
Vancouver to serve as a gateway city to the far west, for it was less costly to ship goods h m  cither 
Europe or eastem North America to Vancouver by water and then by rail bughou t  British 
Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan than by rail through Montréai, Toronto, and Wdpcg. As 
a result, other urban centres came to challenge Winnipeg in the wholesale trade. "By the 
mid-1920s," reports one study, "a major portion of Winnipeg's huge wholtsaüng district was 
tenantless as firm after firm was forced out of business." 

Moa of the historic buildings in the Exchange District date to after 1900. Eariier buildings. 
constructed in the appearance and s e b g  of a boomtown W'lIlILipeg? w m  replaced by bddings 
exhibithg permanence, wealth, and a sense of a new metropolis. Many notable North Amaican 
architects of the tirne have examples of their work in the Exchange District The architecturai history 
of the Exchange District, as depicted by the styles and architects, inchdes: 

Sfyie Associated Archifecls 
Italianite (Victorian era) Charles and Earle Barber 
Romansesque Revival Charles H. Wheeler, James Cadham, George Brome, 

Frank Peters, John Russell 
Neo-Classical and Renaissance RevivaI McKim, Mead & White, Darling & Pearson 
Chicago School John D. Atchison 
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The statement of commemorative intent describes the reasom for a site's national significance, Le., 
the reasons fer its designation as a national historic site. Since the HSMBC is the auiùority which 
advises the Minister responsible for Parks Canada of the national significance of historic places, 
commemorative intent is based on ngorous adhemce to the Mini~erially appmvcd Minutes of the 
HSMBC (see section 2.2). 

Winnipeg's Exchange District is of national historic signiticance because: 

it iUustrates the &y% key role as a centre of the @ and wholaile tnde, 
mance and manufhcturing in the historicdy importrnt period in western 
deveiopment - between 1880 and 1913, the period during which WWpeg grew 
to become the gateway to Canada's West and the @on's metropoh. Fprther 
the district, which bas dear boundarics and largely excludes post-1913 
structures, contains a range of architecturdy s i m e n n t  built resources wbieh 
speak to the city's key economic role in the West and the coUectivt chamieter of 
these built resources is distinct and relatively intact. 

The statement of commemorative intent duplicates the HSMBC's rrcommendation of June 1996, 
with one exception The Board recommen&tion identifies two periods in the Exchange District's 
history, 1880 to 1900 and 1900 to 1913. The year 1900, however, is arbitraxy, servingto distinguish 
Winnipeg - Gateway to the West, fiom Winnipeg - the Metroplis. The temporal distinction is not 
apparent in any particular event which took place in or about 1900. Whpeg, and its Exchange 
District, evolved quickly and without immediate shifts in the ewnomy h m  the end of the 19* to 
the beginning of the 20' cenhiry. The statement of commemorative intent ncognircs that the paiod 
of national significance =mains the same overaii as the Board recommendation, 1880 to 1913. 

4 .- DESIGNATIED PLACE AND THE CUL- RESOURCES OF NATlONAL 
SIGNIPICANCE 

The nrst element of commemorative integrity concems the identification of the cultural resourccs 
and their histonc values which are integrai to the designation of the histonc district as king 
nationaiiy sigdficant Such resources are defuicd as "Level 1". Essentiaily, the key to i d e n m g  
Level 1 cuiturai resources is to ask the questions "what makes this place anatiod historic site?" and 
"where does historic value lie?" Histonc value can rest in the physical atiributts of the culturai 
resources and overail place as well as in associative values, such as connections with an individual, 
people, events, or activities, wbkh have an association with the commemorative intent 

Cornmernorative integrity wnsiders the historic place (also rrfemd to the designated place) as a 
whole, such that place is more than the sum of its individual cultural resources. Historic values rcsïdt 
in the collective whole. This section therefore begh  with a definition of what constitutcs the 
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designated place of national significance and the characteristics and values which convey its unique 
sense of tune and place. Culturai resources are then described under the following uitegories: 

Buildings 
Street Elements 
ATchaeological Resources 
Historic Objects 

in the course of definhg the historic values of the designated place and individual buildings, it was 
recognized that streetscapes (afignments of buildings dong certain streets and blocks iilustrating 
layering, scale and the organic growth of the district) is an important means of oiganirllig Gd 
conveying characteristics which give the district integrity- In essence a ~trtttscape it an area 
"snapshot" of ail the factors which make the designated pIace significant Therefore, an additional 
section is provided to identify heritage values of individuai streets and blocks, entitled: 

O Streetscapes 

4.1 Designated Place 

Designated place is that place recommended by the HSMBC as being of national significance. The 
Exchange District boundaries are set by municipal byiaw (Historic Winnipeg By-law 3693/84), as 
follows '(see Figure 2): 

East Side - the west shore of the Red River from James Ave. to Lombard Ave. 

South Side 
- noah side of Lombard Ave. f h m  the Red River to Main St. and, fiom there, 

crossing to the d e y  east of Albert S t ;  - southward dong the ailey to Notre Dame to include the Eiectric Raiiway 
r 

Chambers building; and 
- north side of Notre Dame Ave. fiom the east side of the Electric Railway 

Chambers to Princess St. 

'The HSMBC has stated that "... the Exchange District may be rcdefined through an amendment 
to the existing municipal bylaw and it asked that it be provided with any rcsearch paper that might k 
prepared to support a redefinition of i is  boundaries" (HSMBC June 1996 minutes). Tneft are somc kcy 
historic buildings outside the Exchange District, such as the James Avenue Pumping Station, which 
could be considered for inchsion in the historic district, 



West Side 
- the d e y  West of Princess St h m  Notre Dame Ave. (excluding the Towne 

Cinema building) to Ross Ave. 

North Side 
- Ross Ave fiom the Princess St. d e y  to PrÏncess St; 
- Princess S t  fiom Ross Ave. to William Ave.; 
W i  Ave. h m  Princcss S t  to Main St.; - Main St h m  William Ave. to Market Ave.; 

- Market Ave. fiom Main St. to Lily St; and 
- south side of James Ave. n o m  Lily St. to the Red River. 

Figure 2. The Exchange District National Historic Site.  The dcsignated 
place is demarcated by the heavy doned linc which is the city bylaw's 
district boundaries. The "EBDA boundary" represcnts the Exchange 
District Business Area. 
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These boundaries are visibly weil demed fiom the smo~ding city scape by factors of earfy 
settiement and modem urban renewd. 

Notre Dame Avenue was once the dividing h e  between a land-use tenue to the north based on river 
lots of the Red River Settiement (with property lines oriuited perpendicuiar to the river), and the 
large tract of Hudson's Bay Company reserve land, surveyed on a no&-south griâ, to the south 
side. Consequently, the orientation of streeu changes at Notre Dame Avenue. Main Strccî, which 
bisects the Exchange District was, by 1874, the most important -et in the city comectïng Upper 
Fort Gary with the Selkirk Settiement downs- on the Red River. Since Portage Avenue and 
Main Street foiiowed an irreguiar route based on e>cûting cart trails, âhere wac o h  wnfiicts with 
the surveyed roads which intersected Winnipeg City Council heiped to ease this problem by 
adopting a 132-foot right-of-way for both Main and Portage. However, the orientation of these main 
roads in relation to the river lot-based surveyed m e t s  has created intenstuig jogs and angIes in the 
streetscapes of the Exchange District. 

The Civic Centre and Centennial Centre, constmcted on the north side of the Exchange District in 
the 1 %Os, and the modem bank towers at the corner of Portage and Main, have created mega-met 
blocks, which are quite distinctive nom the s m d  ci@ blocks throughout the Exchange District. 
The har t  of the Exchange District is Main Street, where a series of financial institutions and high- 
rise buildings define the streetscape. The other thoroughfbes in the areaare dominaid, innumbers, 
scale, and v i d  prominmce, by a senes of huge brick warehouses. Coliectively, these built 
resources reflect a specinc time and historicai event, him-of-the-century Wepcg's iise to 
metropolitan status as the econosic heart of western Canada The result is a distirictivt commercial 
core which illustrates a unique combination of t h e  and place with b d t  Rsources whicb havc 
remained relatively untouched (Figure 3). 

The charactenstics and common values which define the Exchange District as a specific designateci 
place are: 

its boundaries identified in Historic Winnipeg Bylaw 4800/88; 

a its distinctiveness f?om the mega blocks and modem architectural developments north of 
William and Market Avenues and south of Lombard and Notre Dame Avenues; 

a the density and intactness of buildings dating fiom 1880 to 1913 which represent the 
warehousing, fïnancing, grain trade, and manufacturing d e s  which Wdpeg served for the 
West; 

the density and intactness of buildings dating nom 1880 to 19 13 bearing architectural styles 
and reflecting the prosperity of Winnipeg as a metropolis (most of the historic buildings datc 
to afier 1900, replacing earlier buildings on the property which had been built quickly and 
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with less attention to detail ruid 
style, to meet the demands of the 
boominp gateway city); 

the similarities in scsle of buildings- 
i-e., the complete use of building 
lots and. with the exception of the 
skyscrapes. between h e e  and 
seven storeys in height: 

the "diversity within parameters" of 
certain archirectural styles- such as 
Richardson Romanesque and 
Chicago SchooI, wliich weere 
popular in other major cities ar the 
time; 

the sirnilarities in advanced 
construction methods of the time 
(for example' steel h e )  and the 
use of local materiais (buff brick. 
terra cotta, and Tyndall stone); - 

Figure 3. West side of King Street fiom William to 

the density and intacmess of Baiinatyne avenues. (Parks Canada, Iuiy 1999). 

district as a whole, There are more 
streets than not within the bounds of rlic district. which convey the sense of time and place. 
With the exception of die few open sptiçes at Market Square and parking areas near the Red 
River (which were l~istorically side yards for rail cars). the Exchange District contains near 
entire blocks of historie buildings constmcted side by side and up to the sidewalk, and 

the narrow sneets a d  allc)-s aligned on wliat was a residential street plan adapted to an 
earlier river lot systern. 

4.1.1 Objectives for the Designntcù Plaer 

The designated place will be uniinpaired and iiot under tlrreat when: 

O the municipally desipnated bounda~.  m d  the piirpose of recognizing this area as a nationai 
historic site* is cornm~inicrited to and uiiderstood by those whose decisions and actions may 
affect the historical values of the district: 
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the district's historic and architectud  dues predominate in describing and understanding 
the place and set it apcirt from the men tlim immediarrly surrounds it: 

the purpose and intent of Bylaw 4SOO!SS are applied in managing the district; 

the City's design guidelines for the Escllange District reflect the hinonc and architectural 
values of national significance: 

the policies. regulations. and ince&-es of the City. Province and Govemment of Canada 
concerning the historic presenration of tlie Exchange District complement one another and 
serve to achieve the objectives of coiiimemorari\-e integrity; 

property owners, tenants and visitinp public recognize the economic, sociai, aesthetic and 
historic values of protecting and presenting tlie Eschange District for present and fiim 
generations; 

buildings representing the warehouse and wholesale trade, financial institutions, the grain 
trade and manufacniring from the 1 SSO to L9 13 penod are protected for their architectural 
values; 

decisions and actions concerning an individu31 building not only respect its particular 
historic and architectural values. but its coiicnbution to the streetscape (where applicable) and 
the historic district as a wl~ole: 

buildings of national significmce are re-used. not replaced, and vacant lots are used in a 
manner that respects continuous edge. scale. and densiry which form the collective character 
of the Exchange District: 

new developments aiid activiries in the Eschange District respect its historic and architectural 
values; 

the design, setting; scale. massing, lieiglit. materials. and workmanship of new developments 
respect and are sensitive to the cul~iral  resources and historic values of the Exchange 
District; 

an inventory identifj-ing and describiiig the values and condition of hinonc buildings and 
other cultural resources is developed. maintained. sliared and used in decision-making and 
ongoing management of tlie Iùstoric district: 

the histonc district is subject to periodic review in order to ensure that those elements which 
define its integrity and national significmce are being reasonably maintained; 
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placement a d  design of operationai facilities, roadways, parking lots, Iighting, and stmt 
M s h i n g s  respect the Iiistoric and a r c h i t e c d  values of the district; 

open spaces are minimized and continuous e d p  is the n o m  for the blocks in the district; 

the distinctive iayout of sneets and alleys. including tliejoçs and bends. are maintaineci; and 

O the block sizes and street layouts are maintained 

4.2 Buildings 

Table 1 lists dl buildings located in the Exchange District as of June 1999. Of the 120 buildings 
listed, 92 are categorized Level 1, that is. having a direct association with the district's 
commemorative intent. Three cnteria were used to identify Level 1 buildings: 

the building must have been a 
warehouse, a fmancial institution. 
u s e d  in  manufac tu r ing -  
wholesaiing or the grain uade. o r  

the building must be recognized 
architecturaily sipnificant; and 

the building must date to the 
period from 1880 to 1913. 

4.2.1 Warehouses and Wliolcsde 
Trades 

Many of the warehouse businesses in the 
Exchange District were involved in the 
whoiesaie mde. and the similarit). in the 
businesses resulted in sirnilar buildings in 
tenns of construction and architecture. 
Warehouses are the mosr prominent 
building type witlin the Escllange District 
(Figure 4). 

The warehouse is a distinctive building 
type. Functionally. it demandcd clear. 
open spaces for the easy movement and 
storage of matenals. ready access to 

Figure 4. The Wliitla and Gault warehouses on the west 
side of Arthur Street, looking south from Bannatync 
Avenue (Dana lolinson, December 1995). 
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transportation for loading and unioadinf. meanin:@ protection against fre. and good interior 
lighting. In Winnipeg, these needs were tmnskued into solid brick exteriors (often raised on none 
foundations), marked by regularly spaced «penin_~s aiid by a notable measure of ground level 
decorative detailing. Eariy warehouses fi0111 the 1880s tend to be modestly scaled (one or two lots 
wide and three storeys in height). Later u-areliou~es. h m  the mid 1890s to 1913, are much kger 
and more omate to pomay the wedtli and success of the business. 

Generally, the features common to the collection of warehouse and wholesale buildings are 
characteristic of a Romanesque R w i d  (Ricfiardson Romanesque) style. Most distinguishable is the 
use of arches over doors and window. The physicd katures which convey the historic value of 
warehouses in the Exchange District include: 

solid in appearance. finctional but n-\th added elements to convey weaith, business identity; 

the use of solid brick. biidand red-co1oured- Tyndall stone base (use of local materials); 

many large windows for ligl~t and for show windows at swet  level; 

decorative comices, fence signage oii roofs 

plain functiond interiors witli large open 
construction; 

advertising on walls; 

area exhibiting heavy wood post and beam 

arched dray ways (e.g.. 1 8 1 Bannatye) and r e u  loading pIatfom to spur Lines of the 
Canadian Pacific and Canadian Nortliern railcwys: and 

use of the entire lot (creaung the continuous edge seen on streetscapes), and evidence of 
floor additions or additions to the side. 

4.2.2 Financial Institutions 

The financial centre of Winnipeg at the mm of tlie centiiry was located on either side of Main Street 
between City Hall and the intersection of Portage Avenue. When the Grain Exchange moved to its 
Lombard location, banks, stock brokcrs and gnin mercliants followed. Here stood the West's mon 
important banks, insurûnce compnnies. and other institutions. Iioused in nearly continuous rows of 
classically inspired structures wliose opulence competed for the attention and the business of 
entrepreneurs. In this four block-long streetscape could be found 18 major bank buildings and the 
headquarters of the Confederation Life Assurriiice Company. Nearby, on Lombard Avenue just off 
of Main Street, stood the skyscraprr otlïccs o T the Great-West Life Assurance Company. 
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Here the sunquous quality of rlie architecturai 
expression - rows of ncli clarsically decorxed 
temple facades of bank branches were 
overshadowed physicdly by the skyscrripen 
modeled on classicd columns (Figure 5). TIiough 
the city's financiai district has suffered soiiie 
important structural losses as a result of a silift in 
the location of most financial institutions 
southward, a representative rernnant of thïs section 
of the c i g  has been retained AII four of the key 
Main Street skyscrapen - the Union Baril; the 
Bank of Hamilton, the Union Trust. and the 
Confederation Life buiidings - survive. ÛII but the 
Union Bank handsomely restored. Five important 
branch banks, al1 by notable architecturai tirms 
brought to Winnipeg to add a cosmopolitan qciality 
to the cityts architecture. have sun-ived rhe ravages 
of dernolition. 

The physical and associative features comnion to 
the collection of fuianciai institutions ~ I i i c h  
convey their historic value include: 

classic styles of arcliitecture in botli tlie 
temple-style banks (Classical Revivall. and 
the cornbined bank and oftices skyscrripers 
(Chicago School). evideiiced by 

the use of imponed materiais. and 
imported architecture and ûrcliitects. 
the use of columns. capitals and 
pediments. 
use of  Iintels over door and wiiidow 
openinçs. and 
simple, and syminetrical fomis with 
monumental proportioiis and siiiooth 
surfaces; 
monumenral and ornate iiireriors: 

the location on Main Street illusrntilig the 
institutions' prominence in Winnipeg: 

Figure 5 b. Temple-like Bank of Canada - 

building set between two early skyscrapers* .. 
on Main Street. (Parks Canada, July 1999). 
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the imposing street front with grand s'\-le and large facades to snike a corporate identi~,  
sense of strength. pemnnence md \\-eriltli: 

0 skyscrapen. \vit11 banks on lower It\-ek and offices above. built using innovative seel M e  
consmiction. and signifying the pnce m d  a17ailability of land in the district; and 

die continuous edge fianire created by building on the entire lot. 

4.2.3 Grain Eschange 

The grain trade has dways been 
headquartered in the Eschange District. 
Indeed, the area received its title from the 
Grain Exchange. which constitutes the 
historic heart - both literally and 
figuratively - of the city's commercial 
activities. The Winnipeg Grain and Produce 
Exchange as an institutiondates to 18S3; its 
fïrst meetings were Iield in City Hall. This 
organization, whiclr brouglit together 
buyers and sellers and attempted to regulate 
an often volatile trade. was incorporated in 
1891 and, a year later. moved into 
permanent quartes designed by the local 

Figure 6. Former Grain Exchange on Princes ~&k. 
(City of Wiiinipeg 1999). 

architect Charles Barber and located behind 
City Hal1 at 164- 1 66 Princess Street (Figure 6). Reflccting the remarkable growth in the tade, 
another buiIding to accommodate an expanded eschange ws erected at 160 Princess, adjacent to the 
first and designed by the local arcliitect Sarnuc.1 Hooper. four yerirs later Hooper was commissioned 
to add a m e r  storey to the original esclianyc building. 

The 1892 building' with its various additions- did iiot srttisfy the burgeoninp needs of the trade for 
very long. Shortly &er its Princess Street b~iildiiigs undenvent their final expansion, the Winnipeg 
Grain and Produce Eschange comrnissioned ille count rf s Ieadinz C architechiral Darling and 
Pearson of Toronto. to erect a inagnificent business preiiiises. This modem building, opened in 1907, 
was large enough to accommodate the offices of fedenl -pding inspectors and the host of 
companies involved in the conlnierce in al1 types of pin. a public trading floor, and quarters for 
associated activities such as the futures markcr- banks. and the Winnipeg Stock Exchange. Located 
on Lombard Avenue. e s t  of Main Street. it \\.lis originally seven storeys in height and feahwd an 
elaborate architectural treatment including a ti~onume~irril two-storey round-arched main entqway 
sumiounted by a stone balcony. In its scale :tnd osteniritious decoration, the complered building 
trtmpeted the cenrrd role of whrat as a coniiiiodity to ihe Canadian economy, and of Wwipeg as 
a centre for its trade. Tlie Winnipeg Grain Esclionge's lieadquarters was expanded in 19 13. 191 6. 



1921. 1926 and 1928. the result of wliicli m s  a ten-storcy structure covennç the best pan of a city 
block. 

There are several buildings representarive of the rise of iiimufaccnuing in the early yean of the 20th 
cenniry. Generally. the buildings are similar iii appearance and construction to the warehouse 
buildings of the same period. A prominenr csample is the Great West Saddlery's complex of 
buildings, consisting of a four-storey brick structure at 1 11- 1 11 Market Avenue, built in 1898, for 
the making and storing of saddles and of ot1ic.r learher goods and an additional warehow, across 
the Street at 1 13 Market Avenue. ï i ie  A. Scliniidt Foundry Building at 90 Albert Street represents 
the type of rnodestly scaled and decorated premises erected for smdl rnanufacnuing operations 
designed to serve a regional market using imported iiiaterials- Reportedly the only bras works 
serving the broad area fion1 Minneapolis to the Rockies in the 1880s. A. Schmidt and Company 
produced omarnental and ûrcliitectunl work ris well as indusvia1 castings. The Schmidt Foundry 
Building of 190 1 is typical of quarters erected by industrialists seeking a place of business and an 
investrnent in the city's burgconing renl estate market. It is a three-aorey bdf-brick structure, 
modestly classical in its esterior decor. whicli çoinbined basement indusrrial and ground-floor onice 
spaces for its sponsor and renral accommodiiiio~is on tIie upper levels for revenue purposes. The 
nearby Dingwall Building m 62 Alben Street conveniently offers an iIlustration of several aspects 
of Winnipeg's complex economic roles during this period. It was constnicted for the firm of 
Dingwail Limited which utilized the upper storeys to maiiufacture watches and men's and women's 
jewelry; the third floor housed the firm's mail order and wliolesaie departments, while the lower two 
floors were rented out for revenue. 

4.2.5 Architecturnlly Signiticant Buiidiiigs 

Buildings can be identified ns nationdly significanr ciilturd resources not only for their direct 
functional association witli the role of the Eschange District during Winnipeg's period as the 
gateway to the West and as a buqeoning metropolis. but also for their architectural sigaificance and 
what the architecture coweys of Winnipeg's key economic role in the West. In mon cases 
recognizing national significance in the fonn aiid the function of a building goes hand in hanci, nich 
as with the bank buildings. Thus some of rlic buildings wliich are recognized as architecturally 
significant are also recognized in one of tlic above functional categories. but for histonc rather than 
architectural values. Tliere are biiildings. Iio\vc.rer. sucli as Iiotels. which are Level 1 solely because 
of their architecture and what irs conveys of \Vinnipeg's stature and economy as a metropolis. Two 
criteria were used primarii y to identie tlirse buildings: 

0 their construction nliist relate to the pcriod froiii 1880 to 1913; and 

they rnust liave or poteiitially have a iiiiinicipal. provincial or federal heritage designation in 
reco-@ion of their architecture. 
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As of 1999, nearfy haif of the buildings in the Eschancc District are municipdy designate& one is 
provincially desi-ated and three are federally dcsignnted. 

4.2.6 Building Objectives 

Heritage buildings wili not be inipaired or under threat when: 

property ownen and businesses undersmd and slipport the protection of individual buildings 
and their values; 

existing municipal by-iaw. and prolpincid and federal legisiation and policies are applied 
in guiding the appropriate treatment of buildings: 

municipai design giiidelines and review processes, which incorporate the consideration of 
historic and architecturai vaiues. are in place and used; 

ongoing occupation and niaintenance of Ievel1 buildings occurs with minimal interventions 
to their histone values. and is sncoumged tlirough supportive govemmental policies, 
reguiations, and incentives; 

owners of historie buildings are awre  of and support aforesaid policies, regulations, and 
incentives; 

an inventory identifying and describine the historic values and condition ofthe intenor and 
exterior of buildings is deveioped. maintained shared and used in decision-making 
concerning buildings: 

decisions and actions conceming tlirse buildings respect their historie and architecnuaI 
vaiues; and 

the buildings are monitored and enluated for nlitural and human-induced threats. 

Streetscapes 

The extant built resources currently within the Eschange Disukt are organized dong 16 streets and 
avenues, in rows whose geiienl coliesion of design. scnle, materials and function give these 
streetscapes a distinctive and readily identifiable character (Table 2. Appendk A). The collection 
of buildings in view and the street or aile? a l i g ~ i e n t  capture the intactness, scale, massing, 
continuous edge. and the similarïties and variations in architecture. whkh embody the collective 
character of the district as a whole. but which c m  only b r  seen by the public in pieces and sections 
as they walk or drive tluougli the Excllange District (Figures 7 and 8). 
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Of the 23 streets and alleys crosssuning 
the Exchange District over two-thirds of 
hem are streetscapes wliicii evoke the 
sense of time and place of the lu'storic 
district. In some cases, the streetscape may 
be best viewed only from a panicular 
direction or include o d y  a section o f  the 
Street, In other cases, a location, suc11 as 
the intersection of Albert Street and 
McDexmot Avenue. provides a panoramic 
view of the histonc place. One of the key 
criteria for idenrifying a streetscape is the 
continuous edge of buildings with few or 
no vacant lots. 

Figure 7. iQcn side of Princess Street looking fiPm Ross 
4.3.1 Streetscape Objectives eiiue. (\Vin- A. Martel and Sons n.d.) 

The objectives for ensuring that 
streetscapes are not impaired or under * 
threat are basically the same as for - - .US yvt.: 

- a  

individual buildings and the district as a 1 -.- 
1 

C 

streetscape. identify the relevancr F i p e  S. The hvo Grain Exchange buildings (dso scen 

and contribution oftlicse features to in iitiddle of Figure 6) constitute an important late- 
Victoria11 streetscape behind the Civic Centre. @ana 

the streetscape: and .loIiitson, December t 995.) 

new developments are crented in a 
sympathetic iiianner that is coinplitiblr: witli tlic Iiistoric styles. sizes. foms, materiais, and 
placement of the buildings that rive ilic streetscipes tlieir sense of t h e  and place. 



4.3 Street Elemcnts 

Today's Exchange District lias a softened rippeîrancc 
through tree-lined streets. park benches. sidewalk 
restaurants, and poster kiosks. Historicnlly, the 
appearance of these streets would lwve been much 
different with overhead utility lines. rail lines. and vees 
located in only certain areas. Evidence of sptir Iines and 
utilities can d l  be found. especially in the ailey behind 
Pnncess Street and the dley between James and Marker 
avenues (Figure 9). Trees were planted in some rireas. as 
evidenced from archival photographs of the Aslidown's 
Warehouse, but were not a cornmon feature of thc 
Exchange District. 

4.4.1 Street Elemcnt Ol~jectives Figure 9. Utility poIes and remains of 
spur line in aIley benveen James and 

The street ekmen~s will nOt be irnpnired or iinder therit Marker (Parks Canada, july 
when: 1999). 

street elements are inventoried. asscssed. and 
protected for their histonc value: and 

O their importance to understanding the sense of place ruid time are undemood by those whose 
decisions or actions may affect these culniral resources. 

4.5 ArchaeoIopical Rcsourccs 

There are no below ground. archaeological resources known to be associated with the national 
significance of the Eschange District. The district area witnessed intensive use in the early part of 
the century; in some cases lots have had threr. genemions of buildi-s consmicted on them before 
19 13. Before i t \vas a con-niercial district. this nrea had been surveyed for residential use and many 
homes had been built here. TIiere may be remnnnts of carlier history and some spaces have seen 
minimal intrusions. such as the spur iines aren cast of the Customs Esamining Warehouse. It should 
therefore not be presumed tliat Level 1 archrieological resources do not exist. 

Any archaeological remnins within the liistoric district wliich have a direct association with the 
cornmernorative intent of the Eschange District will be considered Level 1 culnual resources. 
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4.5.1 Archacological Reso urec Objjectivrs 

heritage resotirce inipxt :issessincni d'sites. a s  per the pro\-incial Herîtage Resources Act 
is conducted: 

intemention of biiiIi-oii propeiiies LU or belon- \-round include the monitoring for 
archaeologicsl resotirces and mrlisurcs to pro\-ide for their identification and prorection. 

4.6 Historic Ohjects 

Histone objects are iiiovablc. ~iilturill resoiircs. The?. inLi>- or ma' not be located within the historic 
district. The information and km\\-ledge o-iiicli tlic>- criri coiive' make tliem an inteprd part of 
providing for the sense of tiiiic: and place of riic Escliriiige District. Tlieir historie value may rest in 
the informarion the\ liold thlit slipports ressnrcii tlnd inrcrpretriiion. or theirassociation widi aperson. 
place or event. TIiere is no iii\-entoq- of liistoric objtxts nssocilited with the Eschange District. Ody 
those which are direct[? associateci \vit11 tlic çoiiimemonti~e inteiir of the Eschange District are 
Level 1 cultural resources. The follo\ving lisr identifies the potential type and holdings of histonc 
objects: 

Archival mntcrinl (dociiiiiciits. ~imps and 
phorojraphs j 
- City of Winnipeg Archives 
- Western Canada Picroritil Indes c origiii:il 

photographs o11ly) 
- Provincial ,4rclii\-es of blmitoba 
- various city depnrtiiiriirs 
- architectural firiiis 
- business arcliiws 
- federal arcliives (e+- Ciistoiiis) 
- personal Iioldiiigs 

Fui-riisliings and Objects 
- Canadian Imperia1 Bank of Commerce 

w l l  tapestries 
- 1-tanitoba Musetim of Man and Nature 

i Crim G a l l e -  artifacts) 
- Crinadian Mirseuiii of Civilization 
- in-si tu items 



4.6.1 Historic O bjcçts Olijcctivcs 

Historic objects are iiot impairrd or under t1irc:it sheii : 

those manared - by public institutions arc in\-ciitoricd and maintained xcording to recognized 
cultural resource inaii:iyc.iiieiit princip1c.s: 

private owners considrr the historic ~nliies of iiistoric objects when making decisions 
concerning theni and obtain bon-ledgc.tiblr: advicc conceming rheir proper management and 
availability for researcli: and 

historie objects are acccssibk to the public h r  appropriate researcli and presentation purposes. 

MESSAGES OF SATIONAL SIGSIFICAYCE 

This element of comnlemorative integnty focuses on u-liat is nationally sipnificant and is derived 
fkom the statement of con~i~~srnontive intenr. If the Eschange District is to have cornmernorative 
integrïty, anyone who conies in contact \vit11 ilic Esc11,îiige District sliould at least be aware of. and 
at best understand. its rerisons for national signiticance. 

The key points to be comni~inicnted concerniny the Eschange District's national significance are 
that: 

O it is a clearly identifiable. intact liistoric district: 

O it illustrates Winnipeg's role 3s the centre of grain and the wholesale trades, warehousing, 
finance, and manufricturing in the period from I SSO to 19 13: 

it was the economic g x e w  to the \\;est and rcpresents wliat \vas the growing metropolis 
of Winnipeg nt the turii of the 201h ccriiiury: and 

O many of the biiildiiigs are circhirectur.iIly signiticant in their own ripht. 

5.1. Historic District 

For the key message coiicerning the Eschange District 3s n liistoric district of national significance~ 
the contest messa, ries are : 

Histone districrs arc gcogrnpliicrilly tlc.liiicd nrcis wliich creste a special sense of tirne and 
place througli hiiildiiigs. structures. : i d  open sprces modified bl- Iiuman use and which are 
united by past sveiirs m d  use andior riesilieric:zIl~-. by arcliitecn~re and plan; 
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the Eschange District is one of oiily 1 7 designaid Iiistoric districts across Canada considered 
to be natioiially sigiiificant and 1 of viily 5 naiioiid historic districts west of Ontario; 

its uniqueness is a coiiibination of tlic la?-out of b locks and streers. the representation of the 
grain rrade. nliolesal i iig. \\-cireliotisi iig. li iiîiicinl institutions. and inanufacturing within a 20 
block area. and tlis sun*i~!nl of O\-er oiic. Iiundrcd buildings pre-dating 19 13 in construction, 
many of which are dso arcliitectunIl?- siynificnix: 

8 the sun*ival of tllis district \vas due to a cornbiiintion of factors: ri downtum in the economy 
in Winnipeg. the avniInbility of cherip Inntl. and the movement of the business area to Portage 
Avenue. 311 of wliich diminnted demmds of pm\~tli and rej~\~enation in the Exchange: the 
re-use of and miniinal inte~entions to the buildings by the sarment indutry, speciaity 
retailers and who[esalers: and protscrion by strong municipal guidelines on building 
rehabilitation aiid h>- ri 3 yenr public-sccror progranune of investment in adaptive reuse, 
conservation, and rrsrorntion totnlling over S30 iiii1Iion. 

5.2 Economic Giitcwq- :ind Commerïi~l Crntrc 

For the key message conciirning the Escliangr District ris economic pateway and commercial centre 
of Winnipeg - tlie metmpolis. the contest mcssnpes are: 

8 Begimzi~gc The Red River Colony rlirit Iiad del-eloped around the juncuon of the Red and 
Assiniboine ri\-ers in tlie early 19th centuiy \\.as dispersed over a wide region that bordered 
the two rivers. TIx Jecline of the tndr  inonopoly of the Hudson's Bay Company in the 
1850s. dong witli iiriv rnnsportririoii links to tlic Amencan frontier. sparked the creation of 
new and independent commercial coiiccrns witliin tlie sealement. Upper Fort Garry at the 
Forks had long bem [lie commerci;il centre of tlie colony. but by the 1860s independent 
entrepreneurs \ver<: loçming tlieir ne\v businesses a w y  from the fort and the HBCs 500 acre 
land resene. In 1SG2 H e n n  McKcnny built a store wliere the Assiniboine trail to Fort Garry 
met the Red River trriil. no\\- the fnmoiis corner of Portage and Main. Other merchandisers 
and wliolesalers soon folIo\\-ed McKciiiiy's lend. fonninç the new village of Winnipeg. By 
the end of 187;. thse  were II-el1 over 900 structures in the area including what we now refer 
to as the Esclinilgr District. Winnipeg-s grou-th \\-as directly tied to the city's role in 
supplying tlie inercli,îndisc. lumber. :iyriçultunl implements. and land required as a result 
of the yrent intlus of settiers ro the pciiries i1frc.r 1870; 

8 GZ~~IVCIJY Winnipeg \\-as the o n l ~  :icccss point to and froin the western prairies. AU 
European and eastml Crinadian tnds  gooris had io be routed through Winnipeg by nature of 
transponcitioii r0utr.s. Bv 1900. tliere u-erc 2S brancli. spur. and tliroughrail~vay lines Iocated 
in Winnipeg in addiciun to the iiinin hie  of the Crinadian Pacific Railwvay; 



Metropofk: Winnipec's - cstnordiilrir?- rise to iiictropolitan dominance in western Canada 
during the period b ~ i w a i  1 900 m d  1 '1 1 3 is a \\r 1 l-docuniented plienomenon The statisucs, 
ofien cited in the proinotiond Iitertiiilrc of the iiiiir. attested to the unprecedented rapidity 
of Winnipeg's esp:iiision: in the dsclid~ bcween tlie 190 t and 19 1 1 censuses. its population 
tripled (froni 42.340 to l3G.033. imkiilg nïniiiprg the tliird-largest city in Canada: the 
nurnber of èniplo>-ed persons. tlic moonr of salaries paid. and the value of products 
manufactured (il1 iienrly quadrupied: the vaIlle of assessable property increased more than 
five times: and the value of building perniits ivent up an incredible 2700 per cent. The 
dynamism of the espmdiiig ivesr KE cornparcd with the slower Pace of development in 
eastern metropolises: betii-ecn 1900 and 1905. [lie miount of capital invested in Winnipeg 
enterprises rose by 330 prir cent. \diil< the coiiipanble rate in Montréal was 65 per cent and 
in Toronto only IS prr cent. Manuhcrriring output in the same period rose 120 per cent in 
Winnipeg. 47 per cent in Toronto. and 40 per cciit in Montréal; 

t e  G r  Trurlcr The fedcral Grain Act of 1 S99 required that prairie wheat had to be 
inspected in Winnipeg. and. by 1902. rhe city 1i:id become a more important handler ofza in  
than Chicago. -4s a result of this trride Winnipeg's influence extended world-wide; 

Before the esta bl isliment of die wesrcrn Cannd i:m Wlieat Board. Winnipeg dominated the 
prairie economj-. The Winnipeg Grain Escliaiigc [vas the centre of the Canadian grain trade 
and a prima?' penrrritor of p r ime  fortiilics. As well. many grain handling companies still 
are Iieadquartered or Iiave oftices witliiii tlie Esc!iange District. as does the Canadian Wheat 
Board. The gn in  trnde is intriiisicnlly iied to the de\*eIopnient of Winnipeg's banks and tmst 
companies and tlir vast a m y  of rnilwy Iines tlirougli tlie city; 

Filzn~iccs: Winnipey's baiiks financd the growh of the prairie west by borrowing capital 
from British, otid to ri lesser estent. C~inndian moiiey markets. and used it to fuiance the -gain 
trade. the erection of ~mrelio~ises. and tlie distribution of goods to the prairies. Winnipeg 
also was tlie prairie banking centre. witli regiorid o f i e s  of  the major eastem Canadian 
banks. and tmst and iiisurrince coiiipn~iies. beiiig Iocared in the Eschange District. The 
segment of Main Street leading up to Portage .b?rnue [vas known ris Bankers Row, due to 
the nuiilber of batik buildings: 

The ivest's h i r  niqior regioiial baiiks - the h i o n  Bank of Canada the Northern C r o m  
Bank. the Xoi-tliern Bank. and iIic Cuiiinicrcial I3ank of Manitoba - rvere al1 headquanered 
in Winnipeg. niid 14 ctsterii bmks Iirid tlieir wstern regional offices in Winnipeg; 

the West's on1 y sign i ficrilit iiisuniice çoiii pany. Great West Life. Iiad its headquarters in the 
Excliaiige Disrrict. Confedention Liic iiio~e-ed i!s lieadquaners from Toronto to Winnipeg 
in 1912: 
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For the key message çonçc:ni:ig rlie Escli:ii?gc Distriçr's nrchitccturally significant buildings. the 
contest messages are: 



the use of Iocnl inriicrhls siicli ;is bulï-dourcrl brick and nndril l  stone: 

the use of esotic iiiatcrinls siicli as rem cotta- gniiite. insrble. and mahogmy: and 

Planning and design of lieritace prrsentation' prugrams n-il1 be effective \lien: 
I 

the Siversir>- o f . î u~ i i c i i~~s  and iiinrkts is considered and nccounted for: 

quality prescnrntioii pc t i c e s  and Le?- inc.ssa2c.s are iiicorpomted into programs: and 

monitoring of p r o p i n  coiitciit. quality. m d  delivery occurs. 

Deliven of lieritcige prcsc.~irntioii progranis \\*il1 be  ctkctive lvhen: 

. a lierirage coiiiinuiiic~ition strategy. incliiding [lie above. is del-eloped and implemented: 

owners and rennnts in the district are n w r e  of. and are encoumped to suppon the delivery 
of nationally sigiii licniit messages: 

rhe residents of \\Ïiiiiipeg recognize the :iationd significance of the Eschange District and 
convey rliis to 1-isiriiig fiittiids and fxiiil>.: 

marksring rlis Iiisroric district respects iiiid c o i i ~ y s  the national simificmce of the place: - 
inwsring in Iieritagc presttiintioii crentcs ccoiioniic opportuniries: and 

rnenibers of die Iicritcigc ço~iiiii~iiiity niid rlic tlirer la-els of sovernmenr take pan in the - 
heritqe presciitriri~w of rlie district. 

' Herirage prescntaiioii ciirnils iiitcrprcti\-c :ilid edticnrioii:il prognms desiped to build public 
understandiilp. appreci:irioii :ilid qio~iiiciir ot'n n:iiitwd Iiisroric sire. It iiicludes progrûms and 
informarion \\-liicli are otiZrcd L W  site 31id OLII~C.:~CII initiari\ es pro\-ided oiitside of rhe site (for esarnple. 
web sites. pub1 islied nrtic.fr.> I -  



OTHER HERITAGE VALUES 

While resources direcrly associated witli the commemontive intent of the designation of the 
Exchange District as a iiritioiid historic site are considered to have the highest Ievel as cultural 
resources, there are otiier resources and messages that also have value and contribute to the heritage 
character of the district. C ~ ~ l t u r d  resources whicli rire iiot directly related to national significance are 
categorized as " Level2" cultunl resources. 

6.1 Level2 BuiIt Rcsources 

Level2 buildings in the district are identified in Table 1. Level 2 built resources include: 

hotels and fmternal order facilities built in the period 18S0 - 1913 and which have not been 
designated architectunlly signifrcant. Hotels w r e  needed to house businessmen on their 
periodic trips to \Vinnipeg. Among man- such buildings located ~vithin the Eschange - 
District. one esample lias particularl- strong associations with this aspect of the wholesaie 
trade. The Travellers' Club at 183-255 Bannatyne Avenue at King Street is a six-storey 
structure erected for the 'lonhtvest Cornmercis1 Traveilers' Association. This fiatemal 
organization. founded in Winnipeg in 1 SS2. offered a broad range of senrices - including 
temporary office spxe. recreation rooms. ri dining rooni, inexpensive insurance, and discount 
hotel and transponation rates - to its 2,000 members who were traveling saiesmen; and 

infrastructure and otlier civic developments wl~ich attracted and supponed the businesses in 
the Exchange District including Hydro Sub-Station No. 1 which served the City Light and 
Power Company. the first public utility in Western Canada: the High Pressure Purnping 
Station wliicli sen-ed tlie xea  as one of the inost sophisticated of irs kind in the world 
(immediately outside the boundaries of the Eschange District); the Arthur Street electricity 
sub-station: and die .-\nl)- Street Steam Heating Planr. 

6.1.1 Level2 Built Rcsnurces Objecti\~es 

Level2 built resources ~vill be unimpaired and not under threat when: 

an inventory idenri-ing and descnbing the values and conditions of the interior and emrior 
of Level2 buildings is developed. maintained. sliared. and used in decision-making and the 
ongoing managenient of die historic district. 

6.2 Level2 Arch:icologicai Rcsourccs 

There are no known ~chneological resources in tlie Esclianpe District. Any archaeological remains 
found in the district. \vIiich rue not directly associûtcd witli the commemorative intent. will be 
evaluated as Level2 cultural resources- 
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6.2. l Level 2 Arch:icologic:~l Rcsourccs Of~jrctiws 

Potential Level3 ;irchaeologicnl resources \vil1 iiot be impaired or under tlueat when: 

hentage resource impact assessrnent of sites. 3s per the provincial Heritage Resources Act. 
is conducted: 

physical intervention of vacant lands is preceded by archaeological consultation in 
accordance wirh recognized professional standards: and 

intervention of built-on propenies cit or below - oround include the monitoring for 
archaeologicd resources and mesures to provide for rheir identification and protection. 

6.3 Level 2 Historic Objccts 

The existence of Level Iiisroric objecrs on- and off-site is largely unknown. Any such objects wodd 
include any objects. collections of objects or archiva1 material related to the hotels, fiatemai orders. 
and civic developinenr/infrastnicrure in the district 

6.3.1 Objectives 

Potential Level 3 Iiistoric objects will be iinirnpaired and not under threm when: 

an inventoe and assessrnent of such objects or collections has been undertaken; and 

the use md'or disposition of such objects respects their liistorïc importance. 

6.4 Messages of Otlier Historic Values 

Messages about the Escliaiige District n-hich are not directly Iinked to its commemorative intent, but 
which have significance provincidly, regi~nally~ or locûlly, and contribue to an understanding of 
the site, include: 

Civic De~alopr~~e i~r :  In addition to being the location of Manitoba's first Lepislative 
Assembly in the Iioiiie of -4.G.B. Bannatyne and Winnipeg's first City Council~ for more 
than a century the Escliançe District lias been die site of Wnnipeg's city halls. The first city 
hall. a handsome yellow brick building. was formally opened in Mach, 1876. Despite 
financial and construction dificulties. Winnipeg's second city hall was completed in 1886. 
The "Gingerbread house" city hall \vas a substaiitial and solid structure, a Victorïan fantasy 
that captured in its cietnils. the enberrince and optimism of the penod. Immediately west of 
the city hall l a s  the iiicir1xr building. wliicli. dong with adjacent hotels, stores, agriculniral 



businesses. and l i ~ a r y  stables. becme the centre of uside and commerce in the Market 
Square. The second ciry hall and adjacenr market building were demolished in 1962 to make 
way for the present Civic Centre. The Eschange District d s o  was the location of: Hydro 
Sub-Station So. 1 which semed the City Light and Power Company, the frst public utility 
in Western Canada: the High Pressure Puinping Station which served the area as one of the 
most sophisticated of irs kind in the world: the Arthur Street electricity sub-station; the Amy 
Street S t e m  Heating Plant: and the central fire liall. These buildings pv ided  the necessary 
infrasüucture to support the Eschange District urban cluster that formed the hem of the city. 
In addition: the Escllange District was the site of severai provincial and federal buildings. 
Many names o f  Winnipeg-s 
prominent businessrnen and ciïic 
leaders of the turn of the Wh 
c e n t w  are rissociated with the 
Exchange District. for esample. .A 
Bannatyne. MçDermot. and 9 
Ashdoirn) Several streeÿ bear their !k 
names; - 

.- - 
3 -  - 
?2 

Arts nrrd Erzr~.rttzi~znzc.rzt: The '1 
Exchange District conrains 3 higli 
concentration and wide variet' of art 
galleries, artist studios, and the 
Pantages Theatre. The district is an -- 
imponant venue for cultural and Figure 8. Newpaper ROW on McDemot Avenue. (Wm. 

entertainment events- suc11 as the A. hiartel and Sons n.d.). 

Fringe Festival. In spire of losing soine thentres in Winnipeg's downtown, the Wdker 
Theatre (a national historic site), is Iocated near to the Exchange District. The Centennial 
Concert Hall, ,Manitoba Theatre Centre. and Warehouse Theatre: maintain the tradition o f  
having entenainment venues do wnto\~n: 

Ptrblid.irrg: Prior to the W i n n i ~ e c  Free Press' inove to Carlton Street and the Tribune's to 
Smith Street and G d i m  Avenue. Winnipeg-s newspaper indusciy was centered on 
McDermot Xïeniic and was known as Newspaper Row (Figure 8). The local netvspaper 
industry consisted of nen-s agencies. printiiig companies. and foundries, which were involved 
with the publication of the daily papers as well as joumals such as the Grain Trade News; 

Labour: PanIy a rrsult of campaigns by civic and commercial leaders to anract immiCerants 
for agriculture aiid ilidut-. \Viniiipeg's population grew dramaticaliy f h m  26.000 to 
179.000 ben\-etn 1 89 1 and 191 1. -4s prairie communities swelled with newcomers during 
this time. a variety of senpices sprmg up <O meet their needs; livery stables, restaurants, 
laundries. clohiny stores. statioiiaq- outlcts. confectioneries, ofices and hotels. Thus, it is 
possible to preseiit a story of a wide varie- of work and workers within the Exchange 
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District. Tliousands were workers ~ 1 1 0  settled with their families in the nei@bourhoods west 
of the Exchange District and in the Non11 End- ïlle working and living conditions they 
experienced once in the ciw. underl- this urbm workins class' extensive panicipation in 
the c ivas  labour and socialist movements. This activity culminated in the 1919 Gened 
Strike. most of tlir e\.ents of which took place in the Exchange District The Winnipeg 
Labour Temple \vas constructed on James Avenue. behind what is now the Manitoba 
Museum. by tlie affiiiated unions of the Winnipeg Trades and Labour Councii. The Temple 
was the centre for tlie labour movement's involwrnent in social activities. political 
campaigns. srrikes. and the organization of workers- Other union offices were located in 
office buildings tliroughout the Exchange District. and fratemal organizations had halls in 
or near it: 

Wotnerz's Sirffrnge: The thenie of Women's Suffrage not only deals with the fi& for 
political empoLvernient but also for social iveifare. improved working conditions, prohibition. 
and support for unwed motliers. Some ofdie prominent women involved with the movement 
include Nellie McClung, Lillian Beynon Thomas and her sister Francis Marion Beynon' and 
E. Cora Hind. Tiirse women used satirical pamphlets. public meetings, appeals to one's 
conscience, and peritions in theu fight for the vote. Noteworthy events such as the "Mock 
Parliament of Women" at the Waker cind Bijou theatres were instrumental in the granhg 
of the vote in Januûry 19 1 6, making Manitoba die first province to grant this ri&. It should 
also be nored that these women were undeniable successes in their own right as they taught 
school, served as newspaper editors, and w-iters, and helped establish other women's 
movements in western Canada; 

Garrrte~tt Trnck Clotliing mannufacturing ws one of the largest industries in the Exchange 
District that rit one time the area was k n o m  as the "Garnient District". Some employers are 
ail1 located liere. but the heyday of the industry was fiom the 1920s until the 1960s when 
many entrepreneurs made tlieir fortunes. 4 wide range of garments were produced including 
clothing novelties. tailored suits and dresses. hats, outer clotiiing2 boots and shoes, gloves, 
and fur or leather producrs. The firms occupied warehouse space in the Peck, Daylite, and 
Whirla buildings. LIS the wliolesale or manufacruring sectors either declined or moved to 
suburban locations. Many of the warehouse buildings have s w i v e d  because the gannent 
trade has been able to use tliem witli a minimuni of change to the intenor or exterior; and 

Cotzser varion crrid Siistai~r tlbk Dewloprilet~t of III e District: Urban renewal SC hemes in the 
1960s resulted in a new City Hall. Administration Building, Police Station, and the 
Centennial Centre çoniples wliich bound the nonh end of the Exchange District. But this 
development did iiot rejuvenate the Winnipeg's downtown as t ~ s  expected. Alternative 
strategies were soiiglit in the 1970s mûking the District a testing sround for the latest 
innovations in consetmrion. streetscaping, restoration, and green space development. The 
history of the coiisc.n*ation inovement associated with the Exchange District includes early 
feasibility studies for tlie retrofitting of buildings. the involvement of Herïtage Canada and 
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the Manitoba Hisroncal Society. the formarion of Herimge Winnipeg and the OId Market 
Square Associatioii. creation of Iienrage legislation. batles to Save the banks. and numerous 
conservation projects througho~xt the District. AI1 have conuibured to the retention of the 
Exchange District \t:i tliout wv11icii the national desi-ation could not have been awarded. The 
district continues ro evolve as a unique place. Tlie complexity and intacmess ofthe Exchange 
lends itself to beiny a mode1 for sustainable development lvhere heritage values and the use 
of existing buildings conrribtites to [lie social. cconomic. and environmental well-king of 
the people of Winnipeg. mie coordination of public poiicies of the three levels of 
govemment serves ~is a inodel of coopemtion in diieving the conservation and sunainable 
development of a Iiistonc district whicli continues to play a part in the life and economy of 
Winnipeg. 

6.41 Messages Objectives 

the diversity of audiences and markets is considered and accounted for; 

presenration information is based on soiiiid resecirch: 

quali ty presentntion pnctices and key messages are incorporated into prograrns: and 

monitoring of program content, qualit?. and deliven occurs. 

Delivery of heritage presentntion prograns will be effective when: 

owners and tenants in the district are awre  of and are encouraged to support the delivery of 
heritage messages: 

the residents of FViiiilipeg recognize the hisroric significance of the Exchange District and 
convey it to visitiiig friends and ~~~~~~~~~: - - 

marketing the Iiistoric district respects end conveys the hisroric significance of the place; 

rn investing in iierirnye presentrition creatcs economic opportunities: and 

members of the Iierircige com~iiuni ty and the three levels of govenunent take part in heritage 
presentation for the district. 



ASSOCIATIOX \\'ITH OTHER RERITACE PLACES 

The Exchanpe District Naional Historic Site is pan of a famil? of national historic sites found across 
Canada. Eighteen of these are Iiistoric districts which s h r e  die same status as the Exchange D i s ~ c r .  
The Exchange District is not an isolated phce of n ~ i o n d  cornmernoration. There are a number of 
places, persons. and events of national si_nnificnnce whicli are thematicaiiy and spatially associated 
with the Exchange District. includinp: 

- Pantages PIayhouse TIzsaue 
- Codederation Building 
- Union Trusr Building 
- Bank of Hamilton Building 
- Royal Bank Tower and 
Annex 

- the 19 19 Winnipeg Gcneni 
Strike (eleenr) 

- Walker Theatre - Capital Theatre 
- Metropolitan Theatre 

- Winning of the Vote by - Fort Garry Hotel 
Women ( e w x )  - Dalnavert House 

- Hol y Trinity Church 
- Union Station 
- Winnipeg Law Courts 
- The Forks 
- Upper Fon Gan-y, Fort 
Rouge. and Fort Gibraltar 

- the Creation of the Province 
of Manitoba (event) 

The national significmcr of the Eschange District c m  be understood and conveyed through its 
thematic connections wirh diese otlier places and eirents. 
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[ ~ a b l e  1. [.ist of [luildings i c i  n i e  Excliaiige District Natioiial llistoric Site. U~ider Date Soiircc ' 1' rcfcrs to dociiiact,ts (bat cive date of coiis\ructioii of tlic biiildiiig. '2' 
l i s  ~ I i c  ycor iii iv l i ic l i  t~ ic buitdiiip pcriiiii wns issiicd. 

---- 
Associative Values I 

.+_-..- --.a - --- 
Namo of 
Building 

- - 

Date of 
:onstruction 

ato ' 
ource 

Physfcal Values Level of 
Resource 

-,- .-- . .. 
Original Firricliori 

1877 (house), 
1924 (store) 

Building Slyle 

E ~ample of early brick 
conslruclion, iinadorned 

Archiloctural Deloils WHBC Slatiis an( 
Heriloge 

Alborl Slreol 
Business Block 

18-14 Albert SI Olher Pesldence and relail louse by J.J. 
ohnson, store by 
yIj!Mi? !fifi! 
i.0, McGirire 

- . . . ...... -.--. 
Royal Alberl Arms 
I lolcl 

- , - - - P m  

18 Albert St 
- 
Holel--seivice providor 
Io wholesale liade 

- -- - . .- -- . . . .- 

Munlcipol, 1061, 
grado III 

- -  - 

Wroughl iron balconles, red Ille 

I 
. - 

Gregg Building 

. 

-- ---- 
Warehouse for 
wliolesate and garmenl 
!rade - - -- -. - . - _ 

roof, lacade partially abscured 
by reslauranl add!tion 
Brick and undressed Iimeslone 
Irim, masonry avcr posl and 
beam consiruclioii ---..--- 

Municipal, 1086, 
grade III 

lames Cadham 

-- 
58 Albert SI .------ 
i l -65 Albert SI 

.. <-.----__. 
Albert Slreel Burgt!! -,..-- -.---. -. 
Hammond Building 

- --  

Offices and sample 
rooms lor 
inanulaclurer's agents. 
liclail and garnient 
!!ad@ also prezne- 
Wholesale warehoustt 
and faclory. Gaimenl 
trado also occiiyiad oiic 
hoor 

- 
Piecemeal addillons preclude 
unificd slyle. Wood boam and 
posl consliiiclion 

I.H.G. Russell Municlpal, 1980, 
grado II1 

l 
, , .-..-- .------..- 

OingwaU Building Romanesque 
Rcvival 

- - 
Uictorlan 
Eclecllc 

I.H.G. Russell 

-. .--..-..----. 
Publishing and 
wholesale 

reslrained neoclassical grade III 
- delailing ..-- 

Brick lacades Munlclpal, 1980, 
grade HI 

Simplified neoclassical 
clemenb on Iûcade, olaborale 
coiiilco, sotiio skysctapor 
molils, masonry over wood 
P--. os1 and -.- boam ,-,... conslruclian ,,..,..,-..-..- 
Classlcally inspired slyling wlh 
many decoralive motifs, heavy 
cornlce, wood posl and beam 
conslrucllon wilh lron columns 
Solid brick wilh some 

. . , - . - . . . , - - . - . - 
70 Alben SU242 
Mcûermol Ave 

Municlpal, 1985, 
grado III 

--...- 
Municipal, 1980, 
grade II 

Municipal, 1985, Foundry for 
rnanufaclure of bras8 
!!!IL .-..,-- 
Retail oullet for 
Iwholesaler. Also 
parment lrade 
Relall and garmenl 
#!!ab! . ,  -- - 

Samuet Hooper 

Q1 Albert SI Unknown 

Spanish 98-98 Albert SI 



. ----.-a 

Warehoiise for 
wliolesalo I r  ade 

--- 
Warehouse for 
wliolesale lrade 

V 
U 

. - 
\ 
V 

. * 

\ 
v 

\ 
1 

I 
I 

I 

1 

- 
l 

, 
1 - 
! 

l 

1 

- 
l 

* 

l 

( 

l 

-- -. --A- 
Janios Cadharn 

_._ . .-- --.----- 
Viilla Building II 
iiid AnnoxlSilpil 
iullding 

Richardson Ycllow brick wilh limeslone 
Romanesque Ilnlels, some uso of cas1 iroii 

lraming and colurnns dong 
wilh miIl construclion - 

Richardson Whlle brick, ruslicaled slone 
Romanesque base, Ihrca-part dlvislon of 

lacado, piiaslers, masonry 
over wood posl and beani 
construdion ------- 

Romanesque Solid brick with stone sills and 
Revival tinlels, sltaw baskel brick 

delailing around windows, 
wood posl and bearn 
cons(tuclion 

i4-70 Arthur SI 1 

1900,1903 I 
(annex) 

-..- 
;au# Building and 
\nnox 

- -- ----- 
George Bfowne, 
annex by J . I t  
Cadham 

12-104 Arîhur 
;Il9349 King St 

Municipal, 
1902(b\iildlng), 
1 g87(annex), grade 
II 

-7- 

115-119 
3annalyne Ave 

Munlclpal, 1000, 
grade II 

k n i d  Bain 
iuildlng (1 19 
Iannalyne ab0 
:a\led 
derrick-Anderson 
N!!!hous=L..- 
Jarshall-Wells 
Narehouse 

-- 

Varehouse for IJ. J. ~ c ~ i a r m l d  

Romanesque Solld brick, rustlcaled lower 
Revival level, accenlcd arch heads, 

wood post and beam 
Romanesque Solid btick wilh liltle 
Revival ornamen(allon, wood post and 
- - beam --S..--- conslruclion -- 
Romanosque Mininial slylislic Iiealmenl, 
Revival solid brick wilh brick coiba#lng 

and arches witli radlaling bricl 
heads, wood posl and beain 

Munlclpal, 1983, 
grade II 

1 

123 Bannalyne 
ive 

Narehouse for 
vliolesale (rade 1 

l - 
,Munlclpal, 1986, 
'grade III 
--- -- --- 

Municipal, 1003, 
grade III 

3righl and Johnson 
311iklinglSwiss 
.!!!!'"61.- .-- .- --- 
Jright aiid 
Joh~isonlMackenzk 
3lock 

137 Bannalyne 
9ve 

Narehouse for 
 hol les ale !rade 

- 

Nillrnol and Slewai 

. ...*. 
14 1 Bannalyne 
Ive 

. --.-, . -. . . -. - . 
Narehoiise for 
 hol les ale lrade 
(addition lo 137 
Baiirial yne) 

. -.-. . . .... ...*- 
M . G .  Russell 

-----.--..- 
Rshdown 
Waiehouse 

------ -- 
Warehouse k r  
wlio!esale lrade 

--- 
S. Frank Pelers Richardson Buii brick with Selkirk slone 

Romanasque Irimmlrig, wood posl and baam 
conslruclion 

Richardson Solld brick wilh melal cornice, 
Romanesque woc~ posîand !mtmfln$-- - 
Romanesque Solld brick, limber post and 
Revival - beam 
Richardson Brick wiih rusticalion on lirst 
Romanesque Iloor, windows housed in lhree 

bays, wood posl arrd beam 
construction 
Conuefe and masonry 

Munlclpal, 1985, 
grado II Bannalyne Ave 

-. .---__I- 

Franklin Pwss 
Buildinp ,.. <.m..... . m.. - . -- 
Kelly Block 

--- 
168 Bannalyne 
A!!! -..- - *. * --.- 
181 bannatyne 

.-p.- 

Publlshlng Municlpal, 1983, 
rade tll f4 .--- * * *  .---- -- 

lnvenlory 

J.H.G. Russell 
- - .,.-.---- . --,. 

Warehouse loi 
wholesale lrade 

..-. . ,-* -- ---- 
Charles A. Walksr - 

Munlclpal, 1887, 
gcado III 

Warehouse lor S, Frank Peters 
n~anulaclurlng sloves 
and coal furciaces 

f Nol lisled J.W. ~ a c ~ o n s l d  
&lose* 
ïiavekr's Building 

189 Bannalyna 

A" 
283-285 
Bannalyne Aw 

Relnlorced concrets, red brick Municlpal, 1979, 
elilerlor, stoiio aichway 1 grade II 

..- 
Darling anâ 
Pearson 

Oflices and olhar 
supporl services kr 
salesmen in Ihe 
whoiesale and 
manuladuring 
!nduslries - 







-A- 

Romanesque Revival Munlclpal, 1981, 

arches, wood posl and beam 
condruclion 
Solid brick, lillle decorallon 

- 
116 McOermol 
LVa .. .. .. - - 
17-225 
kOermot Ave 

. 
Leckie Building 
- . . - ----..- --- 

Lyon BlocklBale 
Building 

Silveder-Willson 
B"!!!!!!?s~ --,y- 
Alexandra 
OlocklAlbett Block 

--- 
Slovel Building 

, .. - . -.---- 
Thompson, Codville 
Co Building 

. . . . .  ..-. .... 
Merchant's 
DuildinylGeorge 
Woods Buildi!rg . . . . . . .  

Stobarl's 
Building IBedfoid 
8uilditq ne--.. 
Mallese Cross 
Building 

...- -------- 
Wilson 
BuikiinglAüen 
Building 

..*.-*. -..-*----. 
Glengarry Block 

- ... 
Daylie Building 

Canadian Bank of 
Commeice 
. . . . .  .-.-m. m... 

- - 

irocery wholesale 
larehouse 

- 
2 
P - 
2 
h 

2 
P - 
2 
h 
P 
- 
2 
h 

- 
2 
h 

2 
C 

I 

1 

i 
I 
1 
. 
4 
4 

1 

. 
: 
1 

: 
1 

-- 

22 McDermoI 
!Y!- 
27-237 
dcOormol 
rvel86 Albert SI 

H.G. Russell 
--.- .- -.--,. -- - 
lolel and conirnercial 
pace. Was a service 
rovider Io wholesale 
nd manulacluring@ -- 
'ublishing 

-- - - . - - . .  -- --- 
idwardian Solld brick veneered wilh red Municipal, 1984, 

pressed biick, ornamenled grado II 
wilh bufl slone Irlmmlng, brick 
9uolns- 

/idortan Heavily delailed wilh rounded Municipal, 1983, 

remonl Orolf 

qomanesque 
3avival 
-- 

45-34? 
IcDerinol Ave 

ugh McCowen 
enlrance, corbelled brick 
cornice wilh finials, wood post 
and b e a m ~ ~ t r u c l i o n  - 
Hood mold around wlndows, 
claborale nlclal coriiice, post 
and!!?!!!!.! SE!!!:!!:? -. - 
Cut slone base, solid white 
brick, Bedford slone trim 

P. 

Vholesale warehouss 

grade III 

. 
Municipal, 1083, 
gfado III 

. . -Pd-- ., -. - - 
Nol lislcd 

!46-248 
AcDerinol Avo 

-.--. .......... 
M. Cadham 

..-. ..... - .  . 
Narehouse for Ihe 
uliolesale and Qairnenl 
l r a d e - - -  - 
Mialesale warehouse 

... - ... ..---.. 
Richardson 
Roiiianesque 

G a r d i a n  ' 

-- 
Richardson 
Romanesque 

. - , .  

1.H Cadham !75-281 
kûermol  Ave 

. .  
Paired wlndows wilh rusticated 
stone sills, stael and masonry 
conslrucl!on 
Steel and concrete (no wood 
used), liltle ornamentalion 
ewcepl foc Mallase crosses , 
red brick - -. --- 
Large arches on maln fioor, 
copper cornice, brick parapel, 
brick quolns, ornamenlalion 
over windows, post and bearn 
frame 

lohn Alchison 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .--. 
Municipal, 1983, 
gtade III 

Municipal, 1887, 
grade III 

Munlcipal, 1967, 
grade III 

- 
lohn Woodman 

- - - . - - - - 
Wholesale warehouse 

---II_.--.-- 

Housed a variely of 
wholesalers and 
manufadurers, 

*--- - 
I.H.G. Russell Neoclassical 

Richardson 
Romanesque 

Brlck and Tyndall slone, 
projecling pilaslers, iron 
cornice, brick pedlmenl, 
f i i rd~pos i  skelelal frame 
Rad brick with iough cul 
Tyndall slone lrim, wood post 
and beam frame 

296 McOermol 
Rve 

Municipal, 1 987, 
grade III 

Munidpal, 1907, 
grade II 

Orlginally a warehouse 
for Ihe manulaclure an{ 
wholesale of drugs, laie 
used in Iho garmenl 
Raoe - - . - . -  ,- 
Bank 

I.H. Cadham 

DarUng and 
Pearson l Victorian Sianslead granite ovei sleel 

llalianale Irame, bronze doors, doric 
columns . --.- ....... --,-.---.--- 

7 

Munlcipsl, 1979, 
grado I 
........... - 



.a--..--- 

395 Main St 1 

Olher 

---- 
ohn Alchison 

123 Main SI àrain lrade lorlhwood and 
ihivors -- 

àraln lrade 133 Main SI Olher 
-.- 

1 

1 

- 
Jeo-Palladian Sandslone lacade wilh Munfcipal, 1097, 

verlmculaled detaillng, iconlc grade II 
columns, pcdimenl, slcel and 
!oncre!eco!Wc!on- --- - - , - - - . - ,  --- - 

Jeo-Palladian Sandslone facade, pedimenl, Municipal, 1997, 
lalse balconies, elaborale giade il 
wlndow treatrnenl, sleel and 
reinforced concrete 
construclion 

French While marble lacade, Municipal, 1084, 
Renaissance Corinlhian capilals, grade II 

baluslrades, secondary lacade 
(behind calumns) o l  glass and 
cas1 iron, steel and concrele 
conslruclion 

136 Main SI r.T. Taylor 

Iarllng and 
'earson 

156 Main SI Bank 

. - 
457 Main SI 

-. . - -- -- - 

Chicago School Granile base, ciirved facade NHS, Municipal, 
skyscrapcr eircased in wtiilo lcrra.cotla, 1980, oracle II 

projecllng cornice, steel and 
concrelc conslruclion 

Housed Winnipeg 
btanch of lilu insurance 
Company and served a: 
an ollice lower lor a 
w!lcl~ O! b! is iysos 
Oaiik 

J, Wilson Grey 

. . -  - .  
160 Main SI 

-- *.---- . ... --. .- - .  
American Based on Ilaliaii Renaissance 
Rciialssaiice or palazzo slylo, pink granile 

over sleel lrame wilh bronze 
griHs on doors and wlndows 
By 1899 had daik brick veneer 
~!vh.iimestone accet~IsSSSSSS 

Ilalianale Pressed red brick lacade, 
- projeclhg brick pilaslers 

Cornice and pediment only 
detailina 

Carrure and 
Ilasliiigs 

-.. - - -. 
Peler Sulherland Municipal, 1968, 

!!!!!! !!! ..---.,-- 
Miinicipal, 1904, 
rade III L-..-- 

Not IisIed 

Holel and bar 466 Main SI 
.-. ---. ............. 
Relail space and olfices 170 Main St 
---.. -. .-.- 
Relail and resldence 174 Main SI T.H.. Parr 

476 Main SI 
....... -.. .... - ,.-- 

Nol lisled 
... .--. . . . .  
Relall and wholesale 
lrade 

... ....--- . 
J.H,G. Russell 

- - .  

Original had md brlck, 
iimeslone, and terra-colla trim, 
steel and wood conslruclion, 
offices on uppec iioors - -..-- . --- -...- 

Moody and Moore Not lisled Relal  and wholesale 480 Main SI 
,- .-.,-. ,--- 



--.-- 
\ri deco and Original had elaborale facade 
Jooclassical wilh rcd graiiilc coltimns, bel1 

courses a n g p p y l e s  
:hkago school Steel frame willi reinlorced 
kyscraper concrele, brick facades wilh 

slone quoins, olaborale 
cornlce, terra-cotla detailing 
wilh floral rnolils, Annex had 
krra cota lacabe~!~bo!h,cn~~ 
Masonry 

Municlpnl, 1096, 
grade III r ohnson Brown Jioe slore and 

vliolesalar 
,92 Main SI 

-----.- 
iarling and 
carson wilh W. 
ercy Over 

NHS, Municipal 
(bank); Mimicipal 
(annex)lO05, grade 
I (bank) grade III 
(annex) 

00-504 
daln11 39 
ellnsky Place 

----- 
Narehouse lor 10 Markel Ave Olher 

- - 

7omanesque Slone accents on facade of Municipal, 1900, 
ievival olherwise ulilitarian building, grade III 

use of ied and crearn coloured 
brlck, wood posl and beam 
!!E!!E. - -. - . - - - - -. - , - P. 

Neoclassical elements on Municlpal, 1885, 
enlrance way, rt~slicakd slone grado II 
firsl floor, corbcllcd brick 
coinlce 

tVholesale warehouse 
and laclory 

13 Markel Ave Waiehouse and 
mariitlacliiring planl Io 
coiiiplamenl llio oiiyinal 
locriled across Ihe 
! !  . - . - . . . -- - 
Watchouso 

W a m  Wallis Blair 

m.------ 

133 Markel Ave Other 
,.-- - - - 1  ------.. ...- --- _I-... .---- 
3omancsque Rough-cul limcstoiie on lower Municipal, 1987, 
Hevival porlioii of lacada, keysloncs grado III 

over windows, wood posl and 
O e a m l r a m e - - _ - -  
Brick wilh cul slone entrance lnventory 

-- , ,-. *.-7. ..- 
136 Market Ave 

-- 
139 Market Ave 

-.m.. . 

:.W.V, Chivers Warehouse for seed 
whole%!ler-_.-- 
Warehouse for 
!!!?!!!!sa!! !!!O! .. - - - . 
Theaire-arts and 
Bni!!!?!!?!!!~"! . . .--. 
Thealte-ads and 
enlerlaininenl 

---- 
G.H.G. Russell I 

. -- 

I ~ r i c k  wilh cul slone enlrance lnvenlory 145 Markel Ave 
.... -- --.- .--. -. 
174 Market Ave 

, .-. .- 
I W O  No, 10 Archlleclur 

b ! o ! ~  
0, Marcus Prileca 
and George 
Norîhwood 
Prall and Rosi wil 
Charles Frost 

, ------.--.. .-.. 
180 Market Ave 

--a --.-.. -- -7- - --- --- 
Brick wilh relnlorced concrele NHS, Municipal, 

-- -- -- - 

Office bulldlng for 
Winnipeg Ekclric 
Railway Co. 

Chlcago school 
skyscrapei 

2 13 Nolre D a m  
i\ve 

Ttansporîalion and civii 

Oark brick w lh  limeslone lrim, Munlcipai, 1986, 
pedimented wlndow heads, grade III 

covered wilti leira cola, 
rnnrguise 
SuIlivanesque, comblnes sleel 
and concrele slruclure wilh 
Renalssance design, granile 
main Iloor, leira-colla, stalues 
top capilals, heavily 
otriarnented windows and 

.cornlce - - - -  

developnient 

1081, grade II 

Munlclpal, 1987, 
grade II 

--- 
Hotel-service provider 
Io wholesale and 

235 Nolre Damt 
Aw 



Chrislie Block 
.....-. -.. -.- - 

Gonoral Eleclric 2 I I '  49 Nolre Dame 
!I .- . ---- - 
65 Nolre Dame 
r Ve -- 
75 Notre Dame 
E L - . - .  

Prlncess S l  

Brkk wilh rubblo slono Nol lisled 
!o!!E!ion: rton! s!!!:~ . . . . . .- , - .- 

id deco Tyndal slone aiid dark brick 

Office and retail 
-- ..----- 

IWO 

Retail Ol her 
- -....___I^_- 

;;wn;t;sque [=one decoralivo bu!lresses, arches, Municipal, grade II 1984, 
neoclassical molils on 1907 
addillon, wood posl and beam 
! - - . . . . . * - - . - -  - - -- - 

tomanesque Red brick wilh slone lrim, Municipal, l0B8, 
ievival limber posl aiid bearn !i!rad~!!~- -.- 

-- !Y$ ! ! -  ... - - - -  .+ Nol --. lisled - .--._.. - .-- 
Brick wllh slucco lronl Invciilory 

-- ------ 
Garment factory and 
wholesale warehouse 

Peck Building 3 

* - - - . -  - 
Ryan Block 4 

C . - - - -  - 
Rra!! !!!!!ri&--. - ! 
Del Olock C 

. - m.-. 

2 

Cily Hydro ! 

S!'?'V!O O ! ? ? ?  
801e Orug BuiMlng i 

". . p . . - -  - . 
Oddtellows Hall i 

! 

.- -. - .-- - --- 
Earn Iniernallonal i 
Biiildiiig (originally 
Iwo separale 
biiildings:Mackenzl 
e Powis a l  78 
P~incess and Miller, 
Morse, and Co al 
8 9 0  QrincesL- . 
l lappy Garden I 
Rsr!a!!!a!!! .-.-- 
Rimer B k k  I 
. -- 

Canada Rubber 1 
Building , 

G,W.MISWIIA 
delinan l 

DiitldinglSinclair 
Building 
- -..- 

--.-- .-. -- 
Shoe wholesale 
wvehouse ~firvjifii~ 
Relail .--.--. -...--. ..-. -,. . --. - 1 ~ o l a i l  

!! ! incess Si 
i4.62 Priiicess 
jt .. . .  . ,  

i5 Princess SI 

- . -.-.--- .. - 
12-74 Prlncess 
54 

- l 

Elaborale cornice, pitaslets Municipal, 1986, Fralernal organizalion 
lopped wilh r~iinialuio coliiiiins, grade III Imll wilti coiiirirercinl 
bilck d ~ l ü i l i i i ~ ,  wood posl aiid leiiaiils. Uscd as a 
boani frania Iaborir Iciiiplo aiid as a 

Qar melit wliolesaler -.- C .. i-.. .-------lm. --- r i - .  -.- --9rr... r-. -,a.. - ....... ".ii..<... . -.. 
Solid brick, slone Miinicipal, 1998, Wliolesale warehotise 
ornaiiieiilalion atound grade II1 
wiiidows, façade has been 

.. ----- 
Romanesque 
Revival 

,--- 

95 Ptincess SI 
-- . -  _1---.--.- . -- - --.- -----. -.-- --.-...-... -- .*. - .-. . .._ 

Concrele bfock wilh lyndal lnventory Reslauranl 
.- - S'SE !!!!'----.-- . , - -,..- ---- -- . . --- - .---*- - -- 

Brick wilh slucco front lnvenlory Warehouse for garmenl 
-a-.--- 

wliolesaler - --.--<--.-.--.-I. ...-.---.--- I.. .* .... 
Brick wllh slucco fronl lnvenlory Relail? 

Olher 

. --..- 
17 Prinwss SI 
--.-- 
99 Prinwss SI 

Municipal, 1983, 

soma Clrlcago school 
elemenls, wood posl and 
&m frame 

------ 
Whoksale warehouse 
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Table 1. Identification and Descriptioii of Streetscspes in Tiie Eschange District Narional Historic Site 

Location 

North and sotitli, bot11 sides of tlie 
street 

SrnaIl scale of the street Albert Street 

Botli sides of the street Tum of the century building and 
street scde readily apparent 

Arthur Street 

- - -  - 

Looking west from Sliip SL nonh 
side of avenue to Main 

Only north side of avenue intact, Bannaryne Ave 
(east of Main) presents continuous Iine of similar 

structures mostly built by the same 
architect 

Botfi sides of tlie avenue Intact continuous edge Bannatyne Ave (west 
of Main) 

Alley behveen James 
and Market avenues 

Looking \\.est from Benlia Street Narrow alley, rails of spur h e  
evident , hydro lines, dock 

Hydro wires, fire escapes, loading 
docks 

Alley between King 
and Princess streets 

Lombard Avenue Looking east and West , nortli side 
of avenue on!' 

Train bridge at the end of the road. 
sense of proximity to the river. 
Definite boundary benveen historic 
district and downtown 

North and sourh from juiiction of 
;\.laiil and Lombard to juncrion of 
Main and WiIl iam - bot11 sides of the 
street 

Main Street Dominated by financial institutions, 
neocIassica1 architecture and 
skyscrapers 

Market Avenue East and litest, section between Lily 
and Bertha streets. botli sides of the 
mmiue 

Includes buildings originally owned 
by Elisha Frederick Hutchings9 the' 
were built to cornpiement each other 

McDermot Avenue 
(east of Main) 

- - 

Lookiiig e s t  fioin iVain to tlie 
Ciistoiiis Esaiii in ing Warehouse, 
iionh side of avenue 

A series of smaller buildings of 
compatible scale and materials, some 
even used for sarne purpose (prinrers 
jow) 

McDerrnot Ave (west 
of Main) 

Looking east or west. botli sides Intact streetscape. few gaps. 
newspaper row 

Intersection of 
McDermot Avenue 
and AIbert Street 

Historic buildings on al1 sides creares 
an unmatclied sense of time and place 
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- --- - -- 

Xonli and solith, section between Good view of layering of buildings 
Notre Dame and William ;ittenues (Le.. different heights); section of 
niid Ross to Wi1Iiai1.r~ avenues former Grain Exchange buildings 

1 Elgin 

Page 46 

Rorie Street l Lookincj south from Market and I Street jogs, di fferent elevations 
nortli from Lombard reflect different building periods 

exarnpe of alleys fro access to 
ioading docks. 

John Hirsch East m d  west, botli sidcs 



Appendis .\. ln\ ~iitu-. or'Strc.i.tsclipes in Tlis Escliange District Nauonal Historïc Site 

Characteri S T ~ C S  

-Raiiway spur i i i x  in rlir iiiiddlc of the îIlc'. 
-Loading docks 
-Hydra lines 

Streetscapc 2 

Streetscape 1. Alley between 
Marker and lames, viewed from 
Bertha St lookin= O west 

South side of 5 I x h r  .-\~-c looking from Bertha to Rone and North side of Market fiom Lily to 
Bertha 

Cliaracterisr ici; 
- Note wall ad 011 ,\.l;irslidI Wells 
- Buildings coiiiplcii~ent each other in scale and 
materials 

Strectscape 2. South side of Market 
Ave looking West from Benha to Rone. 

-- 
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-Rorie 
to Lon 

Street 
nbard - 

S treetscape 3. Rorie St looking south fiom Market with 
Marshall Wells building in the foregound 

-Jog in sti-eet indicari\-e of c3rIy road 
patterns 
-Layering of biiild ings \virli difkrent 
scale 
of buildings retlecting different 
constructio~i pcriuds 

Strïctscrpe 3. Rorie St looking north nom Lombard 
with the Great West Life and Grain Exchange in the 
toreground 



Strcetscnpc 4 

Ailey betu-een Marker 'and B a n n a ~ n e  wenues 
known as -John I-Iirsch Place. Iooking esr  from 
Rone at the bxf;  of rlïe 'vlarshdi Wells 
building and riic w s r  side of Jolm Hirsch Place 
shotvinc - the ,Midou-n wareliouse- 

Characteristics 

-Lane origi~ially n spur liiic. 

-Fire escapes 
-Historie Winnipeg plaques 
in artifact yrcirln of ciir srone 
from delnolislied buildings 

Streetscrpe 4. John Hirsch Place looking 
east fiom Rone with the back of the Marshall 
Wells on the lefi. 

Strurtsïap~ 4. John Hirsch Place looking \ e s t  from 
r\(.ri.ic \vit11 the AsIido~n \\-arehouse on the lefi 



- BamaQ-iie .ive e s t  of Nain 
from Sliip ro h i r i  

Streetscape 5.  Bannatyne Avenue looking west from Ship 
Street tomrd Main. with Donald Bain and Memck .bderson 
buildings on right. 

Characttrisrics 

-0nly nonh side of street <ver lmd buildings- 
the soutli side \vas are of spur lines adjacent to 
the Custoins Esamining \hreliouse. 

-Trees O bscrire the sti-iictirres, biir the 
streetscape prcsciits a continuous line of 
similar buildings sel-ernI of wliich wre  built 
by the sanie arci~itect. J.J. 'c4cDiam1id 

Strcetscnpe 5. North side of Bannatye Ave 
lookiiig east at the .4shdown warehouse 



-Short but intact stresscape consisting of tlic h i o n  Trust tower. Baile!-'S. GrearWest Life. and 
the Grain EscIiaiige 

-Crane and Kemp 1vareliouses slio\\n in coi~joiictioii with the train bridge dernonstrates the 
importance of tlie rail road in die de\rlopmeiit of rhe Exchange District 

Streetsclpc 6. Sonli side of Lombard .Wi: 
from Main ro Rorie 

Srrcctscnpc G. Xorth side of Lombard Ave fiom 
the Lombard Hotel totvard the river 



- North side of '\4cDerniot 
betwvczn Main and Rorie, 
vien-cd looking e3st fioiii 
the corner of Main and 
McDerniot 

-A series of smaller scde 
biiildings wliicii presenr a 
coiiri~~iiotrs h i e  2nd 
compleiiieiir ex11 otlicr in 
scale and rnatsrials. 

-Mosr of these buildings 
have been rised to house 
prinring presses so tliere is 
also a simiiarity of usage 

Strcctscapc S 

- Main St betwvesn 
Lombard to riie soutli 
and Wlliam to rlie 
north 

-Dominxsd by 
financi =il insriritrions 
and skyscrapers 

Streetscrpe 7. North side of McDemot looking east from Main 
towvards Rorie 

Strcctscape 8. Main S t  looking north fiom corner of Main and 
McDermot. emly skyscrapers in the backgound 



-blcDerinor ,-\ve liet\veen &Main 
and Priiicess 

Cliaracrsri srics 

-1nracr srreetscape widi no gaps 
c7s- strucrures berween the biiildin, 

complemenr eacli other in size. 
materials and sryk creating a 
sense of rime 3r.d place 

-This is cspeciaily truc of the 
intersection of McDermot and 
Albert u-iiere the viewer is 
surrounded by hisroric 
streetscqes in four directions 

Streetscnpe 9. McDermot Ave looking West fiom corner 
of McDernior and Albert 

Strcetscnpc 9. Sour11 side of ~ ~ e r m o t  
Ave lookiiig e m  from Princess. good 
esainplc of cuiiriiiuoiis edge niid building ro 
the edge of the sids ~ d k  

Strcetscape 9. South side of McDermot 
Ave looking east from Albert and 
McDernlot across Main 
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-Bot11 sides of Abert Sr from Notre Darne to 
McDermot 

Cliaracrerisrics 

-Buildings cornpicment eûch otlier in size. 
rnaterials- m d  design 

Strcetscnpc 1 O .  Albert St looking non11 from 
near Notre D m c  rowards Marker Square 



-Botil sides oiArtliiir St Srom Sotre 
Dame ro -Marker Square 

-Few - caps or breaks in t h  conrinuous 
line escepr ar the sourh end of the 
Street 

- h l 1  ndverrising visible in Figure 22 

Strcetscnpe 11. West side of Arthur St looking south 
from -Market Square 

S trectsc:ipc 1 1. -4rrliur St Iooking nortli from Notre 
Da1111. 



Streetscapes 12 

-Both sides of King St 
fiom Notre Dame to 
Market Square. the west 
side on1 y benveen 
Bannatyne and William 

Characteristics 

-Continuous edge 
buildings are 
complementary in design. 
rnaterials. and scale 

Streetscape 12. King St 1 Dame 

Streetscnpe 12. West side of King St looking soutli 
from William to Bannatvne 
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Streetscape 13 

-Both sides of Princess Street from Notre 
Dame to William, West side only corn 
William to Elgin 

Characteristics 

-This streetscape provides a good view of 

-Note wall advertising 

Streetscnpe 
Notre Dame 

13. Princess Street lookhg north fiom 
with the Peck building in right 

reg round 

Streetscape 13 West side of Princess St 
looking north fiom McDennot 

Streetscape 13. Princess Street looking 
north from William to Elgin avenues. 
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Streetscape 14 

-Princess St back lane 
beween McDennot and 
Bannatyne 

Characteristics 

-Rail ties, 

-0verhanging lights 

-Loading bays 

-Fire escapes 

Streetscape 15 

View 

-Both sides of Bannatyne 
Ave West of Main to 
Princess 

Characteristics 

-Intact with no si-dficant 
gaps- 

-Street jogs 

Streetscape 14. Princes~ St back lane between McDexmot and 
Bannatyne 

Streetscapc 15. Bannatyne Ave looking West nom Market Square 
witli Travelers building in nght foreground 



Streetscape 16 

- Ailey benveen Bannatyne 
Avenue and John Hirsch Place, 
east of Rorie 

Characteristics 

Streetscape 16. Nanow d e y  leading to art3act garden at 
John Hirsch Place. 
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The Exchange District 
A National Historic Site 



Ail ma& îeaâ to Wnnipeg- It is oie focal 
p&t of the thme transcontinental fines 
of Canada. and nobody, neifher 
manufacturec capitalist, farrnec 
mechanic, lawyer, ductor; merchant, 
priest, or labourer; can pass from one 
pari of Canada to aruaier mthout @n*!'ng 

thmugh Wnni'g. lt is a gateway 
thmugh which dl the commerce of the 
east and the West and aie nom and üw 
south must flaw. No cify, in Amerka at 
leasf, has such an absolute and 
cornpiete command over the wholesale 
M e  of so vast an area. lt is desüned to 
becorne one of the greatest distributhg 
commercial centres of the continent as 
well as a manufactunng community of 
great importance. 

(Cutt~s, ME Chicago Record Herald, 
Seprember 19 11.) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

In September 1997, Winnipeg's Exchange District 
became a National Historic Site. This recognition was 
granted because the area vividly illustrates the opening 
of the Canadian west as well as the role the City of 
Winnipeg piayed in the deveiopment of the Western 
Canadian economy. The Exchange District Heritage 
Partnership was created to develop a Heritage 
Interpretation Strategy for the Exchange District National 
Historic Site in January 1998. Developrnent of this work 
was focused on achieving three goals: 

Trie Exchange Disfnct Naîional 
Histonc Site highfighted W i n  
downtown WnnMg. 

This Strategy provides a cornprehensive framework for 
interpreting the history of the District. In the end, it will 
achieve conservation awareness and resource 
stewardship as visitors gain a greater understanding and 
appreciation of the National Historic Site. 

Themes 

Work began with a review of the architectural and 
historical research completed by the federal designating 
body, the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of 
Canada. Frorn this matenal, the Partnership extracted six 
primary historical thernes associated with the history of 

"Through interpretation, 
understanding; 
through understanding, 
appreciation; 
through appreciation, 
protection- " (Tilden 1 977, 38) 



the National Historic Site: 

1. Grain Trade, 
2. Finance, 
3. WholesalelManufactunng, 
4. Architecture, 
5. Civic Developrnent. and 
6. Labour. 

Recommendations in this Strategy deal specifically with 
interpreting these six themes- 

Marketing Strategy 

While the lnterpretation Strategy was underway, a 
marketing strategy and audience profile was completed 
by Dennis McKnight 2051 Inc. Data from that report has 
been incorporated within this Strategy. It is bound under 
separate cover and should be used as a supporting 
resource to this document. The marketing study 
determined that a wide range of age groups visit the 
Exchange District, for a variety of reasons, but the most 
common visitors are those under the age of 25 and those 
older than 55. It also appears that women may have 
interests that are more sympathetic to what the District 
can and does offer. Non-local visitors are generally from 
neighbouring provinces and states. The most common 
reason for travelling to Winnipeg and Manitoba is to 
spend time with friends and family. These visitors are 
often interested in hentage activities and they seek the 
advice of locals, friends and family, hotel management, 
and tourist information centres for things to do and 
places to visit. It is therefore important to ensure that 
marketing strategies for the Exchange District initially 
target the home audience. If we c m  ensure that 
Wnnipeggers continue to visit and enjoy the Exchange 
District, they in turn, will recommend it as a unique 
destination to their visitors. Selective marketing to non- 
local visitors wuld then be purçued at that tirne. 



Resources and Recommendations 

A wide range of media, both programming and physid 
elements, can be utilised in the interpretation of histon'c 
sites. The six primary categories of recornmended 
interpretive media are: 

1. interpretive centre, 
2. interpretive panels, 
3. walking tours, 
4. installations, 
5. pu blicationslmultimedia, and 
6. special events/programmes. 

These six categories cover a vast amy of options which 
can be programrned separately or work in combination. 
In most cases, it is appropriate to offer a wide selection 
of media in order to attract the broadest audience 
possible. It was discovered that there already exists a 
wealth of historical resources pertaining to the majoflty of 
the primary themes. These resources are scattered 
throughout the city, and are often difficult to locate. 
lnterpretive proposals atternpt to fiIl voids in the current 
programming and target historical themes for which there 
is little interpretive material. 

The marketing strategy's in-person interviews began to 
illustrate Ievels of interest in and awareness of particular 
historical thernes. Generally, respondents were aware of 
the main themes associated with the National Histonc 
Site, but were most interested in architecture, arts and 
entertainment, finance, and transportation history. Fewer 
were interested in wholesale trade and the garment 
trade. In addition, few were aware of the Districfs 
connection to the publishing industry or women's 
suffrage, but interest in these two areas was quite high. 
Further deveiopment of interpretive initiatives will have to 
strike a balance of conveying key themes while still 
appealing to the interests of the audience. 



lrnplementation 

The Exchange District Heritage Partnership suggests 
that two recornmendations be initiated imrnediately: 

1. the creation of an organisational structure to 
oversee the irnplementation of this Heritage 
tnterpretation Strategy, and 

2. creation of an interpretlve centre for the 
Exchange District National Historic Site. 

The recomrnended interpretive programmes are outlined 
in the accompanying implementation tables. 

2. Interpretive centre feasibility 
studies 

3. Rovingîkiosk interpretive centre 
4. Guided tours of the Exchange 

District 
5. National Historic Site banners 
6. HSMBC plaque and ceremony 
7. Canadian flag programme 
8. History of the Exchange District 
9. Historic Winnipeg plaques and 

cleaninn programme 

2, Enhanœ exisiting tours such as 
Art Walk. Terra Cotta tour and 
191 9 Strike Walking Tour 

3. Web site 
4. Trail of Historic Winnipeg 

plaques 
5. Public Forums and seminars 
6. Tours of job sites 
7. Travelling exhibitdstorefront 

displays 

interpretive centre 
2. CD ROMs 
3. Develop additional tours 
4. Interpretive nodes 
5. Re-release otder publications 
6. Architectural and urban 

planning publications 
7. School materials 
8. Interpretive centre fundraising 
9. Determine sitelbuilding for 

interpretive centre 

3, Play structure 
4. Commemorate original street 

names 
5- Public art and street fumiture 
6. Designation plaque programme 
7. Additional videos 
8. Performances and 1 ;;;îments 
9. Construction and display 

development for interpretive 





PURPOSE OF THIS STRATEGY 

This Strategy is intended to guide the community through 
the planning and implementation of interpretive 
programmes and infrastructure within the Exchange 
District National Historic Site. It is intended ta provide a 
frarnework for the development of a long terni and 
sustainable Interpretation Strategy for the site. Several 
sections of background information are prwided, some 
of which can be used as promotional tools. 

The content of this Strategy is straightforward, beginning 
with a review of the planning process and research. The 
historical importance of the National Historic Site is 
elaborated upon by the identification of the key historical 
themes and stories. Visitors will acquire a clear 
understanding of the site's national significance if these 
stories are conveyed to them through the use of dynarnic 
and provocative media. The themes are matched with 
appropriate means of commemoration based on the 
range of exisiting interpretive media as well as 
recommendations to round out the visitor experience, An 
implementation strategy over a five year time period 
illustrates how the proposed methods may work together 
over the short, medium, and long term. Funding for these 
projects will be a pivotal part of the implementation 
strategy. A brief list of curent funding programmes and 
agencies has been provided. The mandates and criteria 
of these programmes are such that funding for 
recommendations in this Strategy may be possible, An 
integral component of the Strategy is the creation of an 
organisational framework to oversee the implementation 
of this Interpretation Strategy and thus, several 
organisational models are explored. 

It is expected that the users of mis fnterpretation Strategy 
wiIl consist of a wide range of people and organisations. 
The content of this Strategy should prove very useful to 



local heritage organisations, government agencies, 
interest groups, independent heritage consultants. or 
anyone interested in development in the District. 



THE EXCHANGE DISTRICT HERITAGE PARTNERSHIP : 

A group of individuals representing local interest and 
heritage groups, as well as the three levels of 
govemment first met in June 1997 to discuss the 
upcoming national designation of the Exchange District 
The group became known as the Exchange District 
Heritage Partnership. While the composition has 
changed, the core participants in the Partnership have 
been: 

Wayne Copet 

Shelley Bruce 
Susan Algie 
Giles Bugailiskis 
Bob Coutts 
Doug Dealey 

Bruce Donaldson 

Neil Einarson 

Barb Ford 

Greg Thomas 
Susan Turner 

Partnership ChairIExchange 
District BI2 
Project Coordinator 
Parks Canada 
City of Winnipeg 
Parks Canada 
Dealey Photog rap hic 
ServiceExchange District BI2 
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and 
Citizenship 
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and 
Citizenship 
The Forks National Historic 
Site, Parks Canada 
Parks Canada 
Heritage Winnipeg 

That summer, the recommendation to designate the 
Exchange District a National Historic Site was still under 
review by the Minister of Canadian Heritage, the Right 
Honourable Sheila Copps. In anticipation of the 
designation, the Partnership began to discuss the 
creation of a Heritage lnterpretation Strategy which 
would create a long tenn approach for commemorating 
the rich history of the District. Previously, this had been 
cited as a key rewmmendation in the 1996 Strategic 
Action Pian for the Exchange District The cornmittee 
concluded that it would be difficult to find a single firm to 
undertake the development of this Strategy- Instead, the 
Partn ership volunteers agreed to work together to pool 
their ideas, expenence. and resources. 



Documents such as Plan Winnipeg, CentrePlan, and the 
Exchange District Strategic Action Plan have expressed 
the desire to maintain and rehabilitate heritage buildings 
in the Exchange District. The deveIopment and 
implementation of an lnterpretation Strategy for the 
Exchange District has also been identified as a 
necessary planning tool. It was decided mat the 
Exchange District Business lmprovement Zone would 
take the lead on the project with applications for funding 
being prepared by their Executive Director- The 
Exchange District Business lmprovement Zone has a 
particular interest in the commemoration of the District% 
heritage as seen in the Exchange District Strategic 
Action Pian. A recommended action from that Plan was 
Action Strategy 3.1 : 

[preparation ofj a Heritage 
In terpretation Strategy for the 
Exchange District. The Strategy will 
detail the District's historical, social and 
architectural themes and outline the 
methods for public awareness and 
education. An interpretive strategy may 
include public programming, such as 
walking tours, interpretive nodes, 
publications and an Exchange District 
visitor and heritage resource centre. 

With this background in place, development of this 
lnterpretation Strategy is a Iogical next step. 

In mid January 1998, a project coordinator, Shelley 
Bruce, was hired to begin work on the development and 
coordination of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy for 
the District 



GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STRATEGY : 

In an effort to clarify the direction and development of the 
Strategy, a workshop was held with the Exchange District 
Heritage Partnership in November 1998. This culminated 
in a set of goals and objectives for the Interpretation 
Strategy. These goals guided the devefopment of the 
Strategy and the formulation of its recommendations for 
in terpretive initiatives. The Strategy 's recommendations 
relate directly to these three key goals- 

Goal 4: 

Objectives: 
To make the Exchange District more 
distinct/recog nisabie as a National Histonc 
Site. 
To educate visitors about the Exchange 
District. 
To create culturaVnaturaI awareness and 
appreciation of the area. 
To foster stewardship of the buiIt resources in 
the Exchange District 
To provide a range of activities and 
programming to appeal to a broad range of 
visitors. 



Objectives: 
To instill a sense of place and history- 
To create an understanding of the past and a 
respect for what remains. 
To highlight historical themes in the Exchange 
District National Historic Site. 
To address a variety of audience sizes, ages, 
and interests. 
To appeal to people's interests in hentage and 
cultural activities. 
To link interpretation to residents', tourists', 
and business owners' needs and interests. 
To improve the current standard of 
interpretation- 

Objectives: 
To increase pedestrian trafic in the Exchange 
District 
To encourage residents' cornmitment to our 
city, and invite them to explore in new ways. 
To foster local business partnerships (both 
public and private). 
To provide entertainment and recreation 
opportunities. 
To introduce new interpretive initiatives which 
embrace or enhance existing initiatives where 
possible. 

- 

The Grchange Distnkt Hentsge Interpretstion Stategy 





The Exchange District National Historic Site, named after 
the original grain exchange, is a dense urban area 
consisting of approximately 20 city blocks (CentrePlan) 
in the downtown of Winnipeg, the capital city of 
Manitoba. The National Historic Site boundanes coincide 
with those created by the Historic Winnipeg By-law 
(3693/84). Lowted just noRh of Portage Avenue and 
Main Street, the District is bounded by the Red River to 
the east, Lombard and Notre Dame Avenues to the 
south. Prïncess Street in the west and William to James 
Avenues to the north. These boundaries have helped the 
Exchange District to maintain an identifiable character 
and sense of place. It is known for its intact collection of 
warehouses, financial institutions, and eariy terra cotta 
clad skyscrapers dating frorn the tum-of-the-century. 

Boundaries of the Erchange District Nalional Historie Site. 

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

The Exchange Distncî National 
HistonC Site highlighted within 
downtown Wnnipg. 

- - 

The Exchange Disûfct Heritrge lnferpmltion Stntwgy 



The clear, identifiable boundaries of the District, and the 
development of the city's downtown along and south of 
Portage Avenue after World War II, has kept the 
Exchange District in relative isolation from development 
and major modification. 

From both an urban and architectural perspective. the 
Exchange District National Historic Site is truly unique. 
The heart of the District is Old Market Square found cn 
the West side of Main Street where the Fire Hall once 
stood. It is now a multipurpose green space with a 
permanent stage that is used for both impromptu 
activities and organised events. Financial institutions and 
larger corporations built early Chicago School inspired 
skyscrapers along Main Street from Portage Avenue up 
to William Avenue. The narrow side streets which meet 
Main Street are lined with shorter massive stone and 
brick warehouses complete with covered alleys. This 
combination creates a different sense of scale not found 
in the rest of the downtown. Streetscaping was improved 
in the early 1980s with the creation of wider sidewalks, 
historically appropriate street furniture and lighting, and 
decorative paving patterns and materials. 

Once the commercial and financial centre of the city, the 
Exchange District is now better known for its specialty 
retaif shops, restaurants, nightclubs, and as a popular 
location for film and television productions. Nearly 
40,000 people work within or adjacent to the District. 
North of the National Historic Site boundary on the west 
side of Main Street is City Hall, the Public Safety Building 
and Chinatown. In addition to Old Market Square, green 
space is found along the Red River in Stephen Juba 
Park The Exchange District is also known as the city's 
centre for arts and cultural activities. Facilities such as 
the Museum of Man and Nature, the Centennial Concert 

Centennial Concert Hall. Main Sbeet 

Fnnge Festival billboards, 1998- 



Hall, Pantages Theatre, ArtSpace, and numerous small 
independently operated gallenes are found thmughout 
the District The concentration of the arts and cultural 
cornmunit. makes the Exchange District an attractive 
location for festivals such as the popular Winnipeg 
Fringe and Winnipeg Jazz Festivals. 

Access to the District is easy from al1 parts of Winnipeg. 
By car or bus, most would amve via Main Street and tum 
east or west as required, while others may amve to the 
west side of the District via Notre Dame Avenue. Auess 
to the east side of the District from the Forks is also very 
direct with access via Pioneer and Westbrook, The 
system of one-way streets can rnake the District 
confusing for visiting drives. River access is also 
convenient with the Red River forming the District's 
eastern boundary- At the end of Bannatyne Avenue, 
there are currently pedestrian paths and docking 
facilities in Stephen Juba Park suitable for small pleasure 
craft. To the north of the National Histonc Site are the 
Alexander Docks, a larger scale facility more appropriate 
for commercial craft such as the Paddlewheel boats. 

The supply of vehicular parking is currently a contentious 
issue. On-street metred parking, as well as a collection of 
privately operated parking lots and parkades (there are 5 
parkades and 29 surface lots) combine to provide 
approximately 4700 parking stalls. On-street parking of 
bicycles is inconvenient and there is currently no 
monitored and secure bicycle parking provided in the 
area. 

At the time of wn'ting, there was no one central venue 
where visitors could obtain tourist information or meet for 
guided tours in the Exchange District. 

BfZ bulletin board. charader lighting 
and sbeet sr'gnege in oie Grchange 
D i ' t  N8ti0naf Hisîoric sa. 
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THE NEED FOR AN INTERPRETATION STRATEGY : 

Although interpretive activities have been in use in 
Canadian and Amefican national parks since the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  
the study of heritage interpretation as we know it today, 
began with Freeman Tlden in 1957. In his publication 
Interpreting Our Hen'fage, Tilden defines interpretation as 

An educational activity which aims to 
reveal rneanings and relationships 
through the use of original objeds, by 
firsthand experience, and by illustrative 
media, rather than simply to 
communicate factual information (1977, 
8) - 

The essential difference between information and 
interpretation is that interpretation places items in context 
to reveal their meanings and thus develop a more 
thorough understanding. Demonstration and expianation 
are tools of interpretation, while study and experience 
creates knowledge based on information (Knudson, et. 
al., 1995). The sole purpose of interpretation is to help 
visitors achieve a sense of place, either natural or 
cultural, and to convey the significance of their history 
and culture to them. Furthemore, interpretation aims to 
weave a senes of themes into an integral story where 
relationships between a variety of cornponents are 
brought to light and connected to the lives and 
experiences of the audience. Visitors to sites must be 
encouraged to move forward and to discover for 
themselves, while having an enjoyable and safe visit. A 
long term goal of interpretation is to enhance a 
community's understanding and appreciation of natural 
and cultural resources, with the hopes that their 
conservation is secured (National Trust for Histon'c 
Preservation). 

'Thmugh interpretation, 
understanding; 
through understanding, 
apprecia Don; 
through appreciation, 
protection" (Tilden 1977, 38). 



In lnterpreting our Hentage, Tilden suggests that 
exceptional interpretation should be based on the 
following set of principals: 

1. Any interpretation that does not 
somehow relate what is being 
displayed or described to sornething 
within the personality or experience 
of the visitor will be sterile- 

2. Information, as such, is not 
Interpretation. Interpretation is 
revelation based upon information. 
But they are entirely different things. 
However, al1 interpretation includes 
information. 

3. lnterpretation is an art, which 
combines many arts, whether the 
materials presented are scientific, 
historical or architectural. Any art is 
in some degree teachable. 

4. The chief aim of lnterpretation is not 
instruction, but provocation, 

5. lnterpretation should aim to present 
a whoIe rather than a part, and must 
address itself to the whole man 
rather than any phase. 

6. Interpretation addressed to children 
(say, up to the age of tweive) should 
not be a dilution of the presentation 
to adults, but should follow a 
fundamentally different approach. To 
be at its best it will require a 
separate program. (1977, 9) 

Generally, it is easy to describe why an interpretive 
experience was negative or weak, and more dificult to 
explain what made an interpreter or interpretive 
programme compelling, A strong interpreter or 
programme is one which recognises its audience and 
develops its content to suit their needs and expectations 
while striving to fulfil the principals mentioned above. 

National PariCs Semce brochum ibr 
Oimsted National Histonc Site. 
ûoston. The National Parks SemNIce 
uses this template for îhis type of 
publication- 



Interpretation has rnany roles. It can be used for 
recreation purposes, for visitor management, or for 
public relations. In the end, interpretation is one tool used 
to achieve a sense of resource stewardship in one's 
audience. 

Oevelopment of an lnterpretation Strategy for the 
Exchange Oistrict National Historic Site is a logicaf 
outcome from previous planning documents, legislation, 
and now, the national designation. While a 
cornprehensive interpretation strategy for an urban area 
like the Exchange District is unique, it will be a valuable 
tool for guiding interpretive planning and programming. It 
will serve the district in several ways: 

1. it wilI identify and characterise both current 
and potentiaI audiences; 

2. identify existing programmes; 
3. identify proposed programmes; and 
4. offer irnplernentation and funding 

op portunities. 
Tickets h m  a Eedum seds on Red 
River Architecture held at Lower Fort 
Gany National Hisîofic Site. 
Manitoba. 



PLANNING PROCESS 

Severai stages of research were required and çompleted 
in the devetopment of this Heritage lnterpretation 
Strategy. 

The planning team 

The Exchange District Heritage Partnership met rnonthly 
with the Project Coordinator to review the progress of the 
project, and provide direction and guidance. As the group 
consisted of a range of interests and organisations, all 
had the opportunity to inform the Partnership of 
developments or contacts in the local heritage 
community as they pertained to the project This was 
also an opportunity for other individuals or organisations 
unafiliated with the Partnership to present their 
upcoming projects or events. The meetings were held on 
a regular basis for the sake of continuity and to maintain 
interest and momentum. 

Historical themes 

Work began with the identification of a range of historical 
themes associated with the national designation. This 
thematic development was an important phase as it 
bounded the s a p e  of the initial research. A total of five 
themes were identified in agenda paper prepared for the 
Histonc Sites and Monuments Board of Canada as king 
key in the period 1883 to 1913: 

1. Grain Trade, 
2. Finance, 
3. Wholesale, 
4. Manufacturing, and 
5. Transportation. 



Based on current research and knowledge, the 
Partnership further devefoped a series of supporting 
themes derived from the original five themes. The 
following topics were also reviewed: 

1. Architecture, 
2. Civic Development, 
3. Labour, 
4. EarIy Settiement, 
5. Hefitage Conservation, 
6. Arts and Entertainment, 
7. Publishing, 
8. Garment Trade, and 
9. Women's Suffrage. 

This list of fourteen historical themes defined the context 
for the next phase of research, resource analysis. 

Resource analysis 

A survey of existing research, interpretive programmes, 
infrastructure, and resources was undertaken in this 
phase of resource analysis. These materials were 
analysed for relevance to the Exchange District National 
Historic Site and its historical themes. 

Two databases were created to catalogue the found 
resources. The firçt was used to establisfi the extent to 
which the current built resources reflected the range of 
fourteen historical themes. A record was created for each 
building indicating the site's relevance to the themes. 
The second database contains records of found 
resources pertaining to each of the themes. Material for 
this database was collected from literature reviews, 
archival and photographic research, and matenal from 
li brarieslarchives at govemment agencies or local 
organisations. Each piece of documentation is 
catalog ued according to theme, bibliographie 
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information, current source, and format. From this 
database it is possible to generate fists of al1 the existing 
walking tours, research, interpretive plaques etc. by 
theme, source, author or any other category, This has 
proven to be an invaluable resource for tracking the 
availa bility of resources for each historical theme. or by 
interpretive methad, 

Targeted consultation 

In an effort to consider the relevant themes and topics in 
a more manageable fashion, subcommittees comprised 
of local specialists and academics were established- 
Several meetings were held with these thematic 
subcommittees. The initial Iist of fourteen historical 
themes was divided among three categories. The 
following categories were simply an organisational tool 
used to facilitate the discussion of the themes by the 
su bcommittees: 

1. Social and Cultural History: 
Architecture, Conservation, Arts and 
Entertainment, Publishing 

2. Politics: 
Civic Development, Labour, Early Settlement, 
Women's Suffrage 

3. Economics: 
Grain Trade, Wholesale Trade, Finance, 
Gannent Trade, Manufactunng, 
Transportation 

The su bcommittees discussed a particular theme, its key 
stories, and resources. They also provided suggestions 
on how these stories could be presented to vis i to~. 
These meetings were beneficial as they included 
individuals intimately invoived with these h is tar id  
themes. The resuIting suggestions were used as a 
starting point for developing recommendations for future 
interpretive programming and infrastructure. 



Local heritage models 

To study how other historic sites and communities have 
approached the interpretive planning process, examples 
of similar plans were reviewed. As of 1998, none of the 
nationally designated historic districts have a Heritage 
lnterpretation Strategy. However. The Montreat 
MainfSaint-Laurent Boulevard Historic District, which 
received its National Historic Site status at the same time 
as the Exchange District, may in the future be looking at 
developing more comprehensive interpretive 
programming. 

Several developments for the downtown which may 
impact the Exchange District National Historic Site were 
reviewed during this stage of research. Additionally, 
several examples of heritage interpretation strategies 
from other communities were found and consulted in the 
development of this document, Some of these 
precedents have slowly developed over time but 
implementation of others has not yet begun. 

Three downtown sites have the potential to impact on 
interpretive programming in the Exchange District 
National Historic Site. 

The first site is the James Avenue Pumping Station. 
Located just outside the boundary of the National 
Historic Site, the Pumping Station is a rich, relatively 
intact historic resource which is integral to the theme of 
civic development. The facility was built in 1906 to 
provide a high-pressure water pumping system for fire 
protection in Winnipeg's central business district. 
Originally consisting of a powerhouse, gas producing 
plant and a gas storage tank, only the brick powerhouse 
remains, with much of the equipment still in place. Today, 

James Avenue Pumpjng Station. 
Wnnipeg. 
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a local entrepreneur is working towards the development 
of a microbrewery and rnuseum within the building. White 
the project has yet to get underway, it could conserve a 
unique heritage building located in an undenitilised area 
just north of the National Historic Site boundary. Early 
reports suggested that interpretation of the site could 
consist of a dedication plaque, exhibits, panels, and 
films. 

The second project is a component of the Neeginan 
redevelop of North Main. The Victoria Park Cornmittee, 
of the North Main Task Force, Iooked at the area which 
was once a forrnal greenspace known as Victoria Park. It 
is currentiy occupied by the Amy Street Steam Plant. 
Consisting of labour leaders, historians, the Museum of 
Man and Nature, The City of Winnipeg, and the 
Exchange District 612, the Cornmittee formalised a 
conceptual design for a new park which would 
commemorate the historical importance of the site. 
Landscape architects were responsible for providing a 
schematic design that could be used by the North Main 
Task Force as a preliminary design and promotional tool. 
Key themes for historical interpretation in the park 
include: 

people, 
infrastructure, 
services, 
industry, and 
refom initiatives. 

These ideas would be conveyed through the use of 
contrast and conflict by opposing one concept with its 
opposite. 60th design options incorporate several 
components. The proposal addressed the river as well as 
the historical themes of infrastructure, services, and 
industry. These are especially key to the Exchange 
District National Historie Site. Should the park proceed, 

Wdona Park, G l9OO. 
(PA M. N I  7900) 
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further involvement from representatives of  the 
Exchange District National Histonc Site will be necessary 
to ensure pmgamming of complementary activities and 
to avoid duplication of stones and artefacts. 

Interpretive planning at The Forks and The Forks 
National Histonc Site was the third to be considered- An 
interpretive plan was commissioned by the Forks 
Renewal Corporation in 1993. The purpose of this plan 
was threefold: 

1. establish how The Forks should approach 
the interpretation of its heritage resources; 

2- identify major themes and topics that require 
emphasis; and 

3. provide guidelines for appropriate heritage 
resource management and interpretive 
activities. 

Participants in this process wanted to take a broad 
approach to interpreting heritage at The Forks. The plan 
contributed to future planning and comrnunity-based 
development, while integrating heritage planning and 
programming as a way to enhance public use and 
appreciation. 

There will be unlimited opportunities for The Forks 
National Historic Site and the Exchange District to work 
together in planning heritage activities and events. With 
such close proximity between the two sites, heritage 
events could easily be packaged to allow the sites to pull 
from one another's visitor groups. 

Walking Tour Guide produCBd in 
1994 by The Forks Renewal 
Corporation. 



Public consultation 

On September 11 and 12, 1998, the Exchange District 
Heritage Partnership helped to organise and host The 
Heritage Exchange. This was a senes of free heritage 
and history-related events, in canjunction with an Open 
House. Parks Canada invited representatives from other 
National Historic Sites and the heritage community to 
visit the Exchange District and to rneet one another. 
While at a day long workshop, they were infomied of 
options available to them from the different levels of 
government for funding, resources, and support. Historic 
Resources Branch, Province of Manitoba, hosted a free 
seminar on proper conservation techniques. Free 
walking tours were offered throughout the District by the 
City of Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Architecture 
Foundation guided participants through their Terra Cotta 
Tour. On Friday evening, a siide presentation was hosted 
by Steve Barber and Chuck Brook, the City's first 
heritage planners from the IWOs. Their presentation 
focused on the evolution of the city's heritage 
conservation movement, and gave them the opportunity 
to refiect on an exciting time in Winnipeg and in their 
areers. Marketing of the Exchange District National 
Historic Site began that weekend with the unveiling of a 
reproduction of a 1911 panoramic poster depicting the 
west side of Main Street from Portage to Higgins 
Avenues. 

The Open House, held at the former Canadian Bank of 
Commerce at 387 Main Street, was designed as a casual 
forum for interested individuals to stop in, speak with the 
Partnership, and view displays concerning the 
lnterpretation Strategy, or to admire the beautiful interior 
of this currently vacant building. Four information 
stations, an Introduction, Social and Cultural History, 

Adur,tüsing Ibr the B m k  and B a h r  
Hentege Siid8 Show. Pmtages 
Theaim. 

Display station et the Open House. 
Canadien Bank of Commetce- 



Politics, and Econornics. were displayed to provide 
cursory information about the pertinent historical themes 
as well as suggestions for the types of interpretive 
programmes that might be developed for a vanety of 
audiences. A display of artefacts on loan from Parks 
Canada provided a sense of the types of items sold and 
manufactured in the District from the 1880s to the First 
Worîd War. A booklet of the ideas presented at the Open 
House was available for visitors to take home to read at 
their leisure. It contained a comment sheet asking 
participants for their views on interpreting the Exchange 
District. Approximately 200 visitors passed ttirough the 
Open House, with five completing the visitor survey. 

The type of critical commentary and feedback that the 
Partnership was hoping to generate at the Open House 
did not materialise. Many visitors were thrilled to be able 
to visit the glorious banking hall of the Canadian Bank of 
Commerce and many more were so taken with the space 
that the artefacts, photos, and other materials on display 
pafed in cornparison. Arguably, the greatest success of 
the weekend is that the activities brought people into the 
area and allowed hem to experience the interior of a 
building that few have been able to access in 30 years. 
Fostering an interest and appreciation of heritage 
resources is a key component in heritage consenration 
and interpretation. The Heritage Exchange was the first 
step in motivating Winnipeggers to take an active interest 
in the history of the Exchange District National Historic 
Site. 

Open House in the banking hall of 
the Canedian Bank of Commerce. 

Artefacts on display et fie Open 
House. Canadrén Bank of 
Commem. 
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Workshop 

To build on the feedback from the targeted and public 
consultation, the Exchange District Heritage Partnership 
met for a day long workshop on November 4, 1998 to 
more fully develop the themes and options for 
interpretation. and ta decide on the direction and 
subsequent content of the Interpretation Strategy. The 
City of Winnipeg provided two planners, Ms. Elizabeth 
Sweatman and Mr. John Kiernan, to act as facilitators to 
allow al1 cornmittee members to speak and participate 
freely. The content of the agenda included: 

discussion of the goals and objectives for the 
Partnership and the lnterpretation Strategy; 
a prioritisation of the historical themes; 
discussion of the merits of various interpietive 
methods and how they may relate to each 
theme; and 
organisation of the work that needed to be 
completed before the finatisation of the 
Interpretation Strategy. 

At this meeting, the originaI and comprehensive 
inventory of fourteen historical themes was reevaluated 
and it was agreed that 

4. Grain Trade, 
6, Finance, 
5. Wholesale/Manufacturing, 
1. Architecture, 
2. Civic Developrnent, and 
3. Labour 

were the primary historical themes for the Exchange 
District National Historic Site. 
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From this workshop, the Partnership determined that to 
successfully complete and implement the plan, several 
other components and tasks needed to be addressed: 
1. Research 

completion of more detailed audiencdmarket 
research 
a research plan for the creation of a 
comprehensive tesearch book on the history 
of the Exchange District 
a draft programme for an Interpretive Centre 
organisation of additional walking tours 
through the Exchange District 
development of the Commemorative lntegrity 
Statement by Parks Canada 

2. Marketing 
an interpretive key for the panoramic poster to 
provide concise descriptions of the buildings 
seen along Main Street 
creation and production of National Historic 
Site banners for the District 
development of a web site for the National 
Historic Site 
design display cases at City Hall with material 
on the Exchange District 
draft of a marketing document to be used to 
build a constituency 
continued promotion of the lnterpretation 
Strateg y 

3. Governing body 
creation of an organisational framework to 
take ownership of the interpretation plan 
cornplete applications for funding of 
recommendations fmm the Strategy 

4. lnterpretation Stntegy 
complete first draft 
distribution of the draft for commenb 
final submission and distribution 

Some items were thought to be of lesser importance for 
this stage of work These were temporarily put on hold 
white committee members volunteered to cornplete or 
look into the other items. 



MARKETING STRATEGY : 

Process 

At the tirne of writing, the Western Canada Service 
Centre (Parks Canada), was consulted with regard to the 
cornpletion of a visitor profile and marketing strategy for 
the Exchange District National Historic Site. Since visitor 
determination is such a critical component of interpretive 
planning, the Partnership decided to hire an outside 
consultant to complete this portion of work Oennis 
McKnight of Dennis McKnight 2051 Inc. was contracteci 
to complete the study which is bound under separate 
cover. Some of the findings are summarised in this 
section. 

The research brought together data from a wide range of 
sources. The legislative environment within which the 
Exchange District exists is first reviewed before delving 
into the area's cornpetitive advantages. Analysis of the 
Winnipeg market segment synthesised data from the 
following sources: 

a 1997 Downtown Frequent Users Study; 
attendance records from neighbouring 
institutions and programmes; 
Heritage Tourism in Winnipeg and Manitoba 
based on Exist Surveys from 1995; 
a study by Prairie Research Associates in 
1992 on heritage sites and visitaüon; 
the Manitoba Tourism Market; and 
highway and airport data. 

Secondary data sources were also reviewed to analyse 
visitor trends to the province. Finally, a custom in-person 
survey was completed as part of the research. 

From this data it was possible to develop a profile of 
visitors to Manitoba, Winnipeg, and downtown Winnipeg 
in particular. 



Downtown visitors summary 

Further data can be referenced in the marketing strategy 
but it was necessary for the sake of the lnterpretation 
Strategy to summarise some of its results. This data is 
based on a 1997 study of frequent users of the 
downtown inctuding the Exchange District completed by 
Dennis McKnight 2051 Inc. The Exchange District BI2 
participated in this study along with the Downtown BI2 
and Centrepian. A total of 500 Winnipeg residents were 
interviewed in this study. The following is an excerpt of 
findings from this report. 

Visitation Frequency 
lt is estimated that just over two-thirds (7 0%) of Winnipeg 
residents visit the downtown area on average of two to 
three times a month. About one-quarter (26%) visit 
downtown nearly on a daily basis. It is estimated that 
about one-quarter of the city's work force is located 
within the downtown area. 

In tems of demographics, those 18-34 years (84%) are 
the most likely to visit downtown at least two to three 
times a month than those 35-54 years (65%) and those 
over the age of 55 years (55%). 

Purpose of Trip 
Shopping is the single largest reason (40%) visitors gave 
for making a special visit downtown, followed by dining 
(28%) and entertainment (28%). Arts and culture (15%) 
and medical reasons (15%) were mentioned as weB. 

More women (44%) than men (37%) make a special trip 
downtown to go shopping. Wornen (1 9%) are more likely 
to attend an arts and cultural event than men (15%). Men 
(30%) are more likely to be attracted to other 



entertainment purposes than women (25%). 

The average expenditure made when shopping 
downtown was $54.72. Those 18-34 years spent the 
most ($60.62). and those over 55 years spent the least 
($45.62) on their expenditures. 

The Exchange District 
More than one-third (39%) of those suweyed in the 1997 

study daim they would consider living in one of the 
heritage warehouses in the Exchange District if the Main 
Street improved. This increased from 23% (+16%) from 
a study that was conducted a year previous (1996). 

The concept of Iiving in the Exchange District had the 
greatest appeal to men (44%), those 18-34 years (54%) 
and those who work downtown (52%). Those 35-54 
years (32%) had the second highest degree of interest in 
living in the Exchange District Likely those in the older 
age grouping of this demographic (40 years plus) who 
find themselves as "empty nesters" find the concept 
more appeating than those with younger family mernbers 
still living at home. Those over the age of 55 years (26%) 
were the least likely to find living in the Exchange District 
an appealing concept. 

Just over one-half (56%) of those interviewed felt the 
Exchange District has improved over the past 5 years. 
Only the Exchange Distnct and The Forks (82%) were 
perceived by a majority of study respondents to have 
improved over the past year. Only a few (9%) felt the 
Exchange District has declined in the past 5 years. 

Over threequarters (79%) agreed that heritage buildings 
in the Exchange District are important to the future of 
downtown and should be preserved. Men were slightiy 
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(81%) more IikeIy to agree with that statement than 
women (77%) who were interview4 in the study. 

Just over one-half (56%), said they have attended events 
in Old Market Square. More men (59%) than women 
(53%) have attended events. Those 18-34 years (62%) 
are more like{y to have attended events than those 35-54 
years (58%) and those over the age of 55 years (44%). 

Just over one-half (59%) claimed they were aware that 
walking tours of the Exchange District were available. 
Women (63%) were slightly more aware than men (55%) 
that walking tours are offered. Those 35-54 years (62%) 
had the highest Ievei of awareness compared to those 
18-34 years (57%) and those 55 years and older (57%). 

The concept of having a troiley car connecting The Forks 
to The Exchange District was appealing to nearly three 
quarters (73%) of those studied. More women (77%) 
than men (69%) found the concept appealing. 

Study participants were asked what images came to 
mind when they thought of the Exchange District Nearly 
al1 agreed that images of ofder buildings (91%), 
cobblestone sidewalks (85%), and unique architecture 
(82%) came to rnind. Arts and entertainment (73%) and 
dining and nightlife (68%) had good recognition as well. 
Unique retail shopping (58%) had the weakest image of 
al1 the areas tested. 

In-person interviews 

The week of April 12-16, 1999, the consultants 
conducted in-person interviews based on a 
questionnaire and series of photographs. A copy of the 
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questionnaire is included in the Appendices of this 
document A sample of 250 people found in the Lombard 
Concourse were asked to spend a few moments 
completing a questionnaire aimed to evaluate their 
knowledge of the Exchange Districfs history as well as to 
test some alternatives for interpretive programmes and 
infrastructure- Where appropriate, the results of this 
component are incorporated within the proposed 
recommendations. The following is an excerpt of those 
results. 

Demographic Profile 
An equal nurnber of men (125) and women (125) were 
interviewed. 

Those 18-24 years of age constituted 19% of the 
respondents; 31% were 25-34 years; 28% were 35-44 

years; 14% were 45-54 years; and 5% were 55 years or 
older. 

By residency, 4% of those interviewed five in the 
Exchange District while over one-half (51%) work in 
other parts of the downtown. The remainder, (17%) either 
worked elsewhere or were unemployed at the tirne. 

The vast majority of those interviewed (85%) were in the 
downtown at the time of the interview for work related 
purposed. The remainder were visiting the area (7%); 

shopping (4%); or were there for personal reasons (4%) 
Le. doctor, lawyer etc. 

General Awareness 
Some 40% of the respondents were aware of the 
Exchange District's National Histonc Site designation 
while over half (58%) were not aware of the designation. 



Generally, respondents' awareness of the listed events 
and industries associated with the Exchange District was 
hig h. Awareness of the Exchange District's history as a 
centre for commerce (85%), civic development (81 %), 
and the grain trade (76%) was very high. This was 
followed by awareness of Winnipeg as a transportation 
hub (73%) and awareness of the Exchange Districrs 
colIection of tum of the century buildings (71%). Roughly 
two-thirds of the respondents were aware of wholesale 
trade origins (65%), arts and entertainrnent history 
(61%)' the general strike (60%), and the Exchange 
District's association with the ongin of the garment 
industry (58%). Less than onequarter of the 
respondents were aware of the Exchange District's 
association with wornen's suffrage (24%) or newspaper 
row (2 1 O h ) .  

General lnterest 
Respondents were most interested in the collection of 
turn of the century buiidings (84%)' the history of arts and 
entertainment (79%)' commerce (75%) and the area as 
an early transportation hub (74%). Respondents were 
least interested in the history of the wholesale trade 
(55%) and garrnent industry (48%). 

It is interesting to note that there were two areas in which 
awareness was very low and interest was moderately 
high. While fewer than one-quarter of the respondents 
were aware of the Exchange District's association with 
women's suffrage (24%) and publishing (21%). these 
areas rated notable levels of respondent interest (62% 
and 58% respectively). 

Heritage lnterpretation Centre 
Over threequarters of the respondents (78%) were in 
favour of the concept of a Heritage lnterpretation and 
Information Centre. 
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The large majonty of respondents approved of the 
inclusion of a muiti-media tour (go%), a gift or book shop 
(87%), and a coffee shop (86%) as amenities of the 
Heritage lnterpretation and Information Centre. The 
concepts of a Iibrary (71 %), restoration workshops (71%) 
and a lecture hall (58%) were also strongly endorsed. 

Ciearly, Old Market Square is the most popular location 
for the Heritage lnterpretation and Information Centre 
(64%) eliciting a higher aided preference rating Vian al1 
the other suggested locations combined. 

Likelihood of usage of the Centre was high with 44% of 
respondents stating it is very likely and 45% indicating it 
is somewhat likely they will visit the Centre. 

Effectiveness of Interpretation and Information 
Options 
While both the travelling kiosk and the computer kiosk 
were considered to be somewhat effective (53% 1 40% 
respectively), the computer kiosk was considered to be 
more effective than the travelling kiosk. 

lnterest in Heritage Tours and Guided Tours 
Of aIf the tour options, respondents were least interested 
in tours on an audio cassette with headphones with only 
12% indicating they were ver' interested and 28% 
stating they were somewhat interested in audio tours. 
The remainder of the tour options received much higher 
levels of interest starting with the pnnted guide (54% very 
interested / 36% somewhat interested), tour guide (43% 
/ 42%), vintage auto (41% 1 31%), acton (40% 1 28%) 
and a musical production (34% 1 33%). 

While only 16% of the respondents have taken the 
Exchange District's walking tour, over half (56%) rate the 
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tours as being good while 39% rate the tour as being 
excellent. Over half the respondents (54%) said they 
would take a guided walking tour of the Exchange District 
in the future. Of those who indicated they would not go 
on a guided walking tour in the future, 17% daim they 
are not interested. another 17% are already familiar with 
the area and 14% said üiey would do it on their own. 

Recommendations 
Alrnost two-thirds of respondents (62%) recommend 
visiting the Exchange District to visitors and tounsts. 

Plaques 
Over onequarter of the respondents (27%) ahvays read 
the plaques on heritage buildings while over half (58%) 
occasionally read the plaques. 

Methods for lnterpreting Historic Sites 
The familiar method of using plaques to interpret historic 
sites was considered to be an appropnate method of 
interpreting a historic site by the largest number of 
respondents (93%) followed by public art and street 
furniture (87% each) and panels (84%). Respondents 
also considered banners (81%) and a fragment park 
(78%) to be suitable interpretive methods. A play 
structure was considered to be both an appropriate 
(55%) and inappropriate means (42%) of interpreting 
historic sites. 

Likelihood of Purchases 
Of al1 the suggested merchandising items, respondents 
were most interested in purchasing the illustrated 
guidelbooklet with a combined total of 73% of the 
respondents indicating they would be sornewhat Iikely 
(39%) or very Iikely (24%) to purchase the guide. There 
was moderate interest in the coffee table photography 
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book (16% very / 40% somewhat likely to purchase) and 
a scholarly book of photos (1 3% Very / 39% somewhat 
Iikely) but much less interest in the CD ROM and the 
video with each eliciting 27% combined Iikelihood. 

Event Packages 
Over three-quarters of the respondents (76%) indicated 
they woutd be Iikely to take advantage of an Exchange 
District eventltour Package. 

Heritage Days 
As well, almost threequarters of the respondents (74%) 
approved of the concept of Heritage Days in which 
people would dress up and re-enact life at the tum of the 
century. 

Conclusion 

A wide range of age groups spend tirne in the Exchange 
District for a variety of reasons but the most common 
visitor are those under the age of 25 and those older than 
55. Visitors under the age of 35 are interested in 
nig htclubs, the arts, and other entertainment- The 
Museum, retai! shopping, and arts and cultural events 
appeal to the 45-54 year otds. Heritage and the arts are 
most heavily supported by those over 55 years of age. It 
would also appear from the statistics that women may 
have interests that are sympathetic to what the DistrÏct 
can and does offer. Future marketing initiatives may 
consider tailorhg their approach to appeal to women. 

Visitors to Winnipeg and Manitoba are generally from 
Ontario, other prairie provinces, and border states. They 
are more Iikely to visit in the summer months. These 
foreign visitors are interested in heritage acîivities and 



they will seek the advice of [ocals, friends and family. 
hotel management. and tourist information centres- 
Publications from tourism organisations such as Travel 
Manitoba and Toun'sm Winnipeg also provide valuable 
information to these visitors. 

One very important result came from the deveiopment of 
the visitor profile, The most common reason for travelling 
to Winnipeg and Manitoba is to spend time with friends 
and family. lnterestingly, visitors are also more likely to 
stay with friends and family. Visitors daim that they seek 
the advice of their hosts when Iooking for things to do 
and places to visit- Thus it is important to ensure that 
marketing strategies for the Exchange District National 
Historic Site (at Ieast initially perhaps) target our home 
audience. Of those who completed the questionnaire, 
62% of the respondents recommend to visitors that they 
visit the District- If we can ensure that Winnipeggers 
continue to visit and enjoy the Exchange District, they in 
tum will recommend (and in some cases continue to 
recommend) it as a unique destination to their visitors- 
Selective marketing of foreign visitors should then be 
pursued at that time. 





THE CONSERVATION MOVEMENT IN WINNIPEG 

Heritage conservation in Winnipeg has been the result of 
a combined public and private investment of energy, 
dedication, and Iegislation. 

Conserving heritage areas in Winnipeg began in 1974 

with the release of the Historic Winnipeg Restoration 
Area Study by the City of Winnipeg. It was the first public 
acknowledgement of the Exchange Districts (then 
referred to as The Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area) 
unparalleled character and it tooked at the possibility of 
recycling its heritage buildings. Since the late 1970s, the 
City of Winnipeg has been directly involved in the 
conservation of the Exchange District In 1977, City 
Council adopted the Historical Buildings By-law 
(1474177) which established the Buildings Conservation 
List as a means of protecting buildings on the merits of 
their architectural andlor historical significance. The 
following year, the Exchange District was protected 
u ~ d e r  the City's Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area By- 
law 2048178. At this time two cornmittees were 
established, the Historical Buildings Committee and the 
Heritage Advisory Committee, who are responsible for 
the review of applications for designation and 
conservation work The Downtown Zoning By-law (4800) 
of 1988 created the Historic Winnipeg (HW) design 
designation for the Exchange District. This legislation is 
intended to protect the overall character of the District by 
requiring a system of design review for al1 buildings, 
streetscaping, and new construction within the area. The 
Core Area Initiative operated in two phases, the Heritage 
Programme (1 981-1 986) and the Exchange District 
Redevelopment Programme (1 986-1 991). Building 
rehabilitation and economic incentives programmes 
were provided by the Core Area Initiative as a means of 
revitalising the District During this time, the Province of 
Manitoba implemented a programme offering financial 

A public cal1 for action h m  Vie 
Manitoba Hisîori'l SSocrefy to sa* 
Vie Benk of Hamilton and Bank of 
Commerce fmm dernolition. (Tribune. 
Novwmber 17, 1978) 
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assistance to owners of designated properb'es. Current 
funding programmes such as the Heritage Tax Credits. 
Winnipeg Development Agreement, and Gail Parvin 
Hammerquist Fund provide assistance for conservation 
work as well as historical research, 

Organisations such as Heritage Canada, Heritage 
Winnipeg, the Manitoba Historical Society, and the 
precursor to the 612, The Old Market Square 
Association, have actively promoted the District and 
campaigned to Save the area and its resources. 

It has been this collective effort which has seen the 
retention of the Exchange District and effectively made 
the national designation possible- 

nie Winnipeg HiStonc Wamhouse 
Stuây prepared tbr Heritage Canada 
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and lisîed buildings in 8nd around the 
M a n g e  Disiriet TOM numbers 
shouM be conlFrmed wiih the City 
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THE HlSTORlC SITES AND MONUMENTS BOARD OF CANADA 

in 1919, the Historic Sites and Monuments 
Canada (HSMBC) was created to ease public 
about the lack of a federal programme to 
and preserve nationalfy signifiant heritage 
the same time, the federal govemment was 

looking at options for extending their national parks 
programme into eastem Canada. The idea of creating 
sites around signifiant historïc structures addressed 
both concerns. James B. Harkin, the Commissioner of 
Dominion Parks, persuaded the federal govemment to 
esta blish "An Advisory Board for Histonc preservation" 
which wouid be responsible for advising federal 
authorities on sites worthy of a national distinction. The 
six member Board, under the direction of Chairrnan 
Brigadier General E.A. Cruikshank, first met in Ottawa in 
1920 and chose the name "The Historic Sites and 
Monuments Board of Canada' (HSMBC). 

The HSMBC quickly began to identify people, places, 
and events of national significance- Most of the early 
decisions from the Board focused on military history, 
exploration, and potitics- Sites identifled by the Board 
were frequently govemment owned properties and in 
these cases, some degree of restoration was also 
recommended. The most comrnon means of 
commemoration was the installation of a bronze plaque 
mounted on a Stone cairn which described the 
significance of the site. Cruikshank was the Board's 
Chaiman for 20 years during which time almost 300 
plaques were installed across the country- 

By 1951, the Royal Commission on National 
Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences noticed 
an imbaIance in the commemorative programme of the 
Board and suggested that more effort be placed on 
prese~ation. In 1953, the composition of the Board was 

HSMBC plaque commemomting üm 
aiealion of Manitoba at the Forks. 
The plaques 8119 frequently instal/eci 
onlb a piece of Tjdall  stone es mis 
done hem. 



increased and the group was given greater power. Later, 
an amendment was passed which allowed for the 
national designation of buildings based on age and 
architectural design. This resulted in greater attention 
being paid to the country's built heritage and a broader 
programme of cornmernoration for elements such as 
streetscapes, districts, gardens, rural and urban 
landscapes, and railway stations. Over the years, the 
Board has continued to evolve taking into account 
requests for identification of a wide range of people, 
places and events. The Board's most recent focus is the 
designatîon of historical elements pertaining to Aboriginal 
Peoples, women, and other cultural communities. 

Under the authority of the Historic Sites and Monuments 
Act, Board members are appointed by the Governor of 
Canada for a five year terni (reappointment is possible). 
Ontario and Quebec each have two representatives, 
while the remaining provinces and temtones each have 
one representative. Members must reside in the province 
or territory that he or she represents. The Chair is 
appointed by the Govemor in Council from the members 
of the Board. 

The Board advises the Minister for Canadian Heritage on 
the designation of appropriate people, events and places 
that represent nationally significant aspects of Canadian 
history. It will also recommend the type of 
cornmernoration that is suitable for the individual sites 
such as plaques, cost-sharing with a third party, or in 
very rare instances, acquisition and development by 
Parks Canada. Heritage issues are becoming more 
important to Canadian society and, as a result, the Board 
has taken on the role of public advocate. Upon request, 
it will make its opinion known to public organisations, the 
media, and the general public on heritage issues and 

HSMBC plaque commemorating ttre 
forks of Vie Red and Assniboine 
Rive- at The Fo*. 

HSMBC plaque wmmemomting Lord 
Selkik on Mernorial Souley~rd~ The 
instellation of this plaque is mom 
elabor8îe in its use of T j U  stone 
to crsete a low wall topped with an 
ïnScnQrn- 



specific sites. In addition, the Board will also provide 
information on significant people, places and events, on 
building and site preservation philosophies and 
techniques, as well as on legislation affecting heritage 
properties. 

On average, the Board receives 200 requests per year 
for possible national historic site nomination, of which 50 
to 70 will have research papers prepared. If the Board's 
recommendation is favourable and the Minister agrees, 
the usual fonn of commemoration is the erection of a 
bronze plaque at a suitable location. It includes a 
bilingual inscription in English and French, and where 
appropnate, an Aboriginal language may be added. 

Since 191 9, the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of 
Canada has advised the federal govemment on the 
commemoration of people, places, and events of 
national significance. The erection of more than 1100 
cornmernorative plaques across Canada has served to 
inform and educate the Canadian public of the country's 
history. Of these, 132 are operating National Historic 
Sites within the Parks Canada system. 

As a cornparison to the Canadian 
system. the boltom right plaque 
hdicates that the Fank Uoyd Wight 
Home end Studio in Oak Pa& was 
&signeted a National Hi&nC 
Landmark by the US Deperbnent of 
îhe Inieiïoc 



The Historic Winnipeg (HW) By-law defines the 
boundanes of the Exchange District and legally protects 
municipally designated structures within its boundanes. 
There are alrnost 80 municipally designated buildings in 
the Exchange District with a further 52 on the inventory, 
any of which may fit the criteria for municipal designation 
(a complete list of designated buildings on the Buildings 
Consewation list is included in the Appendices). Only 
one building within the District has been designated by 
the Province of Manitoba, the former Great-West Life, 
while a total of five buildings are registered as National 
Historic Sites. These include: 

THE NATIONAL DESlGNATlON 

The Pantages Theatre, 
The Royal Bank Tower and Annex, 
The Confederation Life Building, and 
Early Skyscrapers - Confederation Life 
Building, Bank of Hamilton, and Union 
Trust 

The Walker Theatre, located just outside the boundary of 
the District is also a National Historic Site. One event is 
federally commemorated in the Exchange District at 
William Avenue and Main Street, the dg19 Winnipeg 
General Strike. 

At the Spring 1996 meeting of the Histonc Sites and 
Monuments Board of Canada, the Former Union Bank 
Building and Annex at 500-504 Main Street and the 
Exchange District were included on the agenda. AI1 were 
recommended for designation as National HistorÏc Sites 
at this meeting. The minutes from the meeting pertaining 
to the Exchange District articulate the architectural and 
historical significance of the area: 

Following a very brïef discussion, the 
Board recomrnended that Winnipeg's 
Exchange District, as defined in the 
paper before it and by municipal bylaw, 
is of national historic and architectural 

Another National H i s M  Site wiihin 
the Exchange D i d t ,  the Pantapes 
ïBeabo. 180 Market Amnue, 



significance and should be 
comrnemorated by rneans of a plaque. 

The Board recommended that 
Winnipeg's Exchange District be 
designated an historic district of 
national significance because it 
illustrates the city's key role as a centre 
of grain and wholesale trade, finance 
and manufacturing in two historicaily 
important pen'ods in western 
development - between 1880 and 1900 
when Winnipeg became the gateway to 
Canada's West, and between 1900 and 
1 9 1 3, when the city's growth made it 
the region's metropolis. Further the 
district, which has clear boundaries and 
largely excludes post-1913 structures, 
contains a range of arctiitecturally 
significant built resources which speak 
to the city's key economic role in the 
west and the collective character of 
these built resources is distinctive and 
relatively intact. 

The Board noted that the Exchange 
District may be redefined through an 
amendment to the existing municipal 
bylaw and it asked that it be provided 
with any research paper that might be 
prepared to support redefinition of its 
boundaries. (HSMBC Minutes, Spnng 
1996) 

Minutes from this meeting were signed by the Minister of 
Canadian Heritage, the Right Honourable Sheila Copps 
on September 22, 1997 thereby designating the sites. 

There are now a total of seventeen Canadian histonc 
districts with National Historic Site status. They include 
streetscapes, former Company towns, and vibrant urban 
areas. The short inventory of other sites serves to 
emphasise that the Exchange District is a very unique 

The Union/Royal Bank Tower (Mein 
Stntet), and Uie Exchange District 
boîh became National Historie Sites 
in 1997. 
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and historically noteworthy area. The other sixteen 
districts of national significânce include: 

Battle Harbour Historic District, Baffle 
Harbour, Newfoundland; 
Rennie's Mill Road Historic District, S t  John's, 
Newfoundland; 
Water Street Historic District, S t  John's, 
Newfoundland; 
Annapolis Royai Historic District, Annapolis 
Royal, Nova Scotia; 
Grand-Pre Rural Histon'c District, Grand-Pre, 
Nova Scotia; 
Old Town Lunenburg Historic District, 
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia; 
Halifax H ydrostone District, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia; 
Great George Street Historic District, 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; 
Marysvifle Historic District, Marysville, New 
Brunswick; 
S t  Andrews Historic District, S t  Andrews, 
New Brunswick; 
The MainSaint-Laurent Boulevard Historic 
District, MontreaI, Quebec; 
Trois-Rivieres Histoncal Cornplex, Trois- 
Rivieres, Quebec; 
Powell River Townsite Historic District, Powell 
River, British Columbia; 
Four Esquimalt Naval Stations, Esquimalt, 
British Columbia; 
Chinatown, Victoria, British Columbia; and 
Dawson Historical Cornplex, Dawson City, 
Yukon. 

While national designation of the Exchange District offers 
no legal protection of the built resources and cultural 
landscape, it is an honour which can be used as a 
marketing and conservation tool. When news of the 
designation becarne public in spring 1998, international 
news agencies printed the story in newspapers in 
Grande Prairie, AB, Chicago, IL and Florida. 

738 Union Trust Tawer along wiîh fhe 
Bank of Hamilton and the 
ConîbdemüiJn Liîè BuiIdings am a 
gmup of eariy skysuapers in the 
Gchange Di'soFCt whEdr an, a 
Nationai Historie Siîa 



HISTORIC SITES AND MONUMENTS 
BOARD OF CANADA PLAQUE 

National Historic Sites are commemorated by the 
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 
(HSMBC) by installation of a bronze plaque at the site. 
The Board has two styles of plaques, one for sites and 
another for districts. A plaque for the Exchange District 
National Historic Site will contain a bilingual expianation 
of the national significance of the site, three 
photographs, and a map of the district Over the course 
of the project. the Exchange Distnct Hentage Partnership 
has developed an inscription for the plaque. The 
following inscription has been approved by the 
inscription cornmittee: 

This rernarkabte group of commercial 
buildings vividly illustrates Winnipeg's 
transformation between 1878 and 191 3 
from a rnodest pioneer settiement to 
western Canada's largest metropolitan 
centre. The district's banks, 
warehouses, and early skyscrapers 
recall the city's dominance in the fields 
of finance, manufacturing, wholesale 
distribution and the international grain 
trade. Designed by a number of weil 
known architects, the buildings of the 
Exchange District reflect an approach 
to architecture that was innovative, 
functional and stylish. The First World 
War and the Great Depression 
contributed to the end of Winnipeg's 
spectacular boom era, leaving the 
district virtually intact. Through the 
efforts of dedicated citizens since the 
1 970s, the Exchange District has been 

Board's 

HSMBC Plaque Ibr aie 
Con&deretiUn Building which 
mmmemorates early skVsaepsr 
asiggn in Wnnipeg. This pa~cular 
plaque was installed nQht on fhe 
extehr of üm budding. 

preserved as a distinctive legacy f f ~ m  a 
formative period in Canada's econornic 
development. 

Currently under construction, the plaque should be 
installed some time during 1999. 
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THEMATIC ORGANISATION AND 

In the agenda paper prepared for the tiistonc Sites and 
Monuments Board of Canada, the following historical 
themes were identified for the Exchange District: 

1. Grain Trade, 
2. Finance. 
3. Wholesale/ManufactunF.g, and 
4. Transportation, 

These themes ail contributed to the national significanœ 
of the Exchange District as the gateway to the Canadian 
west and as the key metropolitan centre in western 
Canada from 1883 to 191 3. In an effort to elaborate upon 
the basic themes listed above, and in order to provide 
supporting stofles and messages, the following topics 
were developed for integration into the basic interpretive 
storyline for the Exchange District These include the 
story of the area's unique architecture, the development 
of a civic infrastructure, and information about work and 
labour within the district. As there are virtually no physical 
reminders to demonstrate the significance of 
transportation in the history of the area, it was decided 
that the primary themes for interpretation at the site 
would be the following: 

1. Grain Trade, 
2. Finance, 
3. Who!esale/Manufacturing, 
4. Architecture, 
5. Civic Development, and 
6. Labour- 

These six primary themes provide the thematic 
organisation for the remainder of the lnterpretive 
S trategy. 

Several supporting themes were also considered during 
the planning process and background research for this 
Strategy as a means of supporting those identified by the 
Historical Sites and Monuments Board of Canada. These 
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seven supporting themes 

are briefly 

Transportation, 
Earfy Settlement. 
Heritage Conservation, 
Arts and Entertainment, 
Publishing, 
Gament Trade, and 
Wornen's Suffrage 

described at the end of this chapter. 

Information contained in this lnterpretation Strategy 
regarding the themes and topics outlined above is based 
upon curent historical knowledge and will evolve as 
additional research data becomes available. 



Grain trade 

Winnipeg has traditionally dominated the prairie 
economy. The Winnipeg Grain Exchange was the centre 
of the Canadian grain trade and a primary generator of 
private fortunes. The second and Viird Grain Exchange 
buildings, on Princess Street, and the much larger 
replacement on Lombard Avenue, are tangible reminders 
of the importance of this industry to Winnipeg's growth 
and prosperity. As well, many grain handling companies 
still are headquartered or have offices within the 
Exchange District. This theme is intrinsimlly tied to the 
development of Winnipeg's banks and trust cornpanies, 
the vast array of railway lines through the city, as well as 
the development of rnany community organisations. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

grain hybrids, grain testing and crop reporting 
types of buildings and transportation required 
development of the Grain Commission, 
Commodity Exchange and Wheat Pools 
prominent individuals 

PRIMARY THEMES 

InfenOr of Prinœss Grain Grchange. 
c. 1896. 
(PAM. iMnn@eg - Buildings - 
BUSIM)SS - Grain EXchange/Pnncess 
3, Ni9674) 

Interior of Pnnœss Grain Gschenge, 
c. 1896. 
(PAM, WnnMg - Buildings - 
Busimss - Grain EXchange/Rinœss 
2, N 19674) 



Finance 

Winnipeg's banks financed the growth of the prairies by 
borrowing capital from British, and to a lesser extent, 
Canadien rnoney markets, and used it to finance the 
grain trade, the erection of warehouses, and the 
distribution of goods to the prairies- Winnipeg was also 
the prairie banking centre, with regional offices of the 
major eastem Canadian bank, trust and insurance 
companies being located in the Exchange Dis- The 
segment of Main Street leading up to Portage Avenue 
was known as Bankers' Row, due its concentration of 
financial institutions- As well, local finns, such as Great 
West Life, erected fine buildings here. Most banks built 
monumental classically-inspired buildings whose 
designs reflected the established wealth and the 
optimism of the era. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

evolution of banks, insurance, assurance and 
trust companies 
contribution of prominent individuals 
architects, their buildings and Bankers Row 
financial connection to other industries 

East Side of  Main from McDemot to 
Ponsge. 
(PAM, W n n i j g  - Streets - Main 
1906 1 N19677) 

Bank of CornmerW. c. 1912 
(PAM, Winnipeg - Buildings - Bank - 
Commerice (2) 3 - N1479) 
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All European and eastem Canadian trade goods had to 
be shipped through Winnipeg. Between 1897 and 1901, 
freight rate reductions made it less expensive to ship 
goods to Winnipeg, store them. and then ship them to 
their final destinations. Wholesale Vade required 
extensive warehouse space as well as other types of 
services for commercial travellers who sold goods to 
western retailers. Functionally, warehouses required 
clear, unobstmcted space for the easy movernent of 
rnaterials, ready access to transportation for loading and 
unfoading, good protection against fire, and good natural 
lighting. Hotels were required to house employees and 
retailing scouts who travelled looking for new products. 

By the tum of the century, Winnipeg had become the 
centre for manufacturing in western Canada. This was 
influenced by two factors, the limited availability of raw 
materials around the city and the relative costs of 
transporting finished and unfinished goods to Winnipeg 
from ekewhere. Freight rates encouraged some 
processing of natural products, such as grain and meat 
before being shipped, Clothing and hardware became 
profitable businesses as raw materials were warehoused 
in the city. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

evolution of industrial and warehouse 
architecture 
entrepreneurship and business history 
the manufacturing process 
description of the work force 
importance of transportation 
examples of prominent businesses and people 
anciIlary senrices such as hotels and clubs 

Cen'catuna. J.H. Ashdown, 1909 
(PAM. Ashdown. James Henry 3 
Nl9669) 

King Street, 1890s. 
(PAM. Wnnipg - Buildings - 
Buskess - Ryan Block (2) 1. N7562 
[Manitoba Vewing Company. D.H. 
w a a  



Architecture 

The buildings erected from the eariy 1880s until the First 
World War. and especially at the tum of the century, 
transformed a primarily residential and retail district into 
a vibrant urban core, Famous architects, many trained in 
the manner of the Chicago School, came to the booming 
city where they employed the latest stylistic trends and 
new construction techniques. Many distinctive 
skyscrapers, warehouses, theatres, and banks still grace 
the Exchange District providing evidence of Winnipeg's 
boomtown era and national importance. 

Key stones for interpretation include: 

types of buildings by function 
evolution of different styles and construction 
techniques 
architects and their careerç 
buildings as evidence of the city's growth and 
prosperity 

Pnncess Nom f i m  W a m .  f 900. 
(PAM. Wnnimg - Streets - Phcess 
2 N4826) 

John Hamilton Gordon RusseII, 
Archited. 1913. 
(PAM, RUSJBII. John Hamilton 
Gordon N8672) 



Civic development 

In addition to being the location of Manitoba's first 
Legislative Assembly in the home of A.G.B. Bannatyne 
and Winnipeg's first City Council, for more than a 
century, the Exchange District has been the site of 
Winnipeg's city halls. The first city hall, a handsome 
yellow brick building, was formally opened in March, 
1876. The second City Hall, built from 1883 to 1886, 
captured in its design details, the exuberance and 
optimism of the pedod. Immediately west of city hall was 
the market building which along with adjacent hotels, 
stores, agricultural businesses, and livery stables, 
became the centre of trade and commerce in the Market 
Square. Both buildings were demolished in 1962 to make 
way for the present Civic Centre. 

The Exchange District also was the location of Hydro 
Sub-Station No. 1 which served the City Light and Power 
Company, the first public utility in Western Canada; the 
High Pressure Purnping Station which served the area 
was one of the rnost sophisticated of its kind in the world; 
the Arthur Street electn'city sub-station; the Amy Street 
Steam Heating Plant; and Central Fke Hall. These utility 
buildings provided the necessary infrastructure to 
support the urban cluster that fomed the heart of the city. 
In addition, the Exchange District was the site of several 
government buildings- 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

city hall and market 
union and labour related sites 
formation and location of public utilities 
govemment buildings 

Muni@@ City Market, 1908. 
(PAM. WSnnipeg - Buildings - 
MuniajW City M a h t  7 - N15970) 

A G.B. Bannatyne and FamiIy. 
1870s 
(PAM, Benne-. A.G.8- 4 - 
N10624) 



Labour 

As a result of campaigns by civic and commercial 
leaders to attract immigrants for agriculture and industry, 
Winnipeg's population grew drarnatically from 26,000 to 
I79,OOO between 1891 and Y 921 -As prairie communities 
swelled with newcomers dunng this time, a variety of 
services sprang up ta meet their needs: Iivery stables. 
restaurants, laundries, clothing stores, stationary outlets, 
confectionenes, offices and hotels. Thus, it is possible to 
commemorate a wide variety of work and workers within 
the Exchange District Thousands were workers who 
settled with their families in the neighbouthoods west of 
the Exchange District and in the North End. The working 
and living conditions they experienced, once in the city, 
underlay this urban working class' extensive participation 
in the city's labour and socialist movements- This activity 
culminated in the 1919 General Strike. most of the 
events of which took place in the Exchange District 
Behind what is now the Museum of Man and Nature, the 
Winnipeg Labour Temple was constructed on James 
Avenue by the affiliated unions of the Winnipeg Trades 
and Labour Council. The Temple was the centre for 
labour's involvement in social activities, political 
campaigns, strikes, and the organisation of workers. 
Other union offices were located in office buildings 
throughout the Exchange District, and fraternal 
organisations had halls in or near it. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

types of work and working conditions 
population growth and changing ethnicity of 
work force 
development of unions 
Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 

W S n n i j  Generai Sînike. June 21, 
1919. 
(PAM. Foote 1694 - N2760 [LB. 
Foote]) 



SUPPORTING THEMES 

Transportation 

Winnipeg was the only access point to and from western 
Canada in its early days. In addition, the grain trade, 
wholesale trade, and manufacturing relied on the city's 
extensive rail network for shipping materials and finished 
goods- Today, the only physical reminder of the evolution 
and critical role that transportation played in the 
development of the Exchange District can be found in the 
orientation of some buildings and streets. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

evolution of passengerfcargo transport and 
types of transportation 
location of rail lines and docks and their 
impact on urban design of the District 
description of the work force 
routes and connection with the rest of Canada 
and the USA 

Early Settlement 

Winnipeg's eariy settlernent was initially concentrated 
around the junction of the Red and Assiniboine rivers. In 
the 1860s, independent entrepreneurs, such as Henry 
McKenny, began to locate their new businesses away 
from the fort and the Hudson's Bay Company's 500 acre 
land reserve. By the end of 1873, there were well over 
900 structures containing small industries, offices, 
shops, hotels, and dwellings in the area including what 
we now refer to as the Exchange District 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

shift in growth/development from the Forks to 
the Exchange Distn'ct 
types of businesses and people 
population growth and urban development 
gateway to the Canadian West 

Wst Siüe of Main. Lombard to 
Wlliam. c. 1876. 
(PAM, Wnnipeg - Streets Mah 
cl876 2) 

The Exchange Disîfi& iietitage Inarpmtrtfon Strategy 



Heritage Conservation 

After the cornpletion of the 1960s Centennial Concert 
Hall and Civic Plaza redevelopment, private sector 
rejuvenation did not occur in the Exchange District as 
expected. It was not until the late 1970s that with 
alternative community-based strateg ies in c ~ n j u n ~ o n  
with municipal legislation, did conservation and 
streetscaping begin to occur in the District. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

timeline of events 
policies, legislation and cornmittees 
establishment of city's heritage organisations 
pro per conservation techniques and practices 
development of the rest of Winnipeg around 
the District 

Arts and Entertainment 

Along with being the commercial core of Winnipeg at the 
turn of the century, the Exchange District was and still is 
the heart of the city's visual and perfoming arts 
community. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

major venues 
development of different types of 
en tertainment 
types of perfomers and performing centres 
Winnipeg as part of the theatre "circuit" 
role of women in the performing arts 

M n i y m  Block. c. 1900. 
(PAM. Winnipg - Buildings - 
Business - Mcinîym Block 1) 

Progremmme for Remenyi, c 1893. 
(PAM, Winnijmg - Theaorts - BIBU 
Nt9676) 



Publishing 

Winnipeg's early newspapers industry was centred on 
McDermot Avenue. It was known as Newspaper Row 
due to the concentration of newspaper headquarters. 
printing companies, news agencies, and foundries. 

Key stories for interpretation incfude: 

businesses such as news agencies and 
newspapers 
businesses such as book binders, printers, 
and foundries 
the process of printing a publication 
Newspaper Row 
ethnic publications 
circulation of newspapers 

Mnnipeg Tribune. c. 1892. 
(PAM. Wnnijmg - Buildings - 
Bushess - T&uneBannatym 2) 

Garment Trade 

The garment Vade was one of the largest industries in 
the Exchange District occupying such a large percentage 
of the warehouse space that at one time the area was 
known as the 'Gannent District". A wide range of 
garments were produced by an industrious work force, 
who participated in labour disputes, and adapted to new 
methods of mass production and scientific management. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

Princess and McDerrnot. 1888. 
(PAM. Wnnlpeg - Buildings - 
Business - Carscarden and Peck 1 
Na596 [Commem'al, Volume 6 
Ul-b~ary 1888D 

evot ution of industrial architecture 
businesses history and entrepreneurship 
union organisation 
the process of garment making 
women's history and changing ethnicity of the 
work force 



Women's Suffrage 

Women's suffrage deals not only with the fight for 
political empowerment, but also for social welfare. 
improved working conditions, prohibition, and support for 
unwed mothers. 

Key stories for interpretation include: 

the right to vote and types of lobbying 
methods 
key individuals 
venues of events 
changing role of women in society 





EXlSTlNG INTERPRETIVE INITIATIVES 

A wide range of media can be utilised in the interpretation 
of historic sites. The six pnmary categones of media 
recommended in this document are: 

1. interpretive centre, 
2. interpretive panels, 
3. walking tours, 
4. installations, 
5. pubIications/muItimedia. and 
6. special eventslprogrammes- 

These six categorîes cân encompass both personal 
programming and physical infrastructure. Currently, 
media relating to the Exchange District National Historic 
Site are weighted very heavily towards the physical 
variety. The most common types of media include 
collections of plaques, publications, photos, and the built 
resources, but there is aimost no activity that animates 
the material on a regular basis. A petsonal approach 
based on activities to cornmernorate the history of the 
District is critica! and would be complemented by 
bnnging al1 the existing resources together in a central 
collection. 

Each example discussed was analysed for relevance to 
the six primary historical themes and mat relationship is 
noted through the use of icons for each theme. 



lnterpretive centre 

Currently there is no centralised source for information 
specifically about the Exchange District National Historic 
Site and its wide range of historical themes. Visitor 
centres in the city tend to provide exclusively tourist 
information sewices with no mandate for interpretatiort 
nor public education. The lack of a centre dedicated 
specifically to the Exchange District is definitely a missed 
opportunity for both visitors and the local community. 

There are several resources in Winnipeg which to some 
extent provide tourist information and orientation 
senrices. Visitor information and orientation on Winnipeg 
in general can be obtained in the lobby at City Hall. In 
addition, Tounsm Winnipeg at 259 Portage Avenue and 
the Travel ldea Centre in the Johnston Terminal at The 
Forks provide promotional material frorn Tourism 
Winnipeg and Travel Manitoba respectively. The Travel 
ldea Centre does have a permanent display area with 
installations representing the major regions of the 
province, but the Exchange District is covered only 
briefly. In addition, staff at the Travel ldea Centre are 
generally not knowledgeable of the area. Information on 
National Parks and Sites operated by Parks Canada can 
also be obtained at the Travel ldea Centre. It would be 
beneficial for the Exchange District to be associated with 
this particular kiosk in order to make a connection with 
the province's family of National Historic Sites and 
National Parks. 

Located at 190 Rupert Avenue, the Manitoba Museum of 
Man and Nature is open Tuesdays to Sundays. General 
tounst information can be found in the Museum's lobby. 
There are several exhibits at the Museum which tie into 
the history of the Exchange District. The Urban Gallery, 

The Museum of Man and Natunt, 
190 Rupert Avenue. 



for instance, provides the opportunity for one to 
experience a streetscape not too different than what 
existed in the Exchange District dunng its eariy days. 

Oseredok, the U krainian Cultural Centre at 184 
Alexander Avenue East (just north of the Exchange 
District National Historic Site) offers educational 
outreach programmes, a museum, art gallery, Iibrary, 
and gift shop. Open Tuesday to Sunday, the Centre 
celebrates the Ukrainian-Canadian experience. 
Oseredok provides a resource to explore one of the more 
prominent cultural groups to seffle in this city and 
province. 

Frequently the Exchange District BI2 and Heritage 
Winnipeg receive enquiries conceming the City's waIking 
tours or other programming and activities in the District, 
Staff provide assistance and brochures as required. 

Outside of the downtown there are several museums 
such as the Police or Transit Museums. While not directiy 
tied to the Exchange District's themes, these institutions 
provide a valuable resource and experience for visitors 
looking to leam more about the history and evolution of 
Winnipeg. 



There are approximately 40 interpretive plaques already 
within the Exchange Oistnd Nationsi Historic Site 
interpreting ten different historical themes. The majonty 
are the Historic Winnipeg plaques but there are also 
plaques installed by the Historic Sites and Monuments 
Board of Canada, The Province of Manitoba, and several 
private organisations. The Historic Winnipeg plaques 
continue to be installed on buildings of architectural and 
historical significance. There is currently no guide to 
these plaques for public use. The maintenance of the 
plaques is variable and no inventory is kept to note the 
removal or disappearance of a plaque. 

This map end acmmpanying tabk 
i n f i t e  me most descnpüvw and 
relevant fie.: in tems of content 
iocaihn, end re1ab;onshl;p Co hi* 
themes) existrng interpmüw plaques 
in dhe fichange Distn'd National 
HiStoric Site. fhe numbers on ü18 
map comspond widh tfie table on the 
Wowing page. Many of îhe pleques 
are the Hisfonc Winnipeg plaques 
that Uie City began to use in 19ï7 on 
buikiings in the WTnniwg Restoration 
Ama. 



theme sitelsubject location 

Architecture Royal Alexandra Hotel John Hirsh Place 
Architecture Rowand BlocWCanada Life Imperia1 Bank of Canada 
Arts and Entertainment Pantages Theatre 180 Market Avenue 
Arts and Entertainment West Clements Block Old Market Square 
Arts and Entertainment John Steven Hirçch Manitoba Theatre Centre 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 
Civic Development 

Winnipeg ~queduct 
Stephen Juba Park 

Stephen Juba Park 
Stephen Juba Park 

Northem Light Lodge 191 Lombard Avenue 
Salvation Amy City Hall 
Central fire Hall Old Market Square 
Sindaif s Creek John H i M  Place 
Court House OId Market Square 
City Hall Market Public Safety Building 

Civic Development Central Police Station Public Safety Building 
Eariy Settlement Fort Douglas 1816 Aiexander Docks 
Early Settlement Scots ~onurnents Alexander Docks 
Finance Confederaîion Life Building Main Street 
Finance Merchants Bank Building Old Market Square 
Finance Bank of Hamilton 395 Main Street 
Finance Union Tower 191 Lombard Avenue 
Finance Great West Life Building 177 Lombard Avenue 
Finance Union Bank Building 504 Main Street 
Finance lmperial Bank of Canada 441 Main Street 
Grain Trade Exchange Buiiding 160 Princess Street 
Labour Winnipeg General Strike William AvenuMain Street 
Labour Winnipeg Labour Temple Centennial Concert Hall 
Labour Winnipeg General Strike City Hall 
Publishing Telegram Building 70 Albert Street 
Publishing Newspaper Raw 70 Albert Street 
Publishing Dawson Richardson Buildinq 171 McDennot Avenue 
Manufacturïnq Fairchild Building 120 Princess Street 
Wholesale Trade Traveller's Blodc 283 Bannatyne Avenue 
Wholesale Trade 
Wholesale Trade 
Wholesale Trade 
Wholesale Trade 
Wholesale Trade 
Wholesale Trade 

Cresœnt Fumaure Building Pantages Theatre 
Imperia1 Dry Goods Block 91 Albert Street 
Donald H. Bain 11 5 Bannatyne Avenue 
Whitla Building 70 Arthur Street 
Gault Building 99 King Street 
Sanford BuildingMaw Garage 291 Bannatyne Avenue 

Wholesale Trade Lyon Block 225 McDennot Avenue 
Transportation Winnipeg Transfer Spur Line John Hirsch Place 



Walking tours 

The walking tours described in this section include 
guided and selfguided tours that are currentiy offered or 
were offered at one point in time. Examples have been 
giouped into guided tours and publications- 

Guided Tours 

ArtWalk 

ArtWalk has completed its third summer of guiding 
visitors through downtown Winnipeg's visual arts 
community. Beginning at the Winnipeg Art Gallesr, 
ArtWalk winds its way through a series of galleries in the 
downtown and the Exchange District, ending at the 
Ukrainian Cultural Centre. The tour takes the better part 
of a day starting at 10:OO a.m. and ending at 3:30 p.m. 
(with a one hour break for lunch). This is excellent value 
for one's money as the tour costs $4.95 per person. With 
admission, one receives a brochure with a map of the 
route, as well as coupons for local businesses found 
along the toufs route. Galleries visited in 1998 included 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery, Northem Images, The Upstâirs 
Gallery, Manitoba Society of Artists' 66the Annual Juried 
exhibition, Adelaide McDemot Gallery, Ace Art, Plug In 
Inc., Craftspace, The Floating Gallery, Ukrainian Cultural 
and Educational Centre, Urban Sharnan. Warehouse 
Arhivorks, and <SITE> Gallery. ArtWalk participants 
ranged from Winnipeggers to tourists from the rest of 
Canada, the United States, and abroad. 

Commentary on the tour consists of some discussion of 
the collection at each gallery and if an arb'st is present at 
the tirne, they are encouraged to speak with the group. 

ArtWelk tour in me fichange Di- 
summer 1998. Note Ule giiint feet 
p&W on the siciewalk indiating a 
particpaîing gailery and pmvidw a 
phone number Ibr tour inlom,ab;on. 



Between galleries, the guides provide historical 
commentary about the evolution of the city and its 
architectural heritage. ArtWalk has done a commendable 
job of heightening awareness of the city's visual arts 
cornmunit-. However, there is an overall lack of 
discussion about the arb'stic works on display. In addition, 
when the tour was taken in 1998, the narration included 
several inaccuracies in the historical and architectural 
commentary. The success and sape of ArtWaIk should 
be built upon by making every effort to improve the 
quality and content of its delivery. By providing more 
detailed background to the ArtWalk programme 
pertaining to the National Historic Site status, the tour 
could very easily reinforce the identity of the Exchange 
District National Historic Site. 

The 1998 brochure advemmahg ale 
City's guided mrng tours of ole 
Gchange Oisfrict. 

The City of Winnipeg's Exchange Distn'ct Guided 
Walking Tour was operated dunng the months of July 
and August by the Cornmunity Services Department. 
About an hour and a half in length, the guided tour took 
visitors through the east or west side of the Exchange 
District ending with a tour of the intenor of the Canadian 
Bank of Commerce (389 Main Street) or the James 
Avenue Pumping Station. A tour of the highlights of the 
District was also available. These tours ran from Tuesday 
to Sunday at several different times, and departed from 
the Pantages Theatre. Fees for the tour were quite 
reasonable at $5.50 for adults, $4.50 for seniors and 
$3.50 for youth and children. Operated for several years 
by the same group of staff, the walking tour was very well 
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presented and provided a sound ovenriew of the history 
of the district, covering the types of architecture and 
businesses, prominent personalities, and evolution of the 
city. Marketing of this tour was less than adequate, 
resulting in approximately 600 participating in bath 1997 
and 1998. 

The Exchange District BI2 assumed delivery of the 
walking tours in 1999. The content has essentially 
remained the same except for an expanded introduction 
of the District as a National Historic Site. The operating 
period has been expanded to May through September 
thereby adding 3 months of additional operating time. In 
addition, the Exchange District BI2 is aggressively 
marketing and promoting the tours. 

Publications 

Cover of Heritage Wnnipeg's 
lIIustrated Guide to Ihe Exdiange 
Distn'd 

Heritage Winnipeg has reproduced this walking tour 
several times, with the last reprint completed in 1989. 
Overall, this publication provides extensive and detailed 
histoncal background about the Exchange District and its 
built resources- Over the years, this free booklet has 
been an excellent resource for teachers, students, 
tourists, as well as a variety of govemment departrnents. 
In a subtle fashion, the themes on which the national 
designation is based are touched upon in the guide. 
WhiIe Heritage Winnipeg is determining how they would 
like to revise the booklet in the future, it has k e n  the 
Exchange District Heritage Partnership's 



recommendation that any revision should focus on the 
themes associated with the national designation. This 
can be easily achieved by the insertion of new sections, 
some minor rewriting of the building descriptions to 
continually reinforce the wide range of historical themes, 
and perhaps some revisions to the tour's route and map. 

Walk Winnipeg - A Visiter's Guide to 
Winnipeg's Historic and 
Architectural Downtown Area 

Tourism Winnipeg has published a number of versions of 
this 75 site self-guided walking tour. The tour 
encompasses the entire downtown area of Winnipeg 
including St. Boniface. Portions of the pamphlet are 
organised into shorter tours to appeal to those with 
different interests, or lirnited time. Descriptions for each 
site are very brief but a wide range of sites such as 
buildings (both historic and contemporary), parks, groups 
of settters, and non-extant historic resources are 
covered. This tour should not be viewed as an indepth 
publication but it does provide an ovewiew of Winnipeg's 
downtown. It is distnbuted through the Travel ldea 
Centre at The Forks, Tourism Winnipeg, major hotels. 
and the Winnipeg International Airport, 

Some improvernents must be made to this publication. 
Approximately 32 sites focated within or around the 
Exchange District National Historic Site are included in 
the tour. However, 21 are incorrectly located or 
cornpletely overlooked on the map. Written directions are 
provided throughout the pamphlet which does alleviate 
potential problems caused by the map inaccuracies. Of 
particular importance to this study, is the indication of the 
Exchange District on the tour map. It should be labelled 
in a similar manner to The Forks where the entire area is 

Cover of Walk Wnnipeg pmcfuc8d by 
Toun'sm Wnnipeg. 



shaded instead of pinpointing one intersection as is 
done. Future editions of this publication need to make all 
necessary corrections and additions to more accurateiy 
reflect the city's down town- 

Winnipeg Architecture - A Terra Cath Tour 

Winnipeg Architecture - A Terra Cotta Tour by the 
Winnipeg Architecture Foundation (WAF) is a 15 site 
booklet that tours one through the Exchange District and 
downtown on a tour of exceptionally varied terra cotta 
buildings. An hour and a half in length, this self-guided 
walking tour can be purchased locally for $5-00 or 
ordered directly from the Winnipeg Architecture 
Foundation. Several tirnes a year, WAF will organise 
guided versions of the tour for its members or outside 
groups. Heritage conservation, various construction 
methods, and the architects of the buildings are the 
prirnary topics of the tour, WAF is an organisation 
dedicated to the promotion of local architecture and 
design (both histonc and modern) through public 
education. Future initiatives peftaining to the architecture 
of the Exchange District National Historic Site could 
perhaps be undertaken by an organisation such as WAF. 

1919 The Winnipeg General Strike - 
A Driving and Walking Tour 

The Historic Resources Branch, Manitoba Culture, 
Heritage and Citizenship, published this brochure in 
1985 and in 1994 it was reprinted by the The Manitoba 
Labour Education Centre (MLEC) for the 75th 
anniversary of the 1919 General Strike. The authors 
indicate that this tour is of historical sites throughout the 
city which are associôted with the events of the General 

Cover of Winnipeg Architecture - A 
Tena Cotte Tour by the W n n i m  
Architeclure Founcfafbn. 



Strike. The booklet provides a chronofogy of the strike's 
main events, as well as three individual, yet 
complementary tours: Working-Class Winnipeg; 
Crescentwood: Home of the Cornmittee of 1000; and 
Central Winnipeg: Scene of Conflict. It provides a 
succinct account of the fight for collective bargaining and 
higher wages, mass demonstrations, the firing of the 
police force, imprisonment of the strike leaders, and 
other events that directly involved a third of the city's 
population. 

The publication is now difficult to find. The MLEC is 
explonng the opportunity to repn'nt the tour as weIl as 
organise a regular guided tour of the sites found within 
the Exchange District to begin in 1999. Representatives 
from the MLEC have kept the Exchange District Heritage 
Partnership infomed of the progress of the venture and 
would like to work in coordination with other existing 
tours. Since the MLEC is considering its relaunch, it is 
opportune to Iink the cornmernoration of events of the 
strike to the DistrÎcYs national designation, and to update W a l m  tourforthe 1919 Winnipeg 

General Stnke. 
the publication. A Histonc Sites and Monuments Board 
plaque was installed in 1986 at William Avenue and Main 
Street to commernorate the 1919 Strike and this site 
should also be noted in future revisions of the tour. 

1919 

Muddy Waters - An 
lnterpretive Guide to 
Winnipeg's Rivets 

Completed in 1982 by the City of Winnipeg Parks and 
Recreation De partment, Muddy Waters was developed 

THE WLNP(IP€G 
for those wanting to explore the city's fivers from both ûENERAL SralKE 
natural and historical perspectives. The tour can be 
cornpleted in about two hours by car and mers a large 
area beginning at the Redwood BrÏdge and ending at the 

if& 
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Maryland Bridge. While the content of the tour does not 
relate physically to the Exchange District National 
Historic Site, it does provide for a stop at the Post Office 
Street docks, now Lombard Avenue. The description of 
this site is integraf to the national designation of the 
District as it recounts the story of A.G.B. Bannatyne, 
postmaster and prominent businessrnan, and Andrew 
McDermot. fn addition, the old docks relate to the 
evolution of transportation on Manitoba's rivers, 
wholesale trade, and the grain trade. This publication is 
now dated and difficult to find. However, the pt-imary 
stories are compelling and should be brought to light 
again. With the River Access Coalition (CARIRAC) 
sIowly developing improved and expanded access points 
along both the Red and the Assiniboine Rivers, perhaps 
the docking facilities could incorporate interpretive 
components loosely based on the material presented in 
Muddy Waters. 
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Installations 

Installations are physical interventions within a site or 
area, which may or may not have an interpretive role. 
The scale and scope of these is different from. for 
instance, an interpretive plaque. The most commonly 
used examples of installations are street Cumiture. public 
art, and signage systems used for general orientation, 

Murals 

In 1983, Alfred Lamoureux and Micheal Fournier 
completed the only mural in the District which 
encompasses historical themes (the mural on the nom 
side of Albert Street Burgers at 58 Albert Street does not 
pertain direct!y to the themes but does portray period 
eternents). Found on the north wall of the former 
RyanJBanfield Block at 492 Main Street. it depicts 
several historical vignettes covering themes such as civic 
development and publishing. Murals are frequently cited 
as a means of beautification which have side benefits of 
deterring unwanted activity such as vandalism and 
graffiti. Further development of murals must be 
considered very carefully. Under the HW Zoning By-law, 
applications for rnurals can only proceed with a 
Certifiate of Appropriateness to ensure that the mural's 
content is in keeping with the historical nature of the 
district and to ensure that the wall will not be damaged in 
any way. A mural strategy which outlines very strict 
subject criteria to ensure that the content would relate to 
the National Historic Site status may be something to 
pursue 

From a heritage conservation perspective, the 
application of paint on a brick or Stone surface is almost 

The mural on the nom face of the 
&mer RyantBanfmId Bkck (now 
reîèrred to as the Macd4naM Shoe 
Building) aat 492 Mefi? Sbwt 



irreversible, and it reduces the brick's ability to naturally 
expel moisture. One would have to choose a 'canvas" 
carefully and perhaps only those wall suaces which 
have already undergone a stucco-like treatment be 
considered. The Exchange District National Historic Site 
has many exarnples of buildings whose neighbouring 
buildings have been dernolished and the %cars" left 
behind have a beauty of their own, with an important 
story to tell. To srnooth it over and cover it with paint is to 
remove remnants of our history, which could degrade the 
heritage resources on which the National Historic Site 
designation was based. 

Vestiges of roof or wall signage and advemsing is 
abundant throughout the District. The wire frame 
corporate signage built up from a building's roof was 
extremely cornmon, Akin ta murals, businesses often 
painted corporate logos or advertising on their buildings. 
While those that remain may not deal specifically with the 
1880-1919 penod of history, they contribute to the sense 
of place. Every effort must be made to ensure that these 
can be retained and restored- As an alternative to 
murals, advertising could perhaps be permitted to recall 
the whoiesale/business function of the area. Proposais 
could be subject to a design review, to ensure it is 
sympathetic to the character of the District Other 
application techniques, such as a portable printed 
canvas, should be explored (as found on the Electnc 
RaiIway Chambers, 21 3 Notre Dame Avenue). 



Publications and multimedia in this instance refers to 
videos, publications (books, pamphlets, maps etc.) and 
web sites. 

Produced in 1994, by Prairie Public Television, this video 
explains how the Exchange District came to be the oldest 
collection of buildings in downtown Winnipeg. The 
District is described as the transportation hub of Canada 
where banks congregated along Banker's Row with 
agricultural irnplement dealers, wholesale and 
manufacturing, and the garment trade filIing the 
warehouse space on either side of Main Street. 
Pyramids on the Prairie provides an excellent overview 
of most of the histoncal themes white also reflecting how 

Produced &y the National Film Board 
of Ceneda. The Mclnlyre Block is a 
short film about an offce building 
sr-m demolished. 

- 
A Wtiorul Fiim 6 ~ r d  of Candi R.kiu 

the Exchange District survived the 1960s redevelopment 
schemes to become today's arts and cultural centre of 
the city. 

Other Videos 

The National Film Board of Canada (WB) has produced 
several programmes on both the grain trade and the 9 Frbl le  9 

F r e l r e r u c a  

1919 Strike, as has the Manitoba Labour Education 
Centre. The history of vaudeville theatre (arts and 

ni. Mcintym Bbck 
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entertainment) is captured in the film One Thealre Way 
which looks at the development of theatres in Winnipeg 
including the Pantages and Walker f heatres. A 1977 
short film entitled The Mclntyre is the Iife story of a 
building constructed in 1898 and the people who worked 
within, prior to its dernolition. Several other NFB films 
deal more with the history and evolution of Winnipeg, 
such as Winnipeg: The Growth of a Cify f874-1914 or 
Railway Cityr Winnipeg, and as a result, their content 
relative to the Exchange District may not be as pertinent 

The Exchange District National Nistoric Site '98 
Visiter's Guide 
Every year the Exchange District Business lmprovement 
Zone produces a pamphlet which is a guide to the 
restaurants, shops and parking found within the District 
While this is not a publication which is interpreting the 
heritage of the area, it is an excellent orientation device 
for visitors to the area who are looking for first floor 
merchants or restaurants. At the sarne time, it is a 
marketing tool for those businesses. The BIZ makes 
every effort to ensure that the content is as current as 
possible at the time of printing but some minor revisions 
could be made to the map to more accurately reflect the 
existing building stock 

Existing Publications 

Currentiy there is no comprehensive history of the 
Exchange District. Preliminary research did reveal that 
there is a wide range of existing publications that cover 
many themes related to the history of the Exchange 



District Many are no longer in print, or were unpublished 
research with very limited access. It is essential to review 
these existing publications for connection to the National 
Historic Site themes, and to detemine which themes 
have not already been explored. It would be convenient 
to have some of these publications or reports reprinted, 
to bring them back into the public domain. m e  sidebars 
represent a sample of some of the ôvailabie references.] 

Existing Web Sites 

Several organisations currently maintain web sites which 
provide either basic tourist information or historical 
background on activities or sites in the Exchange District. 

Heritage Winnipeg's web site can be found at 
http:/Iw-escape.ca/-hentage. Their web site was 
designed and made public over the summer of 1998 by 
high school students from Kildonan East Collegiate. This 
simple site provides a photo and historical summary of 
most of the buildings in the Exchange District which are 
wnveniently ananged by streets. Background material 
was obtained from Historic Resources Branch (Province 
of Manitoba) publications. The content and the 
organisation of the site could be improved to better relate 
to the National Historic Site and Heritage Winnipeg's 
mandate. Greater coherence to the template for each 
building, by ensuring consistent use of information (Le:. 
there must be a photo for every site), would aid in the 
understanding of the area's built resources. The 
discussion of architectural styles often links one to other 
sites for more detailed information (for instance, a link to 
a site dedicated to H.H. Richardson for further 
information on Richardsonian Romanesque design). 
There is cunently no matenal on the web site conceming 
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the recent national designation of the Exchange District 
and there is no background material on Heritage 
Winnipeg as an organisation. Several searches in a 
variety of search engines will not lead one to their web 
site indicating that the posting process was not 
completed. 

The Exchange District Business lmpmvement Zone is 
located at http:/hivww.exchangebiz.winnipeg.mb.ca. The 
Exchange District BlZs web site is consistent in content 
and design to their printed visiter's guide, in that it 
provides a street by street listing of the street level 
businesses, as well as links to the business's web sites 
if they have one. For 1999, the Exchange District BI2 will 
most Iikely include information about their walking tours 
of the National Historic Site when they update the site 
with their summer concert series schedule. A few minor 
corrections should be made but the heritage section 
already provides references to the National Historic Site 
status and several historical themes. 

Tourism Winnipeg's web site is located at 
http://www.tourism.winnipeg.mb.ca. There is some 
mention of the cultural institutions in the Exchange 
District with a map of the city centre, as welI as a few 
paragraphs descnbing Winnipeg as the 'Chicago of the 
North". While The Forks is refened to as a National 
Historic Site, there is no mention of the Exchange District 
National Historic Site. Since this very professional site 
does a wonderful job of posting current activities in the 
city, Tourism Winnipeg should be encouraged to actively 
promote the Exchange District's National Historic Site 
status and its walking tours and festivals. 



Travel Manitoba, http://www.travelmanitoba.com, is 
responsible for the promotion of travel and touflsm for 
the entire province. Its table of contents page links to a 
search for historieal sites. The site's search engine will 
pull together a vast array of pages ftom the site, including 
one specifically on the Exchange District walking tours. 
The Exchange District BIZ will contact Travel Manitoba to 
ensure that the infomation will be updated for this 
sumrner's roster of tours. 

The City of Winnipeg's municiple govemment web site at 
http://www.citywinnipeg.mb.~a provides infomation on 
City govemment as well as City policy and general tounst 
infomation. A search for the Exchange District brought 
up 15 links, many of which were duplicate links- One 
dealt with City policy on heritage conservation, and 
another provided a copy of the document, Plan 
Winnipeg, which, in part, deals with how the City should 
address its hentage sites and buildings. Only one page, 
for shopping centres, made mention of the Exchange 
District. however, it refers to Old Market Square and 
summer market acüvities which ended years ago. No 
other mention of the District no? anything conceming its 
National Historic Site sbtus was made. There are pages 
for historic sites and museums in the city, but Iittle 
connection is made with those found in the District and 
the District itself. The City should be encouraged to 
address the Exchange District in a different fashion, 
particularly since the seat of City govemment is just north 
of the National Historic Site boundary- Once a greater 
concentration of activity and interptetive programming is 
in place, the City could be approached to incorporate 
those activities on their web site. 



Special events1programmes 

There have been few special events or regular 
programming pertaining to the history of the Exchange 
District, OnIy a couple of examples were found in the 
category of special events/programming, One example 
is Ann Henry's play about the 1919 Strike entitkd Lulu 
Street, which was perfomed for the first time at the 
Manitoba Theatre Centre in March of 1967. Within ten 
years of its release it was performed in other Canadian 
cities, and also broadcasted on CBC television. Special 
events are usually one time events or are, for instance, 
held on the anniversary of an event such as the 75th 
Anniversary cornmernoration of the 191 9 General Strike. 

Events such as the Winnipeg Art Festival, Cobblestone 
Classic, and Christmas in the Exchange are no longer 
held. These events may not have related to historical 
themes, but they were successful in bringing people into 
the area. Once visitors a ~ v e ,  it is then possible to 
introduce them to heritage activities that they may not 
have previously been aware of. The Winnipeg Fringe and 
Winnipeg Jazz Festivals must be encouraged to prosper 
because they are effective means of enticing people to 
spend extended periods of time in the Exchange District. 
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lnterpretive Centre 
Commodity Exchange visitor deck 
Company archives at the University of 
Manitoba fibraries 

Grain trade 

Interpretive Panels 
HistoBc Winnipeg plaques 

m Walking Tours 
self-guided: lllustrated Guide to the Exchange 
District 
guided: City's guided tour 

W Installations 
building stock: Exchange Building, the Grain 
Exchange Building, the Lake of the Woods 
Building, and the Canadian Wheat Board 

Publicationdrnulu'media 
publications: Grain: The Entrepreneurs, 
Chosen Instrument: A History of the Canadian 
Wheat Board, the Mclvor Years and The 
Exchange: 100 years of Trading Grain in 
Winnipeg 
web sites: Heritage Winnipeg 

En Special EventslProgramme~ 



Existing grain h d e  resources in the 
Exchange Disttict National Historic Site. 

G a n  fichange, 1 i l  Lombard 
Awnue. 



E I  lnterpretive Centre 

lnterpretive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques 
HSMBC plaque 
Manitoba Heritage Council 

Walking Tours 
self-guided: lllustrated Guide to the Exchange 
District 
guided: City's guided tour 

Finance 

Installations 
building stock: Chamber of Commerce, Union 
Tower, Bank of Commerce, Bank of Hamilton, 
Former Bank of British North America. Irnperial 
Bank of Canada, Confederation Lie, Bank of 
Toronto, Royal Bank of Canada, Union Bank 
Building and Annex) 

Publicationslmultimedia 
publications: A House of Quality it has Ever 
Been - History of the Great-West Life 
Assurance Company, and The Year Past - 
Annual Report of the City of Winnipeg 
Histoncal Building Cornmittee 
web site: Heritage Winnipeg 
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Otisting finance resources in the 
Exchange Disûict National Histonc Site. 

Canadian Bank of Cammerce, 389 
Main Street 
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Wholesalel 
manufacturing 

lnterpretive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques 

Walking Tours 
self-guided: lllustrated Guide to the Exchange 
District 
guided: City's guided tour 

W Installations 
existing building stock including approximately 
45 buildings 
rernaining wall and roof top signage 

Publications/multimedia 
publications: The Miholesale Fundion in 
Winnipeg and The Year Past - Annual Report 
of the City of Winnipeg Historical Building 
Cornmittee 
videos: Pyramids on the Prairie 
web sites: Heritage Winnipeg 



Existing wholesale/menufactvnng 
resciurces in îhe Exchange District 
National Histon'c Site. 

Ashdown Wamhouss. 179 
Bannalyne Avenue. 



lnterpretive Centre 
Urban GalIery. Museum of Man and Nature 

Architecture 

lnterpretive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques 
HSMBC plaques 

Walking Tours 
self-guided: lllustrated Guide to the Gcchange 
District and Winnipeg Architedure -A  Terra 
Cotta Tour 
guided: ArtWalk and City's guided tour 

Installations 
entire building stock 
some architectural fragments 

Publicstionslmultimedia 
publications: The Year Past - Annual Report of 
the City of Winnipeg Historical Building 
Cornmittee 
videos: Pyramids on the Prairie and The 
Mclntyre 
web sites: Heritage Winnipeg 



Existjng e&itecture resoums in the 
Exchange Disbkt National HistonC Site 
bv date of constnictiion, 

Cornice of the Confedemüon Lib 
Building, 457 Main Sîmet 



lnterpretive Centre 
Police Museum 
Fire Seruice Museum 

Civic 
development 

Interpretive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques 
private organisations 

m Walking Tours 
self-guided: Illustratecl Guide to the Exchange 
District and Winnipeg Architecture - A Tena 
Cotta Tour 
guided: ArtWatk and City's guided tour 

W Installations 
building stock: Amy Street Steam Plant. James 
Avenue Pumping Station, Winnipeg Hydro 
Substation No. 1, Electn'c Raiiway Chambers. 
and Customs Examining Wrehouse 

Publicationdmultimedia 
publications: The Year Past - Annuaf Report of 
the City of Winnipeg Historical Building 
Cornmittee and A Century of Service: A history 
of the Winnipeg Police Force, 1874-1974 
videos: Pyramids on the Prairie 
web sites: Heritage Winnipeg 

Special Eventsffmgnmmes 



Exisfing civic development resources ii, îhe Exchange H m  Sub-Staîion No. 1.43 King 
DistnCt National Historic Site. SZfwt 



lnterpretive Centra 

lnterpretive Panels 
HSMBC plaques 
private organisations 

Wallüng Tours 
self-guided: Illustrated Guide to the Exchange 
District and 1919 General Strike 
guided: City's guided tour and The Forks 
National Historic Site theatncaf guided tours 

Installations 
building stock: Odd Fellows HalüMcOermot 

Pu blicationslmultimedia 
publications: The Year Past - Annual Report of 
the City of Winnipeg Historical Building 
Cornmittee and Let Us Rise! 
videos: Pyramids on the Prairie and Six Weeks 
of Solidarity 
web sites: Heritage Winnipeg 

Labour 



ExMng labour resources in the Exchange 
Distrikt National Histonc Site. 





ORGANISATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

The impetus behind the development of the Exchange 
District Heritage lnterpretation Strategy has been a 
coalition of heritage cornmunity supporters and the three 
levels of govemment who combined their skills to initiate 
and to develop the Strategy. To move the Exchange 
District Heritage Interpretation Strategy into the 
irnplernentation phase, an organisational mode1 must be 
identified and put in place- This section of the Strategy 
identifies several organisational models, and provides a 
bnef evaluation of their strengths and weaknesses. 

When one is examining organisational models and 
administrative structures, it is important to measure them 
against the jurisdictional or legislative authorities active 
in the area. The City of Winnipeg, and specifically the 
Historic Winnipeg By-law, provides an important 
protective mechanism for the Exchange District National 
Historic Site. Any external changes to the area's 
buildings and cultural landscape is governed by this City 
of Winnipeg By-Iaw. The City of Winnipeg has also 
designated buildings in the Exchange District under its 
historic building guidelines. In 1997, the federal 
government designated the Exchange District to be of 
national historic significance. While this does not assume 
any legal authority over the area, it does recognise the 
importance of the area to al1 Canadians, and reinforces 
Parks Canada's involvement in the preparation of this 
lnterpretation Strategy. This federal designation is 
complemented by the recognition of several individual 
buildings within the Exchange District as National 
Historic Sites for their architedural significance. 

Whatever administrative mode1 is put in place, it must 
have a leadership group who is prepared to steer the 
implernentation strategy for the next several years. 
Initially, there needs to be a stakeholder, or constituency 

- -- 
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building process to allow the comrnunity to get 'on 
board'. Any new organisation today must also seek to 
establish strong public sectoriprivate sector 
partnerships. The Exchange District Heritage 
lnterpretation Strategy requires an advocate 
organisation which has funding from numerous sources, 
strong publidprivate alliances, and the ability to 
impiement project planning and development 



ORGANISATIONAL MODELS 

1. Exchange District lnterpretation Advisory 
Committee 
This administrative structure incorporates a number of 
jurisdictions in a cooperative forum to move the 
implementation of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy 
forward. In this model, the Advisory Committee is a 
coalition of the key organisations and stakeholders in the 
Exchange District who agree to fund, support and direct 
the implementation of the Strategy in a cooperative 
effort. Key partners such as Parks Canada, the Province 
of Manitoba, the City of Winnipeg, and the Exchange 
District BI2 wouid take the lead to set up this advisory 
committee and ensure its operation. Acomparable model 
is the City of Winnipeg's tiistorical Building Committee- 
In that model, the City of Winnipeg has invited 
participation of the federal and provincial governments 
as well as experts in history and architecture to provide 
advice for the City in the implementation of its histone 
preservation programme. 

The strength of this model is that it allows the City of 
Winnipeg to draw upon the expertise of other levels of 
government at minimal cost as well as to involve both 
elected civic ofFicials and key stakeholders in the 
operation of this city-wide program. The City of Winnipeg 
does have to absort, administrative support and fund the 
consulting services for the support research. A weakness 
of this advisory committee model is that it would be 
difficult to fundfaise, as potential sponsors may view the 
initiative as the responsibility of the govemment 

2. Exchange District Partnership Interpretation 
Programme 
Under this organisational model, an existing organisation 
such as the Exchange District BI2 or Henbge Winnipeg 
would assume responsibility for the Heritage 



Interpretation Strategy implementation, and absorb it into 
its reg ular operation. The sponsoring organisation may 
choose to invite the active participation of the 
govemment and stakeholder partners in funding and 
programme expertise, but the lead responsibility would 
clearly rest with the specific community body. It would be 
responsible for the administrative support, the search for 
funding, and Strategy implementation. 

The advantages of this model relate to the fact that there 
are existing organisations with compatible mandates. 
The weakness of this model is that the existing 
organisations may not be positioned to take on a 
potentially major initiative such as the Heritage 
Interpretation Strategy. The respective Board of 
Directors or Executive may not see the merit of 
absorbing a new initiative that would place additional 
demands above and beyond the current activities of the 
organisation. 

3. Exchange District Authority 
Under this option, the City of Winnipeg could establish a 
new authority to oversee the civic responsibilities for the 
Exchange District One part of this new mandate could 
be the implementation of the Stmtegic Plan for the 
Exchange District, which identifies the lnterpretation 
Strategy as a priority initiative. This new authority might 
be established under the ternis of a tri-level agreement 
among the three levels of govemment which would 
provide the funding and authority base for this new entity. 
Similar rnodels have been established to oversee 
conservation and resource management of individual 
watershed systems, such as the OntaB'o Regional 
Conservation Authority. An Exchange District Authority 
would have a number of responsibilities, which could 
include, arnong others, facets of land use planning, 



building conservation, tounsm promotion, and heritage 
interpretation. 

The advantage of this new entity would be an infusion of 
public investment and expertise into the development of 
the Exchange District The first phase of the Mandate for 
the Forks Renewal Corporation is a good example of a 
tri-levet govemment initiative making major progress in 
the areas of consewation, business and programme 
development, and community enthusiasm, The 
downside of major public sector investment and control 
is sustainability. Any initiative needs the stakeholder and 
private sector confidence to maintain the development 
rnornentum and financial success. Governments are very 
cautious of tri-level agreements that may result in long 
term commitrnents. 

4. Historic Exchange District Inc. 
Under this option, a new organisation and administrative 
structure would be established with a specific mandate 
focussed upon the presentation of the Exchange District 
story to the public. This new organisation would have to 
esbblish its purpose, appoint a Board of Directors, and 
apply for non-profit status. It could invite representatives 
of the different levels of government, or other heritage 
organisations, to sit on its executive or act in an advisory 
capacity. It could also choose to be totally community 
based, without any forrnal or informal ties to the public 
sector. 

The advantages of this organisation is centred upon the 
energy associated with a new mandate and raison d'etre. 
The initiators are fully responsible for the establishment 
of the guiding pn'nciples and organisational structure. 
The disadvantage to this organisation is the amount of 
energy required to start from scratch. I t  takes 
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considerable time and energy to establish a new 
organisation from the ground up. Equally important, 
funding bodies evaluate organisation's track records 
carefully before funding projects. 

Conclusion and Recommendation 
These are a few organisational options for discussion 
purposes. It is understood that there will be a transitiona1 
period following completion of the Strategy when its key 
supporters are going to have to maintain the momentum. 
Traditionally, plans such as this cooperative initiative take 
several years to gather strengtti. 

It is the recomrnendation of the Exchange District 
Heritage Partnership that an organisation modelled on 
the fourth option, the Historic Exchange District Inc., 
would be the most suitable agency to oversee the 
implementation of this Heritage Interpretation Strategy- 
Its prirnary mandate, which must be clearly defined and 
entrenched in its by-laws, will be the implementation of 
this Strategy. The alternative delivery service mode1 also 
could be incorporated as some responsibilities which are 
currently overseen by the City of Winnipeg could 
perhaps be delegated to the new organistation. Strong 
linkages to land use and development concems must be 
fostered where they impact the realisation of some 
interpretive recommendations. Membership will need to 
embrace al1 the key stakeholders induding but not 
Iimited to building owners, businesses, arts groups, 
theatres, residents, and the three levels of govenrnent 
Sustainability of the organisation will be critical and only 
the membership should be able to dissolve it 
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PROPOSED 

A wide range of media, both prograrnming and physical 
elements, can be utilised in the interpretation of historic 
sites, The six pnmary categories of interpretive media 
are: 

1. interpretive centre, 
2. interpretive panels, 
3- wafking tours, 
4. instaifations, 
5. publications/multimedia, and 
6 - special eventsfprogramrnes. 

These six categories cover a vast array of options which 
can be programmed separately or work in combination. 
In most cases, it is appropriate to offer a wide selection 
of media in order to attract the broadest audience 
possible. Another way of looking at these categories is to 
divide them according to personal (i.e.: walking tours. an 
interpretive centre, and special events/prograrnmes) and 
non-personal (Le.: interpretive panels, installations, and 
publications/rnultimedia) interpretive techniques. A 
mixture of the two types is an effective approach to reach 
and appeal to a broad audience. 

The marketing strategy's in-perçon interviews began to 
illustrate levels of interest in and awareness of particular 
historid themes. Generally, respondents were aware of 
the main themes associated with the National Historic 
Site. Overall, respondents were interested in 
architecture, arts and entertainment, finance, and 
transportation history but less interested in wholesale 
trade and garment trade. Few were aware of the 
District's connection to the publishing industry or 
women's suffrage but interest in these two areas was 
quite high. As was done with the existing interpretive 
media, most of the following recommendations can be 
associated with particufar themes or groups of thernes. 
Further development of interpretive initiatives will have to 
strike a balance of cunveying key themes while still 
appealing to the interests of the audience. 

INTERPRETIVE MEDIA 
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The Need 
The importance of creating a presence in the fom of an 
interpretive centre cannot be stressed enough. An 
interpretive centre housed in a converted hentage 
building located in the heart of the Exchange District 
NationaI Historic Site would create a physical presence 
and enhance the identity of the District. Of those 
interviewed in the marketing study, 78% were in favour of 
developing an interpretive centre and almost half (44%) 
stated it would be very likely that they would use the 
facility. A facility which operates seven days a week 
creates a destination from which visitors can obtain 
tourist information, view interpretive displays and 
presentations, as well as parücipate in activities such as 
demonstrations, lectures, and walking tours. 

This type of facility is not meant to replace exisiting visitor 
centres or museums because it would deal specifically 
with the cornmemoration and interpretation of the 
Exchange District National Historic Site. Where other 
institutions provide outstanding resources on 
complernentary topics, relationships and cross- 
promotions should be built among the institutions and the 
interpretive centre. Linked to local ecanomic and touflsm 
development strategies, and other neighbouring or 
related museums, an interpretive centre would attract 
tourists and visitors to the Exchange District because it 
would provide a much neeûed focal point 

can disptay permanent and 
ternporary exhibits 
caters to the needs and interests 
of visitors 
can incorporate a range of 
interpretive media 
can indude interior and exterior 
camponents 
special programming 

design is essential 
requims security and 
maintenance 
ownership and stafing issues 



It is likely that an organisational body like the proposed 
Historic Exchange District Inc. would be established and 
part of its mandate would be to oversee the day-today 
operation of the centre- To ensure that the facility will 
mature, develop and survive, this organisation must 
define the objectives of the centre, target its audience 
carefufiÿ, and adopt high standards of management 
p ractice. 

A Site 
The most appropriate site must be an easily accessible 
and highly visible street level venue requiring a minimum 
of signage. It should have access to or be in proximity to 
a loading zone for buses and be located along already 
established routes for pedestrians and those travelling 
by public transit or car. In the Exchange District, an 
interpretive centre would be ideally located in an area 
like OId Market Square where people already naturally 
congregate. More than the other locations combined. Old 
Market Square was the preferred location (64%) by 
those interviewed. Changing the use of a building to that 
of an interpretive centre must be completed in such a 
fashion as to ensure that there is minimal impact on the 
immediate area and on the historic buildings. An exterior 
cornponent would also be suitable especially when 
contemplating the installation of the Historic Sites and 
Monuments Board of Canada's commemorative plaque. 

Facility Programming 
An interpretive centre typically provides several types of 
space to suit a variety of visitor requirements. Of those 
interviewed, a large majority approved of the inclusion of 
ancillary amenities such as a booklgift shop (87%), 
library (71%), and lecture hall (58%). The following are 
suggested areas to be incorporated into an interpretive 
centre for the Exchange District National Historic Site. 

Mematic design sketch deprcting 
an Inbrpmtive Cenfm lbr Uie 
Grchange District National Hisîorfc 
Site. 

The west face of me Royai Benk 
Annex. Grchange Disîrict National 
Hisîonc Site. 



These figures are based on the assurnption of a 
maximum of one bus load of visitors totally 50 people 
would be in the facility at one time: 

a reception and orientation area 500 ft2 
public washrooms 400 fi2 
storage/mechanical and cuntoMl 900 ff2 
staff facilities 500 ft2 
a boo~gif t  shop 500 fi2 
cornmon multipurpose space 500 fi2 
flexible exhibition space mut2 

total: 4500 ft2 

Space requirements for each component of an 
interpretive centre should be determined by a visitor 
profile as well as by building code requirements. 
Understanding the audience, their visit patterns, and 
requirements will have a large impact on the type of 
facility that wiIl be provided. Reference to me audience 
profile and marketing strategy, found under separate 
cover, illustrates the other activities and facilities from 
which the Exchange District can draw. Programming 
should also consider the carrying capacity of the 
Exchange District or manipulating the number of visitors 
on a daily basis to ensure that the District is not 
ovewhelmed or its resources damaged. 

lnterpretive Content 
An interpretive centre in the Exchange District National 
Historic Site would provide interpretive prograrnming to 
educate visitors about the history and national 
significarrce of the District The facility must have a 
flexible display space where the six primary histoncal 
themes of grain trade, finance, wholesalelmanufacturing, 
architecture, civic development, and labour could provide 
the thematic structure for permanent wre displays. A 
series of revolving videos, tours, special exhibits or 
dernonstrations cciuld provide background material on 

Displeys at the Lower Fort Gany 
National Histonc Site Interprelnls 
Cenart. 

A rovriig lnterprelive Cenîm et the 
Forks National Histonc Site. Tnis 
type of equipment muid be an 
intenm measum while Ihe 
Interprstnre Cenlre is being 
compieted in the Grchange Disüict. 



the other themes- Development of a high-tech 
multimedia presentation designed for small audiences 
may be one means of almost transporthg visitois back to 
the early days where they could participate in a typical 
day in the Exchange District. 

One must also consolidate story research and thematic 
development for exhibit and programming options before 
displays are designed and outfitted. Material on display 
must be bilingual, Listed below are suggestions for the 
types of material that could be housed in an interpretive 
centre: 

displays and dioramas illustrating the process 
or the type of work involved in some typical 
manufactunng businesses 
present mernorabilia, photographs, and a 
series of historical maps illustrating the sites 
of major buildings or events and the growth of 
the city 
historical vignettes of the 191 9 General Strike 
displays focusing on the processes of the 
grain trade with material on crop reporting, 
testing and sampling, transportation, 
development of hybrid varieties, milling , the 
drama of the trading fioor, and financing 
connections 
creation of a wall of fame with portraits of the 
key personalities in any theme 
a dispiay of models illustrating typical 
construction techniques 
include copies of early newspaper 
advertisements frorn the Nor'Wester featuring 
early wholesalers in the area such as 
Ashdown and Bannatyne 
a large scale model of the Exchange District 
as seen in 191 3 (an alternative would be a 
tactile model for the visually impaired) 

This seclional mode/ of the Pans 
Openi House is on display at the 
Musee d'Orsay. Paris- Over the lbet 
taIl, # bnngs erdiitedvml design and 
cunstnrctEon to lifè w/?ere 
reprwâuctions of drawings c8nmt 

Interpmlive Centre ri> a conmrtsd 
mil1 et Uie Boot Cotîon Mill. Loweai 
MA. 



Finances 
A budget for the development of an interpretive centre 
wiIl be influenced by several factors. Availability and cost 
of a building wili play a major role in development of this 
particular recommendation. The condition and 
historical/architectural value of the building will influence 
the cost per square foot for construction, For instance, 
retrofitting the main ffoor of a typical warehouse space 
would be less expensive due to the Iack of œpreciousn 
intenor detailing. A banking hall, on the other hand, may 
have its omate decoration in place, but its condition (and 
the interests of the client) may require a different level of 
work and thus a higher cost per square foot. A budget for 
design and construction of display materials is in the 
range of $150-$200 per square foot for very high end 
design. Using the areas suggested in the chart, $240 000 
could be a reasonable estimate for outfitting the 
exhibition space- 

Fundraising, feasibility studies, design of the space as 
well as the exhibits, production and staffing requirements 
will aif have to be considered in detail. Creation of a five 
year financial plan is a mandatory step in the 
development process and wilf help to ensure its 
sustainability. It must indude capital costs, operating 
costs, and incorne as well as assess both direct and 
indirect benefits to the local economy. The centre will 
need to provide procedures to evaluate the performance 
of the centre (Le.: visitor attendance records and 
patterns along with visitor satisfaction) including a 
systern to monitor its finances. This data will then be 
valuable for audits and for making necessary 
improvements to the centre along the way. 

The Urban Galkry et the Museum of 
Man and Nature intelprwts sevwmI 
aspects of the Exchange District 
such as the gannent induslry. 
Vieatres and transportetion. 

Main Street et aie Urbn  Galler)i: 
Museum of Men anci Natutu. 
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lnterpretive panels 

Interpretive panels can consist of numemus types. They 
can include signage for general orientation and 
wayfinding. Panels c a n  also be used for a self-guided 
walking tour, or can take the fonn of a plaque to indicate 
heritage designation status or the receipt of heritage 
awards. An interpretive node or kiosk is a more elaborate 
example, consisting of perhaps several panels, or a 
display case presentîng artefacts, photos and captions. 

Development of a range of interpretive panels containing 
a variety and depth of information would allow for casual 
exploration of the Exchange District National Historic Site 
on a year round basis. Some 93% of those surveyed 
indica ted tha t interpretive plaques were an effective 
means of interpreting histon'c sites but only 58% of the 
respondents suggested that they occasionally read 
them. This rnight suggest that the District must develop a 
coordinated approach or programme of interpretive 
panels and plaques. A strategy is required to ensure 
consistency in design, installation, and maintenance. 
From a design perspective, a consistent and eye- 
catching design is cntical to the creation of a useful and 
notable signage system. 

Historic Winnipeg Plaques & 
Cleaning Programme 

There already exists an extensive collection of Historic 
Winnipeg plaques throughout the Exchange District. 
Several more could be added and a maintenance 
programme should be devised to dean hem on an 

- provide interpretive material 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week 
does not require trained staff 
can convey a wide range of 
information 
allows visaors to take in as much 
or as litüe information as 
required 

inairs regular maintenance costs 
should not be placed directiy on 
buildings nor should they block 
the v i w  of buiidings or 
streetscapes 



annual basis. They were originally installed by the City of 
Winnipeg and perhaps one could look to the City to 
install others to round out the collection and replace 
those that may have gone missing. During the summer 
months, the Exchange District BI2 hires a team of 
students to carry out routine clean up and maintenance 
in the District It would be possible to arrange for a local 
metal expert frorn Parks Canada to train the students in 
proper cleaning materials and techniques. These 
students would then carry out the maintenance routine 
over the course of the summer. The primary purpose of 
a programme such as this is bvofold. Not only would a 
cleaning programme increase visibility of the plaques, it 
will reflect a degree of care and pn'de on the part of the 
local community. 

Commemorate Original Street Names 

To demonstrate the growth and expansion of the city and 
the Exchange District, there could be some visual 
reminder of original street names- Mary Hislop's history 
of street names could be reprinted, or further research 
conducted and published. Ideally, a visitor should be able 
to identify original and current street names. Adual street 
sign may prove to be too confusing. Perhaps enamel or 
rnetal signs could be adhered to the corners of buildings 
(similar to those found on historic buildings in other areas 
of Winnipeg), or brass or block inlays could be 
incorporated into sidewalks. These new signs could be 
coded and titled to indicate stages of growth of the 
District. Additionally, more information could be 
incorporated such as the duration of the pfior street 
name and the creation of the conternporary name. 

Boston's Freedom Trail is merked by 
selveral diRBrent meünxis one of 
which is 8 red bnèk inlay in üm 
sidewalk It marks the aiwit for the 
tour and more elebomte bms ml8ys 
KldiCBfe the stops aibng the mut& An 
inlay meoiod sSIrniIar to this couM be 
used to cornmernomte sîrwt nemes 



Designation Plaque Programme 

In order for a visitor to understand the process and 
criteria for municipal heritage designation, one may 
benefit by the obvious identification of buildings with 
municipal heritage status- Throughout Britain and in 
Canadian cities such as Calgary and Edmonton, a 
designated building is bestowed with a small, usually 
circular, ceramic plaque indicating the designating body 
and year. Examples of this type are usually coiourful and 
utilise a consistent design and system of installation thus 
making thern easily identifiable. The concept is not that 
unusual in this city, as both provincial and nationaI 
desig nations are recognised by large and descriptive 
bronze plaques. Receiving a municipal desig nation is not 
only an honour, but it also requires a sense of dedication 
on the part of the building owner to apply for it. 

Installation of this type of plaque could instill a sense of 
pride and civic obligation in property owners, and in so 
doing. may contribute as a means of detemng dernolition 
by neglect This type of plaque programme would have 
to be administered by the City of Winnipeg, These 
plaques could also be encorporated into future walking 
tour publications. 

Interpretive Nodes 

lnterpretive nodes are installations which consist of more 
than a simple panel with text and illustrations. They can 
be comprised of several panels, display cases, listening 
posts or vantage points. Throughout the District, there 
are a few areas which exhibit a concentration of built 
resources, reflecting a particular theme or themes. 
Examples of such areas are Bankers Row along Main 

In Wgary d8s&naled herilsgs 
buiWhgs am indicated with a cri#lar 
cemmic plaque. 

Sewraf interpmtive nodes am kwnd 
in 5osbn Cornmon. 7hey pmde 
hisfonCel infmation and toun'st 
m ~ a t i o n .  Content msy very 
among them. but theif tîi"nctrire 
design rnake them easy to kcete. 
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Street, and Pn'nters Row on McDemot west of Main 
Street These areas exhibit a rich concentration of 
heritage buildings pertaining to a single theme and thus 
require more indepth on-site interpretation. Parbierships 
for this type of venture could include Parks Canada, and 
the banks and newspapers who were originally 
headquartered in these two areas. The Bank of Montreal 
and Canadian Imperia1 Bank of Commerce are 
considered to be on the periphery of the National Historic 
Site, but their involvement (along with the Royal Bank 
and Great-West Life) in commemorating the financial 
history of the District would be very meaningful, The 
resident arts community may be interested in developing 
interpretive nodes whereby arbists oversee the design 
creation of interpretive nodes based on histoncal 
material. 

HSMBC Plaque 
National Historic Sites in Canada are commemorated by 
the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada by 
the use of a large bronze plaque, with a bilingual 
inscription describing the national significance of the site. 
A draft of the proposed text for the plaque for the 
Exchange District is already with the HSMBC and has 
been approved by the inscription committee. The 
Exchange District National Historic Site should have a 
plaque by early this summer and funding for its 
installation and unveiling ceremony is guaranteed by 
Parks Canada. A location for the plaque still must be 
chosen. lt is recommended that if an interpretive centre 
is developed, the plaque must be showcased near the 
centre. In the case of the Exchange District National 
Historic Site where an interpretive centre is a 
recommended interpretive medium, the plaque may not 
reach its final home once the location of the centre has 
been finalised. Combining the two proposais is a logical 

Chicago's State Street is enhanœd 
with a 'Cultural WaW syslem of 
nocks Tnese wrnplement Iiie sîmet 
fumiture while providing histotkal 
matené1 on the emlution of the slreet 
and its bushesses. 

One of Uie photos chosen Ibr Vie 
HSMBCplaque. (PAM, Main Strrret 
north h m  PoRage. 1912 N17779) 



decision as the centre would be the venue where visitors 
would begin their exploration of the District and thus the 
chances of being noted would be far greater and 
meaningful at the centre. Some sites aquire plaques 
within a year of designation and others wait well over 
forty years. Obviously it can be a lengthy process but one 
which should be thoroug hl y assessed. 



Walking tours 

Walking tours are perhaps the most familiar example of 
interpretive media. Tours can be easily customised to 
meet various interests or the requirements of different 
age groups. They are very versatile, as they can be self- 
guided where participants follow a series of panels with 
the aid of a brochure, or follow a prerewrded audio 
programme. Tours can also be led by trained staff, or 
actors who role play. Tours could also access histonc 
interiors or the job sites of consenration projects. A full 
menu of tours, both guided and self-guided, covenng as 
many themes as possible, must be offered. Of the tour 
options suggested in the in-person interviews, 
respondents expressed greater interest in guided tours, 
printed self-g uided tours, those taken in vintage vehides, 
or tours led by actors. There are already several tours 
available throughout the Exchange District specific to the 
primary themes to some extent- Tours must be 
coordinated in price and scheduling. Training of their staff 
must be of a consistently high calibre to present a 
valuable experience regardless of who may manage the 
tour. Tour coordination can be taken further by offering 
packages of tours or through cross promotion with other 
events or services. If given the opportunity, 76% of those 
interviewed indicated an interest in packaged events. 

Guided Tours of the 
Exchange District 

The Exchange District BIZ has assumed responsibility of 
the City of Winnipeg's guided tour of the District. It is the 
recommendation of this report that, for the time being, 
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sometimes weather 
accommodate a timited number 
of people 
possible liability issues 
requires training and monitoring 
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may not be universally 
accessible 
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tickets 

provide opportunity for dialogue 
require no structural changes to 
sites 
easily adapted to specific 
audiences 
provides a personal touch 
encourages community 
participation 



the content and the staff remain unchanged. Content of 
the tour is well rounded and discusses virtually al1 of the 
themes that the national designation was based on. 
Current staff do an excellent job of presenting the 
matefial due to their years of experience, However, 
consideration should be given to expanding the period of 
operôtion and marketing of the tours, 

ArtWalk has proven to be an exceptionally positive 
experience which continues to grow in popularity. Last 
summer approximately 1200 people took the tour- The 
programme should be encouraged to continue with some 
minor modifications. It provides very cursory histoncal 
and architectural information between stops at downtown 
and Exchange District galleries. Staff should be 
encouraged to incorporate additional thematic 
information about the National Historic Site while also 
developing a more professional presentation. 

The Winnipeg Architecture Foundation's (WAF) Terra 
Cotta Tour and the Manitoba Labour Education Centre's 
(MLEC) 1919 Stnke tour are other existing resources. 
WAF could be encouraged to offer their tour on a more 
regular basis. MLEC, as mentioned earlier, could be re- 
releasing their publication as well as fooking at the 
possibility of developing a guided version of the 
publication. 
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Regardless of whether or not the City of Winnipeg adds 
to the existing stock of Historic Winnipeg plaques, a 
simple tour could be developed containing an inventory 
of al1 the plaques. This, in tum, would fom the basis of a 
straight-forward and relatively inexpensive self-guided 
trail. As plaques are added, the brochure should be 
u pdated. 

Oevelop Additional Tours 
In the future, several other walking or bicycle tours could 
be developed. Tours on the themes of finance and 
wholesale/manufactuting would fil1 some voids in the 
current programming. CandIe lit or flashlight tours are an 
effective means of allowing visitors to explore a site at 
nig h t  Visitors are always interested in the opportunity to 
tour the interiors of building. The Exchange District has 
enough varied building stock to tour the interiors of 
theatres, banking halls, and warehouses which would 
provide a new perspective and appreciation of the 
buildings. To encourage visitors to explore the Exchange 
District National Historic Site within the context of the city 
of Winnipeg. it would be fascinating to develop a tour 
such as 'The Old House/Old Business District" tour. It 
would tie the Exchange District to the residential 
neighbourhoods in which business owners and workers 
lived thereby ailowing visitors to see not only how these 
people worked, but also where they lived. Where 
possible, tours should be packaged with one another or 
with other activities. One example is an Elder Hostel 
programme where groups of seniors travel together to 
participate in a set of packaged acüvities. 
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Installations 

The use of installations, although Iess common, can be a 
very effective method for interpreting historic sites. 
Banners, street signage and street furniture (Le.: 
benches, Iighting, tree grates, and manhole covers) are 
part of ouf normal streetscape and often go unnoticed by 
us, but when used imaginaüvely, they can piay a positive 
role in the creation of an image or a sense of place for 
historic sites. The clever use of building fragments frorn 
demolished buildings and greater use of thematidly- 
based public art would provide a fresh perspective to 
heritage interpretation in the District 

National Historic Site 
Banners 

The Exchange District is already identified with a series 
of banners maintained by the Exchange District B I 2  
Some depict the perforrning arts component of the 
district, while others use the icon of a gentleman in a 
bowler hat. During the winter, a snowfiake motif is used 
on a small number of banners. A new series of banners 
should be created irnmediately. Of a variety of suggested 
interpretive media, 8 1% of those completing the 
questionnaire expressed the belief that banners were a 
suitable means of cornmernoration. The new banners 
should include the bilingual text 'Exchange District 
National Historic Site" and a new image relating to the 
national designation's key historical themes. This 
undertaking would fail primarily under the mandate of the 
Exchange District B l l  Parks Canada may be able to 
contribute to this project in some fashion. 

and personal interadion 
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While the Exchange District National Historie Site does 
contain an exceptional coliection of heritage buildings, 
unfortunately several notable exarnples have been lost 
Fortunately, the City of Winnipeg, the Manitoba Historical 
Society, and Herïtage Winnipeg have retained and stored 
a collection of fragments from many lost buiIdings- To 
fuiIy appreciate what has been lost, and what the 
Exchange District once was, some of these fragments 
should be brought out of storage for visitors to 
appreciate. From results of the questionnaire, one can 
assume that this would be of interest to the general 
public as 78% of the respondents indicated they would 
endorse such development, There is some risk of 
weakening historical honesty by placing elements in their 
unoriainal locations but that o~t ion  is not always " 

available. A collection of fragments could be assembled 
in Stephen Juba Park along the Red River, at the small 
underutilised green space at the south-west corner of 
Main Street and McDemiot Avenue, or perhaps at the 
Bijou Theatre site adjacent to Old Market Square. 
Careful selection and arrangement of the elements is 
necessary to create a meaningful space. The Bijou 
Theatre site already has a few fragments complete with 
Historic Winnipeg plaques explaining the significance 
and location of the original building. 

collection of buiwng î?agmenIs. 



Public Art and Street 
Furniture 

Winnipeg's arts and cultural district is located in the 
Exchange District. The District is home to the Centennial 
Concert Hall, a variety of theatres and galleries and an 
unprecedented number of studio spaces used by a wide 
range of artists. Ironically, Winnipeg is almost devoid of 
urban public art. Respondents to the questionnaire 
suggested a fairiy strong (87%) interest in seeing this 
type of development- There rnay be opportunities to 
commission or organise a cornpetition for the creation of 
artistic interpretations of some histoncal themes, people 
or events. In addition, the artistic community could be 
involved with the design and creation of histoncalIy 
inspired signage, man-hole covers, tree grates, or street 
furniture- The benefits of working with the local 
community cannot be emphasised enough and will be 
critical to the sustainability and in the end, appreciation of 
the area. Ventures such as competitions may have to be 
a cooperative effort involving numerous players and 
sponsors. 

Canadian Flag Programme 
There are well over 100 flag poles within the Exchange 
District National Historic Site and in most cases they are 
not in use. They may not be in use for any number of 
reasons - the flag pole requires repairing, there is no one 
to maintain the flag pole on a regular basis, or the 
building owner simply may not own a flag to install. A flag 
programme would provide small grants for repairs to flag 
poles as long as the Canadian ffag was installed on a 
permanent basis. The fiags could be provided at a 
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reasonable cost and Canadian Heritage already 
produces a rnanual entitled Flag Etiquette in Canada 
which clearly illustrates the niles for installing the flag. A 
simple programme such as this puts to use existing 
infrastructure while raising awareness of the national 
significance of the Exchange District 

Play Structure 

A play structure such as the one at The Forks National 
Historic Site can put underutilised green space to good 
use. More importantly, the medium can allow children to 
role play with their parents as they explore historical 
themes, events, and people. This recommendation 
received mixed reviews in the questionnaire results- 

Travelling exhibits can bring the Exchange District 
National Historic Site to those who cannot get there or 
may not know enough about it to make a visit- A series of 
rotating exhibits consisting of interpretive panels, 
artefacts and rnodels, could be researched, constructeci, 
and installed in a variety of locations throughout the city 
to provide off-site interpretive opportunities. They could 
be installed at the airport or trainhus station, schwls, 
public libraries, or at conferences. The same displays 
could be also be installed in vacant store fronts for short 
periods of time. 

This interactive play strudure at the 
f i r k s  National Historic Site takes 
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Publicationslmultimedia 

Publications can embrace a complete menu of 
possibilities from prïnted matenal (Le.: reference books. 
walking tours, postcards, and maps) to audiovisual 
products (Le.: an interactive CD ROM, web site, and 
audio-visuat presentations). 

Rerelease Older 
Publications 

Publications and multimedia can cover a very wide range 
of items suitable for a variety of audiences, and can be 
used on-site or purchased and taken away. Over the 
years, there have been several fine books and tours 
prepared which are no longer in print. Updating and 
reprinting some would be very worthwhile. In addition, 
there are several pieces of unpublished research which 
should be brought into the public domain. 

While there are several examples of published research 
on the Exchange Distrkt and vanous facets of it, there is 
currently no single authoritative publication dedicated to 
the history of the DistrÏct and the themes associated with 
the national designation. In 1999, research and writing of 
a draft will be undertaken on contract. This popular 
history is intended for publication as well as be the 
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g uiding reference rnaterial for upcarning interpretive 
programming and infrastructure. 

Additional Videos 

Pyramids on the Prairie touches on a number of 
historical themes. Some themes have enough resources 
to warrant the production of a video focusing on one 
theme alone such as the grain trade, finance, or 
wholesale/manufacturïng. Some very short videos could 
also be produced to be used by tour companies as a pre- 
visit orientation device to inform travellers about the 
Exchange District and the types of acüvities and special 
places it has to offer. 

Taking the idea of stand aIone video productions a step 
furthet, cable access television rnay be interested in the 
production of a senes of documentaries highlighting the 
six primary historical themes. 

Architectural and Urban Planning 
Publications 

A publication akin to Lost Toronto but entitled Lost 
Winnipeg which elaborates on demolished Exchange 
District buildings would contribute to the understanding 
of themes such as civic development, architecture, and 
heritage conservation. 

There is a wealth of documentation and research already 
conducted on a good portion of the Districts buildings. 
There rnay be some way that the project could be 
brought together to create a comprehensive architedural 
history of the Exchange District. To expand the 
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knowledge about the existing buildings, the City of 
Winnipeg and the Historical Buildings Cornmittee should 
be encouraged to expand the release of their Year Past 
publications to a wider audience. perhaps through the 
City's web site. Along the same Iine, architecture in the 
Exchange District could be celebrated with an 
exceptionally high guality coffee table style book filled 
with rich contemporary photos of the district's buildings. 
Archival photos could supplement the material to reveal 
just how little some parts have or have not changed. This 
type of project would bring to light the photogaphic 
collection of the Provincial Archives and Western 
Canada Pictorial Index, and could use the talent of local 
photographers. 

The laiest h the Year Pa& series 
Another usefui publication would be a collection of ProdUCBdb,Lhe Cily4fWTnnipeg's 
reproduced archival maps. Such a collection would aid in k m k a l  ~ ü i ~ i n g s  Cb~milkn.  For 
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district in relation to the test of the city. 

School Materials 

School programmes would use several types of media 
as long as it was accessible, designed for certain grade 
levels, and coordinated with provincial cumculum. With 
the prevalence of multimedia in schools, video 
productions and CD ROMs can be easily incorporated. 
Workbooks such as the Manitoba Architecture Edukit 
that was produced several years ago, cari target 
particular grades as well as provide lesson plans, 

these are an excellent resource. 

activities, and hen'tage scavenger hunts. 



Web Site 
The intemet has, in many instances, made travel and 
travel planning easier and more informative. A web site 
for the organisational body responsible for overseeing 
the interpretive development of the hchange District 
National Histonc Site would help in reaching a worldwide 
audience. Marketing and information dissemination 
would be the Mo key functions of a web site, A web site 
could be linked to the Parks Canada site to make a 
connection with other federally designated sites which 
are administered by Parks Canada. A schedule of 
events, sale of related merchandise, historical or 
thematic background, links to other heritage/business 
organisations, and general visitor information could be 
the main types of information provided on a web site. l t  
would be worthwhile to include this Heritage 
lnterpretation Strategy as an Adobe Acrobat (PDF) file 
which readers could download and access at their 
convenience. 

CD ROMs 

A Special Place 
A step beyond video productions are interactive CD ,,,,,hh h,,, ,, 

M u t c i a T L i c T i r L S l i m d ~ S i l e . ~ g r r o i < r < i v a t  
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basic cornputer skills to navigate through them, they can ~ ; ~ ~ ; - ~ Y ; ~ , " r h c - ~  
corn bine moving or still images, audio tracks, and written rAdC2.Dd&zzkcldc- 
text in a manner that video cannot do as ef'fectively. They 
could be produced for events or people, or on a theme by 
theme approach. The matenal is portable, easy to 
reproduce, and is a wise rneans of archiving material. It 
is also possible to programme the CD ROM to be able to 
link the user with the Exchange District National Histonc 



Site web site if the user has access to an intemet 
browser. CD ROMs can also be used as a potential sales 
item. 

Promotional Material 

Promotional material in this instance refers to print 
materials used for merchandising or for 
marketingfadvertising purposes. If items are to be sold, 
careful market analysis should be conducted to ensure 
that the ventures will be profitable- Results from the 
questionnaire suggest that as items became more in 
depth and perhaps expensive, the iess Iikely visitors may 
be to purchase them. An inexpensive illustrated guide or 
booklet was the most likely (73%) item to be purchased. 
These items can be used both on-site and off-site and 
allow for a variety of partnership opportunities. 

The first piece of commemorative merchandise for the 
Exchange District National Historic Site was released in 
September 1998, a reprint of a 191 1 panoramic photo of 
Main Street. This image, as well as a host of other 
archival images, can be used in the creation of 
postcards, note cards, and calendars as long as there is 
approval given by the copyright owner. If these images 
and designs are based on the historicat themes, 
understanding of the national significance of the District 
can be enhanced. 

A relationship with both print and television media rnust 
be fostered by the organisational body. From this 
relationship, adverüsing carnpaigns will be an easier and 
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more effective media for announcing events and 
prograrnming. Along with this, a logo or set of images 
should be created for the National Historic Site based on 
its resources and histon'cal themes. These can be used 
in adverüsing as a tool for creating a consistent image for 
the Exchange District. To take it a step further, mis logo 
or collection of images could be used on banners, 
billboards, or other installations. 

The organisationai body may want to explore the idea of 
creating an information network through the bi-weekly or 
monthly publication of a community newspaper which 
could be available throughout the downtown. It could be 
used as a forum for upcoming events, heritage and 
business issues, and advertising, A similar arrangement 
may be developed with a local newspaper where a 
weekly column on heritage in generaI, and the Gcchange 
District in particular, could be discussed. These stories 
would be written well in advance and follow a predefined 
sequence of topics. 

When producing publications or promotional material, 
certain conventions must be followed: 

as appropnate, the primary historical themes 
should be emphasised and the reasons for 
the national designation be mentioned; 
credit for al1 photos must be given; 
universal design guidelines (Iike those used 
by Parks Canada) should be used to ensure 
accessibility to al1 age groups; and 
the same up-todate map indicating the 
boundaries of the National Historic Site must 
be used. 

Perhaps the organisational body could be responsible for 
review of publications to ensure the use of accurate and 
consistent information. 
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Special eventslprogrammes 

Special events and programmes are traditionally items 
which are held on an infrequent or as 'required basis". 
For instance, an annual lecture series could be 
developed to explore the range of themes associated 
with a histotic site. Performing arts groups couId be 
included through the creation of a concert, dance, 
drarna, or video series. Reenactments of events and 
demonstrations of processes (Le.: pnnting newspapers 
or garment making) could be staged to bring the history 
to life and to encourage the participation of visitors. 
Finally, the Exchange District will from time to tirne have 
ongoing conservation work which could be made open 
and explained to the public. 

Performances and 
Reenactments 

Puppetry and theatre would be two ways of inciuding the 
local arts community in commernorating the history and 
themes of the District Wrïtten in the 1960s, Lulu Street, 
is a play about the 1919 General Strike- It may be 
possible to cornmernorate the 1919 General Strike every 
sumrner with performances of the play culrninating in the 
reenactment of the RCMP's charge down Main Street to 
provide two very different perspectives of the events. 
Acts from the days of vaudeville theatre could be also be 
brought back with special performances in the local 
theatres, through the use of roving costumed actors, or 
partnerships with the Fringe Festival. A connection with 
The Forks could be made through travel in wagons or on 
the river via York boats. Packages of evening activities 
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could be purchased throug h partnerships with local 
restaurants and production companies for packages 
such as 'Dinner and Living History". Events of this nature 
appear to interest those completing the questionnaire 
with almost three quarte? indicating an interest 

Public forums and serninars are an effective means of 
appealing to the more academic visitor looking for more 
indepth knowledge. Hosted on a semi-regular basis by 
local tristonans and organisations, these are a good 
medium to learn more about a theme and give the visitor 
the opportunity to ask questions of an expert. 
Conversely. a workshop may instnict participants such 
as building owners on proper consewation practices or 
how to complete applications for heritage funding. 

Tours of Job Sites 

As conservation work is carried out, visitors may want to 
tour the job sites to better appreciate the architectural 
heritage of the Exchange District and to see proper 
conservation techniques in practice. 
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PROPOSED INTERPRETIVE MEDIA AND 
PARTNERSHIPS BY PRIMARY THEME 

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of 
suggested interpretive programmes according to 
historical theme. Suggestions are also made as to the 
partnerçhip opportunities which could see Virough the 
realisation of the proposals. Funding of the proposals 
may be provided by those developing the programmes 
but chances are other funding sources will be sought out, 
Seeking private sponsonhips is one means of achieving 
financing but it would be beyond the scope of this 
Strategy to identify some options, There are, however, 
several agencies who provide funding for the types of 
projects this Strategy identifies. Some current examples 
include the following: 

The Winnipeg Development Agreement - 
Programme 138; 
Gail Parvin Hammerquist Fund - City of 
Winnipeg; 
Millennium Fund - Province of Manitoba; 
Canada Millennium Partnership Programme 
- Federal Govemment; 
Heritage Grants Programme - Manitoba 
Culture, Heritage and Cituenship; 
Urban Issue Programme - The Samule and 
Saidye Bronfman Family Foundation; 
The Winnipeg Foundation; and 
Thomas SiII Foundation. 
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lnterpretive Centre 
displays and programming 

Grain trade 

tnterpreb've Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques and cleaning 

private organisations 

m Walking Tours 
guided tours of the Exchange Distnd 
trail of Historic Winnipeg plaques 

W Installations 
National Historic Site banners 
public art and street fumiture 
play structure 
travelling exhibits and store front displays 

Publicaa'onslmuItimedia 
re-release older publications 
history of the Exchange Distrid 
school materials 
CD ROMS 
promotional materials 

Special Events/Prognmmei 
performances and reenadments 
public forums or seminan 

1. building owners 
The Cornmodity Exchange 
Canadian Weat Board 
City of Winnipeg 
grain companies 
University of Manitoba 
private support 
Metis Horticultural and Heritage 
Society 



Interpietive Centre 
displays and programming 

interpretive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques and deaning 
programme 
interpretive nodes 

m Walking Tours 
guided tours of the Exchange District 
trail of Historic Winnipeg plaques 

W Installations 
National Historic Site bannefs 
architectural fragment park 
public art and Street fumiture 
play structure 
travelling exhibits and store front displays 

Publicationslmultimedk 
re-release older publications 
history of the Exchange District 
additional videos 
school materials 
CD ROMs 
promotional materials 

S pecial EventsfPrognmmes 
performances and reenadments 
public forums or seminars 

Finance 

1. building owners 
The Exchange District BIZ 
Great-West Life 
Heritage Winnipeg 
Bank of Montreal 
Royal Bank 
Canadian imperial Bank of 
Commerce 
private support 

- -  
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l nterpretive Centre 
displays and programming 

Wholesalel 
manufacturing 

lnterpretive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques and deaning 

interpretive nodes 

Walking Tours 
guided tours of the Exchange Distrid 
trait of Historic Winnipeg plaques 

W Installations 
National Historic Site banners 
architectural fragment park 
public art and street fumiture 
play Stnicture 
travelling exhibits and store front displays 

PublicationsfmuItimedia 
re-release older publications 
history of the Exchange District 
additional videos 
school matenals 
CD ROMs 
promotional matenals 

Special EventslProgmmmes 
performances and reenadments 
public forums or serninars 

building Mers 
The Exchange Dis- BIZ 
Heritage Winnipeg 
Chamber of Commerce 
private support 
City of Winnipeg 
Province of Manitoba 
Manitoba Historical Society r 



lnterpretive Centre 
displays and programming 

Architecture 

lnterpretive Panels 
Histonc Winnipeg plaques and cleaning 
programme 
designation plaque programme 
interpretive nodes 

m Walking Tours 
guided tours of the Exchange District 
ArtWalk 
A Terra Cotta Tour 

Installations 
National Historic Site banners 
architectural fragment park 
public art and street fumiture 
play structure 
travelling exhibits and store front displays 

1- building owne6 
PubIication~multimedia 

re-release older publications 
history of the Exchange District 
architectural and urban planning publications 
school materials 
CD ROMs 
promotional materials 

Special EventslPrognmmes 
performances and reenadments 
public forums or seminars 
tours of job sites 

The Exchange District BI2 
Heritage Winnipeg 
City of Winnipeg 
Winnipeg Architecture 
Foundation 
Museum of Man and Nature 
ArtWalk. Winnipeg Art Gallery 
Manitoba Assoaation of 
m i t e c t s  
organisational body 
Faculty of Architedure. 
University of Manitoba 
Manitoba Historical Society 



E lnterpretive Centre 
displays and programming 

Civic development 

lnterpretive Paneb 
Historic Winnipeg plaques and cleaning 
programme 
commemorate original street narnes 

m Walking Tours 
guided tours of the Exdiange District 
TraiI of Historic Winnipeg plaques 

Installations 
National Histonc Site banners 
architectural fragment park 
public art and street fumiture 
play structure 
travelling exhibits and store front displays 

Publicationslmultimedir 
re-release older publications 
history of the Exchange District 
additional videos 
architectural and urban planning publications 
school materials 
CD ROMs 

Special EventsPrognmmes 
performances and publications 
public forums or seminars 

1. building owners 
The G&angs District BIZ 
Heritage Winnipeg 
Pdiœ Museum 
Fire Service Museum 
City of Winnipeg 
Province of Manitoba 
Federal Govemment 
Chamber of Commerce 
utility campanies 



Labour 

Fbuilding owners 
The Exchange District BI2 
Manitoba Labour Education 
Centre 
local theatres and actors 
Manitoba Museum of Man and 
Nature 
labour unions 
City of Winnipeg 
Province of Manitoba 

Interpretive Centre 
displays and programming 

lnterpmtive Panels 
Historic Winnipeg plaques and deaning 
programme 

m Walking Tours 
guided tours of the Exchange District 
MLEC 1919 General Strîke tour 
traiI of Historic Winnipeg plaques 

Installations 
National Historic Site banners 
architectural fragment park 
public art and street fumiture 
play structure 
travelling exhibits and store front displays 

Publicationdmultimedia 
re-release older publications 
history of the Exchange District 
school materials 
CD ROMs 
promotionaI materials 

Special EventsiProgtsmm~ 
performances and reenadments 
public forums or seminars 

-- 
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STRATEGY AND TIMELINE : 

The Exchange District Heritage Partnership 
acknowledges that currentiy there are limited resources, 
both financial and human, available for implementation 
of this lnterpretation Strategy. This section provides a 
strategy and timeline for implementation of the 
recommendations outlined in this document. 
Recomrnendations identified in the tirneline have been 
chosen to realise the following goals and objectives of 
this lnterpretation Strategy: 

Categorised as short, medium and long term 
recommendations, implementation has been mapped 
out to begin in 1999 and then continue for the next five 
or more years. A very tight time frame for review and 
completion of this Interpretation Strategy has been 
developed. Dunng consultation with the community, 
individuals frequently stressed the immedîate need for 
creation of particular components such as an interpretive 
centre or a widely distributed self-guided trail. Likewise, 
the levels of interest and concem for development in the 
Exchange District National Historic Site have seen a new 
injection of energy in the last year. Individuals, 
developers, and politicians now appear to support active 
development in the Exchange District while respecthg 
and building upon the area's heritage assets. If this 
energy and interest can be utilised to oversee the 
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implementation of recommendations from this Strategy, 
development of this Interpretation Strategy will provide 
lasting benefits to the Exchange District community as 
welI as for the rest of the downtown and Winnipeg as a 
whole. 

Four phases of similar recommendations have been 
identified and grouped as follows: 

1. Short Term: development strategy; 
2. Short Terrn: awareness and creation of 

ownership; 
3. Medium Term: expansion of programming; 

and 
4. Long Terrn: interpretive centre and expansion 

of programming. 

With some of the Strategy's recommendations, their 
planning and realisation will extend beyond their 
identified time frarne, and in other cases, it will be 
necessary to implement some recommendations before 
embarking on others. These phases will allow the 
heritage community to prioritise initiatives based on the 
requirernent to fulfiIl long terni planning goals white also 
adding to and improving cunent interpretive 
programming based on the availability of various media 
for each historical theme. lncremental development will 
ailow the Strategy to grow and expand as resources 
become available and as partnerships are fostered. 



Short term: 
development strategy 

This first phase, a development strategy, outlines a 
series of recommendations for the first year of 
implementing this Hentage lnterpretation Stfategy- In 
some instances, several of these recornmendations have 
already been impiernented or are in the devetopment 
stages. 

The Exchange District Heritage Partnership 
recommends that two initiatives begin development 
immediately : 

1. the creation of an organisational structure to 
ovetsee the implementation of this Heritage 
I nterpretation Strategy, and 

2. creation of an interpretive centre for the 
Exchange District National Historic Site. 

Through public consultation, it became apparent that a 
concentrated effort is needed to speaihead interpretive 
devefopment at the Exchange District National Historic 
Site. There rnust be one legal entity responsible for 
overseeing development of this Heritage Interpretation 
Strategy. This phase will also realise the Strategy's 
second goal, 'to create a framework in the Exchange 
District through historic resource interpretation by a 
stakeholder structure." 

2, lnterpretive centre feasibilii 
studies 

3. Rovingkiosk interpretive centre 
4. Guided tours of the Gchange 

DiMd 
5. National Historic Site banners 
6, HSMBC plaque and ceremony 
7. Canadian flag programme 
8. History of the Exchange Distrid 
9. Historic Winnipeg plaques and 
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Short term: 
awareness and ownership strategy 

This phase must build awareness generally of the 
Exchange District National Historic Site while laying the 
ground work for developing an organisation to oversee 
the development of this tnterpretation Strategy- 

Winnipeg's heritage community is already very familiar 
with the recent national designation of the Exchange 
District, and are aware of the reasons for its National 
Historic Site status. It is now essential to increase the 
breadth of awareness and understanding of the general 
public to what it means to be a National Historic Site. A 

constituency of supporters and partners must be 
fostered, in addition to enhancing the visibility of the 
District itself. These recommendations are relatively 
easy to realise and some will set the stage for further 
intitiatives. Achievernent of the Strategy's first goal, "to 
achieve preservation/conservation awareness of the 
Exchange District National Historic Site through an 
improved visitor experience" is the first aim of this phase. 

Suitable initiatives for this stage of implementation are 
ranked in the accompanying table. 

2. Enhance exisiüng tours such as 
Art Wafk. Terra Cotta tour and 
1919 Strike Walking Tour 

3. Web site 
4. Trail of Historic Winnipeg 

plaques 
5- Public Forums and seminars 
6. Toun of job sites 
7. Travelling exhibiWstorefront 

displays 
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Medium term: 
expansion of programming 

This third phase considers the further expansion of 
interpretive programming for the Exchange District 
National Historic Site by planning for installation of new 
infrastructure and the production of more cornplex (and 
expensive) interpretive media. Generally, these 
recommendations will require greater ground work as 
funding must be sought and research completed. 
Programrning already in place frorn phase one will 
continue to be offered. This material should be re- 
evaluated periodicaliy to ensure they are contributing to 
a positive and successful visitor experience. Proposais in 
this phase must help to realise the third goal, 'to create 
economic opportunities for the local business 
comrnunity". W'th improved visitor and resident 
awareness and an operating organisation by this phase, 
the local business comrnunity should see an 
improvement in visitor numbers and expenditures, and 
therefore be willing to participate in a varïety of ventures. 
Partnerships with heritage organisations and the 
business comrnunity will be critical to expanded 
programming. 

Suitable initiatives for this stage of implementation are 
ranked in the accompanying table. 

interpretive centre 
2. CD ROMs 
3. Oevelop addiüonal tours 
4. Interpretive nodes 
5. Re-release older publications 
6. ArchiteduraVurban planning 

1 publications 
7. School materials 
8. Interpretive centre fundraising 
9. Detemine sitelbuilding for 

interpretive centre 
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Long term: 
interpretive centre and expansion of 
programrning 

The creation and management of a centrally located 
interpretive centre in the Exchange District National 
Historic Site would contribute to the realisation of al1 
three of the Strategy's goals, As a pflority item, planning 
for the interpretive centre must begin immediately in 
order to see its successfull realisation. On an interim 
basis, the kiosk or modest storefront interpretive centre, 
as seen in the first phase of this implementation strategy 
may be used until the permanent facility is completed. 
Upon completion, al1 interpretive programming c m  
originate from it and the organisation could be housed 
within it. The other recommendations in this phase of will 
again require extensive planning, production, and 
partnership development. 

Suitable initiatives for this stage of implementation are 
ranked in the accompanying table. 

3. Pfay stnidure 
4. Commemorate original street 

names 
5. Public art and street fumlure 
6. Designation plaque programme 
7- Additional videos 
8- Performances and 

reenadments 
9- Construction and display 

developmen t for interpretive 
w n t n  



ESTIMATED BUDGETS 

This section provides estimated capital costs (in 1999 
dollars) for as many of the Strategy's recornmendations 
as possible. Where the scale of the venture is uncertain 
and may involve enhancing exisiting service, estimates 
cannot be provided. All merchandise items must be 
developed on a cost recovery basis. 

1. lnitiate creation of organisation 
2. lnterpretive centre feasibility studies 
3. Rovingkiosk interpretive centre 
4. Guided tours of the Exchange District 
5. National Historic Site banners 
5. HSMBC plaque and ceremony 
7. Canadian flag programme 

9. History of the Exchange District 

9. Historic Winnipeg plaques and cleaning 
programme 

1. $2000 
2. $25,000 
3. $2500 plus staffmg 
4. $20,000 per year 
5. $4000 for 30 banners 
3. Provided by HSMBCiParks Canada ($1 500) 
7. Rags have k e n  donated ($100Hlag); structure 

of grant programme is still uncertain 
B. Research $15,000; $50,000-75,000 for layout. 

design, and publication 
3. Additional: Historic Winnipeg plaques could be 

provided by the City for S55ûiplaque; 
$3ûûfpiaque for the deaning programme 

1. Promotional material 
2. Enhance exisiting tours such as Art Walk, Terra 

Cotta Tour and 1919 Strike Walking Tour 
3. Web site 

4. Trail of Historic Winnipeg plaques 
5. Public Forums and seminars 
6. Tours of job sites 
7. Travelling exhibitdstorefront displays 

1. $15,000; pnce will depend on type and quantity 
2. Tours absorbed as part of their normal 

operating expenses 
3, Research, writing, design, and posting $7500; 

does not indude intemet aaount 
4. Research, writing, layout and printing $4000 
5. $5000 

'1: E r & ,  design, and construction tSmO7Wl 
1 per display 
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Il. Exchange District i n t e h  interpretive centre 1 1. S1O.ûûû plus siafing 
CD ROMs 

Oevelop additional tours 

4. Interpretive nodes 

5. Re-release older publications 
6. Architectural and urban planning publications 
7. School materials 
8. Interpretive centre fundraising 
9. Determine sitelbuilding for interpretive centre 

:. Depending on the complexity of the pmjed, 
$25.000-75,000 for research and development 
, Depending on the type of tour ($10,ûûû - 

$1 2.000) 
,, $3000/panel for research and production of 

porcelain enamel interpreîbe panels; node 
price will depend on scale and complexity of 
design 
. Possible partnenhip opportunities 
. Possible partnership opportunities 
'. Depends on the type of media 
- Dependent on feasibility study 
. Dependent on feasibility study 

1. Architectural fragment park 

2. PIay structure 
3. Cornmernorate original street names 
4. Public art and street fumiture 
5. Designation plaque programme 
6. Addiiional videos 

7. Performances and reenactments 
8. Construction and display development for 

in terpretive centre 

1, Design, construction, and interpretive panel 
costs S25,000/installalion (does not indude 
overall design fees or acquisition of land) 

2-10 be determined through further study 
3- Depends on the chosen medium 
4. To be determined through further study 
5. Depends on nature of the programme 
6. Very high end production including research. 

script. and production for $4000/minute 
7, S4ûûû for script and $32,000 in operating costs 
B. Construction at ~150-200nt2 for ciisp*ys but 
does not allw for acquisition of certain types of 
artefacts 



EVALUATION OF THE 

An organisational body should periodically monitor and 
evaluate the state of historic interpretation within the 
Exchange District National Historic Site. There are 
numerous reasons for evaluating programmes: 

individuals and organisations want to know if 
their work is effective and if it is meeting their 
objectives; 
the recreationai and educational impact of 
interpretation must be detemined; 
various interpretive methods must be rated 
according to cost effectiveness; 
an organisational body must be accountable 
to its visitors; 
the value of interpretation must be made 
known by proving that it can address and 
achieve goals; 
to provide direction for policy, planning and 
programming decisions; and 
to allow visitors to contnbute to the 
assessment process with qualitative data. 

Relative successes or failures of programming or 
infrastructure will have to be evaluated against the goals 
of the Strategy: 

PROGRAMMES : 

Assessment must be conducted on a routine basis 
before development (front-end evaluation), during 
development (developmental evaluation), and after the 
programme (performance and post-occupancy 
evaluation). Multi-stage evaluation of the objectives for 



the above goals will allow the organisational body to 
develop a baseline, as a reference point against which 
results can be compared- The approach must be 
unbiased and systematic, and indicate a programme's 
strengths and weaknesses- 

There are four main categories of assessrnent for 
interpretive media, regardless of the chosen method: 

visitors' behaviour and reactions to a variety of 
media and leaming objectives; 
evaluation of interpreters to improve their 
delivery and approach; 
evaluation of nonpersonal 
installations/exhibits/trails; and 
overall combination of programming and 
facilities. 

Withîn each broad category, measurement of interpretive 
effectiveness, interpretive effciency, and cost 
effectiveness is required. 

A vanety of techniques can be used to evaluate media, 
and many cân be conducted in-house andior contracted 
out On the following two pages are several evaluation 
techniques with a brief description of the process and 
their advantages and limitations Neverka 1998, 84-86). 

Some interpretive media need to be matched to the 
appropriate evaluaffon techniques while other 
programmes will require a variety of evaluation methods 
to detemine their relative success. 



lnterpretor analyses visitors AIlows for immediate analysis of Technique is subjective since the 
responses in face-to-face visiter's reacüon to the interpretor interpretor must 'interprer the 
settings. and setvice. The interpretor can visiter's reaction to himlherself 

change approacti on the spot to and service. 
elicit a better response h m  the 

I visitors- 

Have an expetienced interpretor Allows for the input of more The expert judges how sihe 
watch and critique an interpretnre experïenced professionals into thinks a presentation will affect a 
presentation. interpretive programrning. visitor. Thus, subjective. 

Detemine what interpretive Allows for the determination of Can determine what services 
service options visitors take which services are most preferred bot not why. 
when given a choie. preferred- 

Plant scanners in audience to Allows for determination of visitor Assumes that watching the 
watch and document how many responses during a presentation. interpretor is synonymous wiîh 
people are focusing their eyes on interest. understanding, 
the interpretor. enjoyment etc. 

Compare the amount of time Allows for the detemination of Cannot determine visitor 
people look at or Iisten to a whether or not people are enjoyment. understanding, or 
presentation with the amount of spending enough time with an interest- Thus no judgement can 
tirne it would take to completely exhibii. sign. etc. to absorb the be made as to whether or not the 
read or hear it. entire message. message is too long. 

A written set of questions given A great deal of visitor information 
to visitors to determine can be obtained with a well- 
demographic and experiential designed questionnaire. 
data. Questions conceming specifics 

services can be incorporated into 
the questionnaire. 

Subjed to written response bias. 
Timeconsuming to design, 
administer and evaluate. 



I Similar to questionnaires except 
that questions are administered 

.. . .. -.- - . --.i 
s e l F t e s t i n g - d _ e @ ~ s - ~ - - g r ~ ~  

Mechanical devices operated by 
the visitor to answer questions or 
uncover more interpretive 
information. 

A panel of people not associated 
with interpretation nor the subjed 
matter being presented are 
asked to evaluate a service. 

l ~ o o k  at fingerprints and 
noseprints on glass, footwear, 
litter (leaflets. cigarette buts etc.). 
Look at products of depreaative 
behaviour (graffiti. vandalism 

I etc.) 

I 
- - - -  ' - - ' . . , " ' " -C" -  e V . ' .  

s ~ g g 8 ~ t i ~  i: ~ ~ ; ; i < ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
A locked box where visitors can 
drop any comrnents or 
suggestions. 

luestionnaires. Often a preferred 
neîhod of data colledion sinœ 
many people are more willing to 
ommunicate orally that in 
vriting*. 

Ulows for acüve partiapation of 
kitors, A "fun' technique of 
waluation from the visiter's point 
if view. 

l e  panel can point out the 
itrengths and weaknesses of a 
iervice before it is ever 
~resented to the public. 

Aay indicate heavy use or a 
basic design problem. 

Similar problems as with 
luestionnaires in ternis of 
lesigning objective questions- 

Subject to mechanical 
weakdown and vandalism- Often 
nonopolised by children. 

' , n E  T T  7-5 - P..  .&. T&.Fi 
The evaluation will only be as 
,bjective as the panel members 
:hosen. 

IO not know why areas are 
~ i n g  used so extensively nor 
he specific design flow. 

Jsually get comments biased 
owards a positive or negative 
txtreme. 

--- 
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IN-PERSON INTERVIEWS : 

Demographic summary 

An equal number of men and women were interviewed in 
the development of the marketing strategy completed by 
Dennis McKnight 2051 Inc. The purpose of this research 
was to study typical users of the area as well as to test a 
variety of interpretive services. A total of 250 people 
completed the questionnaire in April 1999. The 
breakdown of the respondents by age is as follows: 

1 8-24 years, 14%, 
25-34 years, 30%. 
35-44 years, 28%, and 
55-65 years, 14% 

Most of the respondents in the study (82%) did not live in 
the Exchange Distict or the downtown. A total of 32% 
worked in the Exchange District with a further 51% 
working in the downtown. The majority of the 
respondents indicated (85%) that they were inthe 
Exchange District for work related activities. 

A copy of the questionnaire is reproduced in this section. 
The complete marketing strategy and audience profile is 
available for review under separate cover. 



Exchange District National Hbtoric Site Questionnaire 

1. The Exchange District has been given a National Historic Site designation recognising its 
contribution to the development of Western Canada. Were you aware of this prior to today? 

Yes 0 
No O 
Don't know O 

2. A number of major events and industries had their eariy beginnings in the Exchange 
District Please read the list below and indicate whether you were aware of the event or 
industry having their roots in the area, and whether the topic is of interest to you or O not? O 

t O! V) V> 
Q, u 
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The labour movement had its early beginnings 
in the area, including many of the activities 
during the 1919 General Strike. 

The Exchange District was Winnipeg's early 
centre of banking, trade and commerce. 

The Exchange District was and is the home 
to civic development in Winnipeg. Where public 
markets, public utilities, govemment offices 8 
al1 the city halls were located- 

The early women's movement (i.e. right to vote) 
had its early beginnings in the area. 

The Exchange District was the birthplace for 
the grain trade in western Canada and is still 
headquarters for many grain wmpanies. 

The Exchange District has one of the best 
collections of tum of the century buildings in 
North Amenca. 

McDemot Avenue was known as Newspaper 
Row because of the concentration of newspapers, 
prÏnting companies, news agencies and foundries. 



The Exchange District has a long tradition in arts 
and entertainment Many vaudeville perfomers 
including Charlie Chaplin performed at theatres 
like The Pantages Theatre. 

The Exchange District was the home to many 
prominent wholesale companies such as Ashdown's. O O O O 

The Winnipeg garment industry had its early 
beginnings in the area. 

Winnipeg was the only access point to and from 
Western Canada in its early days. This allowed 
Winnipeg to develop as a transportation hub. 

3. A Heritage Interpretation Centre is being considered for the Exchange District It would 
house interpretative heritage displays. offer walking tours of the area. provide directions and 
information about the area, to name a few things. In your opinion, is there a need to have a 
Hentage lnterpretation Centre in the area? 

Yes O 
No O 
Don't know O 

Answer Q#4 only if you said 'Yes' to previous question (#3). 

4. Do you think the Hentage lnterpretation Centre should offer the following amenities as 
weII: 

Gift or book shop 

Library 

Coffee shop 

Lecture hall 

Workshops on topics such as how to restore 
and repair woodwork on heritage buildings 

An interactive multi-media tour which takes 
visitors back in time 

Yes No Don? know 
O O O 
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5 a) There are a number of possible areas to locate the Hefitage lnterpretation Centre. 
Which of the following locations do you think would be the best? 

Portage and Main area O 

At City Hall 0 

Old Market Square Area O 

Somewhere close to the Red River O 

Underground concourse where we are standing O 

5 b) Do you have any other suggestions? 

6. How likely would you be to visit the Heritage Interpretation Centre? Would you Say. .. 

Very likely O 
Somewhat likely O 
Not very Iikely O 
Not at al1 likely O 

7. There are other ways ta provide heritage interpretation and information on the Exchange 
District in addition to the centre. Please indicate how effective you feel the following 
concepts would be ... 

E .- - C 
0 Cu - 
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a) Have a travelling kiosk (Le. Red River Cart) roving 
the area providing information to those in need 

b) Have computer kiosks located at several locations 
throughout the district where city guide and web site 
information on The Exchange District could be accessed 



8. There are a number of ways of providing heritage tours of the Exchange District. Please 
indicate your level of interest in each of the following: 

a) Have a printed guide you could follow at 
your own leisure 

b) Have a recorded tour on an audio cassette 
with headphones 

c) Have a tour guide who walks you through 
the area explaining key points of interest 

d) Have actors located at key sites providing 
mini-performances about the life and times of 
the area 

e) A musical and narrative depicting 
the people, events and culture of the time 
performed in a heritage theatre 

f) A tour of the area inside a topless vintage auto 
that could seat 6-8 people O 

9. Have you ever taken one of the guided walking tours of the Exchange District? 

Yes O 
No O 
[If no go to W11] 

10. How woutd you rate the tour? 

Excellent O 
Good O 
Average O 
Poor O 



11 a) Do you ever see yourself going on a, or on another. guided walking tour of the 
Exchange District? 

Yes O 

Don't know O 

11 b) If no. is there any reason why you wouldn't go on a guided tour of the Exchange 
District? 

12. Have you ever recommended to people visiting Winnipeg that they visitltour the 
Exchange District? 

Yes O 

13. How often do you read plaques on heritage buildings you are visiting or passing by? 

Always O 
Occasionally O 
Seldom O 
Never O 

14. How Iikely would you be to purchase any of the following items ? 

lllustrated guidelbooklet on the Exchange 
District for $5 O O O O 

A scholarly book of photos and writings on 
the area for $25 O O O O 

A coffee table photography book (similar to 
Winnipeg Flood Book) of heritage buildings 
and historical artifacts for $30 O O O O 

A CD-ROM of photographs and history 
of Exchange District selling for $25 



A 30 minute video on the history of the 
Exchange District for $20 

15. Would you be more likely to attend events and tours in the Exchange District if they 
were packaged together? For example, a walking tour of the area and lunch. or a play and a 
dinner. Assuming there was a cost savings for taking in both events would you be more 
likely to attend? 

Yes 
No 

16. Do you think the Exchange District should hold Heritage Oays where for 2-3 days 
businesses and people in the area dress up and hold events. which would reenact life at 
the turn of the fast century? 

Yes 
No 

17. Do you live in the Exchange District or downtown area 

Yes - Live in Exchange O 
Yes - Live in another part of downtown O 
No - Don't Iive in Exchange or downtown O 

18. Do you work in the Exchange District or another part of downtown? 

Yes - Work in Exchange O 
Yes - Work downtown O 
No - Don't work in Exchange or downtown O 

19. What brings you to the area today? 

Work related O 
Personal (lawyer, doctor etc.) O 
Shopping O 
Visiting O 
Tourist O 
Other: 



20. Which best describes your age? 

Under 18 years 
18-24 years 
25 -34 years 
35-44 years 
45-54 yeafs 
55 -65 years 
Over 65 years 

21. Are you? 

Male 
Female 

Please check with the person coordinating this survey to review the photos that accompany 
this question. 

22. Finally, there are other ways to interpret historic sites. Please review the photos hom 
what some other cities have done and indicate whether you feel these methods would be 
appropriate, or not, for the Exchange District 

Appropriate Not appropriate 

a) Public Art O O 
b) Street Furniture Q O 
c) Play Structure O O 
d) Fragment Park O O 
e) Banners D O 
f )  Plaques O O 
g) Panels O O 

Thank you for taking the time to fiIl out the questionnaire. 



THE CITY OF WINNIPEG AND 
HERITAGE CONSERVATION 

Background 

The conservation of historical structures and districts in Winnipeg is the result of long-standing 
cooperation and cornmitment by many individuals and groups. 

Since the 1970s' govemments have contributed to the effort in five main ways: protective 
legislation, direct capital investment, financial and professional support for private-sector 
conservation projects, research, and commemorative recognition of sites and structures, 

Winnipeg's Historical Buildings By-law is one piece of protective legislation. It enables the 
City to: 

designate structures within its jurisdicüon that are of architectural andlor historicat 
significance; and 
regulate the alteration and dernolition of Iisted buildings. 

The original version of the By-law (No. 1474ff7) was adopted by City Council on Febniary 2, 
1977. It has since been amended by By-laws 2032î78, 3284182,4339186 and 6124193. The 
main provisions of the legislation are outlined below. 

The Historical Buildings Committee is authorised to: 
advise City Council on heritage issues and policies through the standing Policy 
Committee on Property and Development; 
research, assess, and recornmend structures for designation; and 
regulate proposed alterations to listed structures outside the Exchange District. (A 
separate design review process govemed by the Histoflc Winnipeg Advisory 
Committee under Downtown Winnipeg Zoning By-law 4800188 is used to regulate 
changes to designated buildings in the Exchange District) 

The responsibilities of the Historical Buildings Cornmittee have grown in recent years to 
include the administration of programs that provide financial assistance for conservation 
initiatives. 

The Cornmittee's volunteer rnembership includes appointees from the City, Province of 
Manitoba, Govemment of Canada, Manitoba Association of Architects, and the Manitoba 
Historical Society. 

The Historical Buildings lnventory is a tabulation of structures that have not been formally 
researched and evaluated, but are known to be of potential architectural andfor histoflcal 



significance. Inclusion in the Inventory carries no restrictions except to delay the approval of 
a dernolition permit pending an assessrnent of whether the building in question warrants 
preservation. There are about 700 commercial, industrial, institutional, religious, residential. 
and miscellaneous structures in the Inventory. 

The Buildings Conservation List is the official record of structures designated by City 
Council- The List contains basic information about each building, including address, name, 
priority rating (Grade 1, II or III), and, where applicable, any specific components of the 
structure that have been identified for protection. 

The By-law sets out detailed criteria and processes to guide its administration- These 
provisions include the criteria for determining a structure's heritage significance, listing 
procedures, appeal processes, and requirements for obtaining approvals to undertake 
alterations, repairs and maintenance. The authority to regulate and prohibit the issuance of 
demolition permits is outlined, as is the role of City Council in deterrnining whether demolition 
or removal of a Iisted structure should be approved. 

Criteria for Listing and Property Ratings 

Under the By-law, the Historical Buildings Cornmittee may choose on its own to research and 
evaluate the heritage significance of a structure. As well, the Committee rnay undertake an 
evaluation based on a request by an owner or other part-, or on notification that an application 
has been made to demolish a building in the Historical Buildings Inventory- 

When deciding whether or not a building is worthy of being listed, the Committee takes the 
following criteria into account: 

1. Significance in illustrating or interpreting Winnipeg's history. 
2. Association with important historic persons or events. 
3. Illustration of the architectural history of the city. 
4. Distinguishing architectural characteristics of a style or method of constnrction. 

If listing is warranted, the building is assigned a priority grade which also indicates the degree 
of alteration that may be considered acceptable. 

Grade I buildings are Winnipeg's outstanding examples of architectural and historical merit 
which are to be presenred in perpetuity. Restoration and maintenance of the entire interior and 
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exterior of these structures are the only types of work pemitted- In general, alterations, 
deletions and additions to these buildings are considered unacceptable. 

Grade II buildings include the majority of Winnipeg's hentage stock Sympathetic alterations 
and additions to the exterior and Iisted interior elements of these buildings rnay be allowed in 
order to maintain the economic viability of the structure. In certain instances, the adaptive re- 
use of Iisted interior elements rnay be perrnitted. 

Grade III buildings have been identified as moderately significant heritage eramples worthy 
of listing. Suitable exterior alterations and modifications rnay be pemitted. There is usually no 
restriction on interior alterations. 

Listing, Notice, and Appeal Procedures 

There are two methods by which a building rnay be included on the Buildings Conservation 
List: 

1. Listing by City Council 
The Historical Buildings Committee recomrnends to the Policy Cornmittee on Property and 
Development that a building be placed on the List 

The Policy Committee notifies the owner of the proposed listing, affording hirnlher the 
opportunity to object by delivering a letter to the City Clerk, If no letter of objection is received 
within fourteen days of the notification, the building is considered to be Iisted by Council. 

If a letter of objection is received, the Policy Cornmittee on Property and Development holds 
a heanng as part of its regular business, then forwards its recomrnendation to City Council. 
After again notifying the owner, Council hears representation on the matter. It rnay then 
include the structure on the Buildings Conservation List under the grade recommended or any 
other grade, or it rnay reject the listing. 

This procedure holds true for Grade I and Grade II listings. The only change in the case of 
Grade III designations is that pnor to notifying the owner, the Policy Committee on Property 
and Development will seek the advice of the Community Committee representing the district 
in which the building is located. 



2. Listing by the Chief Administrative Officer 
The Chief Administrative Officer is ernpowered under the By-law to list buildings with or 
without the recommendation of the Historical Buildings Committee. Upon listing a building, the 
Chief Administrative 0-r notifies the owner, and, in the case of a Grade III building, the 
Comrnunity Committee as well. The Policy Cornmittee on Property and Development then 
holds a hearing as part of its regular business. The same procedures as those outlined in 
Method 1 appiy. 

Regulation of Alterations and Repsirs 

Except for ordinary maintenance, no permit will be issued for the exterior alteration, repair, 
dernolition or removal of any building on the Buildings conservation List, located in the City of 
Winnipeg outside the Exchange District, without prior issuance of an approval form called a 
Certificate of Suitability. A Certificate of Suitability is alsa required for changes to the interiors 
of Grade I buildings and for listed interior components of Grade II buildings. Application fonns 
for these certificates are available through the Planning and Land Use Division. 

A subcommittee of the Historical Buildings Cornmittee meets as required to cansider design 
proposals for listed buildings. The subcommittee hears the applicant's proposal, asks 
questions, and discusses possible changes. This open forum encourages negotiation on 
desirable alternatives and compromises. 

The subcommittee makes a recommendation to the full Historical Buildings Cornmittee which 
issues the Certificate of Suitability provided the applicant agrees in writing with its 
recommendations- 

Where the Historical Buildings Committee recommends to the Policy Committee on Property 
and Development that a certificate be rehised, the reasons for that refusal are forwarded to 
the owner, who then has the right to appear at a hearing of the Policy Cornmittee on PropeRy 
and Development as part of its regular business. That Cornmittee's decision is final. 

Certificate of Ordinary Maintenance 
A Certificate of Suitability is not required for ordinary maintenance or repair of a building 
provided the work does not involve a change in any element of design aRecting the 
appearance of the building or its architectural or historic interest. However, a Certificate of 
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Ordinary Maintenance must be obtained. Applications rnay be made Mmugh the Planning and 
Land Use Division. 

Sand blasting 
Sandblasting and other abrasive processes are unacceptable methods for cleaning the wood 
and masonry surfaces of designated buildings. If, however, it is established to the satisfaction 
of the Historical Buildings Committee that a surface can be cieaned without damage to a 
building, the Committee rnay issue a CeRificate of Suitability for the work, 

Standards for Conservation 
In 1995, City Council approved a series of standards for conservation work. These standards 
are to be applied to heritage projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration 
economic and technical feasibility. Copies rnay be obtained fram the Planning and Land Use 
Division. 

Delisting, Change of Grade and Dernolition 

An owner or the Chief Administrative Officer rnay apply to the City Clerk to have a structure 
removed from the Buildings Conservation List, or to have it Iisted under a different grade. A 
procedure similar to that invoived in listing the building applies- 

In considering a proposed delisting or change of grade, the Policy Committee on Property and 
Development and City Council rnay take into account the economic viability of the building 
where circumstances warrant An application rnay be denied if the proposed dernolition of a 
Iisted building is deemed unnecessary. 

Where a demolition is approved, the manner in which the building is disrnantled rnay be 
regulated; that is, photographie recording of the building or the preservation of some of its 
specific components rnay be required pnor to a demolition pemit being issued. 

When a demolition permit application is made for a building that is not yet listed but is in the 
Historical Buildings Inventory, the permit is withheld unül the Historical Buildings Committee 
has had the opporhinity to evaluate the structure. The Cornmittee may recommend that the 
building be designated or that it be thoroughly photographed before permission to proceed 
with dernolition is granted. 
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Penalties 

Any peson who contravenes or disobeys. or refuses or neglects to obey, any provision of the 
Historical Buildings By-law is guilty of an offense and liable on summary conviction to the 
penalties provided in Section 138 of The City of Winnipeg Act 

(This material was repnnted with the permission of the City of Winnipeg.) 



BUILDINGS CONSERVATlON LIST ENTRIES : 
FOR THE EXCHANGE DISTRICT : 

City of Winnipeg, By-Law No. 1474177 

As of March 31, 1999, the following buildings in the Exchange District have been placed on the : 
Buildings Conservation List: 

address name grade date listed : 

48 Albert Street 
52-54-56 Albert Street 
62 Albert Street 
63 Albert Street 
70 Albert Street 

86 Albert Street 
90 Albert Street 
91 Albert Street 

92 Arthur Street 
104 Arthur Street 

11 5 Bannatyne Avenue 
123 Bannatyne Avenue 
137 Bannatyne Avenue 
141 Bannatyne Avenue 
167 Bannatyne Avenue 
168 Bannatyne Avenue 
185 Bannatyne Avenue 
283 Bannatyne Avenue 

291 Bannatyne Avenue 
291 Bannatyne Avenue 

66 King Street 

87 King Street 

Royal Albert Ams Hotel 
Gregg Building 
Dingwall Building 
Hammond Building 
Telegmm Building 
with the following interior elements: 
1) cast iron columns. 
2) water tank - 4th flour, and 
3) post and beam system - upper floors 
AIbert Block (227-237 McDermot Ave.) 
Western Building 
Trend Interion 

Gault Annex 
Gault Building (99 King Street) 

Donald fl. Bain Building 
Marshall Wells Building 
Swiss Building 
MacKemie Block 
Ashdown's Wamhouse 
Chatfield Distributors (Franklin Press) 
McClary Building 
Travellers Building 
with the following interior elements: 
1) open cage elevator, 
2) ofnamental fireplace/Sth flaar, and 
3) intemal staircase 
Sanford Building (116 King St) 
Maw's Gange (Brandy's) 

Maltese Cross Building 
with the following interior elements: 

w 
Ill 
111 
111- 
II' 

II* 
III* 
III' 

II 
II* 

II* 
II* 
III 
Ill 
II* 
111 
111 
II 

II* 
III* 

111 

May 19.1981 
May 26,1986 
Mar- 27,1985 
July 14, 1980 
July 14,1980 

May 28,1904 
Jan. 7,1985 
June 16,1980 

Feb. 16,1987 
Dec. 6,1982 

June 16,1980 
Nov. 14,1983 
Dec, 8,1986 
Jan. 15.1993 
Sept 16,1985 
Nov. 14,1983 
Od. 1,1987 
Nov. 19,1979 

Nov, 19,1979 
Nov. 19,1979 

Sept. 30. 1997 

1) oak and glass vestibule on the main floor. and 
2) original interior stairwell 
Anne Building III' Sept 12,1983 



address name grade date listed . 
104 King Street 

120 King Street 

167 Lombard Avenue 
17'7 Lombard Avenue 

191 Lombard Avenue 

389 Main Street 
395 Main Street 
436 Main Street 

441 Main Street 

455 Main Street 
456 Main Street 

King Building (former Ryan Blotk) II* Mar.11,1991 : 
with the following interior elements: 
1) elevator doors, and 
2) staircase components 
Sparling Sales Ltd. II* March 7, 1983 

Grain Exchange Building II Oct.1,1992 : 
Cham ber of  Commerce Bldg. II Sept. 12.1983 i 
with the following interior elements: 
1) entrance foyer and lobby on main floor, 
2) 2nd floor boardroom & adjoining office, 
3) stairway. and 
4) second floor lobby 
Union Tower Building II* Sept. 12.1983 : 
with the following interior elements: 
1) main floor foyer and lobby, and 
2) main floor banking hall 

Bank of Commerce 1 Nov. 7, 1979 : 
Bank of Hamilton 1 Nov. 7, 1979 1 

Former 6ank of British North Amen's II Sept. 2, 1997 
(Newrnac Building) 
with the following intenor elements: 
1) original fabric of the main floor including entrance lobby, fan lights. staircase, 

and 
2) original plaster ceiling on the upper floors 
Imperial Bank o f  Canada I Oct. 28,1997 
with the following interior elements: 
1) basement - ornamental metal fixtures & gates, mable, vaults, curved 

stairwell, 8 grating at the top with signage; 
2) main flr. - entire banking hall, al1 wood detailing, & preservation of the existing 

black marble banking counters: 
3) 2nd flr. - oak woodwork, rear 8 front stairwells; and 
4) 3rd flr. - glass roof lights. 
Confederrtion Life Building II* June 16.1980 
Bank of Toronto II Nov. 13,1984 
with the following interior elements: 
1) four vaults in basement; 
2) main fir., lobby, cage elevator and banking hall; manager's office; 
3) central stairway; and 
4) marble on first, second & third floors 



address name grade date listed : 

460 Main Street 

466 Main Street 

468 Main Street 
492 Main Street 
500 Main Street 
504 Main Street 

11 2-1 14 Market Avenue 
11 3 Market Avenue 
136 Market Avenue 

180 Market Avenue 

165 McDermot Avenue 
1 71 McDermot Avenue 
173 McDermot Avenue 
175 McDermot Avenue 
177 McDermot Avenue 
179 McDermot Avenue 
21 4 McDermot Avenue 

Royal Bank of Canada Building II 
with the following intenor elements: 
1) brass doors; 
2) maible firrishes; 
3) banking hall & foyer; 
4) staitwells; 
5) wall dock; and 
6) lower vault area 
Woodbine Hotel 111 
with the following interior element: 
1) pressed tin ceiling 
Birt's Saddley (Baker Block) Ill 
Former Macdonald Shoe Store 111 
Union Bank Building Annex II 
Union Bank Building I 

Sept. 2.1997 

Jan. 27,1986 

March 5.1984 
Mar. 28,1996 
July 18, 1995 
July 18,1995 

Great West Saddte y Warehouse 111 May 14,1990 
Great West Saddlery Building II Nov. 18,1985 
Marshall-Wells Building 111 May 11,1987 
with the following interior element: 
1) capitals on the main floor with following interior elements: Y) foyer 
Playhouse Theatre II Jan. 5,1984 
with the following interior elements: 
1) foyer, and 
2) concert hall exœpt ceiling 

Galpern (Porter) Building 111 June 24.1985 
Dawson Richardson Building III July 15, 1985 
Grange Building III July 15, 1985 
Toronto Type Foundry Building 111' Aug. 29,1988 
T.W. Taylor Building 111 July 15, 1985 
W.F. Alloway Building III June 24,1985 
Criterion Hotel II* April21,1981 
with the following interior element: 
1) ground floor lobby 

21 7-223 McDemot Avenue Bate Building II* May 19,1981 
with the fdlowing interior elements: 
1) public areas 

245 McDermot Avenue Stovel Block (Kay Building) II Nov. 16.1998 
246-248 McDemot Avenue Sures Building 111' Dec. 5,1983 
281 McDenot Avenue Bedford Building 111 Dec. 5.1983 
288 McDemot Avenue Allen Building III* May 11.1987 

-- 
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address name grade date listed : 

290 McDermot Avenue 
296 McDemot Avenue 

21 3 Notre Dame Avenue 

235 Notre Dame Avenue 
265 Notre Dame Avenue 

33 Princess Street 
44 Prinœss Street 
72-74 Princess Street 
78 Princess Street 
92-1 00 Princess Street 
1 04-1 08 Princess Street 
110-1 18 Princess Street 

121 Pnncess Street 

7 46 Princess Street 
150 Princess Street 
154 Princess Street 
160 Princess Street 
164 Princes Street 

65 Rorie Street 

21 8 William Avenue 

294-296 William Avenue 

Glengarry Blotk 
Daylite Building 

111' 
Il' 

Notre Dame Chambers II' 
with the following interior element 
1) main floor lobby ind. mezzanine & offices 
St Charles Hotsl 1f1 
Greater Winnipeg Gas Company Ill 

Peck Building Il' 
Ryan Block Ill 
I.O.O.F. Hall 111 
Eam International Building 111 
Adelman Building II* 
Warehouse 111 
Sterling Cloak Building II 
(Fairchild Building) 
with following interior elements: 
1) glass foyer, and 
2) cast iron columns 
Miller & Richard Type Founders Building III 
with the following interior element: 
1) entrance way 
Drake Hotel 111' 
House of Comoy III* 
Hochman Building III* 
Exchange Building II' 
Utility Building II* 

Northem Electrïc Building 111 

Leland Hotel 111 
(Delisted May 28, 1998) (Demolished by fire Jan. 16/99} 
Massey Building II 
with following interior efements: 
1) pressed tin ceilings, 
2) oak staircase 8 balustrade, 
3) oak paneling 8 wainscatting. 
4) exposed beams, and 
5) any other original exposed woodwork 

May 11.1987 
Mar. 30.1987 

Mar. 24, W86 
Mar. 28. 1988 

Apnl 16,1984 
Sept. 22,1998 
Sept- 8, 1986 
Aug- 24,1998 
Sept- 12, 1983 
June 18,1984 
May 29.1985 

March 2, 1999 

June 18.1979 
June 18.1979 
June 18,1979 
June 18.1979 
June 18.1979 

May 13,1985 

Sept 12,1983 




